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Switzerland?

My kitchen, Yavne’el Israel, 2006  

 ‘What exactly was I thinking when I started to write this thing?  

 Where exactly did I think I was living? Switzerland?’  

 (Sayed Kashua, 2010)1 

I found myself  staring at two yellow and green inflatable plastic tulips 

standing by the kitchen window. Once I had moved from Amsterdam 

to Israel, they changed from objects that I considered kitschy and just 

for tourists, into objects that, although still kitschy, I like to have in my 

home. You could say the tulips embody my longing to experience (Dutch) 

conviviality in an Israeli environment.2 Perhaps they are the only objects 

in my home that have this specific meaning.3 Placing tulips in front of  the 

kitchen window is a personal choice; exhibiting tulips or other objects in a 

museum setting involves a different type of  decision making. How political 

are my tulips? Most people in Israel are busy living and are not immersed in 

politics on a daily basis. British anthropologist Daniel Miller describes the 
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disadvantage of  focusing too much on the political situation and aspects of  

Israeli society, saying that ‘while inhabitants of  Israel become homogenized 

within a politicized landscape, we tend to forget that people even have 

everyday life. Consequently the actual dynamism and diversity of  the society 

becomes lost.’4 While I agree with Daniel Miller, Israel is not Switzerland, 

as Israeli Muslim Arab writer Sayed Kashua noted with despair; politics are 

always present in the background, like wallpaper, discernible with the proper 

lighting. So again, how political are my tulips? With the particular Israeli 

political wallpaper as a backdrop, my research tells a story about tulips and 

other objects in the homes and museums of  Israel as a cultural landscape.

In this introduction, ‘Location, location, location’ considers the significance 

of  a specific location in the context of, as well as in relation to, a wider 

network. ‘Borders of  identity’ then looks at the question of  how 

geographical and administrative boundaries act as definers of  identity. The 

section ‘Politics of  culture’ concerns the role of  material culture in the 

interaction and interdependence between subcultures and a main culture, 

and presents the hypothesis that the main culture can more properly 

be considered another subculture. ‘Material culture, objects and people’ 

delineates different classifications of  objects needed to compare cultural 

identifications in the public sphere with the private sphere. ‘Having, 

collecting and showing’ discusses the consequences that classifications 

made by museums can have on the building of  a nation state. My aim is 

to show that location and the way people interact with location in time 

has a continuous influence on the relation between people and objects. 

Furthermore, I would like to show that a correlation exists between 

the role museums play in the relation between people and objects, and 

the position people take within the society in which they live. ‘Tacheles’ 

outlines the historical approach, as well as the sociological method and 

the anthropological tools used in this research. It also introduces the eight 

chapters, each of  which presents research on a unit of  analysis, consisting of  
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a home and a museum linked to an Israeli subculture. ‘Time in place’ maps 

how time and place are linked to each other and shows the locations and the 

time elements involved in the research.

 

Location, location, location

The relation between objects, material culture and who we are and how we 

present ourselves is described by British anthropologist and archeologist 

Chris Tilley in one word: objectification. He states that ‘through making, 

using, exchanging, consuming, interacting and living with things people make 

themselves in the process. The object world is thus absolutely central to an 

understanding of  the identities of  individual persons and societies. Without 

the things – material culture – we could neither be ourselves nor know 

ourselves.’5 Daniel Miller argues that ‘there exists a one-to-one relationship 

between a material thing (or a particular pattern, such as a style of  home 

decoration) and the expression of  belonging or difference’6 and ‘because 

the object may lend itself  equally to the expression of  difference… and 

to the expression of  unity, therefore the subject-object process is central; 

hence we can speak of  objectification of  identity.’7 American anthropologist 

Janet Hoskins adds ‘just like people and landscapes, objects too can be said 

to have ‘biographies’, going through a series of  transformations from gift 

to commodity to inalienable possession. At the same time, people invest 

aspects of  their own biographies in things.’8 While she does not include 

location as a country, Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, an American professor 

of  performance studies and Hebrew and Judaic studies, emphasizes that ‘in 

considering an ethnographic object, it is useful to distinguish in situ from in 

context, a pair of  terms that call into question the nature of  the whole, the 

burden of  interpretation, and the location of  meaning.’9 Pieter ter Keurs, a 

Dutch professor of  material culture, summarizes all of  the above by saying 

that ‘in the end our interest in objects is about people.’10  
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My main research question is to what extent does location affect this 

interplay between objects and people? While looking at the dynamics 

between objects, people and locations, the focus of  the research is the 

specific setting of  Israel, understood as a politicized piece of  land, designed 

by man, where the concept of  conviviality is not self-evident: and as a 

place where borders are in flux, as is the way people from outside and 

inside perceive it.11 In this cultural landscape identity is a politicized notion; 

intergenerational transfer of  culture and history are linked with a broad 

range of  migration experiences and historical developments in society, 

and issues of  cultural dominance and differentiation are intertwined with 

ethnicity, religion, nationality and historical experience.  

In the end my interest in objects is about Israel, both about the place and 

the people who live there. The three locations mentioned in the heading of  

this section refer to the location of  objects, the location of  people and the 

location of  the country. Moreover they refer to the connection between the 

three and how they affect one another over time. As the research shows, 

Israel is more than a random context. Consequently I like to describe this 

research as a biography of  a country as a location of  meaning, in which the 

landscape takes the place of  a showcase, and where the government acts as 

a curator that both has its own agenda and has to listen to all the groups that 

live in, visit, or just have a strong opinion about the country.12 

Thus my main research question is to what extent does Israel, as a location 

of  meaning, affect the interplay between objects and people?

 

Borders of  identity

As noted, the focus of  the research is the specific setting of  Israel. To 

analyze the connections between people, objects and their location, in 

homes, museums and (imaginary) homelands, the role of  the particular 

location of  Israel should be identified and understood. For that it is 
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necessary to determine the factors that make the location the way it is, and 

to identify the differences and similarities between it and other locations, like 

Switzerland — the prototypical location of  ‘neutrality’, as indicated by 

Kashua — but more so, like the countries of  origin of  the different 

subcultures. 

Specific settings are created by borders. The borders of  Israel are, and have 

been even before its establishment in 1948, under debate and subject to 

change by force and negotiation. The same can be said concerning who is 

and who is not allowed to cross those borders. This topic, probably more 

than in most other countries, is always on the agenda and cannot be 

separated from the question of  what kind of  state Israel is or wants to be. 

The way people behave, linked to their identity, and the identity of  the 

location are intertwined. Identity here is defined as the combination of  the 

self  image and the externally attributed image, together with the interaction 

between the two.’13 Thus the core values of  identity stay the same, but how 

they are expressed depends on where you are and when you are there.  

Much has been written on the connection between identity and territory. In 

the context of  Israel it is worth quoting Chris Tilley who says that ‘identity, 

when it becomes deterritorialized through migrations and diasporas, almost 

becomes located between places rather than bound to particular locations or 

homelands.’14 I would like to add that homelands can be both real and 

‘imaginary’, like the way the homeland used to be, or the way you imagined it 

with tulips. With the establishment of  the Israeli nation-state, identity 

acquired a new meaning, for example, involving the connections between 

immigrants to Israel and the societies they had left. Despite all the different 

waves of  migration to Israel and the presence of  Jews in the Diaspora, 

location acts to a significant degree as the definer of  identities.15 However, in 

contrast to the way it is described by Tilley, in Israel identity is not located 

between places; rather it is bound to both the homeland and the new 

country. I assume this is possibly the result of  a lack of  a clear main identity 

in the new country while at the same time the new country is seen as an 
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imaginary homeland.  

The same notion of  location acting as a dynamic definer of  identity is 

reflected in the belief  that ‘the generation that founded the state imported 

the basic tenets of  Zionism, involving the need of  Jews for their own state 

in their historic land of  Israel.’16 However, according to the analysis of  Anita 

Shapira, while implementing this belief, ‘neither the question of  

incorporating the substantial Arab minority into the evolving Israeli identity, 

nor the absorption of  the many newcomers after 1950, was thought 

through. The unity of  customs and norms broke down, never to be 

regained.’17 As I mentioned before, Israel itself  was imaginary and in a way it 

still is, as it has a different meaning for everyone. You could say that now 

‘the most Israeli characteristic is the attempt to define what is Israeli. It can 

be seen that there is a range of  different Israeli cultures that contain within 

them subcultures, which can be called hyphenated Israelis: Israeli-yuppies; 

Israeli-veteran Zionist bourgeoisie; Israeli-Ashkemizrahis; Israeli-Lithuanian 

ultra-Orthodox; Israeli-Muslim Arabs and on and on.’18  

Consequently the continuous process of  shaping identity cannot be seen 

separately from discussions on location and borders. This entanglement 

could be found for example in the fighting of  some of  the subcultures over 

the land, whether literally, as with the National Religious evacuated from the 

Gaza Strip, or figuratively, as with the Iraqi claim to a place in the collective 

memory of  the nation state. The research follows the general notion of  

Israel as a migration country. Not only their specific relationship with the 

land they live in, but also the way people relate to the world is significant for 

their identity — which is especially relevant to migrants — and consequently 

the identity of  the country.  

I would like to look now at three scholars, French philosopher Etienne 

Balibar, American historian James Clifford and cultural anthropologist Pieter 

Ter Keurs. By combining their research, the significance of  looking outward 

or inward while considering location and identity, may become apparent. 

This is relevant for the research as I assume that the direction from which 
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subcultures look at Israel, inwards or outwards, influences the way they act 

within that society. 

Etienne Balibar sees migrants in European countries as nodes within a 

network society in which the network branches out towards countries 

outside Europe.19 I argue that in the Israeli context, citizenship is pointed 

inwards. Exceptions that prove the rule include Israeli Arabs who direct their 

gaze out to the broader Arab world, foreign workers from Thailand or the 

Philippines who look over the borders to their home countries, and 

members of  Chabad living in Israel who relate to the headquarters of  

Chabad in New York in the United States. 

James Clifford stresses ‘movement itself  as the source of  cultural 

production, implying that it is people and things on the move that in 

themselves are agents of  cultural creation, as against the received view that 

culture is constituted in localized populations or communities.’20 this is 

strengthened by the movement of  identity between locations.  

Combining James Clifford’s and Etienne Balibar’s views, I argue that even 

once people and objects have settled/localized within a nation-state, their 

role as nodes within a global cultural network simultaneously makes them 

agents of  cultural creation within that state. Consequently the direction, 

inwards or outwards, from which these agents operate, is essential and 

should be taken into account. 

As previously stated, the borders of  Israel are the subject of  ongoing debate 

and subject to change. Many of  its neighbors are hostile or oppose its very 

existence. Many people kept outside its borders claim the right to live there, 

while other outsiders have the legal right to automatic citizenship. These 

external tensions, together with internal tensions from different groups 

fighting for their place literarily and figuratively, are a source of  insecurity.  

By adding the discussions on cultural heritage held by Pieter ter Keurs 

among others, the role objects play within this complex unity of  identity, 

location and time can be discerned. Pieter ter Keurs states ‘there is 

interaction between uncertain political conditions, the increased amount of  
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attention people pay to cultural heritage and local initiatives that are 

undertaken to emphasize the own identity.’21 or rather that part of  the 

identity that is either aimed at their origins or at their (future) goal. ‘The 

objects give assurance to people who have a need for a handhold, contact 

with the past or with the far unknown.’22 How people interact with objects 

differs with the ‘cultural network’ of  which they are part, and from which 

their behavior stems. To have or not to have objects is significant for the 

identity, the feeling of  belonging in a subculture. ‘A government that doesn’t 

want to see this lacks attention for the interests of  its citizens.’23 or it is too 

busy creating its own identity/network/behavior, hence the idea of  the 

government being an imaginary subculture on its own. In Israel various 

subcultures initiate projects in this regard, as will be discussed later. However, 

I argue that the government, rather than listening to the several narratives 

that at best coexist but more often conflict, promotes its own narrative, 

framed as a main culture called national identity.  

How the government designs its country (as a museum) depends on where, 

when and its place in the world. The same applies to ‘real’ museums. Zionism, 

always in the background, is brought to center stage by the government. This 

official agenda also influences the relationship between objects, people, and 

location. This relationship is visible for example in the government-created 

‘heritage trails’. In the process of  hiking these trails the land becomes an 

object that people can have and which they claim by using it. By so doing, 

both culture and identity are linked to the land.24 And the land acts as a 

showcase. Tunisian born Israeli artist Eliahou Eric Bokobza includes place 

and identity in many of  his paintings, with the relationship between landscape 

and Zionism a recurrent theme. ‘My work’, says Bokobza, ‘looks at the utopia 

of  modernism in art and the utopia of  Zionism in Israeli society, and how 

both totally ignore what doesn’t suit them. Behind the cheerful colors there is 

criticism of  Zionism, family, militarism, religion and nationalism, in short of  

everything that was meant to create a new Jewish man from the Israeli  

melting pot.’25
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The painting ‘Zionist in view, 2’ sums up in a critical way the role of  the 

Israeli government as a subculture in a specific location and in a specific 

time.

Eric Eliahou Bokobza. Zionist in view 2, 2002
 

Politics of  culture 

In the previous section I focused on location, its border dynamics and the 

link with identity. Another look at the main research question, ‘to what extent 

does Israel as a location of  meaning affect the continuous interplay between 

objects and people?’ shows that two elements, people and objects, remain to 

be discussed. In this section I would like to look at the people  

who live in Israel, focusing on the way the population is composed. 

The current Israeli population numbers over 7.5 million. The majority, 

more than 75 percent, was born in Israel.26 As we have seen, this does not 

mean that they form a homogenous group. Different scholars use different 
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terminology to describe population construction. Israeli historian Anita 

Shapira, for example, talks about a splintering of  the Israeli identity into sub-

identities, while Israeli sociologist Baruch Kimmerling uses the term cultural 

groups. Rogers Brubaker, an American sociologist, uses the term subculture. 

Although he does not talk about Israel, I will apply this term to Israeli society. 

As mentioned previously and by analogy with Rogers Brubaker’s conception 

of  assimilation as a continuous process rather than an end-product,27 

subculture is conceived as that part of  a migrant or indigenous culture that 

is retained in the process of  continuous assimilation into the main culture. 

When applied to Israel, it can even be said that subcultures come into 

existence the moment they become part of  the nation-state. Each subculture 

experiences this in a different period and under different circumstances. The 

term subculture is used here in reference to groups of  people rather than to 

cultural practices, while acknowledging that they are linked to each other, and 

following the notion of  a lack of  a clear main identity in Israel, the process of  

assimilation is focused more heavily on behavior rather than on identity.28  

Although Israeli society is comprised of  various distinct cultures, it is not 

multicultural as there is a constant clash between the groups, rather than 

mutual respect and co-existence.29 One might even ask whether Israel is 

more like an ‘imagined community’, as described by American professor of  

international studies Benedict Anderson. I suggest that Israel is an unstable 

evolving structure consisting of  a collection of  imagined communities.30  

All in all, there is no definite number of  subcultures in Israel and the sum 

of  all subcultures depends on the kind of  classification used. To name 

some, Baruch Kimmerling identifies, in addition to the mostly urban veteran 

middle-class Ashkenazi31 groups who have lost their dominance, four other 

cultural groups:32 non-Ashkenazi Jews (both Sephardi33 and Mizrahi34),  

Ultra-orthodox Jews, Russians35, and Israeli Arabs’.36 American 

anthropologist Virginia Dominguez describes the division made by the 

CBS (Central Bureau of  Statistics) of  the Israeli population along religion, 

between Jews, Arabs, Christians and Druze.37 
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As a curator researching a cultural landscape I designed eight units of  

analysis, each consisting of  a home and a museum that are linked to a 

particular subculture - Chabad, Moroccan, Iraqi, Ethiopian, Russian, 

National Religious, Israeli Christian Arab and Israeli Muslim Arab.38  

The units of  analysis are presented in part one of  this manuscript.39 

In the debate about whether cultures are coextensive with national borders, 

the distinction between a commonly perceived cultural heterogeneity and 

a relatively strong feeling of  belonging becomes extremely relevant.40 It 

could be said that within the historical context of  a given society, a set 

of  readily available classifications exists that offers a society’s members 

an identity toolbox for categorizing him/herself  and others.41 Cultural 

anthropologist Birgit Meyer regards the state as supplier of  points of  

identification, or available classifications.42  

Contrary to these views, I take as starting points that Israel is distinguished 

from other countries by unstable borders, by the inward direction of  the 

majority of  the members of  society, by the role of  politics in collective 

memory, and by the state acting as a subculture. These assumptions lead 

me to expect that in Israel new subcultures, rather than looking to the 

state for points of  identification, operate as contributors to the national 

cultural heritage as well as to the ongoing collection of  contemporary 

material culture. Furthermore it leads to the notion that identity is shaped 

by behavior. All this results in a notion of  the state being considered  

‘the other’, both by the subcultures and by the state itself.  

Recent debates about nationality and citizenship suggest that difference 

always shadows and doubles identity, always entails a relationship 

between self  and other.43 Robert Young, a British postcolonial theorist 

and historian, elaborates on the role culture plays within the politics of  

difference, saying: ‘Culture never stands alone but always participates 

in a conflictual economy acting out the tension between sameness and 

difference, comparison and differentiation, unity and diversity. Culture has 

inscribed within itself  the complex and often contradictory differences 
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through which European society has defined itself. Culture has always 

marked cultural difference by producing the other’.44 Consequently it 

operates as an agent in the politics of  belonging. 

And ‘whether they like it or not, museums are key players in identity 

politics, a topic that requires us to rethink terms such as ‘the Other’ and 

‘cultural representation.’45 The conditions of  social hierarchy and power 

structures of  hegemony change over time. On the role of  museums within 

this process, Steiner states that ‘the ordering and reordering of  objects and 

representations in national museums can serve to legitimate or ‘naturalize’ 

any given configuration of  political authority.’46 ‘Museums’, according to 

American historian Daniel Sherman, ‘are, as public institutions, assigned 

both to safeguard and to define culture; sites meant for the negotiation 

of  difference.’47 In my research this will be reinforced, as a category like 

‘the Other’ is mainly made visible by museums. In fact, ‘the Other’ is 

commonly part of  the museum narrative whereas it may be absent or 

imperceptible in the home. As I mentioned before subcultures are used 

here in reference to groups of  people rather than to cultural practices. At 

the same time I acknowledge that groups and cultural practices cannot be 

totally dissociated and therefore cultural practices are discussed in the eight 

units of  analysis, focusing on homes and museums. I choose this, not in 

order to define the identity of  the subculture, rather to show the way the 

location of  objects determines their use and value. These cultural practices 

combine ‘having’ and ‘doing’.48 Material culture in itself  refers to the 

relation between people and objects. In the research objects can be both 

tangible and intangible. Furthermore the intangible aspects of  tangible 

objects are taken into account as well as the tangible aspects of  intangible 

objects. 
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Material culture, objects and people

This research is unique in the sense that it links the material culture of  

museums and homes. The two spheres are compared, while asking ‘Is the 

museum a home for cultures or is material culture in real homes something 

completely different, taking into account the location of  meaning?’ To 

answer this question, after discussing location and people, it is now time to 

address objects and categories.  

I assume that a discrepancy occurs particularly between the intangible and 

the material aspects of  an object when you look at the object’s ‘life’ in 

situ at home and in the context of  its representation in a museum. This 

research shows that it is the way objects are presented, together with their 

biographies, including their story, use, and value, in short ‘the intangible 

aspects’, that is critical. This presentation is always influenced both by 

location and by time. 

To link and compare cultural identifications in the public sphere and the 

private sphere, it is essential to start by recognizing that objects are classified 

differently in each: and in both spheres classifications are not unequivocal.49 

Daniel Miller once used just one category called ‘stuff ’.50 other categories, 

perhaps less extreme, can be made by dividing the home into rooms: there 

are typical objects suited for the kitchen or living room. Likewise there 

are objects that are visible and others that are placed behind closed doors. 

Objects could be categorized according to how they arrived - gift, bequest, 

purchase or find; according to their specific religious or ritual purpose; 

according to their sentimental or economic value, and so forth. Are they 

decorative or practical? Are they precious or just necessary? American 

philosopher Vanessa Ochs identifies, for example, three categories of  things 

as we look at what makes a home Jewish and how these things do the 

making.51 They are articulate objects, Jewish-signifying objects and ordinary 

objects transformed.52 Articulate objects might also be objects specifically 

linked to first, second or third generation migrants.53 
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American/Israeli art historian Batsheva Goldman Ida describes a socio-

cultural approach that has recently been taken to Jewish art, according to 

which the object is considered to represent material or visual culture.54 she 

‘eschews the iconographic approach to the study of  religious objects in favor 

of  phenomenological concerns, asserting that the object acts as a creative 

and constructive force in religious life. Often, in particular in ritual context, 

one speaks of  ‘raising oneself ’.55 In the context of  Jewish ritual objects, 

for example, there is a concept called hiddur mitzvah (Beautifying the 

Commandment).56 This concept is focused, not on the object per se, but on 

the degree to which it enhances the experience of  the user: Are his actions 

beautified? The laws associated with hiddur mitzvah take into account 

the economic status of  the individual or community.57 Thus aesthetics in 

Judaism is made relative to that status.58 

As seen above, while there is a reservoir of  descriptive categories one 

can choose from when looking at the objects found in the home, the 

choice cannot be taken at random. The choice depends, as is the case with 

museums, on who does the categorization. Many of  the categories applied 

to objects in homes are not used for describing similar objects used in 

museums. I choose three specific categories in order to be able to compare 

the material culture in the two spheres: ‘Collective and Personal History’, 

‘Religious and Ritual Experience’ and ‘Art’. The ideas behind the categories 

and the outcome of  the comparisons will be described in-depth. However in 

order to compare objects, they first have to be ‘found’ or better, ‘identified’.

 

Having, collecting and showing

I believe museums, operating as discoverers or identifiers of  objects, literally 

and figuratively, are part of  the cultural landscape of  a nation state, creating 

their own classifications and borders.  

In this section I will discuss the establishment of  museum collections linked 
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to the building of  a nation state. In particular I will look at the effect of  

Western museum developments, such as an increasing emphasis on art, on 

building museum collections in Israel.  

Museums have become one of  the institutions and practices associated with 

modernity, part of  the checklist for being a nation, a means for disparate 

groups to present and claim their histories and values in the public sphere, 

and at the same time an arena and means for constituting community 

identities.59 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett states, ‘objects become proxies 

for persons and museums do for objects what society has difficulty doing for 

the people associated with those objects’.60 In this respect museums are 

attributed with an almost magical role.61  

Museums did not always have this role. Dutch theoretic museologist Peter 

van Mensch traces this phenomenon to the start of  the so-called new 

museology, which changed the meaning of  the terms heritage and identity.62 

The discussion about museology has become a discussion about heritage, 

involving the deconstruction of  ‘grand’ narratives, and questioning who is in 

charge of  whose heritage. In short, it is about the socialization of  the 

museum and the museumizing of  the world.63 The answer to the question 

for whom and by whom is heritage kept, researched and exhibited, is to be 

found in the connection between objects, people and locations. Processes of  

imparting knowledge and the meaning of  citizenship continue to be of  great 

relevance as today’s museums seek new relations between people and 

objects.64 Despite these new relations ‘the division between the hidden space 

of  the museum in which knowledge is produced and organized and the 

public space in which it is offered for passive consumption produces still a 

monologue discourse dominated by the authoritative cultural voice of  the 

museum.’65  

Not only museums seek new relations between people and objects, people 

also seek new relations with museums. It is a dynamic relationship with 

heritage, where taking care of  heritage is a means towards empowerment, 

not an aim in itself. The landscape, material culture and intangible culture 
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provide the connection with heritage. In the sum of  these elements lies the 

identity of  the target group of  the museum.66 Sharon MacDonald, a British 

social anthropologist, states that ‘it requires a denaturalizing of  the concept 

of  identity to answer how and why museums are able to act as 

manifestations of  identity or sites for the contestation of  identities. that is, 

we need to be able to see our notions of  particular identities, including 

‘national identity’, not as universal but as historically and culturally specific.’67 

Therefore we can say that identity links to heritage by landscape, material 

culture, intangible culture and time. Museums however, are in themselves 

already historically and culturally specific and do not always connect with a 

specific group at a specific time or in a specific place.68  

It seems that in order to connect with a specific group, it is not sufficient to 

exhibit heritage. ‘Politics of  cultural representation have required a 

systematic conversion from ethnographic object to art in order to fulfill the 

museum’s role in a program of  cultural parity and equity.’ Still with this 

conversion heritage does not become art and art remains part of  heritage. 

However, ‘treating artifacts as art and aestheticizing display have become 

critical strategies in negotiating the relationship of  showmanship, science, art 

and cultural citizenship.’69 Susan Legêne and Koos van Brakel describe how 

‘the increased emphasis is on the stories behind objects and the search for 

connections with modern art and popular culture as a strategy to break 

through the former ethnographic distinctions defined by essentializing 

notions of  culture linked to anthropological themes or specific regions.’70 

This research shows that this particular strategy does not have the same 

effect in Israel. The category of  art is not unequivocal. Categories, in 

principle, are interrelated with collecting and collections.71 For what are 

museums if  not a collection of  categorized objects and stories? French 

theorist Jean Baudrillard’s ‘system of  objects’ provides an initial framework 

for the deployment of  objects in the recent capitalist West. In his account it 

is axiomatic that all categories of  meaningful objects- including those 

marked as scientific evidence and as great art – function within a ramified 
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system of  symbols and values.72 Depending on the discipline involved, the 

description both of  categories and of  objects may differ. Barbara 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes, ‘ethnographic artifacts are objects of  

ethnography. They are ethnographic by virtue of  the manner in which they 

have been detached, for disciplines make their objects and in the process 

make themselves’.73 But as soon as collected, though once multiple, many 

ethnographic objects become singular, and the more singular they become, 

the more readily are they reclassified and exhibited as art. The many become 

one by virtue of  the collection process itself.  

This journey from specific to generic consists on the one hand, of  

categorizing, classifying, making a series, and looking for general 

characteristics,74 while at the same time accentuating the object’s uniqueness, 

adding value to it and making it autonomous.  

Susan Legêne shows that objects are only autonomous when no meaning / 

significance is attributed to them. That can only be the case when nobody 

bothers and they are not part of  a community, whether their own or foreign. 

This is in contrast to what happens to objects belonging to families and 

museums.75 However the attribution of  significance in a museum and in a 

home differs. The museum, according to Peter van Mensch, is not interested 

in the utilitarian value of  the objects, but in their representative and 

documentary value, also known as the ‘museological context’. Quoting the 

British archeologist and museologist Kenneth Hudson’s statement, ‘A tiger in 

a museum is a tiger in a museum and not a tiger’, he states an object in a 

museum says more about the museum than about the object.76 Even though 

the same might be true for an object in a home, I believe that a museum 

exhibiting ‘a tiger in a museum’ carries a responsibility towards other tigers 

outside the museum. However, because of  the discrepancy between the way 

of  presentation of  intangible aspects of  an object in a home and in a 

museum, one could indeed speak of  two entirely different objects. This 

makes it crucial to research objects in their natural habitat as well to 

understand the translation the museum makes when exhibiting the object in 
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a different context. Even though the category to which a thing belongs, the 

emotion and judgment it prompts, and the narrative it recalls, are all 

historically refigured,77 I again argue that simultaneously it is territorially and 

locally refigured.  

Regarding the location of  Israel, Rivka Gonen, an Israeli archeologist, points 

out that even prior to the founding of  the Israeli nation-state, the role of  

museums in defining and creating national identity was exemplified by 

national, communal and private initiatives.78 Many of  the museums discussed 

in this research are in the process of  renovation or in the planning stage. 

The discussions, oral and written, that accompany the planned changes and 

the developing of  new ideas serve as testimony to living material culture.  

It seems that both then and today, Israeli museums look for reference to the 

European museum model as well as to European museological 

developments. This research points out that indiscriminately copying the 

analysis of  the connection between the development of  modern Western 

European states and the establishment of  museums to the history of  the 

Israeli nation state and the establishment of  Israeli museums and their 

collections may cause the unique character of  Israel to be overlooked. 

Precisely because museums are part of  the nation building process, the 

specific types of  museums will depend on the kind of  nation in which they 

are established, even if  the museum structures as such are influenced by the 

Western European museum field. 

The importance of  making the right analysis can be seen when considering 

the increasing emphasis on art in museum collections. Even though this is 

taking place in Western Europe too, the way art is used differs.  

The acquisition of  art in museums in Western Europe, as described in the 

beginning of  this section, is ‘a strategy to break through former 

ethnographic distinctions and to strengthen the existing collection profiles.’79 

However in collections in Israel, art is used more and more to make neutral 

statements and as a tool to promote coexistence. An increased emphasis on 

art in Israel can be seen for example in the 2011 establishment of  an art 
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collection in the Israeli parliament, which will be discussed in part three,  

‘the Israeli cultural landscape’. 

A planned Israeli Muslim Arab museum in the city of  Umm el Fahem will 

be almost exclusively dedicated to contemporary art. Furthermore the Israel 

Museum, the national museum in Jerusalem, sought artists’ interventions to 

(re)connect their collections to contemporary society after the museum’s 

renewal project in 2011.80 The creation of  a major art museum expresses the 

state’s civic concern and national pride without entailing any real 

redistribution of  power.81 However, I assume that art won’t have an effect of  

creating more unity in Israel. Art is far from neutral and who indeed decides 

what art is? Dalya Markovich, an Israeli sociologist, points out that 

reclaiming Ethiopian crafts while totally rejecting Ethiopian art accords with 

a long Western tradition which characterizes the local museums. Due to its 

Western character, the Israeli museum excludes Ethiopian art and artists that 

use and apply mediums and materials considered Western.82 At the same 

time, the museum reclaims cultural products which are perceived as 

authentic.83 The fact that the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center in Tel Aviv also 

shows Ethiopian crafts rather than art84 is not so surprising, rather it is in 

line with one of  the outcome of  my research that copying Western museum 

practices does not work when one has still to fight for a place in society.  

The adoption of  the Western model by many museums in Israel gives the 

impression that Israeli society is like any other Western society in which 

museums (re)present different groups acting as an expression of  a 

multicultural society.85 However, based on this research, I reached the 

conclusion that this is too naïve and optimistic for Israel. Israeli 

anthropologists Michael Ashkenazi and Alex Weingrod describe Israel as a 

pluriform, multi-ethnic, non-egalitarian society where the construction of  

the society, the character of  personal identity and the cultural heritage are 

subjects of  ongoing political debates.86 These encounters and contestations 

are reflected in museum policy regarding the acquisition of  objects and the 

design of  exhibitions, in the establishment of  new museums and in the 
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transformation of  objects into collections. As Israel is a centrally governed 

country, the establishment of  each museum involves a new museum law. 

From the outset, by allocating land, the government heavily influences the 

character of  these museums. Where a museum is built is just as important as 

what is shown there. Could it be that existing museum theories, based on 

nations living in relative peace, cannot be applied in Israel, where museums 

seem to be part of  the struggle over land? 

In order for a museum institute to play a role in a dialogue, it should exist 

within a convivial society as Paul Gilroy describes it.87 The research shows 

that existing museum studies, by assuming a consensual and peaceful society 

with shared understanding of  the role of  the state and of  private initiatives, 

risk missing the defining influence of  this consensus and the dynamic 

character of  a society on its own field of  museology. This research shows 

that the relatively large number of  museums reinforces, or at least expresses, 

the distance that exists between the subcultures. Moreover museums are 

diverse. This research shows that there are significant differences between 

specific subcultures regarding the types of  museums that are linked to them. 

The way they are constructed brings into relief  the fact that, unlike in the 

West, regional and thematic specializations are still business as usual in 

museums in Israel. This difference, as it will be shown in the research, is 

inextricably linked with Israeli politics.  

To sum up, my research question is divided into three parts. The first one 

being: To what extent does location affect this interplay between objects and 

people? This is followed by: Is the museum a home for cultures or is 

material culture in real homes something completely different? The third 

question is: Could it be that existing museum theories, based on nations 

living in relative peace, cannot be applied in Israel, where museums seem to 

be part of  the struggle over land?  

Discussed so far is the triangle of  identity in which three factors, people, 

objects and location, play a role over time. To determine the connection 

between these three factors and thus how identity is formed, it is important 
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to acknowledge how location influences each of  the other two factors and 

how it is influenced by them. At the same time how objects and people 

connect with each other should be determined. Furthermore the way a 

nation presents itself  through its museums, including the role of  museums, 

their ideology and the external factors that affect the actual building and 

design should be noted. By combining museums and homes as the places 

where objects are researched, more will be known about the forming of  the 

nation state and its identity.

 

Tacheles88

I believe, as Birgit Meyer states, that immersion in the everyday of  heritage 

producers and consumers is crucial because researchers will not only thus 

have access to the ongoing debates in their various levels of  ‘officiality’ and 

discussions of  heritage, but will also gradually become fine-tuned to the tacit 

knowledge underlying the appreciation of  certain forms of  cultural 

heritage.89 At the same time, the focus on personal stories shows the 

connection between material culture and citizenship. Adding the museum 

curator’s side of  the material culture story offers another, different level of  

officiality, a level that refers, through the presentation of  collective memory, 

to national history. 

The core of  the research is qualitative fundamental empirical research, done 

in the context of  grounded theory developed by American sociologists 

Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in 1967.90 I selected eight units of  

analysis linked to eight subcultures: Chabad, Moroccan, Iraqi, Ethiopian, 

Russian, Religious Zionist, Israeli Christian Arab and Israeli Muslim Arab.91 

These subcultures are defined by historical, ethnic, religious, and political 

positions in various combinations. The selection of  the eight subcultures is 

made according to the principles of  purposive sampling.92 I believe that in 

sampling eight subcultures the point of  saturation is reached, as adding 
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another subculture would not yield further information with regard to the 

research questions.93  

Within each subculture in-depth research was conducted, consisting of  

several steps, interview, observation and photography, with data collected 

and analyzed in several iterations. At the same time literature research was 

also conducted. Concerning the research within the subcultures, I assume 

there is no need to add more families, homes or museums, as by doing so, 

the point of  saturation within the subculture still would not be reached. I 

follow Dutch professor of  oral history and culture Selma Leydesdorff  when 

she states that ‘starting with one person you are able to make more general 

statements based on a personal, non-fictive case with a real reality.’94  

Moreover, as Israeli professor of  communication and education Tamar 

Katriel mentions, correctly identifying individual performers and the places 

they come from pays tribute to the quality of  their performance and 

acknowledges their authorship.95 Consequently I am glad that the people I 

interview agreed not to be anonymized as I believe that anonymizing 

provides a false suggestion of  generalization. All interviewees have been 

given the opportunity to review the text presented in the following chapters.  

The first step is a visit to the home. Most encounters with people’s homes 

are arranged through a third party. By doing so, the home and the 

interviewee are labeled as belonging to a specific subculture, a label that the 

interviewee endorses. At the same time, the third party, whether an 

academic, a curator, a friend, or a family member, provides an introduction. 

Most homes are visited at least twice. The time between the two visits 

provides an opportunity to analyze the comprehensive notes made during 

the interview and for both sides to (re)consider what was said and looked at, 

and to discuss it further during the second visit.  

I agree with Dutch sociologist Hilje van der Horst who states that 

ethnographic interviewing is a valuable method for the study of  how people 

deal with their material culture. However, I argue that interviewing is more 

than an ethnographic method, just like oral history is more than a method, 
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because both are more than ‘just part of  historical research.’ During 

conversations and interviews histories are made/ formed in the setting of   

a conversation. Van der Horst states that ‘objects link people to broader 

storytelling about life histories, social relationships and numerous other 

topics. Through interviews one can learn about the presence of  things and 

the conditions in which they are present.’96 I would like to add that the 

narrative and phenomenological aspects of  the connection between objects 

and people can also be studied in an interview setting where both people 

and objects, thus both words and things and the concept of  agency, are  

the subject.  

One of  the elements having influence on the interview process is the place 

where the interview takes place. Israeli sociologist Hanna Herzog describes 

how the critical, reflexive examination of  various aspects of  the use of  

interviews has enhanced this research tool and led to a broadening of  its 

role and significance in research, and certainly in research findings. The 

interview forms part of  the concrete aspects of  reality construction rooted 

in the social, structural, historical, cultural and circumstantial contexts in 

which the interview takes place.97 Where the interview takes place matters, 

particularly in Israel where every place is politically loaded. Or as Hanna 

Herzog says, ‘place is a constructed negotiated social arena within an 

ongoing landscape of  powers. The meaning of  location is never immanent 

but is produced and reproduced within contested social relations.’98 To tell 

someone that, although you are willing to visit their place, you are too afraid 

to do so, is not a good way to start an interview. This happened the day I 

scheduled to visit the Umm el Fahem art gallery. Five minutes drive from the 

town the radio reported that because of  a right wing Jewish demonstration, 

1,500 policemen were stationed at the entrance to the town.99 the director 

of  the gallery, whom I called from the car, said he could guarantee my safety. 

At the same time a friend of  mine called me to say that even on a quiet day 

there are certain places you just do not visit and Umm el Fahem is one of  

them. Needless to say this beginning set the tone of  the interview.100 
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The interviews are a combination of  semi-structured and open interviews 

and informal conversations. No prepared questionnaires are used, although 

three topics are always covered. These are life in the country of  origin as 

well as in Israel, the objects that are present in the home, and the owner’s 

choice of  objects he or she finds best suited for presentation in a museum in 

order to represent his or her subculture. During the first (telephone) 

conversation to set up a visit, I explain already that the relationship between 

objects, people and location is the main subject of  the meeting. The 

informal, narrative interview framework conveyed during the visit itself  

helps the interviewee to feel comfortable with telling and showing more 

than a story and objects prepared to ‘please’ the interviewer. 

As significant as the place where the interview takes place, is the language in 

which the interview is conducted. Language, just like location, is politically 

loaded. Moreover language immediately positions someone in Israel. As I 

don’t speak Arabic, Amharic or Russian for instance, most conversations 

took place in English and in Hebrew. Although language is important, it is 

equally important to ‘hear’ someone talk in his own language, even if  you do 

not understand it, as the expressions and body language tell a lot. During my 

visit to a Russian family the grandfather spoke to me in Russian knowing 

that I did not understand the language. His granddaughter was present to 

translate. However, her grandmother would often say that the first half  of  

the story was not worth translating.  

During the visits I took photographs of  the objects and the way they are 

presented in the home, sometimes during and sometimes following the 

conversation. Taking photographs involved a tour, often through all the 

rooms in the home with the interviewee who would literary and figuratively 

open doors. the process of  taking photographs is part of  the observation 

during the first visit. During the second visit these photographs seem to 

have turned into something more than just a representation of  the objects. 

They changed into objects themselves - ‘new’ objects that become a subject 

of  discussion. Although British visual anthropologist and historian  
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Elizabeth Edwards talks about photography as a historical source, I find her 

statements also provide an explanation of  the described transformation of  

the contemporary photographs made during the interviews.101 she states:  

‘In the everyday use as conduits of  historical consciousness, photographs are 

spoken out and spoken to the emotional impact articulated through forms 

of  vocalization.’102 ‘Orality is not simply the verbalizing of  content, a playing 

back of  forensic reading, but the processes and styles in which photographs 

have dynamic and shifting stories woven around, and through them, 

imprinting themselves and being played back repeatedly through different 

telling.’103 This indeed happened during the interviews. Most of  the 

photographs published in this manuscript are taken during the visits. Some 

photographs however, are taken by professional Israeli photographers who 

focus on art rather than on news. I add these photographs where I feel they 

contribute something to the research. This ‘something’ varies per 

photograph, as will be explained.  

Part of  the visits to the homes is spent in observation. During this process, 

my own curatorial experiences made me consider a variety of  characteristics 

that would make home objects suitable for exhibition in a museum.104 thick 

description is used during the observations, following ethnographer Clifford 

Geertz’s idea that thin description is the object, while thick comprehends the 

meaning behind it and its symbolic import in society.105 At a later stage, 

describing the findings, I use what Kwame Anthony Appiah has advocated 

in the context of  museum representation, so called ‘thick translation’, a 

translation heavily glossed and annotated to enable engagement with the 

original’s complexity.106 

The report of  the analyses of  the home visits is not a literary transcript of  

the interview but an interpretation / analysis of  the combination of  

interview, observation, photographs taken and literature research.  

The research approaches homes as private sphere and museums as public 

sphere; nevertheless the research in the public sphere is set up in much the 

same way as for the private sphere. In researching the objects in museums,  
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I follow the method of  interview, observation, photography and literature 

research. There are several rounds of  data collection and analysis. In practice 

however, there is often some differentiation in how the method is applied.  

A significant difference exists between the performative setting in the home 

and in the museum. The observation of  the museum field applies not only 

to actual objects but also to the stories told by the museum about these 

objects. The interview is held with curators working in the museum. Objects 

in museums are chosen by people working in the institutions. I asked 

curators to talk about their ideas on collecting and exhibiting objects.  

I believe the backgrounds of  curators influences their choices, and therefore 

I describe briefly their histories as well. In doing so, some private aspects 

were brought into the public space. 

The literature research focuses on a wide range of  fields and disciplines, 

including nationalism, museums and the role of  museums in society, as well 

as background on the subcultures and Israel. As seen in the quoted sources 

above, I follow the tradition that started in the early eighties, where, as Arjun 

Appadurai points out, social historians turn to anthropology for theoretical 

perspectives.107 However, I agree with Pieter ter Keurs, that not only 

anthropology, but also sociology, ethnography, archaeology and history 

contribute to the social cultural research into objects. Material culture is 

above all a multidisciplinary subject, or rather a non-disciplinary subject.108  

It is telling that it depends on the subculture that is being researched which 

academic discipline offered the most valuable framework. For example, 

anthropological research is applied to the Ethiopian culture, while more 

sociological research is used with the National Religious subculture.  

This also reflects the fact that the origin of  the researchers who have  

studied them differs per subculture.109 This will be addressed in the 

introduction to part one. The second part of  the research called ‘Belonging: 

Mechanisms of  inclusion and exclusion’ compares the research done on 

eight units of  analysis. This will be followed by ‘To conclude, Switzerland 

once more’, which presents conclusions while looking back to the beginning 
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of  the research.  

Now follows an introduction to each of  the eight chapters of  part one 

‘Objects in situ: Homes and their museums’. The chapters can be read 

independently of  each other. Their arrangement is mostly a consequence of  

the order of  research and partly a result of  content. 

Chapter one, ‘Exhibiting belief: religious objects in a secular institute’, 

focuses on the home of  Mrs Marantz and on the Israel Museum in 

Jerusalem. Chabad is one of  many Hasidic sects that sprang up among 

Eastern European Jews during the 18th and early 19th centuries. Chabad, 

as Maya Balakirsky-Katz mentions, differs from other Hasidic group as it 

pioneered and popularized the use of  ‘things’, such as portraits, architecture 

and objects in the modern religious experience.110 The headquarters of  the 

now worldwide movement has been based in Brooklyn, New York since the 

nineteen forties. The main website of  Chabad operates from there.  

I approach the website itself  as an important object of  the material culture 

of  Chabad.111 Many academics that adhere to Chabad conduct research on 

Hasidim and publish either on the website or in journals and books.112 In 

1949 the town of  Kfar Chabad was established in Israel. In this chapter the 

focus is on the material culture of  the Marantz family, originally from New 

York, living in Kfar Chabad. According to the census of  2008, less than 

five thousand people live here, the only village in Israel intended exclusively 

for members of  Chabad.113 In consonance with their belief, the state of  

Israel plays but a small role in the life of  the family. Rather the emphasis 

is placed on the land of  Israel. How Chabad uses architecture to claim 

this land is described by Israeli anthropologist Alex Weingrod. The visible 

and invisible material culture is part of  their belief. Both Michal Kravel-

Tovi, an Israeli anthropologist, and Yoram Bilu, an Israeli psychological 

anthropologist, researched particularly the invisible aspects of  this culture. 

Using phenomenology and narrative approaches the chapter focuses on 

the material culture, both the tangible and intangible religious objects 
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and material used for missionary purposes. The Israel Museum shows an 

exhibition on Hasidic Jewry. In conversations held during the preparations 

for the exhibition with Ester Muchawsky-Schnapper, curator of  the exhibit, 

it becomes clear that she too has a mission. She wants the exhibition to 

build a bridge between different groups in Israel. The chapter looks at how a 

museum, a secular institute, has to adjust its way of  operating to the specific 

character of  the material when it exhibits religious objects, and whether 

a religious subculture can be presented by a secular institution. Literature 

by, among others, Crispin Paine, a British historian who specialized in the 

material culture of  religion, is used in this chapter.  

The unique character of  Israel where secular and religious are often 

intertwined is taken into account.

Chapter two ‘More than one story to tell, photographs at home and in the 

museum’, researches the home of  Mrs Sapir Bergstein and Beit Hatfutsot, 

the Museum of  the Jewish People in Tel Aviv. The Moroccan subculture 

consists of  approximately five hundred thousand people, a bit less than 10 

percent of  the Jewish population in Israel. Most, seventy percent, of  this 

group were born in Israel.114 

Sources that are used on the background of  Moroccan Jewry and the 

relationship between Morocco and Israel include publications by American 

historian Daniel Schroeter, American/Israeli historian Michael Laskier and 

Israeli professor emeritus of  linguistics and socio-pragmatics Joseph Chetrit. 

The chapter looks through the lens of  the family history of  Margalith Sapir-

Bergstein at the collective history of  Moroccan Jews in Fez, their journey 

via Paris to Israel and at a later stage travelling back to Fez as tourists. This 

story is for the most part told by photographs. The visual documented 

evidence shows the historic line in the story of  migration. The chapter 

uses publications by Elizabeth Edwards who focuses on the relationship 

between photography, anthropology and history. Unlike ritual objects, the 

phenomenological value of  photographs is often self-evident and plays a 
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minor role in presenting them. On the other hand the narrative approach 

is crucial when it comes to presenting photographs. Beit Hatfutsot, the 

Museum of  the Jewish People in Tel Aviv has a computerized data base 

in its visual documentation centre that consists of  60,000 images. Until 

recently the emphasis in the museum was on the Diaspora. The photographs 

depicting Moroccan Jews form a specific part of  the collection. Barbara 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett wrote about the unique set up of  this museum. 

During the research period the museum went through many changes 

and subsequently articles, by the museum and by others, were written 

about the underlying ideas, some of  which are used in the chapter. One 

of  the changes is that today other departments of  Beit Hatfutsot, like the 

genealogy department, will be linked to the data base of  the museum’s visual 

documentation center, a first step in the process of  telling the story of  the 

photographs. Another, more significant, change is that the story told by the 

museum does not end with the immigrants’ arrival in Israel, but continues 

after what is called the absorption process. This chapter focuses on how, 

when a museum incorporates the narrative approach in the process of  

collecting and presenting photographs, they can be chosen and presented as 

social objects with their specific features, and whether by so doing the story 

told in private and in public could be linked. The chapter looks at how by 

telling the ‘right’ story, a photograph can influence the story that is told by 

and about a subculture to the main society.

Chapter three ‘A migration museum and its visitors’ focuses on the home of  

Mrs Kaduri and the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center. The Iraqi subculture 

consists of  two hundred and thirty-eight thousand people, less than five 

percent of  the Jewish population. The vast majority, 85 percent of  this 

group, was born in Israel, a fact linked to the time of  aliyah.115 Publications 

by, among others, Israeli historians Esther Meir Glitzenstein and Moshe Gat 

are used to provide background on the history of  Iraqi Jews. In this chapter 

the Western world is absent. This history is located in Baghdad, Palestine 
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and later in Israel. Through the stories of  Aliza Kaduri and  

Yvette Moalem, the migration history is presented as a corrective alternative 

to the group’s existing image within greater Israeli society. A part of  the 

story deals with the present near lack of  tangible material culture and the 

ubiquitous presence of  intangible material culture.  

The Babylonian Heritage Center in Or Yehuda functions as a lieu de 

memoire, a heritage center that became a migration museum emphasizing 

the historical part that Iraqi Jewish culture plays within Jewish national 

culture. The Babylonian Heritage Center is the only ‘official’ migration 

museum in Israel. The museum is also a research institute. It has its 

own magazine Nehardea, in which articles written by scholars and/or 

curators, most of  Iraqi origin, are published.116 the chapter researches 

how a migration museum operates in order to be relevant to a vast but 

diverse target public, consisting of  researchers, the general public, the 

migrants themselves and the second, third and fourth generation migrants. 

Conversations with, among others, Idit Pinchas, chief  curator of  the 

museum, were part of  the research. The chapter addresses the question of  

what role the intangible aspects of  the Iraqi material culture play, not only in 

terms of  presentation but also in terms of  participation, and subsequently 

how museum practices influence the way second, third and fourth 

generations present themselves and are being perceived within Israeli society. 

Chapter four, ‘Indigenous curation provides a second view’, focuses on the 

home of  Mr Yeshayahu and on Bahalachin, the Ethiopian Jews Cultural 

Center. The Ethiopian subculture consists of  about a hundred and five 

thousand people, about two percent of  the Jewish population. Of  this 

group no more than thirty percent was born in Israel.117 Sources that are 

used to provide a background on Ethiopian Jews include publications 

by Shalva Weil, an Israeli anthropologist and an expert on Ethiopian 

Jews. The homes of  Moshe Yeshayahu, his mother and his aunt are the 

places that both show and tell the story of  the Ethiopian subculture and 
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its material culture. The journey from Ethiopia through Sudan to Israel 

plays a significant role in this story in which the Western world is absent. 

This chapter also researches another journey, that from one generation 

to the next, which is told through the (forced) rejection, rediscovery, and 

subsequent safeguarding of  the material culture. The chapter researches 

the role that Bahalachin, the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center, plays in 

safeguarding the material culture. Run by members of  the subculture, the 

center is in the process of  establishing a museum. The chapter will focus 

on the kind of  material culture found in homes of  different generations of  

immigrants and the role presenting material culture in a museum can play in 

the process of  assimilation and acceptance of  the Ethiopian immigrants in 

Israel. The chapter will look at what the consequences are when indigenous 

curation might exclude a general public. Publications by Christina Kreps, an 

American anthropologist who conducted extensive research on indigenous 

curation, will be used.118 

Chapter five ‘Medals rather than high art’ focuses on the home of   

Mr Pens and the Museum of  the Jewish Soldier in World War II. The 

Russian subculture consists of  approximately nine hundred thousand people 

originating in the former Soviet Union. This is around 12 percent of  the 

population in Israel. Of  this group about 30 percent was born in Israel.119 

Not only is this subculture unique in the number of  immigrants, but even 

more so in the way they have expected the Israeli main culture to adjust 

to their arrival, rather than the other way around. The subculture shares a 

political history and its specific story of  the Shoah. This chapter looks at 

how the Russian subculture is in the process of  making its unique history 

not only part of  the collective history of  Israel but of  the Jewish people as 

a whole. The role the museum of  the Jewish soldier of  the Second World 

War plays within this process will be discussed. The chapter will show that 

a totally different museum, the Maria and Michael Zeitlin museum and the 

Kwitkowski art agency are used to introduce Russian artists to the Israeli 
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public rather than to (re)present Russian material culture in Israel. It seems 

that there is no need felt for a museum to collect and show the material 

culture of  the Russian subculture, as they still live their culture. There is a 

lot written on the Russian subculture, especially by members of  this group. 

The book ‘Food for thought’, by Russian/Israeli/German sociologist and 

cultural anthropologist Julia Bernstein, is an example of  how this subculture 

reverses the process of  assimilation and makes the main culture the one who 

should adjust.120

Chapter six ‘On colors and borders, Religious Zionists’, focuses on the home 

of  Mrs Romem and the People of  Israel website. Religious Zionists form 

both a religious as well as a political subculture. Israeli sociologist Oz Almog 

estimates that approximately seven hundred fifty thousand Religious Zionist 

Jews are living in Israel today.121 This subculture connects its belief  with its 

commitment to the state. This does not imply that ideas on belief  and state 

are in synchronization. The chapter focuses on borders, an issue on which 

the two pillars of  the subculture sometimes clash. The border of  the State of  

Israel is not discussed within this subculture in the context of  a line to cross 

to enter another country, rather to determine where the boundaries of  the 

biblical Land of  Israel should be. The religious Zionists kibbutz movement is 

an example of  how through borders, whether literally or figuratively, people 

are included or excluded. Questions such as, ‘how does living in a closed 

community affect its material culture?’ And ‘what does a museum exhibit 

to chronicle the expulsion of  a community from a specific place?’ will be 

addressed. Overall this chapter examines how material culture expresses 

the specific set of  characteristics of  the Religious Zionist subculture, and to 

what extent this material culture crosses the borders of  the subculture and 

is presented to the rest of  the society. Publications used for this chapter are 

written by, among others, Stuart Cohen, Israeli professor of  political studies, 

and Aviezer Ravitzky, emeritus professor of  Jewish philosophy. It should be 

noted that unlike most of  the other subcultures, anthropologists have hardly 
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written about this group. 

Chapter seven, ‘A holiday as object’ focuses on the home of  Mrs Salame 

and Beit HaGefen. The Israeli Christian Arab subculture, being a religious 

group within an ethnic subculture, can be described as an indigenous double 

minority. Of  the population in Israel approximately 20 percent is Arab. Of  

those the vast majority is Muslim, about 1.3 million people, with only a small 

minority of  Christians.122 Surprisingly little is written on this subculture. For 

some background, publications by Gabriel Horenczy, an Israeli associate 

professor of  education and Salim Munayer, a theologian, are used. The home 

researched in this chapter is situated in an Arab village, where the Christian 

Arabs form a minority. The institution researched is Beth HaGefen, an Arab 

Jewish Center in Haifa. This cultural centre is meant for both the double 

minority and two other groups of  which one is also a minority. This chapter 

looks at why the center presents material culture in the form of  a festival 

based on a holiday. The center downplays religious aspects and art exhibited 

during the festival is not allowed to be too political. It seems that the center’s 

goal of  coexistence is not out of  reach when religion and politics are not 

addressed. Publications by, among others, Israeli sociologist Rachel Sharaby 

address this festival in which the Israeli Christian Arab subculture plays a 

role. The chapter describes how Dor Guez, an Israeli artist and curator, is in 

the process of  setting up an online archive dedicated solely to the Christian 

Arab subculture. Why he chooses to take this subculture out of  the Israeli 

context, focusing on the history of  the group in the whole of  the Middle 

East and why he detached the group from the Middle East by choosing a 

European domain name for his website, are discussed. Overall this chapter 

looks at to what extent the material culture of  this group is an expression of  

assimilation, conviviality and /or exclusion.

Chapter eight, ‘The geographical position of  art and home’ focuses on the 

home of  Mrs Abu Ilaw and the Umm el Fahem art gallery. As stated, about 
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1.3 million Arab Muslims live in Israel. In contrast to the scant attention 

given by the academic world to the Israeli Christian Arabs, an ample amount 

is given to the Israeli Muslim Arabs. However that seldom includes their 

specific material culture. The Umm el Fahem art gallery is in the process 

of  becoming a museum, the Umm el Fahem Museum of  Contemporary 

Art. This chapter looks into the design of  the museum, as being in itself  a 

statement about the place. Unlike the land, histories, both oral and visual, 

have to be claimed. They form a narrative that has not found its place next to 

the existing narratives in Israel. The future museum will provide this place. In 

comparison with subcultures like the Iraqi or the Ethiopian, the museum of  

the Israeli Arab subculture will not be a heritage center, a migration museum, 

or an ethnographic museum. It will be a contemporary art museum with an 

archive. The question arises to what extent this museum will be a museum 

made by and focused on the group itself, as the material culture of  the group 

as it is found in the home will not be part of  the exhibition. Could it be 

that even its own museum leaves this group suppressed and frustrated? The 

chapter looks at what effect the direction of  the gaze, outward or inward, 

of  the subculture has on the material culture at home and in the museum. 

It seems that material culture of  the home is often purchased outside Israel, 

for example in neighboring Jordan, while the material culture in the museum 

looks outside Israel in order to promote its collection and with it, its politics.  

The research on the eight units of  analysis introduced above took place from 

2005 to the passing of  the Israeli museum funding law in July 2011. I could 

not resist including some important subsequent occasions and developments 

as well, like a visit by a prominent Hasidic rabbi to the Israel Museum in 

Jerusalem in April 2012.
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Time in place

A map is both an image of  a location and an image of  a specific time. The 

research takes place in a specific location, but not in a single specific moment. 

A characteristic of  this location is the instability of  its borders. To show a 

map of  Israel is almost inevitably an expression of  a political opinion. It 

serves as an illustration of  how you want the borders to be, how they once 

were, how they are now, or how they will be tomorrow.  

To show the power of  maps I consider the statement given on the website 

of  the Israeli government, ‘The maps contained in this publication are for 

illustrative purposes only and should not be considered authoritative.’123 Still 

I decided to include one map here showing the location of  the homes and 

the museums that are researched. Lines connecting the world to Israel and 

vice versa show the points of  departure and the routes that were taken en 

route to Israel, noting that some subcultures started within the land of  Israel. 

Added, if  relevant, are the years of  migration and the years of  foundation of  

the museums. Three different borders are marked to emphasize the notion 

of  time in the map. The borders show Morocco under French protectorate, 

as this was the situation in Morocco when Mrs Sapir-Bergstein moved with 

her family from Fez to Israel, they show Palestine under British Mandate, the 

time Mrs Kaduri emigrated with her family in 1934 from Baghdad, and lastly 

they show the approximate borders of  Israel upon its Independence in 1948, 

the timeframe most of  the researched families settled in Israel.124
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Map time in place, 2012
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Dor Guez, Watermelons under the bed, 2010125
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Part 1 Objects in situ:  
  Homes and their museums

Part one ‘Objects in situ: homes and their museums’ consists of  eight 

chapters each of  which discusses a unit of  analysis in which a home and a 

museum are linked to one of  the following subcultures, Chabad, Moroccan, 

Iraqi, Ethiopian, Russian, Religious Zionist, Israeli Christian Arab and Israeli 

Muslim Arab. This research is done in order to answer one of  the main 

research questions ‘to what extent does location affect this interplay between 

objects and people?  

As mentioned earlier, the chapters can be read independently of  each other. 

Their arrangement is mostly a consequence of  the order of  research and 

partly a result of  content. Each chapter also addresses one more general 

theme that can be related to the specific material culture of  the subculture to 

which the unit of  analysis is linked. For example, the first chapter, focusing on 

the home of  Mrs Marantz and the Israel Museum, will also look at how  

a religion is presented both in a religious home and in a secular museum.  

The remarks given at the end of  each chapter follow up on these more 

general themes.  

In part one a virtual collection, consisting of  66 objects, is established that 

is unique in that it combines objects from the two spheres, the private and 

the public. The collection is instrumental to the comparison of  objects in 

homes and in museums as well as the comparison between different kinds 

of  museums (re)presenting different subcultures. This comparison will be 

discussed in part two of  this manuscript ‘Belonging: Mechanisms of  inclusion 

and exclusion’. This part addresses, among others things, the second and 

third research questions, those being: Is the museum a home for cultures or is 

material culture in real homes something completely different? Could it be that 

existing museum theories, based on nations living in relative peace, cannot be 

applied in Israel where museums seem to be part of  the struggle over land? 
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1.  Exhibiting belief: religious objects in  
a secular institute

 Mrs Marantz and the Israel Museum 

 

Bat-Zion Malka Marantz putting money in her tsedakah box, Kfar Chabad, 2006126
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Presence of  the invisible

There are things that are invisible but nevertheless play a defining role in 

the life and in the home of  Mrs Sheindel Marantz. The starting point for 

designing both her life and her home is her religious belief  as a member of  

Chabad. For fifteen years now the Rebbe, the leader of  this Hasidic127group 

has been gone, but since then he has never been more present.128 In addition, 

as a result of  the prohibition within Chabad of  certain visual images, specific 

objects are absent. Objects that are present become visible when being used, 

often within a religious or a ceremonial context. In consonance with their 

belief, the state of  Israel plays but a small role in the life of  the family: rather 

the emphasis is placed on the land of  Israel. Through the unit of  analysis 

consisting of  homes of  the Marantz family and the temporary exhibition on 

Hasidic culture in the Israel Museum in Jerusalem, this chapter focuses on 

the subculture Chabad. Almost parallel to this research the curator of  the 

Israel Museum was conducting research on Hasidim, creating an opportunity 

to discuss choices as they were being made. This chapter focuses on how the 

presence of  what is absent is visualized and how religious objects are given a 

place in a religious home and in a secular museum. The chapter looks at how 

the Israel Museum, which is not only a secular institute but is also seen as a 

Zionist symbol, has to adjust its way of  operating to the specific character of  

the material when it exhibits religious objects.129  

The chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part a short history 

of  Chabad is given. This is followed by a description of  the journey the 

Marantz family made from New York to Israel and from being traditional 

Jews to members of  Chabad. The material culture of  Chabad is discussed 

in a tour of  the homes of  the family. In the second part of  the chapter a 

history of  the Israel Museum is given before the focus shifts to a discussion 

of  the preparations and the result of  the exhibition on Hasidic culture.
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Chabad, Israel and New York 

‘Yechi HaMelech’ (‘Long live the king’) is how Mrs Marantz answers the 

phone before giving a conventional greeting or her name. It is a shortened 

version of  ‘Yechi adonenu morenu verabbenu melech hamoshiach leolam 

voed’. This sentence, sometimes further shortened to simply ‘Yechi’, means 

‘Long live our lord, master and rabbi, the Messiah king forever and ever’. 

The full declaration can be found on one of  the twenty six stickers on the 

front door of  Mrs Marantz’s house.  

It is important, says Mrs Marantz, to show people immediately upon 

entering that this is a Chabad house, moreover the house of  a Chabad 

member who believes that the Rebbe is the Messiah.130

  

Mrs Marantz in her living room holds 

a flag showing a crown and the word 

Messiach, Kfar Chabad, 2006 
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Mrs Marantz lives in an apartment building in Kfar Chabad a village in the 

center of  Israel that serves as the headquarters for the Chabad-Lubavitch 

Hasidic movement in Israel.131 Chabad is one of  the many Hasidic sects that 

sprang up among Eastern European Jews during the 18th and early 19th 

centuries.132 The movement is guided by the teachings of  its seven leaders, 

rebbes. Rabbi Schneur Zalman of  Liadi (1745-1812) the founder and first 

Rebbe of  the Chabad branch of  Hassidism.133 Following Nazi Germany’s 

attack against Poland in 1939, Rabbi Schneersohn, the sixth Rebbe, refused 

to leave Warsaw. He gave the full support of  his organizations to assist as 

many Jews as possible to flee the invading armies. Due to the intercession 

of  the United states Department of  state in Washington, DC, among 

others, he was finally granted diplomatic immunity and given safe passage to 

Riga via Berlin, and then on to New York City, where he arrived on March 

19, 1940.134 In New York he established the headquarters of  the Chabad 

movement at 770 Eastern Parkway in Brooklyn. On his instruction Kfar 

Chabad was established in Israel in 1949. However New York continued 

to serve as the main center of  Chabad. His successor, his son-in-law Rabbi 

Menachem Mendel Schneerson135 (1902-1994) is known as the ‘Rebbe’. 

The later introduced the notion to Chabad that modern technology is not 

a contradiction to spirituality. Chabad has consistently utilized modern 

technology to spread Judaism and Jewish thought, mostly from New York 

to other places in the world, including Israel. Soon after Schneerson’s 1958 

speech promoting emissary life,136 Chabad adopted Ufaratzta (Herbrew 

for ‘you shall spread out’),137 as its institutional motto for the promotion of  

Jewish observance to remote areas.138 Schneerson had argued that redemption 

is predicated for Jews doing good deeds, suggesting ten specific mitzvoth139, 

and for non-Jews educated in the Noahide Laws.140 For this purpose Chabad 

is the only Hasidic group that actively seeks interaction with the secular 

community. The movement produces visual materials and distributes them 

in the public sphere. Mrs Marantz is one of  many women who, quite literally, 

knock on people’s doors with flyers and the image of  the Rebbe in her hand. 
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Schneerson’s regular talk of  the coming of  the messiah led to the emergence 

of  the idea that he was going to reveal himself  as the messiah. In the mid-

1980s Chabad made its main breakthrough into Israeli consciousness with 

yellow signs sporting a radiant sun and the words “Prepare for the coming 

of  the Messiah.” Later Chabad would claim to know that the Messiah would 

be Rebbe Schneerson. The previous signs were replaced by those declaring 

“Long live our master, teacher and Rebbe, the King Messiah, forever and 

ever.” Yoram Bilu points out, unlike other millenarian movements, the strong 

sense of  urgency and imminence conveyed by idioms such as “Messiah now” 

was never translated into a specific timetable in Chabad. The Rebbe strongly 

cultivated the sensibility that each and every moment could be the right time, 

thus creating an ongoing connection between reality and eschatology.  

This time scheme is quite challenging for believers, who are expected to keep 

their faith fresh and intense while the acute sense of  immediacy lingers on. 

The concept greatly influences their daily lives.141  

Although Mrs Marantz answers the phone with the ‘Yechi’ (‘Long live 

the king’), as if  he were still alive, in fact the seventh and last Rebbe of  

Chabad, Menachem Mendel Schneerson, died in June 1994.142 After his 

death a distinction developed between two groups, the meshichistim and 

the nonmeshichistim.143 Some meshichistim, who believe that the Rebbe 

never died, stay close to his residence 770 in Brooklyn, in expectation of  his 

reappearance there. Yet other meshichistim, subscribing to a more temperate 

variant of  messianism, frequent the Rebbe’s tomb in the Old Montefiore 

Cemetery in Cambria Heights, Queens, in the hope that he will rise from the 

dead to redeem his people. The nonmeshichistim accept the Rebbe’s death 

but they emphasize his ongoing “spiritual” impact on his Hasidim and the 

world at large.144  

Israel can be seen as a local branch of  the world-wide Chabad movement.145 

The website, Chabad.org, is hosted in the United States and is a division 

of  the Chabad-Lubavitch Media Center that works under the auspices 

of  the Lubavitch World Headquarters in 770 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn. 
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The website comments on Israel, describing it as a country that is beset 

with economic struggles, internal factionalism, and a growing materialism 

that threatens to erode its religious and moral foundations.146 The website 

provides a direct link between Israel and America.

 

From the East Side to Kfar Chabad

After leaving the highway, a long road brings you to Kfar Chabad. Along the 

road, posts are placed with placards of  the Rebbe. On the roof  of  the house 

of  Mrs Marantz the flag of  Chabad is waving. Once inside, the objects 

have become too familiar for her to notice as typically Chabad.147 It is from 

her interaction with the objects that particular Chabad customs and Jewish 

religious observance derive. It is in this interaction that her belief  becomes 

visible. The Marantz family was not always part of  Chabad. Mrs Sheindel 

Marantz and her husband Mr Velvel Marantz are both originally from New 

York. They have three sons, Tsvi, Reuven and Yitzchak, two daughters Feigi 

and Chaya and dozens of  grandchildren and great-grandchildren.  

At her kitchen table Mrs Marantz tells how she and Velvel met, how they 

came to join Chabad and how they moved from the East Side New York 

to Kfar Chabad in Israel. ‘We met in Brooklyn College. He sang a song and 

I liked him right away. I was 17 and he was 24. After our marriage we kept 

a kosher home, but we didn’t keep the Shabbat. We had a mezuzah on the 

front door. I only covered my hair when we went to shul. We use to keep 

these Jewish customs out of  fear, and not because of  love of  God. At 

the same time as some schoolchildren bothered Feigi, the Mitzvah Mobile 

arrived in our neighborhood. They gave out brochures saying put your child 

in a Jewish school. That is how Feigi went to a Jewish school. A boy from 

a Chabad family invited us for Shabbat. During that Shabbat sleepover, 

everything changed. Everything tasted so good I thought Shabbat must   

be delicious. They explained to us that the Lubavitcher Rebbe is Melech
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Part of  living room of  Mr and Mrs Marantz, Kfar Chabad, 2006
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HaMesiach and we accepted this as a simple fact.148 I started to wear a 

‘sheitel’, a wig. 149 Also my other children started to become more observant. 

One of  my sons said that according to the rabbi you can’t have a TV in the 

house. Although my husband loved to watch sports and the news,  

I thought we can’t expect them to go to frumer schools and at the same time 

not change at home. So I put a sign up in the building ‘TV for sale’.  

At one point my husband wanted to change jobs. The black power was rising 

and it became more difficult for Jews to live here. Furthermore he had to 

become more a policeman than the music teacher that he was. Although at 

that point we didn’t belong to Chabad, we felt that the Rebbe is for everyone 

and we asked the Rebbe what to do. In 1975 we started using our Jewish 

names. So Shirley became Sheindel and Vic (Victor) was changed into Velvel. 

Some years later we wrote again to the Rebbe, although he never answered 

our first letter. In this letter we asked three questions. Should we move to 

Israel? Should we move to Crown Heights or should we stay in Kings Bay? 

Following this letter we got a phone call from the secretary of  the Rebbe. 

He said it was ‘worthwhile’ to move to Israel. This was a strange answer. 

What does it mean ‘worthwhile’? But I got really excited and within a couple 

of  months we moved to an absorption center in Kfar Chabad in Israel.  

At one point we thought maybe we are Chabad and we don’t know it yet. 

So one day we just decided that from now on we are Chabad. My husband 

bought a long coat and I started to wear more conservative clothing. We got 

our own house Kfar Chabad.’150

 

Home

On the wooden dining room table is a tablecloth with blue, green, purple 

and golden squares and stripes and underneath it a second cloth to protect 

the table and to make sure neither meat nor milk is spilled on the table.151 

Every morning Mr and Mrs Marantz sit next to each other at the table, 
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taking turns reading aloud a passage from the Tanya. The first Rebbe of  

Chabad is the writer of  the Tanya,152 the most basic, fundamental work on 

Chassidut, a practical application of  Kabbalah.153 It serves as a guide for life, 

offering advice and answers for every spiritual problem that a person might 

encounter in this world. In a break with early Hasidism, Chabad philosophy 

emphasizes mind over emotions. On the wall hang flower paintings made 

by Mrs Marantz, a framed American dollar bill note154 given by the Rebbe, 

a framed photograph of  the Rebbe, a mirror in a golden frame and a clock 

with a depiction of  770. 770 stands for the New York address of  the 

Chabad headquarters. This type of  clock is often given as a wedding gift. 

She just gave one to one of  her grandsons on his marriage. Mrs Marantz’s 

wooden cabinet contains mostly of  religious books. In front of  the books, 

tsedakah (charity) boxes and wedding pictures are placed. 

Opposite the bookcase stands the piano, on which a stereo and silver candle 

sticks are placed. On the wall hangs a tambourine decorated with flowers 

and the ‘Yechi’. Easily mistaken for another musical instrument in this music 

corner, in this house the tambourine is considered primarily a ceremonial 

object intended to be used the moment the Messiah arrives.155 A drawing in 

bright colors depicts Mr Music, the stage name of  Mr Marantz. 

In an interview with the magazine Beis Moshiach, Mr Marantz describes 

his career, which started in 1952 when he served in the American army 

during the Korean War and was stationed in West-Germany. There he was 

appointed to be the army composer. After two years he returned to the 

States and resumed his studies at Brooklyn College. He worked as a music 

teacher till he moved to Israel. For his father’s funeral he traveled back to 

the States. During this visit he had a private meeting with the Rebbe. As he 

relates in the interview; ‘I was very excited when I entered the Rebbe’s room. 

During the meeting, I mentioned that I compose music. The Rebbe asked 

me: ‘Songs for adults or for children?’ ‘Both,’ I replied. The Rebbe’s eyes 

sparkled as he inquired further: ‘You also write songs for children? Songs 

like Modeh Ani, Shma Yisraol, and B’Reichis Bara Alekim?’  
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The Rebbe referred to three passages of  the daily prayers. Immediately after 

this meeting I knew what the lyrics should be to the next songs I was about 

to compose. The Rebbe blessed me that I should utilize my musical talents 

to spread Yiddishkeit throughout the world.’ Soon people started to call him 

Mr Music. He has produced numerous cassettes and compact disks. His last 

CD is called ‘Hineh Zeh Ba- Light up The World’. ‘My objective,’ says  

Mr Marantz ‘is that every song should bring another Jew closer to 

Moshiach’156 He says ‘Moshiach is a real thing! It’s happening – he’s coming! 

We have to feel the joy and be ready for the Godly revelation.’157 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Marantz at home in Kfar Chabad (Photograph by S. Malachi) 158 

 

The master bedroom, next to the living room, consists of  a clothes cabinet 

and two separate beds according to Jewish religious law. Another room that 

is accessible from the living room is the former bedroom of  Yitzchak, one 

of  their sons. The room is still covered with newspaper clippings and images 
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of  the Rebbe, as it was when he was a teenager. One of  the clippings is the 

first advertisement that Yitzchak placed in the newspaper Ma’ariv,159 stating; 

‘Look, the King Messiah is coming’. In his spare time he still collects money 

to place advertisements for Chabad on public transport busses.  

Mrs Marantz says: ‘Those advertisements are mostly not political. The Rebbe 

is not political, he only said don’t give any land away’. In this respect Chabad 

follows the code of  Jewish law while looking at the Israeli-Arab conflict; 

any territorial concession on Israel’s part would endanger the lives of  all 

the Jews in the Land of  Israel and is therefore forbidden.160 In this room 

there is a computer that is used to watch videos of  the Rebbe. One video is 

made during the visit of  Mrs Zuckor, the mother of  Mrs Marantz to 770 in 

Brooklyn, where she met the Rebbe.161 Her long life - she lived till the age of  

102 - was attributed to the blessing of  long years she received at that time 

from the Rebbe. 

 

 

Computer and still from video depicting Mrs Zuckor and the Rebbe, Kfar Chabad, 2009 

 

Until her death Mrs Zuckor and her Philipine caregiver lived in a separate 

unit of  the apartment consisting of  a bedroom, a bathroom, a kitchen and a 

balcony, and could be reached via the living room or via a separate entrance. 

During one Shabbat that I stayed with the Marantz’s family I had the 
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privilege of  meeting Mrs Ethel Zuckor, who at that time was one hundred 

years old. Her caregiver urged her, using Yiddish, to put ‘sjabbes gelt’ in the 

tsedakah box, knowing how important it was for her to put the money in the 

box herself. The first photograph of  this chapter depicts one of   

Mrs Ether Zuckor’s great-grandchildren learning how to put money in her 

own tsedakah box.  

The kitchen is like a hallway with on the left the dairy side and on the 

right the meat side. Both sides have their own fridge, stove and sinks.162 

Looking at the microwave oven, Mrs Marantz tells me ‘that since Gimmel 

Tamuz,163 that is, since the moment we don’t see the Rebbe anymore, there 

is the problem of  what is right now? What is the state of  the Rebbe? Can 

he be the messiah right now? The fact that I don’t see him, like I don’t see 

the waves of  the microwave, that I can accept. But to say that he is not 

functioning right now, that I can’t accept.’164  

In a little room at the end of  the kitchen stand a table and chairs. A painting 

depicts a family tree with photographs of  the children and grandchildren.  

In this room is an electric organ with a music book written by their daughter 

Chava Birnstock.165 Mrs Marantz’s desk is in this room as well. Here she 

keeps things like the folder that she takes with her when she goes out to 

tell people about the Rebbe. As Mrs Marantz explains ‘We go and knock on 

people’s doors. Sometimes they don’t speak Hebrew or English but when 

we show them the Rebbe’s portrait they start to smile and nod.’166 this is 

also the place where she keeps the patterns she designed for her embroidery 

kits for children that she sells not only in Israel but to other countries as 

well. They display, for example, the logo ‘Shivas Hashem’, three Shabbat 

candles167, the crown of  the Messiah, and a Chanukia, in the shape that is 

allowed in Chabad.168 On the package is written ‘Educational needle craft 

for boys and girls. For ages 6-120. Non-shatnes, no linen in netting.’169 

Mrs Marantz says proudly ‘I sent a kit to the Rebbe and it is now on 

display in the library in 770 in Crown Heights.’ At the desk she handles her 

correspondence: on every envelope she puts next to the official stamp,  
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a special yellow stamp with a blue crown and written underneath it in red  

is Messiah.170  

Next to the kitchen there is a balcony on which during Sukkot, the feast 

of  Tabernacles, a sukka, a booth, is build. More parts of  the home are only 

used at a specific period during the year. Instead of  fixing the somewhat 

worn out kitchen, Mrs Marantz decided to spend the money to make a 

separate Passover kitchen. This little kitchen, during the year hidden behind 

three sliding doors, is used exclusively during Passover. Next to the kitchen 

a recent addition for guests is made. It consists of  two bedrooms and a 

bathroom. Guests, mostly children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, 

visit during Shabbat or when there are weddings held in front of  the 770 

building of  Kfar Chabad. As mentioned before, Mrs Marantz has a clock 

depicting the 770 building in her home. In 1985 the Rebbe expressed his 

wish to have an exact replica of  the Brooklyn headquarter, even with the 

same street number 770, built in Kfar Chabad.171 Weingrod points out that 

whereas several other Hasidic groups have built replicas of  their former 

East European styled synagogues in orthodox neighborhoods in Israel, 

Chabad has sought connection with the Rebbe in Brooklyn and the building 

made holy by his presence.172 Loewenthal mentions that it is just as with 

photographs of  your loved ones, you cannot have enough.173 In Israel there 

are several replicas built, as well as in other places in the world. For each 

building a piece of  land is allocated and claimed. Even though the Rebbe is 

no longer present in the 770 in New York, the building has become a place 

of  pilgrimage.174 In recent years, the majority of  the participants in the mass 

gatherings at 770 in New York during the month of  the High holidays have 

been Israeli teenagers, most of  whom never met the Rebbe in his lifetime. 

The young pilgrims are exposed to an acute messianic reality in which the 

invisible Rebbe is made present.175 The Rebbe’s armchair is vacant and his 

table remains empty during ceremonial gatherings. Paradoxically, as the 

practices of  embodiment make the Rebbe strongly present, they also make 

his absence more acute. Still, the Rebbe is a given in the life of  the Hasidim, 
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even though he is a “virtual Rebbe.”176 Through the Chabad website there is 

a constant live connection with the 770 building in New York and one can 

both see and hear the place. Objects like the clock depicting the 770 building 

are present in homes. Mrs Marantz’s neighbor from across the street,  

Mr Mordechai Baron turns out to be one of  the photographers of  the 

Rebbe, the designer of  various posters depicting the Rebbe and his 

predecessors, as well as the designer of  the 770 clock.  

Mr Baron in his home showing two of  his photographs of  the Rebbe, Kfar Chabad, 2007 
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During a visit to his home, Mr Baron explains that the Rebbe himself  was 

very much involved in the design process and it is often stated on the posters 

or products that they are made with the Rebbe’s blessing. Sometimes the 

Rebbe made suggestions how to change a design: sometimes he rejected it 

totally, as in the case of  a jigsaw puzzle design using his likeness. Mr Baron 

received a special blessing to make clocks with a photograph of  770 on 

them.177 For the Rebbe he made one with eight different time zones, making 

the connection with America and the rest of  the world visible. Nowadays 

Baron ships them all over the world, especially to New York.  

During weddings, a large video screen is placed in front of  the main entrance 

of  the 770 building in Kfar Chabad. On the screen a video is shown of  the 

Rebbe giving a speech, as though he is really present. From there the couple 

walks to the tent where the rest of  the festivities are held. It is one big hall 

divided in two, one part for the men and one for the women. On both sides 

hangs a large photograph of  the Rebbe. On each table tsedakah boxes are 

placed with a little plate with coins. As mentioned before, the physical act 

of  putting the money in the box matters more than giving your own money. 

At the wedding of  Mrs Marantz’s grandson, a few women were dressed in 

clothes that were slightly different from what, by now, I was used to seeing 

women wear in Kfar Chabad. These women turned out to be from the side 

of  the groom’s father and most of  them live in Mea She’arim in Jerusalem.178 

One of  them proudly showed a necklace she was wearing. Part of  the 

necklace was the words of  the ‘Yechi’ and the wearer was also the designer of  

it. She turns out to be the one who presented the Rebbe a tambourine with 

the ‘Yechi’ on it and started a tambourine fashion among Chabad women.179 

Weddings are important events in Kfar Chabad. Professor Daniel Meijers, 

an anthropologist and himself  a Lubavitcher Hassid, mentions that one way 

to know whether someone is accepted by the group as being part of  it is 

to check if  the children find a good match.180 Mrs Marantz, aware of  this, 

with pride urges me to look at the houses of  her children and grandchildren, 

saying those are really Chabad homes. 
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Mrs Cohen during a wedding in Kfar Chabad, 2006 

 

Ready-made identity

Just as is the case of  the home of  Mrs Marantz, so too at the home of  her 

son Reuven it is made clear from the outside that this is the home of  a 

member of  Chabad. Above the front door hangs a yellow light box with 

‘Welcome King Messiah’, the ‘Yechi’ and a photograph of  the Rebbe. 

Walking through a hallway you arrive in the living room. A huge corner 

bookcase is filled with books. Prominently displayed are the ‘Igerot Kodesh’, 

the Holy letters. The 23 volumes are more commonly known as the letters of  

the Rebbe. It is a compilation of  the enormous correspondence the Rebbe 

conducted in his lifetime. Many people believe the letters of  the Rebbe 

contain an answer to every question. After 1994, the common practice of  

writing petitions to the Rebbe did not cease, but rather was adjusted to the 
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new circumstances. Instead of  being mailed or faxed to 770, petitions are 

now randomly inserted into one of  the volumes. Like an oracle, a message 

from the Rebbe, in the form of  the text into which a petition is inserted, is 

believed to provide the right answer.181 Ordinarily it does, which constitutes 

another strong indication that the Rebbe is present and that everything is 

“just as it was”.182 In some cases, the answers received are ambiguous and 

hard to decipher, but this would also happen during his lifetime.  

Two shelves of  the cabinet are used for something other than books. One 

shelf  displays different kind of  tsedakah boxes and on the second shelf  are 

Shabbat candle sticks placed; two for the parents and one for each child. 

 

Part of  the bookcase in the home of  Reuven Marantz, Kfar Chabad, 2006
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On one wall photographs of  the parents of  the Rebbe hang in dark wooden 

frames, on another wall framed images of  five of  the seven Rebbes. In one 

of  the children’s rooms there is a childhood image of  the Rebbe, as not 

only the portraits of  the Rebbes are important but also the portraits of  the 

Rebbe’s parents and the portrait of  the Rebbe as a child.183 

Next to the bookcase stands a baby’s crib with a gilded depiction of  the alef, 

beth, the Hebrew a, b, c. According to Chabad it is important that a child 

sees this as soon as possible.184 Above the crib hangs a clock with an image 

of  the 770 building next to an image of  the Rebbe. 

In this home of  Reuven Marantz, second generation Chabad, it becomes 

clear the significant impact Chabad has on the material culture of  a house 

with children, in this case thirteen children to be precise. At birth each child 

receives a tsedeka box, a Chitas, a Passover hagadah and the alef  bet, and 

each child’s room should have a tzedakah box, a chumash, a siddur, and 

the tanya.185 There are also objects that are made present by their absence. 

Since, according to Chabad, what one sees leaves a lasting impression, 

especially on young children, toys that a child plays with, and the pictures 

that he looks at, should never be of  impure animals. Besides this you will not 

find children’s books about fairy tales in this home. All the stories are about 

real tsadikim. The family is very aware of  the power of  visual images. Even 

as early as pregnancy a woman should avoid looking at certain things. 

Overall it is extremely tidy for a house with 13 children. This has probably 

nothing to do with Chabad but more so with Esther’s skills as a housewife. 

However it could have something to do with the fact that every child in 

this household is literary a soldier in God’s army. In 1980 according to his 

vision of  a new educational campaign for Jewish children, the organization 

‘Tzivos Hashem’, the army of  God, was formed.186 Over 300,000 boys and 

girls, under the ages of  thirteen and twelve respectively, attend weekly classes 

in Israel under the auspices of  this organization.187 Each child is given a 

passport and receives a newsletter with exercises five times a year. They earn 

prizes and merit badges, as they work their way up in rank by doing good 
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deeds and acts of  kindness. Although some members of  Chabad go into 

the Israeli army, a lot of  them do not. Mrs Marantz does not understand 

her sister’s annoyance about this, saying: ‘My sister does not understand that 

we have our own army, the army of  God.’188 Mrs Marantz’ daily wardrobe 

always includes a little pin with the logo of  the army on it and many of  her 

family members wear this too. It shows the outside world that they are part 

of  this army. Esther says: ‘What you see at home is just the beginning;  

I always have in my car the Tanya, a tsedeka box, the Chitas and a chumash 

[almost the same objects that have to be in a children’s room], in order to 

be able to make other Jews familiar with the customs of  Chabad.’ She calls 

it a ‘ready-made identity.’189 In order to promote this ready-made identity, 

the emphasis with Chabad, says Esther, is on mobility. For example there 

are mobile presses so the Tanya can be printed everywhere. And during 

the holiday of  Sukkot you will see a member of  Chabad always carrying a 

lulav and etrog, even though he has already performed his blessing on these 

holiday items for the day. The only reason for him to carry them around is 

so he can give them to others, so they too can fulfill the mitsva.  

The objects that Esther mentions are the objects she wants to show to the 

world. They do differ a bit from the objects Mrs Marantz thinks a museum 

should display about Chabad. According to Mrs Marantz, the museum 

should show those objects that are present in every Chabad house and what 

is depicted on one of  her tsedakah boxes: Jewish books displayed openly, 

mezuzah, tefillin, tsedakah box, Shabbat, learning Torah and kashrut.  

The objects that Mrs Marantz mentions are not specifically related to 

Chabad but rather to religious Jewish customs. While mentioning the objects 

she adds the specific way the objects should be displayed; books should be 

displayed openly and the learning of  the Torah should be shown, not the 

Torah as an object. The objects that Esther mentions are more specific to 

Chabad, although through these objects is also becomes clear that Chabad 

is embedded in a larger body of  Hasidic culture in particular and Jewish 

religious culture in general. 
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The Israel Museum

In the summer of  2012 the Israel Museum put on its first exhibition on 

Hasidic culture. Within the museum some people questioned whether it is 

the task of  the museum to show Hasidic culture. It is not self-evident that a 

secular institution like the Israel Museum should show an exhibition with a 

religious subject. Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper, the curator of  the exhibition, 

believes that one of  the obligations of  the museum is to overcome existing 

stigmas by presenting the material culture of  specific subcultures, and by 

building a bridge between one culture and another. She states: ‘Hasidic Jewry 

has a beautiful culture, one that is worthwhile to bring closer.’190 

The Israel Museum in Jerusalem, founded in 1965, is the National Museum 

of  Israel.  

The museum combined the art of  the Bezalel National Art Museum of  West 

Jerusalem with the archaeological collections of  the John D. Rockefeller Jr 

funded Palestine Archaeological Museum in East Jerusalem.

 

 
Previous display in Israel Museum showing a Hasidic garb, 2008 (Photograph by the Israel Museum) 

 
In July 2010 the Israel Museum completed a comprehensive eighty million 

dollar make-over. The goal was to renew, transform and unify the facilities, 
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in order to increase accessibility to the museum collections and to enhance 

the overall visitor experience. Until 2010 the Israel Museum had a large 

ethnographic and Judaica department, however many of  the curators saw 

it primarily as an art museum and were not so enthusiastic about focusing 

on, let alone collecting, material culture.191 As part of  the renewal project 

the name of  the department, the Julia and Leo Forchheimer Department 

of  Jewish Ethnography changed to Jewish Art and Life. Mrs Muchawsky-

Schnapper, a long time curator of  this department, explains that this is not 

simply a change of  name but rather an indication, of  what previously had 

been just an increasing feeling that the Israel Museum wants to become an 

art museum.192 This notion expresses itself  not only by what is on display 

but also by how the objects are displayed. Ethnographic (temporary) 

exhibitions are being designed as if  pieces of  art are on display. Dolls that 

used to display the clothing are gone. Hasidic Shabbat attire and a Hasidic 

shtreimel are now exhibited in the Jewish art and Life wing as objects in and 

of  themselves.193 

Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett states that it is in the very nature of  the 

museum as a medium to aestheticize what is shown, even when the objects 

are not art.194 Moreover the politics of  cultural representation have required 

a systematic conversion from ethnographic object to art in order to fulfill 

the museum’s role in a program of  cultural parity and equity.195  

When the Israel Museum went against this line of  thought by deciding not 

to aestheticize its exhibits it was criticized, as will be shown.  

For ‘To the Tombs of  the Righteous’ (1999), an exhibition about pilgrimage 

in contemporary Israel, researchers collected what people could buy  

(and thus probably end up keeping in their homes) at souvenir shops at the 

entrances to places of  pilgrimage like the tomb of  Maimonides in Tiberias. 

A justification for this choice was offered in the exhibition catalogue: ‘There 

is no doubt that these items make no pretence of  being ‘fine art’, belonging 

instead to the world of  popular artefacts. Yet it is due to their capacity to 

give authentic visual expression to a social process of  great magnitude, 
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a process of  central interest to daily life in Israel that they deserve to be 

exhibited in the framework of  an ethnographic exhibition.’196 One review of  

this exhibition stated that a museum exhibition should not bring things from 

the outside world without transforming them into a museum exhibit.197  

Mrs Ester Muchawsky-Schnapper was not involved in that specific 

exhibition. Still she took the critique to heart. This is far from saying that 

she will not make ethnographic exhibitions; rather she will not display the 

ethnographic objects as such.  

Born and raised in Germany, she moved as a fourteen year old to Brussels 

to enroll at the École European. In 1967 she moved to Israel. Although 

her mother had lost her faith while in the concentration camps, she 

herself  became religiously observant.198 Her grandmother belonged to the 

Alexander Hasidic sect.199 At university she first studied French literature 

and philosophy but then decided that she did not move to Israel in order to 

study French literature and switched to art history and anthropology.  

She worked for a year as a volunteer at the Israel Museum before she was 

offered a job as a curator.200 In 1991 she published an exhibition catalogue 

on The Jews of  Alsace and in 2000 she curated an exhibition on Yemenite 

Jews. In the accompanying catalogue she wrote: ‘It is not an easy task to 

convey the sense of  a culture through a choice of  representative artifacts. 

Yet by looking at a single object it is sometimes possible to glimpse the 

whole world lying behind it – to fathom the macrocosm of  an entire society 

through the microcosm of  a small number of  its typical objects.’201

 

Hasidic culture

In 2007, the year we first met, Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper had just begun 

preparations for the exhibition on Hasidism that would open in July 2012, 

and for which she was looking for typical objects from that specific culture. 

The Israel Museum itself  does not have a vast collection of  Hasidic culture. 
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Several departments in the museum have some material, most of  it not yet 

fully accessible through a digitized database, consists of  clothing, ceremonial 

objects, graphic art and photos. According to Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper it 

is a coincidence that even so few objects have been collected at all.  

The number of  available objects bears no relation to how important the 

group is and has been since the beginning of  Jewish settlement in Israel. 

When the artist Zvi Goldstein was asked to make one of  the exhibitions for 

the opening of  the renovated museum in 2010 he described his encounter 

with the collection as follows: ‘As I became familiar with the collections, 

I was struck by the huge number of  objects and artifacts from countless 

places. It was a surprise to see in a museum with no real tradition and 

no colonial history –but rather an eagerness to colonize the audience’s 

consciousness – such a vast visual encyclopedia of  the ‘far’, of  the ‘other’, 

and of  the ‘we’.’202  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Israel Museum, A world apart next door, Jerusalem, June 2012
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Who is the other and who are we in the case of  the Hasidim remains 

unidentified. It seems as though Hasidic culture belongs to the ‘other’, 

both according to the museum as well as to the group itself. Clothing plays 

an important role in this idea of  otherness. Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper 

is quoted in a review saying ‘the importance of  Hasidic dress lies in the 

separation and distinctiveness it creates. It is aimed at preventing assimilation 

of  Hasidim among the gentiles and in the outside world in general, including 

the secular world.’203 The Israel Museum is seen as belonging to the secular 

world. According to Israeli historian David Assaf  who is an expert on 

Hasidim, some Hasidic groups, who are anti-Zionist and do not recognize 

the Israeli state, consider the museum as a Zionist symbol.204  

Hence the exhibition shows the material culture from a group most of  

whose members have never, and probably will never, visit the museum, as 

they consider it an inappropriate place for them. The fact that a Hasidic 

couple paid a visit to the museum during the preparations is due to  

Mrs Muchawsky-Schnappers’ skills and personality.205 People trust her and 

entrust their stories and objects to her. She states that to justify this trust 

they make her part of  their own group. The Yemenites did this by telling her 

that it was obvious to them that she has a Yemenite heart and the Hasidim 

told her that there was no doubt that she has a Hasidic soul.206 It might also 

help that from the start Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper makes it clear that the 

goal of  all her visits to homes and gatherings while looking for objects, is an 

exhibition in which political views will not be addressed.  

The museum adapted itself  to the exhibited culture on more levels. Not 

only are there special openings hours for women only for the duration of  

the exhibition. Also a Ruzhiner shtreimel is shown next to a photograph 

of  a painting of  a Tatar ruler wearing a similar fur crown. In the original 

painting there is a cross on top of  the king’s hat but in the photograph it 

has been removed with Photoshop out of  considerations for the visitors.207 

One of  the visitors has been one of  the most prominent rabbis in Israel, 

Rabbi Baruch Shochat.208 Before the official opening he took a tour in the 
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museum: it was the first official visit that a leader of  a Hasidic movement to 

the museum. The day after the visit almost all media reported on it.209 

I visited the museum shortly after it opened in the summer of  2012. It is an 

ethnographic exhibition on Hasidic material culture of  almost all Hasidic 

groups, including Belz, Bobov, Vizhnitz and Lubavitch Chabad but also 

smaller, more extreme groups like Satmar, Shomrei Emunim, Toldot Aharon 

and Toldot Avraham Yitzhak. The name of  the exhibition differs in English 

and Hebrew. In Hebrew it is called ‘Hasidim, more than black and white’, in 

English ‘A world apart next door: glimpses into the life of  Hasidic Jews.’210 

The English title refers to the fact that even though a museum might like 

to present a culture, if  the group itself  does not open the door, even if  it is 

just a crack, there will not be anything to see. The title of  a review of  the 

exhibition ‘Secrets of  the sects: A peek into Hasidic homes and closets’ 

refers to this aspect.’211 

A peek into the closets describes well the role clothing plays in this 

exhibition. Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper says from the very beginning 

clothing has been the main object. Her view of  clothing fluctuates. On the 

one hand she states that ‘Hasidic costume plays a major role. Costume, in 

general, reflects the socio-cultural identity of  its wearer, and Hasidic costume 

does this in a very demonstrative way.’212 on the other hand she says that 

clothing is practical and a non-provocative subject.  

I argue that clothing, like art, is not neutral. As long as you talk about 

the materials and the patterns and make sure you display it with beautiful 

lighting you can pretend it is neutral: but the way people are dressed, and 

especially with Hasidic garb, has a culturally and politically loaded meaning.213 

An example is a particular coat of  a rebbe. In order to be exhibited objects 

need a claim of  authenticity, according to Mrs Muchawsky-Schnapper. An 

object should actually have been used or could have been used. This is not 

always straightforward. For the exhibition she planned to display a coat of  

one of  the rebbes of  a certain Hasidic group. A coat worn by a rebbe has 

special status: when it wears out it goes to someone beneath him and it is a 
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great honor to get it. When it turned out there is no way that the museum 

could obtain such a coat, she decided to commission one from the tailor 

who makes the rebbes’ clothes. It will be the same, and although it will not 

be of  any value for his followers, it will be of  value for the museum.214 

Mrs Marantz of  Chabad, would have liked to have had displayed in the 

exhibition a brooch that is part of  her daily wardrobe. It is in the shape of  a 

flag depicting the crown of  the Messiah. (See photograph of  Mrs Cohen). 

However when the curator looked at the photograph of  Mrs Cohen on 

which the brooch is visible, she commented while ignoring the brooch, that 

she would like to show the necklace that Mrs Cohen is wearing as well.’215  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Israel Museum, A world apart next door, Jerusalem, June 2012 
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Some objects, like the necklace, found in the material culture of  Chabad 

can be considered ‘museum pieces’ to begin with.216 Nevertheless some 

‘ordinary’ objects are presented in the same manner as is used for exhibiting 

high culture: ordinary objects become aesthetic. An American dollar bill, 

given by the Rebbe is placed in a glass show case next to a golden crown.  

By doing so the museum gives the object as much value as it has at home. 

 

 

Remarks

The unit of  analysis consisting of  the home of  Mrs Marantz and the 

Israel Museum, as discussed in this chapter, leads us to consider the 

importance of  intangible aspects of  religious and ceremonial objects. 

Batsheva Goldman Ida proposes in this regard a new concept in the study 

of  ritual objects - the phenomenological approach. ‘With this approach 

one can define the ontology of  the object within the ritual process. 

The move from iconography to phenomenology allows for a more 

comprehensive view, wherein the attitude towards the object becomes 

part of  the definition of  the object itself.’217 I propose to combine this 

approach with a narrative approach in which the object is viewed as a 

social phenomenon, in other words as a result of  human endeavor, with 

its kaleidoscopic background of  opinions, motivations, ideas, values 

and norms.218 The combined use of  the two approaches will result in a 

selection of  objects that have value not only in an (art) historical, social- 

economic respect but also in a religious and ceremonial respect, both 

within homes and in museums. It is exciting for a museum to succeed in 

communicating these approaches to the public.  

In a report on museum conservation of  ‘Jewish’ objects,219 American 

conservator Virginia Greene concludes that it is preferable to treat Jewish 

ritual material as anthropological material rather than as art, keeping 

conservation treatment to a minimum and avoiding extensive restoration, 
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but any ethical treatment is permitted. She emphasizes the need for the 

museum to involve the members of  the subculture whose material culture 

it is showing, stating: ‘for conservators to observe appropriate ethical 

standards in the handling of  sacred material, systems of  classification 

together with guidelines for practical application will have to be 

developed for each cultural, religious, or tribal group, with the assistance 

(wherever possible) of  a member of  that group.’220 

However religious objects are a specific kind of  anthropological material. 

It is one thing to research their use and meaning, it is something else to 

be able to exhibit that. How can a museum indicate the use and meaning 

of  religious objects when they are removed from their original context 

and can no longer be touched, read out loud, or even kissed? Rickie 

Burman, director of  the Jewish Museum in London, writes: ‘the display 

of  religious artefacts in a museum may divest them of  their sacred 

quality, paradoxically making it harder to communicate the devotional 

purpose which we are seeking to explain through their display. The Jewish 

tradition of  ‘hiddur mitzvah’ encourages the beautification of  objects 

used in religious worship. The sense of  homage accorded to the museum 

object in traditional displays then serves to reinforce a sense of  the 

religious devotion contained in the objects themselves.’221  

As previously stated, when a museum, in principle a secular institution, 

exhibits religious / ceremonial objects, it aestheticizes them in a way that 

changes the objects into art. I argue that when a museum follows this 

principle with religious objects it unconsciously adheres to the religious 

concept of  ‘hiddur mitzvah’, and beautifies the objects. Therefore one of  

the many aspects of  the object that otherwise would be lost in this secular 

surrounding is added again and thus preserved. 

To conclude, a religion does not have a museum, rather it has a place of  

worship that in principle focuses on its own group. Sometimes a place of  

worship, like the 770 building of  Chabad, transcends its original purpose 

and becomes something more, in this case a place of  pilgrimage for 
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religious tourists.222 Meanwhile a museum exhibiting that same religion 

might find itself  operating according to religious principles by exhibiting 

and taking care of  religious objects while remaining a place of  inspiration 

for art lovers.
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2. More than one story to tell, photographs 
at home and in the museum

 Mrs Sapir-Bergstein and Beit Hatfutsot,  
the Museum of  the Jewish People

Small table in hallway in apartment of  Mrs Sapir- Bergstein, Tel Aviv, 2008  
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Photographs and their stories

This second chapter researches the unit of  analysis consisting of  the 

home of  Mrs Sapir-Bergstein and Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the 

Jewish People both linked to the Moroccan subculture. Through the lens 

of  the family history of  Margalith Sapir-Bergstein, the collective history of  

Moroccan Jews in Fez, their journey via Paris to Israel and later travelling 

back to Fez as tourists, is told. This story, for the most part, is told by 

photographs. At the same time Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish 

People in Tel Aviv, is in the midst of  a renewal and the slogan ‘You are part 

of  the story’ is the first thing you see upon entering the museum. Many of  

the stories the museum presents are also told by photographs. As mentioned 

in Tacheles, this chapter focuses on the question whether photographs can 

be presented as social objects with their specific features when a museum 

incorporates the narrative approach in the process of  collecting and 

presenting. Furthermore it investigates how the outcome of  this approach 

will link stories told in the private and public sphere. After an introduction 

on photographs as historic sources, the chapter gives an overview on the 

history of  Jews in Morocco with an emphasis on Fez, the city in which Mrs 

Sapir-Bergstein grew up. This is followed by a description of  the migration 

from Morocco to Israel and a discussion with Mrs Sapir Bergstein, through 

objects and photographs in her home, of  the material culture of  the 

Moroccan subculture in Israel. The second part of  the chapter looks once 

more at the material culture of  the Moroccan subculture, this time through 

the exhibits present at Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish People  

in Tel Aviv. The chapter concludes with remarks in which the two spheres 

are linked. 

Seated in her apartment, Margalith tells two stories at the same time.223 one 

is told through photographs showing her life. These photographs show not 

only the material culture that was part of  her and her family’s life in Fez, 

Morocco, they are also objects in themselves. The second story takes place 
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in Tel Aviv and is told by the objects that surround her. I take photographs 

of  those objects, and to my surprise we end up, during a second meeting, 

talking about those photographs as well. It seems my photographs have 

turned into something more than just representations of  objects, becoming 

objects in themselves.224 

It is obvious that the photographs of  her life in Morocco matter to 

Margalith. She gave copies to Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish 

People, in Tel Aviv, so they can be studied. She also offered to make copies 

of  the photographs for me. She keeps the photographs in a folder that 

enables her to keep them together as well as to remove them and to hand 

them to other people. She handles the photographs with care and caring, 

touches them and talks about them. Photographs are also on display in her 

apartment either framed and placed on cabinets or hanging on the wall.  

‘The photos are nice memories and testimonies. They always bring a smile 

to my face, and somehow they remind me of  the role model my parents 

were for me, and which I would love to be able to follow. The life behind 

the camera, the heritage we received is not obvious and I would love to 

preserve it and perpetuate it through my children and now grandchildren. 

Yes, photographs are a strong incentive for all kind of  things, of  behavior 

and more. These photographs help to not forget.’225  

The historical photographs form a record of  her life in Morocco but 

at the same time are they also an expression of  her Moroccan identity 

nowadays in Israel? When I asked her this, she described herself  as follows: 

‘I feel very much Moroccan. I am coming from somewhere. I am Israeli, 

I have a western culture. I come from an Arab culture. It gives a flavor of  

Orientalism. I wanted my children to be Israeli, to have an Israeli identity.  

At the same time my children are connected to the Moroccan culture as well, 

which is actually influenced by the French culture, in particular to its social 

and intellectual aspects.’226
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Morocco and Israel

When Margalith talks about Morocco, she talks about Fez during the French 

protectorate.227  

Discussions on the status of  Moroccan Jewry began well before the 

establishment of  the protectorate in 1912, but after the French conquest 

of  Morocco began, deliberations on the subject of  the Jewish communities 

intensified. The goal of  the French colonial authorities was first and foremost 

to find the most effective means to control the Jewish communities, which 

was not always in the interest of  the Jews themselves.228 The Jews of  North 

Africa, or ‘Oriental Jews’ as they were designated, were believed by French 

Jews to be older, un-emancipated versions of  themselves, awaiting the 

regeneration required for full-acceptance in the French nation.229 Two 

weeks after the establishment of  the protectorate, a revolt broke out in Fez. 

The community of  12,000 Jews was ransacked and their property set on 

fire: about 60 people died. The French military authorities had previously 

confiscated all the Jews’ weapons.230 Margalith tells about the effect this 

pogrom had on her family. Her great grandfather who had been the jeweler 

of  the king and a business man was attacked in his home. He showed the 

intruders where he kept his possessions on condition that no one, including 

the servants, would be harmed. They took everything. He went from wealthy 

to having nothing. He passed away from sorrow. Her oldest sister knew the 

great grandfather; she told Margalith ‘you do not know how hard it is to be  

a ruined person.’ 

In 1918 the sultan of  Morocco, under the control of  the French protectorate 

authorities, issued a decree to reorganize the Moroccan Jewish communities. 

Often represented as ‘emancipation,’ the meaning of  the legal and social 

reforms of  the communities of  Morocco were much more ambiguous and 

tentative than the term implies. Although the autonomous institutions of  

the Jewish community were weakened by the changes implemented by the 

protectorate government Jews remained indigenous Moroccan subjects, and 
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advocates of  colonial emancipation failed to obtain French citizenship for 

Moroccan Jews.231  

Since the 1930s Zionist activity in Morocco had gathered momentum. 

Mohammed V is credited with having saved Morocco’s Jews from 

deportation during World War II. Although there was one outbreak of  anti-

Jewish incidents following the declaration of  the state of  Israel in 1948 

and many Jews left Morocco for Israel.232 Especially in the years succeeding 

independence, 1955-1956, emigration took place on a significant scale.233  

The end of  the French protectorate in 1956 inaugurated a period of  

uncertainty for the 240,000 Jews who were still in Morocco.234 Although they 

were granted citizenship, on the whole, the Jews felt that the Muslims would 

treat them well only so long as their services were needed, and consequently 

they were suspicious of  the nationalist declarations of  equal rights, fearing 

that instead there would be a full return to traditional dhimmi status. After 

September 1956 the Moroccan ban on emigration to Israel was effective and 

the Moroccan authorities closed down the Jewish Agency Office, ‘Kadima’, 

which had previously been permitted to operate in that country.235 In october 

1958 Morocco joined the Arab league. A special Emigration Section of  the 

police was established in 1959 and this resulted in numerous arrests of  Jews 

suspected of  planning emigration. More and more expressions of  anti-

Zionism failed to distinguish between Zionism, Israel and local Jews. Finally, 

all postal communications with Israel were suspended.236 In 1961 relations 

between the Moroccan government and the Jews reached a low point when 

a boat, the Pisces, carrying forty-four Jewish passengers, foundered and all 

passengers aboard were drowned. These Jews were being smuggled out of  

Morocco as part of  an Israeli-directed underground emigration effort in 

which Israeli agents operating in Morocco had worked closely with Moroccan 

Jewish Zionists. One month after the affair Muhammad V himself  stressed 

the unconditional nature of  the right of  the Jews to emigrate.237 After his 

death in 1961, his son followed him on the throne. With King Hassan 

negotiations in Europe, including pledges of  ‘indemnities’ to Morocco, led 
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to the resumption of  aliya under the auspices of  ‘Operation Yakhin.’ Over 

70,000 Jews left for Israel in the years 1961-1963.238 Moroccan-Israeli links 

became more visible over time, although until 1985 King Hassan avoided 

meeting Israeli leaders publicly. This changed in July 1986 when Shimon 

Peres, then prime minister, visited Morocco in a much-publicized trip. His 

meeting with King Hassan caused consternation in Arab states, with Syria 

severing ties with Morocco. Influential Moroccan Jews played a cardinal role 

in local politics, an advantage that enabled them to promote Morocco-Israel 

connections, which have continued in recent years. King Hassan played 

a role in preparing for the 1991 Madrid peace conference and welcomed 

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in September 1993. Following the 1993 Israeli-

Palestinian Accord, Hassan signaled to Jerusalem that he wished to establish 

formal ties, at the same time he appointed Serge Berdugo, a scion of  a 

distinguished Jewish family, minister of  tourism.  

1993 is also the year in which Margalith took part of  the second Israeli 

delegation that visited Morocco. She felt for the first time since she had left 

the country in 1956 that it was safe enough to go back to visit. Israel was 

allowed to establish a consular office in Rabat, and an estimated 40,000 Israeli 

tourists visited Morocco in 1995 and 1996.239 When King Hassan died on 

the 23th of  July 1999 newspapers wrote of  how in Israel tens of  thousands 

of  Israelis mourned the death of  Morocco’s King Hassan II, a man they 

considered ‘their’ king, leaving them homesick for the land their families left. 

The Moroccan Jewish community, estimated at 300,000 in Israel declared 

a seven-day period of  mourning for the king. A delegation led by Israeli 

President Ezer Weizman, Prime Minister Ehud Barak and former Prime 

Minister Shimon Peres joined 30 other world leaders, including President 

Clinton and Palestinian Authority leader Yasser Arafat, in remembering a man 

who played a vital role in bridging the gap between the Jewish state and the 

Arab world. Hassan was succeeded by his son Mohammed VI,240 who chairs 

the Jerusalem Committee of  the Organization of  the Islamic Conference and 

supports international efforts to achieve a two-state solution to the Israeli-
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Palestinian conflict resulting in viable, contiguous, Palestinian state with 

Jerusalem as its capital. Morocco closed Israel’s liaison bureau in Morocco 

and Morocco’s office in Tel Aviv in reaction to Israel’s conduct during the 

first Palestinian intifadah (uprising) in 2001. The offices have not reopened. 

In November 2009 Foreign Minister Fassi-Fihri said that normalization of  

relations with Israel was not on the table under current conditions and that 

Morocco continued to support that Arab Peace Initiative, which promised 

Israel full normalization of  relations in exchange for its withdrawal from 

all Arab territories. However, the king and others keep up contacts with 

Israeli officials. Besides the political ties, there are some 600,000 Israelis of  

Moroccan origin and about 25,000 of  them travel to Morocco yearly. There 

are about 5,000 Moroccan Jews still living in Morocco.241

 

From Fez . . . 

Although her family no longer lives there, Margalith’s roots and memories 

still lie in Morocco. Samuel Hamou and Annette Azuelos, Margalith’s father 

and mother were both born in Fez. Her grandfather from her mother’s side, 

Raphael Azuelos, met his wife, Simita (Simcha) Conquy, during a business 

trip to Gibraltar. She agreed to come with him to Fez. They had eight 

children and Raphael had a son from a first marriage. One of  the daughters 

Marie Azuelos-Marquis lived in Casablanca and married a French general. 

He was a noble, says Margalith, who promised her father that the children 

would be Jewish. After the first girl was born, everything was fine. However 

as soon as a boy arrived, he was baptized. Samuel Hamou’s parents, Aharon 

Hamou and Rachel Hamou also lived in Fez.242 Margalith, born in 1947, is 

the youngest of  seven children.243 The rabbi asked her father, ‘what kind of  

name is Margareth?’ and suggested a name in Hebrew, Margalith, precious 

stone, but she is always called Margareth. 

She grew up in Fez at a time when it was part of  the French protectorate. 
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Margalith tells how her grandmother every year, even during  

World War I, would go to Paris to shop. Margalith’s parents lived a fairly 

wealthy life. They had a farmhouse outside of  Fez where they would go 

for the weekends or holidays. Nowadays, in the bathroom in her Tel Aviv 

apartment stands a buffet that once used to be in the farm house. Samuel 

Hamou loved novelties and enjoyed being the first to have different gadgets. 

As early as 1948 he got a French car, a Citroën. He also had the first 

motorcycle in the Jewish quarter in Fez. On Shabbat he would go to the 

synagogue in the morning and, although forbidden according to Jewish law, he 

would drive around on his motorcycle in the afternoon, even saying hello to 

the rabbi. He was not orthodox but he kept the holidays and he kept kosher. 

Margalith cannot remember that he took photographs during Shabbat, and 

some holidays when it is forbidden to do so by the orthodox Jewish law. The 

consequence of  this is that although there are a lot of  photographs, there is a 

defining part of  their lives that could not be recorded.244 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Young men from Fez, 1918, 

Samuel Hamou (center) on his Bar Mitsva

Annette, Gabriel and Marie 

wearing French clothes, Fez, 1928
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As far as Margalith remembers her father used a Kodak. He also took 8 mm 

films. At home they organized ‘movie evenings’ during which her mother 

would serve special cold dishes and they would watch a film her father had 

made. Samuel Hamou was a member of  the Sportsmen’s Association of  Fez 

and was often photographed as a sportsman. In the years 1920 till 1935 he 

was the only Jew in the USF (Fez Sport Union) football team, which was 

sponsored by the French Army.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First group of  the Sportsmen Association of  Fez, winter 1922-23 Samuel Hamou sitting on the left 

 

During the time that he was not busy with sports, Samuel Hamou was a legal ad-

viser to the King of  Morocco, the first Jew to hold that position. This position he 

held till 1956, the year he moved to Israel. Samuel Hamou was also head of  the 

Jewish community. 

Their life in Morocco was very French oriented. Margalith spoke French with her 

parents. The only person who spoke only Arabic was the mother of  her father. 

Margalith went to the Alliance Universèle School in Fez.245 The town had many 

Jewish educational institutions run by ‘The Alliance Israelite Universelle’, ‘Ozar 
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Ha-Torah’, and ‘Em Ha-Banim’. In 1961, these and other Jewish schools had 

a total of  2,823 pupils. Before the emigration of  the 1950s and 1960s, there 

were general Jewish Organizations such as the Zionist Bnei Akiva, branches 

of  WIZO, and a branch of  the World Jewish Congress.246 Samuel Hamou 

was an active Zionist. He came to Israel in 1954 as a delegate of  Morocco 

for the Jewish Congress. An official of  the Jewish Agency accompanied him. 

At one point during the visit they sat near the beach in Netanya watching the 

sunset. The man from the Jewish Agency told her father: ‘There will be a new 

neighborhood for Americans who will come, but since you are a delegate, 

[meaning, according to Margalith, ‘even though you are Moroccan’] you are 

also allowed to buy a house here.’ Her father made a down payment on ten 

apartments, saying that ‘the day I will come, my friends will come too.’ In the 

end only one friend came with him.247  

By then Margalith’s four older sisters had moved to Paris and her brother was 

studying in Montpellier. Her oldest sister, Evelyne Illouz, had already gone to 

Paris in 1947 to study political science. The fourth sister who had accompa-

nied her father to the Zionist congress in 1954, wanted to remain in Israel but 

her father did not agree to leave her by herself.248 

 

. . . To Israel

‘In 1956 the family left Morocco. We traveled through Spain with our 

own car. My parents left us at our sisters’ in Paris and traveled together 

to Switzerland and London. After a while they picked us up and went to 

Israel.’249 They had already sent all our belongings to Israel. The first night we 

arrived in Israel we slept in ‘our home.’ For Margalith, who was eight years 

old, it went smoothly. It was difficult for her sister.  

They did not know Hebrew. ‘In Fez we had a big living room. I remember 

that when I was four or five years old, an emissary came from Israel to 

visit my parents. I can still see myself  crossing this big room. I said to him 
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‘bonjour’ and he answered me with ‘shalom’. ‘Shalom’ was the only word in 

Hebrew that I knew before arriving in Israel.’ 

For her father the move was difficult as well. It was a very patriarchal family 

and her father would not discuss important matters with the children. That 

is why she probably remembered very well that when she was eleven years 

old, he asked her ‘How do you feel in Israel? Do you want to go to Paris?’ 

While Israel was a cultural shock for him, it was less so for her mother. 

Margalith’s mother did almost everything her husband told her. His wishes 

were hers. So Margalith was surprised when she found out that her mother 

had her father have a legal contract drawn up before they moved to Israel 

stating that if  life in Israel did not suit her, they would leave. Margalith heard 

this from her older sisters in whom her mother had confided. There are not 

many photographs of  this period because for some reason her father stopped 

taking them after he arrived in Israel. 

A year after they came to Israel her grandmother (mother of  her father) came 

too. She continued to wear the traditional clothes.250 ‘When we came to Israel 

my sister went to secondary school, a secular school because that was the best 

school in Netanya. They looked everywhere for a school for her; they even 

went to a convent of  nuns in Yaffo because they heard that there was a very 

good French school and it would be easier for her to continue her studies in 

French. My parents went in and my sister and I waited in the car. Within a 

minute they came back. Mother said to my father - you are crazy; there is a 

cross there.’ 

Margalith went to a religious school. When she was about ten years old she 

encountered the hostile attitude in Israel towards people from Morocco. 

She took a ride with someone to school who said to her ‘You don’t look 

Moroccan’. She was very upset, what did he expect - that she would have 

horns on her head? She told her father, who answered that people in Israel 

do not know enough about Moroccans and their culture. They only knew the 

people from Morocco who immigrated to Israel in 1948, those who were not 

part of  a Western culture.251  
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Although her parents did not want her to go into the army, she did so.252  

Even though he was against it in the beginning, her father would say proudly; 

‘my daughter is an officer in the Israeli army.’ Margalith was in the Israeli army 

during the Six Day War. This would later make her more hesitant to go back 

to Morocco. At the Tel Aviv University she received her BA in political science 

and years later a degree in museology. With her former husband, Margalith 

lived in many places around the world, including two years in Brazil, where in 

1976 she studied Art History at the Sao Paulo University. Margalith had been 

a curator for twenty years (1978-1998) in Beit Hatfutsot. Some of  her family 

photographs she gave to the Visual Documentation Center of  Beit Hatfutsot. 

Nowadays Margalith is involved in creating a museum for the Women’s 

International Zionist Organization (WIZO) in the Tel Aviv branch.

 

Home

The first thing I see upon entering Margalith Sapir-Bergstein’s apartment in  

Tel Aviv is a little statue of  Tintin. The second is a view of  the Mediterranean. 

She is divorced and her son and daughter are grown up and have their own 

homes. Margalith’s surname, Sapir-Bergstein, is a combination of  her ex-

husband and children’s last name (Bergstein) and Sapir, a name she gave 

herself  as a present after the divorce. Sapir refers to her mother’s last name 

Azuelos meaning blue eyes. Margalith adds that she is still very much a 

Hamou, the last name of  her father and the name she had until she got 

married.  

Entering the apartment, on the left hangs a big mirror with an impressive 

golden frame. Only when we look at the photographs from Fez, does 

Margalith realize that this mirror used to hang in their home in Fez.  

‘I forgot that it is from Morocco.’ The mirror in the photograph reflects her 

grandmother and one of  the sisters of  her mother. sitting in front of  the 

mirror is Margalith with her sister Ruti. The mirror in the apartment in  
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Tel Aviv reflects a photograph that she received as a gift from a photographer 

when she curated his work in the museum, and placed on a small table, a 

sculpture of  Tintin. During my second visit I notice that the sculpture of  

Tintin has moved from the little table at the entrance to the buffet in the living 

room. Margalith says that the sculpture received a promotion. After talking 

about the objects in her house she understood that he had played an important 

role in her childhood. The legacy of  Tintin is passed on to the next generation: 

the door of  her son’s bedroom is covered from top to bottom with images of  

Tintin. In the living room the couch and some of  the chairs, the coffee table, 

the chess table, two sculptures of  soldiers and a dining room table are from 

the time she lived in Brazil. The red table used to be green in Brazil. Her son 

made the painting hanging on the wall next to the dining table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Margalith and Ruti posing in front of  the mirror 

with an aunt and their grandmother. On the  

chimney, the silver tennis cup. Fez, 1950Entrance to apartment, Tel Aviv, 2008
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During the Mimouna the table is set with a pot with flour and in it golden 

coins.253 She uses three golden coins from South Africa and two golden 

rings, five green beans and a glass of  oil.254 She serves sour milk and dates. 

In every room she puts wheat, although she did not put the grain in the 

house this year because she was alone. She celebrates Mimouna the way she 

celebrated it in Morocco as a family event. Since in 1966 a joint Mimouna 

was successfully planned by the organization of  immigrants from Morocco, 

it was decided to make Mimouna a national holiday. Over the last few 

decades Mimouna has become a public relations tool for Israeli politicians, 

who use it as an opportunity to mingle with the masses and drum up public 

support. Margalith does not go to such outdoor gatherings. Neither does she 

go to a Hillula, a pilgrimage. ‘I keep asking myself  if  I want to go’. She does 

not think her parents ever went. She is aware of  the revival of  pilgrimages 

in Israel, especially among the youth.255 One of  the Hillula is to the tomb of  

the Baba Sali in Netivot.256 Margalith says about the Baba Sali ‘I refuse to fall 

into the admiration of  human kind. You won’t find pictures of  the Baba Sali 

in this home, that doesn’t mean I don’t respect him.’257  

 

Chairs in the living room of  Mrs Sapir Bergstein, Tel Aviv, 2008
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In the living room a buffet is filled with books in English, Hebrew and 

French, such as La Petite Illustration and Dictionnaire Encyclopédique 

Quillet. On top of  the buffet are lots of  framed photographs, as well as 

a butter dish and a butter knife from her mother. Typical French, says 

Margalith. Opposite the buffet stands a white couch with white chairs and 

a blue and red armchair. The blue and red chairs are those that used to be 

in the living room in Fez. When you turn them upside down you can still 

see the fabric that her parents chose. When she restored the chairs she 

deliberately left that part in its original state. It is something that only she 

knows and people who visit her apartment would not be aware of  unless she 

tells them or unless, like she does now, she turns the chairs upside down in 

order to show the original fabric. 

During my first visit she serves tea in a silver teapot together with a light 

meal in the living room. In Fez a silver teapot was used in the city and a 

ceramic one in the country. Margalith still has the tray that is shown in one 

of  the pictures in which her grandmother, in costume, sits on pillows with 

the teapot and the tray in front of  her. Margalith does not use the tray, but 

she does use her mother’s silver teapot when she wants to treat people. On 

the floor lies a heavy carpet, ‘like the heavy carpet we used to have in our 

home in Fez.’ 

On the table behind the couch is a tennis cup. It is a cup that her father, 

Samuel, once won. ‘I like this cup, as well as the Kiddush cup in the  

cabinet, which was also won during a national tennis tournament’ says 

Margalith. She shows a photograph depicting her father as the Moroccan 

champion during a friendly tennis match between him and the French 

champion in 1927. Margalith says that her mother was jealous of  the French 

women. In another cabinet she keeps the silver utensils that she received as a 

wedding gift. 

In the kitchen, copper pots are placed on top of  the kitchen cabinets.  

Although they are very Moroccan she says she would not put them in a 

museum as special objects: they belong in the kitchen, even though in her 
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kitchen they are ‘on display’ and are not being used. On the kitchen counter 

there is a dustpan and a brush for bread crumbs made from copper. A little 

shelf  holds the cookbooks, mainly French.

   

The Moroccan champion Hamou and the French champion. First from left is Annette Hamou,  

third from left, Samuel Hamou 

Tennis cup won by Samuel Hamou Tel Aviv, 2008
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It turns out that in every room objects from her life in Morocco are present, 

visible, like the pots in the kitchen or hidden behind cabinet doors. In her 

bedroom she keeps some of  her mother’s jewelry, a ring, a gold necklace 

and a green brooch. As well as a silver pill box and a silver box with a mirror 

inside that was probably used for rouge or lipstick. Her sisters inherited 

other pieces of  jewelry. A part of  a necklace of  her mother’s she placed 

as a decoration in the fruit bowl in the living room. Margalith has in her 

possession the Omega watch her father received for his Bar Mitzvah. Some 

of  the traditional clothes from her grandmother she keeps in her bedroom.  

In the former bedroom of  her son, she keeps in a cabinet her collection of  

glass tea cups that she inherited both from her mother and from her aunt. In 

this room hangs a clock that used to hang in her home in Fez. Her husband 

did not like it and one of  the first things she did after the divorce was to take 

the clock out of  the closet and hang it on the wall.  

Most of  the objects from Morocco that are displayed in the home are from 

the time she grew up in Fez with the exception of  a pair of  golden slippers. 

Those she bought the first time she went back to visit the place where she 

was born. The slippers reminded her of  the ones her mother used to wear. 

 

Back to Fez 

Because she had been in the Israeli army and her father used to be the head 

of  the Jewish community in Fez, she did not dare to go back to Morocco, 

due to the difficult relations between the two countries. She decided to go 

only if  she were to be officially invited. That happened in 1993, when a 

group of  members of  the Knesset, together with some Jewish Moroccan 

descendants, were invited by the king. This was the second trip that Israelis 

made to Morocco. Once in Morocco, although she knew where it was, she 

asked for a guide to take her to her former home. She was pleased to see 

that the people who now live there were Jewish. ‘The home is exactly the 
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same.’258 When she was on her way to her home from Rabat to Fez, there 

was a curve in the road, after which there was a field of  wheat and poppies. 

She was moved and thought, ‘What right did my father have to take us out 

of  Morocco and to stop our life there. It is a beautiful country.’ At one 

point during the trip she dressed up as a bride of  Fez. She describes this as 

moving and funny at the same time.  

When asked how she would like a museum to represent her subculture, 

she first answered that it should be through objects, such as a teapot and 

glasses and her grandmother’s shawl: but, she added, these objects should be 

placed in a different way than they were normally used, giving them another 

characteristic. For example, she would place the shawl as a decorative item 

on a couch, instead of  showing it as an item of  clothing.259  

In this process, the object found in a home and now placed in a museum, 

loses its authentic function and becomes a museum object that refers to 

the group it represents. However after mentioning these objects Margalith 

wanted to think about the question a bit more. During a second meeting she 

says she changed her mind and that instead of  choosing some objects, she 

would use her own living room, which for her best represented Moroccan 

Israeliness. She adds that she would reconstruct a home, with the most 

important places in the home, the kitchen and the living room. ‘It should 

be convincing’, she states. ‘You enter the space of  the person’s culture that 

you want to show. I would discuss it, just like you do. I would put the chairs 

back in the original fabric/state. I would put the emphasis on some specific 

objects. First of  all, the teapot and the glasses; my grandmothers’ shawl and 

I would show some clothing. Furthermore I would set a table with bowls 

and hang pictures of  my mother on the wall. I would also show a Kiddush 

cup although my father’s tennis cup means more to me. For me that is 

Morocco.’260  

All in all, more than any other object, photographs taken during the years 

Margalith lived with her family in Morocco, visualize memories and are at 

the same time part of  the tangible daily material culture. As mentioned, 
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copies of  these photographs are now also part of  the collection of  Beit 

Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish People in Tel Aviv. Margalith worked 

until 1998 as a curator in the museum. 

Beit Hatfutsot  
 

It is only since 2003 that the name of  the museum has been ‘Beit Hatfutsot, 

Museum of  the Jewish People.’ Prior to that it was called ‘Beth Hatefutsoth, 

museum of  the Jewish Diaspora.’261 In this section I consider the history of  

the museum, the effect the name change has had on the collection and the 

story the museum wants to tell.  

At its establishment in Tel Aviv in 1978, Beit Hatfutsot was considered 

innovative and state-of-the-art. It was a typical ‘story museum.’ A pioneer in 

the development of  this kind of  museum was the late Yeshayu Weinberg, 

founding director of  Beth Hatefutsoth and later director of  the United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Weinberg insisted that the story come 

first and there be no restriction on the means used to convey it.262  

Mrs Rosenne, the head of  the Bernard H. and Miriam Oster Visual 

Documentation Center of  Beit Hatfutsot elaborates: ‘This is a museum that 

tells a story, objects are the means. Only what they represent is important, 

not the actual object.’263 The underlying principle of  its permanent 

exhibition used to be reconstruction. It sought a visual re-creation using 

audiovisual and electronic techniques. Throughout the Diaspora certain 

areas of  Jewish life have survived down the ages and across the world. 

The previous permanent exhibition was divided into six thematic sections 

- the family, the community, culture, among the nations, return to Zion 

and faith.264 Martin Pyant, a museum and exhibition designer, praised the 

museum, stating it set a generic form for narrative, story-telling museums 

freed from the discipline and constraints imposed by historical artifacts.265 

However in the absence of  collections, what then is a museum? Kirshenblatt 
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posed this question to Weinberg, who answered, ‘A museum is a story in 

three-dimensional space.’ Not surprisingly, the same could be said of  theatre, 

but with this critical difference. In theatre, the audience is stationary and the 

show moves. In the museum, the show is stationary and the visitor moves. 

Mode of  locomotion is defining of  the museum experience. Not only is a 

story told in three-dimensional space, but the visitor walks the plot.266 

 

Entrance hall Beit Hatfutsot, Museum of  the Jewish People, Tel Aviv, 2011 

What happens however if  visitors stop visiting the museum? During the 

1990s, Beit Hatfutsot went through a series of  fiscal crises and the facility 

began to deteriorate. An additional problem stemmed from the fact that the 

core exhibition was based on a conceptual world view that was prevalent 

in Israel during the 1960’s, namely, that the Jewish communities in the 

Diaspora were a passing phenomenon. The story of  the Jewish people from 

the Emancipation to the 20th century was not addressed.267 It had been 
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the intention to build a second phase that would be devoted to the present. 

However this never happened. The outcome was that the final section of  the 

exhibition consisted of  sporadic references to the 20th century, emphasizing 

and concluding with the Return to the Land of  Israel. This gave the 

impression that the museum exhibited an ideological statement, claiming 

that the Return to the Land of  Israel as being the ‘solution’ for the Diaspora. 

At the same time the museum showed communities in the Diaspora and did 

not give attention to life in Israel.268  

The story, which once formed the most important object of  the museum, 

became after ten years one of  the causes for the crises in which the museum 

found itself. However in 2003, with the help of  the NADAV Fund, Beit 

Hatfutsot began a new era. Beth Hatefutsot, the Diaspora Museum became 

Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish People, a change that is due to 

be completed in 2014.269 Like the Israel Museum, discussed in the previous 

chapter on the Chabad subculture, this in another major museum in Israel 

that went through significant changes in recent years. 

The museum will no longer tell the story of  the Jewish Diaspora from the 

destruction of  the Holy Temple in Jerusalem to the establishment of  the 

State of  Israel. Instead, the story will now start with Abraham and Sarah - 

and there will be no final chapter. For the permanent exhibition the ‘new’ 

museum will let go of  its famous no-objects ideal. However, unlike the 

Israel Museum it will not highlight objects; rather the museum will continue 

to emphasize the story, this time incorporating objects. Hagai segev, since 

February 2009 curator of  exhibitions at Beit Hatfutsoth, states that the 

biggest challenge is what to include in the museum, what is relevant and 

what not. Commenting on the recent gift of  some Warhol works to the 

museum, he says: ‘We are very happy over this important contribution, 

especially because the Diaspora Museum is becoming the cultural center of  

the Jewish people.’270 He adds that Beit Hatfutsot is not an art museum that 

shows just art. It presents art with history and art with culture. This museum 

is a place to keep the culture for coming generations and presents reflections 
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of  the culture to the current generation.271 In the age of  mass reproduction, 

you have to go back to the original. In addition to the general story of  the 

museum, each object has its own story to tell. How the story of  the objects 

will be presented will depend on each exhibition.272  

Although the museum has several collections of  photographs by 

professional photographers, most of  the photographs in the main collection 

are from family albums. The original albums were returned to the owners 

after the photographs were scanned. The museum copies can be viewed by 

computer in the museum but are not available online. Mrs Rosenne says it 

is nice to have a photo because it makes the description come alive.273 But 

what if  there is no description? Then nothing is said about why the photo 

is there, why the photo matters to the museum, to the one who made it, 

to the one who owned it. It is obvious that the photographs matter to Mrs 

Sapir-Bergstein. She gave them to the museum, she tells her story through 

them, and they are a part of  her. However Margalith’s story is not kept in 

the archives like her photographs. The museum disconnected the story 

and the object in the process of  collecting. The question one may ask is 

‘What happens with the private made public when it is done without a story 

or without the original story?’ To answer this question, two descriptions 

referring to one of  the photographs that Margalith gave to the museum are 

given here. 

Margalith gave the following description of  the photo: 

This is a photo my father took in Sefrou in 1946. He loved to take 

photographs. This is my grandmother Rachel, the mother of  my father. 

I remember her always sitting because she had osteoporosis. When 

she immigrated to Israel, a year after we did, she continued wearing 

the traditional clothes. I still have the covering with fake hair that goes 

underneath the hat, the golden shawl and the belt. The costume itself  my 

father lent to the Israel Museum for an exhibition but we never got it back. 

My five sisters and my brother are sitting next to her. I wasn’t born yet. My 

father built this farm all by himself, about 30 kilometers away from Fez.  
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We went here for the weekends and during some holidays. There were olive 

groves and fruit orchards. An Arab couple took care of  the farm when we 

weren’t there. They made bread and butter for our breakfast. We didn’t drink 

coffee only green tea. Here you see the ceramic teapot. In the city we used a 

silver one. The tray is now in my kitchen.274  

The following description of  the same photo can be found in the Photo 

Archive, Beit Hatfutsot, no. 20957: Grandmother Rachel with her 

grandchildren at the summer house. The grandmother wearing an everyday 

dress, similar to the one worn on holidays, only without gold thread and less 

ornamented. Sefrou, Morocco, 1945. 

 

 

Sefrou, Morocco, 1945 

Mrs Sapir-Bergstein gave about thirty photographs through which she tells 

the story of  her life, to Beit Hatfutsot. Upon receiving the photographs the 

museum just asked for a short description of  each and was not interested in 

recording more details that Mrs Sapir-Bergstein could provide.  

What story then, does the museum want to tell with these photographs? 
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What does Mrs Sapir-Bergstein want people to see when they look at the 

photographs? When I asked her what she wants visitors to see when they 

look at her photographs, she answered: ‘To have an idea of  the quality of  

life Jews had in the Diaspora, in this case in Fez, Morocco.’275 

The museum description of  the photograph shows that the museum 

emphasizes the material/ folklore side, focusing mainly on the clothing.  

The description offered by Margalith, the owner of  the photograph, 

presents much more of  the lives and personal stories of  the people depicted. 

Not only does the description of  an object differ, so too does the way it is 

presented: Margalith keeps the photographs in a folder that she can hold 

in her hand. The museum keeps the photographs in a computer database. 

At home the photographs are part of  a family history, in the museum 

they belong to the Jewish people in general, in particular the Moroccan 

subculture.  

According to Hagai Segev, the way photographs will be presented after 

the renewal of  the museum will be different. It will be more the way the 

(former) owner of  the photo presents the story. Linking the computerized 

data base of  the visual documentation center that consists of  60,000 images 

today with those of  other departments of  Beit Hatfutsot, like the genealogy 

department, will be a first step in this process. Visitors who visit the visual 

documentation centre will thus ‘hear’ stories accompanying photographs. 

Visitors who do not visit this specific department will still see the new 

core exhibition where, according to the website of  the museum, ‘the 

family wing will welcome the visitor with a colorful slideshow of  hundreds 

of  photographs of  contemporary Jews from all parts of  the world and 

depicting profound elements of  Jewish life such as Jewish lifecycle events, 

holidays, festivals and fasts.’276 The website displays brief  descriptions, 

like name, year, and maker next to some of  the photographs in the family 

section. It would be interesting to find out whether the slideshow in the 

future exhibition will provide stories, or tell one story with which the 

separate stories would interface. 
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The first exhibition in the new family wing, and the first children’s exhibition 

ever in Beit Hatfutsot, is A-B-See-Do, adventures in Hebrew land. This 

exhibition, open until at least 2013, provides an opportunity to look at the 

changes the museum is undergoing.

 

Exhibition A, B, See Do, Beit Hatfutsot, Museum of  the Jewish People, Tel Aviv 2011  

 

The emphasis is on Israel, and no longer on the Diaspora. The goal, 

according to the curators of  the 570 square meter exhibition, is to transmit 

the love for the Hebrew language and culture, adding that the Israeli and 

Jewish culture is the result of  a language.277 

Hagai Segev comments on this exhibition by saying that the museum 

becomes the place to discuss Jewish and Israeli identity and culture.  

The goal of  the museum, he says, is to show the diversity¸ the pluralism and 

the openness of  Jewish culture.278 

I believe that even though with this exhibition Beit Hatfutsot depicts Israel 
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as the place for the Jewish people, at the same time it shows a place where, 

at least within the museum itself, there is not much room for non-Jews. The 

exhibition texts are in Hebrew, meant for the Jewish public or in English, for 

the foreign tourists. Arabic is missing. Only on the building blocks of  the 

Tower of  Babel, words both in Hebrew, English and in Arabic are printed. 

At the same time this is the place where the most exciting thing happens, 

the moment the blocks fall and the Tower of  Babel tumbles to the ground, 

bringing us back to the Diaspora.279

 
Remarks

Photographs at home are held, touched, passed around, openly displayed, 

hidden away, placed in boxes, organized in photo albums, hung in the living 

room and placed next to the bed on a nightstand. In a museum they are 

stored in archive folders, computerized in data bases, presented in slide 

shows, and hung on gallery walls. 

Photographs are high art, part of  the art world and auction houses. 

Photographs are snapshots, treasured at home. Both the masterpieces and the 

snapshots could be found in a home as well as in a museum. 

In chapter one it appeared that it is one thing to research ritual objects, their 

use and meaning; it is something else to be able to exhibit it. Unlike ritual 

objects, the phenomenological value of  photographs as discussed in this 

chapter, is often self-evident and plays a minor role in presenting them. On 

the other hand, the narrative approach is crucial when it comes to presenting 

photographs. When Beit Hatfutsot states that ‘If  a picture paints a thousand 

words, then the Bernard H. and Miriam Oster Visual Documentation Center 

of  Beit Hatfutsot speaks countless volumes,’ it should be added that this 

only applies to people who are already familiar with the story. For others, the 

volumes are merely picture books. 

As seen in this chapter, a photograph, like any other object, does not offer a 
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complete story. Samuel Hamou did not photograph two important aspects 

of  his life. First, in accordance with the Jewish religion, he did not take 

photographs during Shabbat and the high holidays. Second, for unknown 

reasons he stopped taking photographs entirely from the moment he arrived 

in Israel. In addition a photograph does not have one exclusive story. It 

depends on who tells the story, what is known of  the story and what the 

person wants the photograph to say. Will a photograph, together with a story 

teller, present the story of  a silver teapot or of  a way of  life? A photograph 

without a story is merely illustrative material and less an object in itself.  

The moment museums incorporate the narrative approach in the process of  

collecting and presenting photographs, they can be chosen and presented as 

social objects with their specific features.
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3. A migration museum and its visitors 

 Mrs Kaduri and the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cabinet with photograph, Yavne’el, 2010
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Immigrants and their museum

Mrs Aliza Kaduri arrived in Palestine from Baghdad in 1934. Yvette Moalem, 

the daughter of  a cousin of  Aliza’s late husband arrived in Israel in 1951. Not 

only was Baghdad another place in 1934 than it was 1951, the same can be said 

of  Israel. These differences in time and place are reflected in the circumstances 

and reasons for leaving the old country and expectations of, and absorption 

in, the new country. It also becomes evident in the objects that were allowed, 

or chosen, to be brought and the way those objects are displayed in their 

home. Moreover these differences are expressed in the choice of  objects that 

represent or should represent the immigrants in a museum.  

A migration museum in particular, deals with the question of  representation. 

Overall in this chapter the Western World is absent. However this chapter 

deals with the present near lack of  tangible material culture and the ubiquitous 

presence of  intangible material culture. Consequently it addresses the question, 

what role the presence /presentation of  the intangible aspects of  the Iraqi 

material culture plays not only in terms of  presentation but also in terms of  

participation. Subsequently how museum practices influence the way second, 

third and fourth generations present themselves and are perceived within 

Israeli society, is addressed.  

First of  all a background of  the history of  Iraqi Jews is given. This is followed 

by a discussion on the material culture of  the Iraqi subculture through the 

objects found in the homes of  two women of  Iraqi origin as well as through 

the objects found in the Babylonian Heritage Center in Or Yehuda. 

 

From Baghdad to Palestine, from Iraq to Israel280 

In the nineteenth century a wave of  Jewish migration began from Middle 

Eastern and North African countries to the West. The mass aliya that 

started, 1949-1951, from Iraq however is a unique case. More than 90 percent 
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of  the community left the country within a very short period of  time, 

without coercion and without any expulsion being planned. Moreover it put 

an end to a community that had existed continuously for more than 2,600 

years, since the exile of  the kingdoms of  Israel and Judah to Assyria, a 

Babylonian province in the sixth century BCE. Iraqi Jewry had been 

involved extensively in the Iraqi economy, society, and culture.281  

Modernization in the Jewish community occurred in concert with the 

westernization and modernization policy of  the Ottoman Empire.282 the 

British occupation of  Iraq in 1917 increased the economic and social 

prosperity for the community. The Balfour Declaration in that same year  

was nothing but a political opportunistic move. Palestine did not have much 

to offer them economically, and life in Iraq was comfortable compared with 

conditions in Palestine. In 1920 Britain established an Iraqi Arab state, and 

in July of  the following year crowned the emir Faisal, son of  Hussein Ibn 

Ali, King of  the Hijaz, as the first king of  Iraq under the British mandate.283 

The period from the establishment of  the state of  Iraq to its full 

independence in 1932 was characterized by the growing integration of  the 

Jews in Iraqi society. The founding of  the Zionist movement in Europe in 

the late nineteenth century had led to an awakening among Jewish 

intellectuals, and by the 1920s there were several Zionist organizations in 

Iraq. These Zionist activists however, had been motivated not by the distress 

of  exile but by love of  Zion. In the mid-1930s when the Iraqi government 

began to express its clear opposition to Zionism, Zionist activity ceased.284 

With its acceptance as a member of  the League of  Nations in 1932, Iraq 

confirmed on paper its policy of  protecting minorities. The reality was 

different, as was shown in August in 1933 when the Iraqi army conducted a 

cruel massacre of  the Assyrians. The death in September 1933 of  King 

Faisal, known for his liberal politics towards the Jews, and the ascension to 

the throne of  his son, Ghazi, an anti-British nationalist was cause for 

concern. Ghazi permitted the activity of  nationalist organizations, which 

activity centered on the fostering of  a pan-Arab ideology and an expressed 
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animosity towards Zionism.285 Anti-Semitic sentiments were being expressed 

under the influence of  Nazi Germany.286 With the beginning of  the Arab 

revolt in Palestine in 1936 the security of  the Jews in Iraq was further 

undermined. On 1-2 June 1941, during the Shavuot (Pentecost) holiday, well-

planned riots, known as the Farhud (Arabic for pogrom), took place. In the 

course of  two days, some 180 Jews287 were killed and several hundred were 

injured.288 Soon after the Farhud a Jewish Zionist underground in Iraq  

was established.289  

With the acceptance in 1947 by the United Nations of  the Partition Plan for 

Palestine, the Iraqi government introduced measures against the Jews. When 

the War of  Independence broke out, Iraq joined in the battle against the new 

State, and was the only Arab country that refused to sign the cease-fire 

agreement at the conclusion of  the war. In 1948, following the establishment 

of  the State, thousands of  Iraqi Jews were arrested and imprisoned and the 

Zionist organizations were declared illegal.290 

The government of  Israel, aware of  the difficulties Iraqi Jews were facing, 

looked for ways to bring them to Israel. Since 1944 the Jews of  Islamic 

countries were included in the One Million Plan, the official policy of  the 

Zionist leadership which formed the start of  a reversal in immigration policy 

and in the overall attitude of  the Zionist leadership toward these Jews.291 

One way to help the Iraqi Jews was the creation of  a secret overland escape 

route. Despite the length and the dangers of  the route, some 3,000 Jews 

managed to escape between December 1949 and February 1950.292 In the 

spring and summer of  1949, the Iraqi police began taking steps to prevent 

the organized smuggling of  Jews and money out of  the country.293 Although 

Iraqi Jewry had been perceived by Israelis as a persecuted community, it was 

now portrayed in Israel as a community on the verge of  annihilation, with its 

people fleeing for their lives and having no place of  refuge but Israel. This 

portrayal, though intended to serve the struggle against Iraq, also molded 

and fixed the image of  Iraqi Jewry in the Israeli consciousness. They would 

be received not as proud immigrants but as cast-out refugees who owed a debt 
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of  gratitude to their rescuers.294 In 1950 the Iraqi government gave permission 

to the Jews to emigrate on condition that they register as leaving the country 

and by doing so they renounce their Iraqi citizenship, relinquish their property, 

and forfeit the right to ever return in the future.295 As a result of  the 

permission to leave Iraq, the State of  Israel made preparations to undertake a 

rescue operation. At first only a small number of  Jews registered due to fears 

that the purpose of  the law was to expose Zionists amongst the Jewish 

community. According to Mordechai Ben-Porat, the Zionist emissary in Iraq at 

that time, a total of  220 Jews had registered by 4 April 1950. However once it 

became clear that the Iraqi government really allowed them to depart ever-

greater numbers began to renounce their citizenship and to register for aliya. 

By the time the law expired on 8 March 1951, nearly 105,000 Jews had 

registered and subsequently emigrated to Israel, while over 15,000 more had 

left the country illegally.296  

The government of  Israel engaged an American airline company to transport 

the immigrants from Baghdad to Cyprus, from whence the Jews were brought 

to Israel. As the rate of  aliya increased, the government of  Baghdad ceased to 

ensure that each flight would be via Cyprus, and planes began to fly directly to 

Lod airport.297 This wide-ranging operation was named “Operation Ezra and 

Nehemiah” after the two leaders of  the return from Babylon at the beginning 

of  the Second Temple Period.298 On 10 March 1951, precisely one year after 

the Denaturalization Law had come into effect, with 64,000 people still waiting 

to emigrate, the Iraqi legislature enacted a law blocking the assets of  Jews who 

had given up their citizenship.299 

From the start of  the registration process under the Denaturalization Law 

until their aliya, the status and situation of  the Iraqi Jews changed drastically. 

Most of  the people registered voluntarily, on the assumption that their 

future in Israel, despite all the difficulties, would be better that the future 

that awaited them in Iraq, but because of  the circumstances, they arrived in 

Israel as persecuted, destitute deportees.300Although it was indeed a case of  

‘rescue aliya’, they had not needed to be rescued until they had registered to 
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leave Iraq. Whereas Israel expected them to be grateful, the Iraqi Jews 

expected Israeli society to recognize and appreciate the sacrifice that they 

had made as this community, more than any of  the other groups of  

immigrants that arrived in Israel in the early years of  the state, suffered 

financially as a result of  its aliya and upon arrival had to live in notorious 

tents and huts in the transit camps.301 

In the early 1970s, 20 years after their mass migration, Iraqi Jews were 

considered to be the best integrated, both economically and socially, of  the 

immigrants from Islamic countries.302 Cooperation between elected officials 

and Mizrahi intellectuals led to a change in Education Ministry policy 

regarding research and teaching of  the heritage of  Mizrahi Jewry.303 Zvi 

Jehuda, director of  the research institute of  the Babylonian Jewry Heritage 

Center, described it as follows: ‘Just as Babylonian Jewry was the leading 

community in restarting settlements in the Holy Land and building the 

Second Temple, so they did again by playing a leading and active part in 

founding the national Jewish entity in Eretz Yisrael and building of  the State 

of  Israel.’304

 

Home in Ramat Gan

Mrs Aliza Kaduri came to Palestine before the declaration of  the state. She 

now lives in an apartment building in the centre of  Ramat Gan. During my 

visit to her, her cousin and her caregiver from the Philippines who lives with 

her, were also present. The latter calls her ‘ima’ (mother in Hebrew). With her 

cousin, Mrs Kaduri speaks Arabic, with her caregiver Hebrew, and with me 

English. In the living room we sit and talk. Mrs Kaduri was born in 1919 in 

Baghdad to a Zionist family. ‘Our house in Baghdad had a yard with rooms 

surrounding it. The kitchen was downstairs, on the second floor the children 

who were married lived. I remember that the bed was made from metal with 

a nice cover. We were five daughters and three sons. I am the middle child. 
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Mrs Kaduri with in the background her cousin sitting in living room, Ramat Gan, 2009

The area where Jews lived in Baghdad was like a ghetto. There was a rich 

section and a poor section. On Shabbat we went to the synagogue.  

My oldest sister was married to my uncle when she was 12 years old. At one 

point my uncle and my sister went with their four daughters to Palestine. 

They were later followed by my brothers. In 1934, when I was 14 years old 

my father, my sister and I moved to Palestine. My father was a big Zionist.’ 

She adds, ‘We came with passports. ‘We came by car, through the desert. We 

stayed three days in Damascus and crossed the Allenby Bridge to arrive in 

Tiberias. But in Tiberias there was an outbreak of  the flu and we couldn’t 

stay there. So we went to Haifa.’ 

“During the first year in Palestine, the family sent food from Baghdad by 

a private car to Tel Aviv. We would receive things like rice, jam, cheese and 

chicken. Only a year later my mother and two sisters joined us in Palestine. 
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From Baghdad we had brought blankets and carpets with us. The gold we 

had left behind. When my mother came she didn’t bring anything with her. 

But my sister had sent some things. In Baghdad I was called Louis, but when 

I came to Palestine my name was changed into Aliza. The beginning was 

difficult. I had no friends and I didn’t go to school. In Baghdad my father 

used to sell on commission. Together with his brother they would get their 

merchandise from Britain. They dealt mainly in shoe polish. In Tel Aviv my 

father started a grocery and my uncle a post office. In Baghdad we had gone 

to a Hebrew school. Once in Palestine we learned, together with our father, 

more Hebrew. After a while I went for two years to a commercial school. In 

Palestine there were around hundred Iraqi families at that time and everyone 

knew everyone. During festivities we always saw the whole Iraqi community. 

In 1938 I met my husband Shlomo (Salim) Kaduri. It took him one year to 

persuade me. He was ten years older than me. He was born in Baghdad in 

1909. As a child he took part in a painting competition at his school, and 

won the first prize. He was awarded the prize by the Emir Ghazi, the son of  

the King of  Iraq. He worked as an art teacher at several schools in Baghdad. 

In 1934 he came to Israel. He worked as a painter for a glass company and 

he wrote letters (calligraphic) for a bakery.  

Later he began to earn his living in graphic art and sign making. With three 

of  his sons he developed one of  the largest and leading enterprises in the 

sign making branch. After his retirement, he devoted all his energy and time 

to art.305  

We got married in 1938 in the Talpiot Hotel. It was very difficult to have 

your own apartment at that time. My husband had two rooms with a small 

hall. We lived in one of  the rooms and my mother-in-law and my brother-

in-law lived in the other room. The rent was 3 lira. We had nice furniture, 

two beds and closet. My husband had bought land in Pardes Katz, near the 

hospital. But during the British mandate the British took the hospital and the 

land and built bungalows on it. They didn’t want to give it back. By that time 

I already had nine children in this one single room. In total we would have 
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seven daughters and five sons. I never thought about how to do it. How can 

I manage? The moment the British moved to Tel Hashomer we started to 

live in Pardes Katz.306 In 1988 we rented a place in Tel Aviv, three bedrooms 

on Ibn Givrol. Here we lived for eight years. I really wanted to go to Ramat 

Gan because most of  the children live in Ramat Gan or Tel Aviv. We sold 

Pardes Katz and bought an apartment that was more suited for old people. 

We first lived in a corner apartment. We are seven or eight years now in this 

place. Within the last seven years I lost three children and my husband.’  

In the living room of  Aliza Kaduri hang many paintings by her late husband 

Shlomo Kaduri.307 She says: ‘After my husband’s death, I donated many of  

his paintings to the museum. He painted landscapes, still life, his city Ramat 

Gan, portraits , and scenes from life in Iraq, among them a man in a round 

‘Guffa’ boat, a Jewish cloth merchant, a Jewish woman wearing an “Izar’, 

rabbis, chalghi players, a woman lighting Shabbat candles. My husband was 

a painter, not an Iraqi or Ethiopian painter, just a painter. So I could have 

given it to the Israel Museum but the Iraqi museum feels like it’s mine. Two 

months ago I went to see where the paintings of  my husband will be. They 

can’t display all of  them, I understand that.’ Aliza’s eldest son, who passed 

away, was also a painter. Three daughters started to paint after their father’s 

death. One of  her granddaughters also paints.308 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustrations from the catalogue of  Mr Kaduri
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Looking around in the room, she says, “Being ninety years old I now depend 

on my children for many things including decorating my apartment.’ That 

is why, as she says, she is surrounded by antique furniture from the outdoor 

market in Yaffo, that her daughters bought for her. She has almost nothing 

left from Baghdad. Only in an adjacent room in a wooden cabinet with glass 

doors are some silver objects from Iraq. Silver bowls, small bowls with lids 

made of  silver birds, candle sticks, serving dishes, a tray. There is a salt and 

pepper shaker with lids in the shape of  a hen and a rooster. The rooster 

symbolizes the man and the hen the woman.309 The dove on the Kiddush 

cup is 19th century and symbolizes the Shekhinah, or feminine aspect 

of  the Godhead. The Shekhinah manifests herself  in different aspects of  

nature - among the birds - the eagle, among the fowl - the dove, among the 

vegetative - the rose. These motives go back to the Kabbalah.310 However, 

if  you pick up the cup and look on the plate, in most cases, there is an 

inscribed Star of  David, which is hidden when the cup is placed on the 

saucer. This is from the early 20th century, when Zionism was a dangerous 

practice in Iraq.311 The cover of  the cup is to keep flies away.312 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cabinet with silver objects, Ramat Gan, 2009
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Although she is not surrounded by objects from Iraq, she says, ‘I know 

what I am. On the TV you can see now everything about Ethiopian or 

Moroccan culture. Almost all cultures are the same,’ she continues, ‘what are 

different are the food and the mentality. Till this day I cook what I cooked 

in Baghdad. Also Kiddush and Shabbat we, all the children too, do it like it 

was done in Baghdad. I do listen to Arabic music but I have no patience to 

read and I don’t sew. I had twelve children. Now I want to go out and drink 

coffee with friends. When I go to the museum, I feel like I am in Baghdad.  

It is important to have an Iraqi museum. Also for the young people so they 

will know what their parents had, although my children don’t really like to 

know where I lived in Baghdad.’313

 

From home to tent to home 

Yvette Moalem-Dalal, the daughter of  the cousin of  Sholom Kaduri,314 

prepared for the interview printing out a picture of  an Afsa, an amulet that 

is placed in a baby’s crib for protection. Mrs Moalem-Dalal describes this 

as a typical Iraqi object. However she does not have the object itself  in her 

home. She thinks that she gave it to one of  her sons and it is probably at  

his house.  

Yvette, born in 1947, was only four when she left Baghdad. ‘I can’t 

remember that much of  Baghdad. We had a big house with a patio. We lived 

there with the mother of  my father. What I do remember are the ‘Dhefayer’ 

with golden bells woven into my braids.315 I can still feel the weight of  them 

on my shoulders. I also used to have golden bells around my ankles ‘jneejil’, 

like every child.  

In 1951 we came to Israel, my father, my mother, my three sisters and two 

cousins. My aunt sent two of  her children with us. According to the stamps 

in our passport we went via Cyprus. I only remembered how the plane 

landed in Israel. I was wearing two braids, but without the Dhefayer as we 
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sold most of  the jewelry and I was wearing a coat. It was a light blue jacket. 

After the landing they put us in a line, to disinfect us with DDT. Upon 

arrival people said Yvette is not a Hebrew name, as if  Berkovitz is one,’ says 

Yvette. So her name was changed into Sara, but later she changed it back to 

Yvette. ‘From the Shaar Aliya (“gateway to immigration”) processing camps, 

we were brought to transit camps, maabarot. First we lived in a tent, after 

a while we got a shack, made of  cloth, that had two rooms and a window. 

Here we stayed for ten years. An uncle and an aunt lived at that time in 

Tel Aviv and we visited them a lot. From the transit camp we moved to a 

neighborhood in Ramat Gan. Here we had three little rooms, and an eating 

area, a kitchen’. While living in the maabara she, together with her siblings, 

started going by bus to school in Tel Aviv. 

Her mother stayed at home and her father worked with his uncle, Shlomo 

Kaduri, in his little sign making factory that later grew into a big company. 

She says, ‘I don’t remember the difficulties from that time. Now I do wonder 

how they survived. The Iraqi story differs from the Ethiopian story.’ They 

used to be very rich in Iraq and very poor in Israel. She shows a photograph 

of  her parents two years after their arrival in Israel. She says, “Look at 

them, they are just sad”. This is the photograph that is displayed in the glass 

cabinet. (See first photograph of  this chapter). ‘For us children everything 

was new. Just like the Israeli people, why was it that they had to be 40 years 

in the desert, so a new generation would be born. From Baghdad we hardly 

brought anything with us. I do remember a couple of  suitcases.  

Most of  the jewelry we converted into money, although I was allowed 

to bring one pair of  earrings. In Israel I lost one but my mother had a 

silversmith make a ring from the other one. This ring I am still wearing.  

We mostly brought documents, like diplomas, photos and textiles with us. 

These were valuable things for us. 

My mother always cooked Iraqi food, as I do till this day. My grandson loves 

especially Kube. During Shabbat we didn’t leave the house. And on Yom 

Kippur, according to Jewish religious custom, my father would wear a kittel 
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(Yiddish for robe), a burial shroud, the one he brought with him to Israel.  

I learned Hebrew at school. I went to high school in Ramat Gan. I also 

joined a youth group, Noar oved. Here I met Ezra Kaduri, my future 

husband, who was a counselor of  one of  the groups and I was one of  

another group. They organized activities once or twice a year in other 

places in the country. I married Ezra after high school when I was eighteen 

years old. My parents didn’t want me to go to the army. They said that girls 

shouldn’t go into the army.  

Ezra, who lived in Tel Aviv, had graduated from a teaching seminar and was 

a teacher of  history. He was then around 24 or 25 years old. He came to 

Israel with ‘Ezra and Nehemia’. It wasn’t important for me that he was from 

Iraq, but it turned out to be very good. My generation opened a window for 

family to marry whoever they want, that is even someone who is not Iraqi. 

We married in Tel Aviv, after that we lived four years in Kyriat Shmona, in 

the North of  Israel. It was like living at the end of  the world. Since 1969 we 

live in Yavne’el, where Ezra was the principal of  the school.316 

In the living room of  Yvette Moalem-Dalal, which has an open kitchen, 

stands a big wooden cabinet with glass doors. Behind it, between and behind 

glasses and bottles are two identical photographs. They are in black-and-

white and they show the family after their arrival in Israel. Yvette is on the 

lower left, and besides her are Baruch, Shoshanna, Yitschak, Sofa, Anuar and 

Rachel. Also placed against one of  the glass doors is a photocopy of  a page 

from the Kabbalah. This is, as Ezra says, part of  their heritage. It is from a 

book on Kabbalah from the 1920s from Iraq. The University of  Bar Ilan is 

interested in obtaining it, but Ezra and Yvette do not want to sell it, as they 

say you can misuse it, it has power. Yvette learned how to use it. 

Talking about objects and museums Ezra says a museum is there to keep 

and to safeguard the heritage. Yvette can understand that for Aliza Kaduri 

the museum is important because it gives her a place to put her husband’s 

art. At first she says, ‘There isn’t something special that I would like to show, 

in a museum. This was once and now it is over. But on the other hand it is 
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important for everyone to know where you are from. It is important to tell 

something about your history. Furthermore it is important to have your own 

museum. It is like when there is a room full with people. Then everyone 

is ‘just’ people. When you look at one, you suddenly see oh, you are from 

France, you are from……’ 

When it comes to specific objects, Yvette says that they don’t have any Iraqi 

objects. ‘Well maybe…’: she asked, if  I would be interested in the bedcover 

that her mother received as a present when she got married. This same 

bedcover her mother gave Yvette on her own wedding day.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bedcover and detail embroidered pillow case from Baghdad, Yavne’el, 2010

There are actually two bedcovers, according to Jewish law, meant for two 

single beds. You can still see that once they were a beautiful pink with 

embroidered birds on them. The pink fabric was probably what was available 

at that time in Baghdad. It does not seem to have a special meaning.317 

Yvette has one large bed. Therefore she added a strip along the cover, so 

she can use it. She does not use it every day, but once in a while she does. 
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It was probably made by friends or family of  her mother. Once Yvette 

remembered the bedcover, it turned out that she had more textiles that they 

brought with them from Iraq. One of  them is a little baby blanket that used 

to be hers. When her grandchildren come and visit she shows it to them and 

tells them about it.  

As she mentioned earlier, her father took his kittel for Yom Kippur with 

him. But they also took one of  her grandmother’s dresses with them.  

During Purim she used to wear it to dress up. She no longer has it in her 

home. Just like Aliza Kaduri donated objects to a museum, Yvette’s sister 

also gave this dress to a museum.318 Upon his arrival in Israel her father 

put all the documents, letters and photographs in one binder. Yvette says it 

shows how difficult it was for them. Yvette and Ezra made this binder into 

a book to give to all the children. One of  the documents is her mother’s 

diploma - Rachel Gabag; Certificate d’Etudes Primaires. It is a testimony 

that the Alliance Israelite Universèlle had also set up branches in Baghdad.319 

There are many photographs that show how beautiful their home in 

Baghdad used to be. One shows her father wearing a tie, sitting in a chair 

reading, surrounded by carpets on the floor and on the wall.  

‘What we do have from Iraq is the food. Every Thursday we eat a special 

meal with rice to end the week, in order to be able to make a new start 

on Friday. On Friday we eat many things but always Kube (a kind of  

meatballs). On Shabbat we eat Hamim, a Jewish stew made of  chicken with 

rice and eggplant. Meat’, says Yvette, ‘used to be something else, now it is 

MacDonald’s. We also do enjoy songs that my mother used to sing. I sang 

them to my children too.320 I still check whether there are programs on TV 

featuring these songs, so my husband and I can sing along. What I also 

inherited from Iraq are certain customs. The way my parents talked to each 

other, with respect, the way you should let someone go in front of  you. 

This is not like the Israeli way where everyone pushes each other. Even now 

I always let someone go in front of  me if  we for example, have to enter a 

room at the same time. To show respect, this is a matter of  upbringing.’
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Baghdad in Or Yehuda 

The cornerstone-laying ceremony of  the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center 

(BJHC) took place on 19 April 1973.321 The leading figure at the ceremony 

was Mordechai Ben-Porat who in Iraq had been in charge of  the operation 

of  bringing immigrants to Israel, and subsequently served as chairman of  

the Or Yehuda municipal council (1955-69) and as a member of  parliament 

(from 1950), and was now the originator, organizer and director of  the new 

project. In his opening speech Ben Porat said: ‘We are in the Or Yehuda 

area. Thousands of  tents and shacks were scattered around this place.  

The Iraqi Jews were prominent among the sufferers in those days. Those 

who had known abundance, had had a roof  over their heads and an 

education, and had been partners in the government in their country of  

origin paid a heavy price for their yearning to move to Israel. But you will 

agree with me that the sacrifice was worthwhile, even if  they continued to 

fight in their own land for their share in this partnership.’322  

The BJHC is both a research institute and a museum, with a collection of  

ethnographic material, judaica, archival documents, books and manuscripts. 

Batsheva Goldman Ida was a researcher from 1983 until 1988 in charge of  

collecting material and objects in the first stages of  the museum.323  

‘The museum’, she says, ‘was clearly Mordechai Ben Porat’s baby. All the 

well educated and rich Iraqi were involved. The Iraqis themselves made their 

own museum.’ Still she was accepted, as the only non-Iraqi, because, says 

Batsheva, she learned all the Iraqi names of  the objects. After a while they 

even said you must be Iraqi.  

Displayed in the Babylonian Jewry museum is material testifying to the 

grandeur of  Iraqi Jewry from the time of  the swearing of  the oath: ‘If  I 

forget thee o Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning’, until the aliya 

to the State of  Israel.324 The exhibition in the museum starts at a plaque 

stating: ‘The BJHC presents the various periods in the history of  generations 

of  Jews who were inhabitants of  Babylon from the time that the people of  
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the kingdom of  Israel and the people of  the kingdom of  Judah were sent 

to exile by the kings of  Assyria and Babylon (721-585 B.C.) until their mass 

immigration to Israel in operation Ezra and Nehemia (1950-52).’325 

The BJHC publishes a magazine called ‘Nehardea’, containing articles both 

in Hebrew and in English, about the history of  Iraqi Jewry but also about 

the setup of  the museum, the ideas behind it, the research, the exhibitions 

and the objects. 

Prof. Yitzhak Avishur states: ‘Since my appointment as academic director of  

the Center in 1980 I have come to see that the Babylonian Jewry Museum 

cannot be a place devoid of  research activity and scholarly supervision.  

I have endeavored to find the golden mean between a museum for objects 

and artifacts and for the presentation and embodiment of  academic matter 

drawn from the history of  Babylonian Jewry.’326  

The Exhibition is organized according to the following sections - Exile and 

life in Jewish communities in Iraq, Zionism and immigration to Israel, the 

Jewish life cycle, the Jewish alley (a reconstruction of  the Jewish quarter 

of  Baghdad at the beginning of  the 20th century) and a reconstruction of  

the oldest synagogue in Baghdad surrounded by presentations of  Jewish 

holidays and festival. The main purpose of  the displays is to look back at the 

past of  the Jews in Iraq.  

On the objects used in the museum, Idit Sharoni, the curator of  the museum 

writes in Nehardea: ‘In a very surprising move the Iraqi government allowed 

all the Jews in the country to depart. The condition however was that the 

Jews abandon their possessions, their wealth, and their valuables, leaving 

them behind in Iraq. This is one of  the reasons why museums in Israel and 

abroad are short of  private collections originating from Iraq. Those who 

managed to bring items to Israel were the Jews who arrived before the mass 

immigration or those who came via Persia, and even a few who succeeded in 

smuggling out precious objects by various means during the aliya. Most of  

the collection of  the Babylonian Jewry Museum consists of  objects brought 

to Israel in this way. It may be divided into two main kinds, ethnography 
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and Jewish art. A rich array of  silverware and embroidered textiles is 

displayed in the section on the dowry, paid for by the parents of  the bride. 

One may marvel at the artistry in the silverwork, mostly executed by Jewish 

silversmiths in the big cities, and the embroidery work on table napkins, 

tablecloths, garments, bedclothes and so on, at which the women labored 

diligently for their dowry.”327 When I asked Idit Sharoni how she values the 

paintings of  Mr Kaduri, she answered that although Mrs Kaduri sees them 

as art she considers them ethnographic objects.328 This is probably because 

despite the art-historical value of  the paintings the ethnographic value is 

more important for the museum. Quite another category of  objects are 

those used upon arrival in Israel. Good examples are the pots and pans used 

in the transit camps. Once exhibited in one of  few temporary exhibitions, 

Pangs of  Absorption- Immigrants from Iraq in Transit Camps,329 these are 

now stacked in the depots of  the museum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details of  exhibits in Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center, 2009
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The curator and the museum330

Idit Sharoni has now worked nineteen years in this museum. She completed 

an MA in Islamic art and further studied Jewish art and museology in  

Tel Aviv. A relative invited her to a meeting at the museum where Mr Ben 

Porat spoke. The moment she saw the museum she wanted to work there.  

‘It felt like this could be my place.’ Both her parents came from Baghdad. 

Her father Rafael at age 14 by himself, before the mass aliya, her mother, 

Nadira, at 9 years old in the mass aliya with her family; they met in Israel. 

They visit the museum, even her grandmother, the mother of  her mother, 

has visited the museum. Talking about the material culture of  her family she 

says ‘The folklore was there. The mother of  my father had a room filled with 

embroidered pillows. During holidays they would eat with silver utensils, like 

in Baghdad.’ Her great-grandfather Simon Mordechai was a famous rabbi in 

Baghdad. The first time she saw him was when she saw his picture in  

the museum.331 

‘What I want with the museum is to tell the story of  the whole people of  

Israel, and I want to reach as many people as possible. And of  course I want 

to raise the pride of  the Iraqi, by showing their story. This you can only 

do with your own museum. In a museum you see objects and objects have 

a lot of  power, especially when they have been used. After conferences, 

folklore evening or concerts, they say ‘thank god we have you,’ addressing 

the curator while referring to the museum.’ The Israel Museum was founded 

earlier. That’s why the richest Iraqi who came before the big emigration 

gave very rare and unique objects to the Israel Museum. Idit says that the 

Israel Museum shows that Israel comprises its communities. ‘They exhibit a 

marriage with a bride from Tunis, a groom from Morocco. And they say this 

is Israel. But you can’t really understand the story of  each community.  

You just get a good impression.’ 

‘We have the largest collection of  material of  the Iraqi community of  the 

world.’ Most of  the objects are, however, not being used anymore.  
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Do these objects still have value for a second or third generation Iraqi in 

Israel? About her own children Idit says: ‘I don’t know if  my children are 

Iraqis, I don’t think they are. I think they are Israeli. When they did their 

mandatory roots project at school they were surprised. Although I must say 

my children are still eating Iraqi food.’332

 

Remarks

In the home of  Mrs Aliza Kaduri the objects show the beauty of  Iraq, 

whether through original, silver objects or through contemporary paintings, 

which could be described as images depicting what once was. Her family 

moved to Palestine in the thirties because of  Zionist motives. The Zionist 

story that is told throughout the museum is an object in itself  and is the same 

story that was told in Mrs Kaduri’s home before the independence of  Israel. 

Objects like the reconstruction of  the Baghdad synagogue make Mrs Kaduri 

feel not only as if  she is once again in Baghdad, but also at home in the 

museum. 

Mrs Yvette Moalem grew up in a different Iraq, with a different story and 

received a different reception once in Israel. This is shown through the objects 

that are displayed in her home, other than an almost perished treasure, the 

bedcover, these are photographs that remind her of  the hardship of  the 

period upon arrival. However this home also serves as a place where the 

intangible heritage is not only present but is also being cherished and practiced 

and transmitted to the next generation, through songs, food and customs.  

The Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center, as described earlier, is built on a 

very specific site. A transit camp was once in the same place, a fact that is 

emphasized time after time. In addition, next to the entrance of  the museum 

stands a monument in memory of  the Iraqi Jewish Martyrs. Every year, on the 

fifteenth of  January, a memorial ceremony is held for the 65 innocent Iraqi 

Jews assassinated, hanged, or kidnapped four to five decades ago.333  
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The museum building in itself  is proof  that the difficult beginning is 

something from the past and that the Iraqi subculture now is in a position to 

show their heritage in their own museum. The museum’s goal however, is to 

be more than a place to reflect and to commemorate. The Babylonian Jewry 

Heritage Center faces the challenge to be a place that both Mrs Aliza Kaduri 

and Mrs Moalem, as well as their children and grandchildren, want to visit. 

The organization of  migration museum acknowledges that the difficulty lies 

not so much in bringing in the intellectuals, academics, researchers, historians, 

and other traditional visitors of  museums but also, and above all, to attract 

the general public and the migrants themselves. A museum, and in particular 

a migration museum, intends to be not only a venue for conservation and 

exhibition, but also and above all a lively meeting place.334 To stay a lively 

meeting place for several generations, the presence of  the intangible aspects 

of  the Iraqi material culture plays an important if  not crucial role, not only 

in terms of  presentation but also in terms of  participation. In addition to the 

permanent exhibit where mostly the tangible material culture is presented, 

the museum organizes programs, events and music evenings, suited to all 

generations, to show the intangible material culture. In notifications of  

upcoming events the museum’s magazine emphasizes the intangible aspects 

that will be present during the events. For example ‘In the shade of  the 

palm’, a new program, is described as follows ‘the program contains a visual 

representation film, a guided tour of  the museum during which one will see 

two points of  interest: with an actress playing a small role and a musical part 

performed by an artist, also authentic treats: dates, ‘baabi’ (date filled pastry) 

and tea will be served in special glasses.’335 I argue that the presentation of  

intangible material culture means not only that a museum has to prepare food 

and to play music, but also that the visitor has to look, listen, feel, sing, dance 

and taste. When both do their part, a (migration) museum becomes a lively 

meeting place, somewhat like the home of  Mrs Moalem but with the tangible 

material culture.
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4.  Indigenous curation provides  
 a second glance 

 Mr Yeshayahu and Bahalachin, the Ethiopian  
 Jews Cultural Center

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Moshe Yeshayahu, Afula 2009
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A second glance

The people belonging to the Ethiopian subculture are visibly present in the 

Israeli landscape. However the material culture of  this group, except for an 

occasional first glance, is often overlooked. With the invention of  a new 

Ethiopian-Israeli holiday, a memorial day commemorating those Ethiopian 

Jews who perished while trying to reach Israel and with the introduction of  

Segd, a traditional Ethiopian-Jewish holiday to mark the giving of  the Law, 

the Ethiopian subculture has brought some aspects of  its heritage to Israel. 

Some of  the objects that belong to this subculture have undergone a change 

in value and meaning since the community left Ethiopia. The route of  the 

journey taken from Ethiopia to Israel plays a significant role in this chapter. 

This chapter looks at these objects in the homes of  Moshe Yeshayahu, his 

mother and his aunt. It discusses how indigenous curation in Bahalachin, 

the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center, provides a second glance at the material 

culture of  the Ethiopian subculture both for the own subculture as for the 

wider Israeli public. 

 

Being Mesfin

‘I have many things that I remember; actually my life is still in Ethiopia in 

many respects. I see the view, the nature, the cows and sheep that I herded,  

the river, the mountains, the wild life; especially I smell the food, the ground, 

the grass.’  

Moshe Yeshayahu lived in Armacheo, in the North Gondar region of  the state 

of  Amhara. His mother Edna Yeshayahu describes their home; ‘Our house 

was made of  wood. One chair was made of  mud and straw covered with the 

skin of  a horse. That chair was my husband’s. The beds were made of  wood 

with leather wickerwork.’  From a young age Moshe worked as a shepherd.  

‘I could not hold a pencil. I could not read although I went to school’,  
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he recalls.  ‘My grandfather and my grandmother had two children together.  

One of  them is my mother. They were very rich. My grandfather spent many 

years in the army. He was highly respected. He was some kind of  leader.  

He had a lot of  experience about life. One day my grandfather dreamt that he 

should go to another place. In Ethiopia dreams are very powerful. So he went 

to Simien, a special place in the mountains with snow.  Each time he wanted to 

go back home, always something else would happen. He would, for example, 

see something black and this prevented him from coming back’.  

While marriage was officially monogamous, in practice Beta Israel men 

sometimes entered into polygamous unions with a second wife. A rich man 

could have several women, usually residing in different villages, so that they 

had little knowledge of  or contact with each other.  ‘He married again. My 

grandfather and his new wife had seven children. They all went to Israel with 

Operation Solomon. We left Ethiopia for Israel because we are Jews.  

My grandfather lives now in Afula. Also my grandmother married again and 

she had two more children. She now lives in Ashkelon. 

My parents had seven children. I am the first born. They called me Mesfin, 

which means prince. My father told me that when I was around one year old 

someone from the Jewish Agency came to the village. This man asked me my 

name and nobody knows why but I answered that my name was Moses.’ After 

him, three sisters were born followed by two brothers. The last three children 

were born in Israel. 

‘Unfortunately we don’t have any photographs of  the time we lived in 

Ethiopia. When we left we had to leave everything behind. Somehow we 

have just found a photograph of  my great-grandmother, uncle and father 

on a ship. I know there must be more photographs because many tourists 

from Germany visited our village and took photographs. One time they had 

an Ethiopian guide and my grandmother asked who they were. When she 

heard they came from Germany, she started to run because she knew what 

happened with them.’  

From the 1950s through the 1970s emissaries from Israel and Jews from 
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other countries visited Ethiopia and encouraged the Jews to emigrate. 

However ‘aliyah’  did not become a reality until the mid 1970s, when the 

Sephardi and Ashkenazi Chief  Rabbis of  Israel declared, in 1973 and 

1975 respectively, that the Falashas were Jews and therefore were eligible 

for immigration; under Israel’s Law of  Return 7,700 Ethiopian Jews were 

airlifted from Sudan to Israel in ‘Operation Moses’ in 1984-5, and 14,400 

more were airlifted in 36 hours from Addis Ababa in “Operation Solomon’ 

in 1991. During the 1990s, thousands of  people belonging to the group 

today called the Feresmura or Falashmura (descendants of  Jews who 

converted to Christianity from the nineteenth century on) migrated to Israel.  

In 2009, the number of  Jews of  Ethiopian origin in Israel, including the 

Felesmura and Israeli-born children was estimated at over 100,000 people.  

Moshe Yeshayahu described to me his long and dangerous journey from 

Ethiopia, through Sudan till he reached Israel. Not only to me -- wherever 

he goes he often tells his story, as he did in the US, where he gave talks 

about his work.  

‘My name is Moshe Yeshayahu; in Ethiopia they called me Mesfin,’  is how 

Moshe began his speech in the States. He continued: ‘In 1983, when I was 

nine years old, I arrived in Israel with my parents and two of  my sisters. 

It all sounds very nice, but in truth it wasn’t simple at all. In those days, 

leaving Ethiopia meant you were a traitor to your country, that’s the reason 

we kept the ‘aliyah’ story secret. In Ethiopia, the Jews in each region got 

together and sold their lands and property. With the money they received, 

they paid the guides who promised to bring them safely to Sudan. My family 

joined a big group of  travelers, and one night, in the middle of  the night, 

we left Ethiopia on donkeys. We hoped to get to Sudan and from there to 

Israel. Unfortunately before sunrise, the government officials caught us 

and threatened us with weapons and took us to an army base where they 

separated the men from the others. They sent the men to jail for a month, 

and allowed the women and children to go back to their houses. After a 

month, the males were sent home, and we all tried to make believe that we 
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had forgotten our escape plans. Our life seemed as if  it went back to routine, 

but the truth was we were getting ready to try again. A few weeks later, we 

got together again in groups and in the middle of  the night we left Ethiopia, 

this time praying that we would succeed. But once more we were caught, this 

time by robbers. We knew it would be much harder, and that it wouldn’t end 

with prison. We had no choice but to use our weapons. After a few hours 

of  shooting we succeeded in scaring off  the robbers. A long time later we 

heard that it had all been planned between the guides and the robbers so that 

we would have to pay for our freedom. The weeks after that included many 

difficulties, starvation and thirst and many of  our friends died on the way. 

We, the fortunate ones, arrived in Sudan, only to find that the journey was 

just beginning.  

During the next two years and three months we were refugees wandering 

from one camp to another, waiting for the moment we could leave. During 

the entire stay in the refugee camps we suffered from disease and many 

people died. But above all, we suffered from the Sudanese hostility. This 

horrible period ended when Israel renewed the rescue operation. Once 

again, we were loaded onto trucks in the middle of  the night. From there 

we were transported to the Red Sea. Israeli commando welcomed us and 

brought us safely to Israel.’  

 

Becoming Moshe

The family arrived in Israel in the middle of  the night. Upon arrival in the 

absorption center their names were changed. His mother’s name changed 

from Asresashign to Edna and he became Moshe. Nowadays many young 

people would change their names back, but Moshe says that he is not going 

to do so. Nevertheless he wrote underneath his lecture title the name Mesfin. 

Moshe concluded his lecture as follows; ‘Now, I look back at those days and 

see that despite all of  the cultural differences and mastering a new language, 
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God helped me and I succeeded in becoming Moshe - an Ethiopian 

Israeli.’ In Israel his family grew and three more siblings were born. 

Amazingly, as Moshe puts it, all his siblings graduated from high school. 

His sisters are studying at various colleges and his brother is in the midst 

of  the selection process for pilot training in the air force (which is one of  

the highest positions in the IDF).  

He himself  learned how to read and write and went to boarding school. 

After graduation he studied at a teaching college and worked as a 

volunteer. After three years at college Moshe had to do his army duty. 

He says, ‘Army duty for me was a very important step. I was a squad 

commander for a year and then I went to officers’ training. As an officer I 

was in charge of  a group of  new olim  from the former Soviet Union and 

Ethiopia in a special program that assists them in getting good positions in 

the army. After four years of  army duty I was released in 1999. From that 

time until August 2003 I worked as a teacher and counselor at a boarding 

school and received a master degree in public management from Haifa 

University.’ 

Now he is the coordinator of  the PACT program in Afula, a project that 

focuses especially on Ethiopian, but also on Russian families.  ‘The Russian 

community’, so he says, ‘is so proud of  their language, it comes first. With 

the Ethiopian it is the opposite. There is a difference between people 

who came with Operation Solomon and those of  Operation Moses. And 

then there are the Falashmura. According to my family, most of  them are 

not Jewish. Lately they have not continued the process of  converting to 

Judaism while we gave our lives to live a Jewish life. It is very frustrating. 

‘The first group that arrived with operation Solomon tried so much 

to fit in, even to be like ‘them’; they wouldn’t teach their children their 

own language. My parents speak Hebrew very well. At home we speak 

only Hebrew. Our food and our behavior is Israeli and at home we have 

mainly stuff  that reminds us of  the Israeli culture. Also our approach to 

education and to organization of  the home is Israeli.’ There is a difference 
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between male and female. According to Moshe males have less language 

skills, they do not feel comfortable in Israel, they get less respect than in 

Ethiopia; they are frustrated. The women go to work in Israel, they have 

the opportunity to develop and they speak good Hebrew. ‘We ask now 

how could we forget our tradition and at the same time be proud of  it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afula, September 2010 
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Afula, September 2010

There are many cultural differences and educational gaps between children 

and their parents. The program tries on one hand to close that gap and on the 

other hand it aims to close the gap between the Ethiopian-Israeli children and 

their Israeli peers and to assist them with successful absorption into the Israeli 

society. I feel that my position in PACT is a dream. It allows me to implement 

my experience on a high level. Truthfully speaking,  

I see myself  as a combination of  the Zionist dream that my parents had in 

Ethiopia. They left their life behind and sacrificed all in order to come here out 

of  a belief  that Israel is the country of  the Jewish people. Now I feel I really 

belong.’ 

In a report about the work of  PACT is written: ‘This program helps 

Ethiopian-Israelis in Afula fulfill their dream of  long-term integration into 

Israeli society.’  In September 2010 a day was organized in Afula, among 

others, by the absorption Center to advance the Ethiopian community, the 
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education, the employment and the youth. Moshe was present too. In a public 

park they built an Ethiopian home and in it a small exhibition was organized. 

There were children’s activities and women were selling their textiles and 

pottery. Most of  the people that participated were members of  the Ethiopian 

community in Afula.  

In Afula, where Moshe lives, there are about 3,500 Ethiopians, making up ten 

percent of  the total population. Thirty percent of  the Ethiopian couples are 

divorced. This, says Moshe, is what happens when you come from a traditional 

to a developed country. ‘Even my own father left the house. I couldn’t imagine 

that there would be a time that my father wouldn’t talk to me. It is a big 

challenge to live here. Our heritage, our tradition is different.’ One example 

is weddings. In Israel they are mostly celebrated in banquet halls. In Ethiopia 

they are celebrated outdoors. Moshe’s wife came to Israel from Ethiopia when 

she was one year old. She is much more Israeli. Moshe had an Israeli wedding, 

because, as he says, ‘This is now our way and even if  I would like it, I couldn’t 

do it any other way. But truthfully I would have preferred a garden.’ 

His wife is studying to become a lawyer. They have just had their second 

child.355 Their first child is a son, called Nehoray.356 ‘It means light. When he 

was born we felt so good, so light. That’s why we decided to call him Nehoray.’ 

Home

Moshe says there is nothing Ethiopian in his home. Just as Mrs Marantz has 

said about her home (Chapter one), but, again just like Mrs Marantz, once he 

starts to describe the objects he surprises himself. Even though many objects 

are not from his village, a lot, especially the statues, are from Africa. Moshe, 

his wife and their children live in a studio behind a main house in Afula.  

It consists of  a living room with open kitchen, one bedroom and a bathroom. 

He describes the household as traditional. Although the kitchen has one sink 

they keep milk and meat separated.357 Every morning Moshe puts on tefillin.358 
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On every door in the house a mezuzah is affixed to the frame.359 Moshe’s 

dream is a combination of  a modern home with something that is from 

ethiopia. 

In the living room there is a TV table with a TV set and DVD player. On the 

TV stands an African statue. To either side is a large speaker; on one of  the 

speakers stands an African statue of  a man and a woman embracing. His wife 

bought it two months after the wedding. ‘It is something cute. It reminds us a 

bit of  our wedding.’ 

 

 

Dining room corner in the home of  Edna Yeshayahu, with a framed wedding  

picture of  Moshe and his wife on the wall, Migdal HaEmek, 2009 

 

 

Next to the TV stands a small cabinet filled with DVDs and CDs, many of  

which are from Ethiopia. Moshe likes Ethiopian music, both modern and 

traditional; his wife likes it less. Moshe understands the language. He also has 
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documentary movies of  the history of  Ethiopia in the last century. He buys 

them mainly in a music store owned by Ethiopian Jews at the central bus 

station in Tel Aviv. In a corner of  the living room is a computer desk with 

computer and an office chair. On the wall hangs a picture of  an African 

person. Next to a couch stands another African statue. Moshe bought it 

several years ago in a mall in Haifa in a store that sells items from Africa.  

The mask and the statue of  the couple turn out to be souvenirs made  

in Kenya.360 His wife received a painting that is hanging above a second couch 

from a friend who made it. Moshe does not know what it means. As far as he 

understands, it is a part of  a larger picture. As a wedding gift they received two 

paintings with African images. Moshe says after describing all the statues;  

‘I never thought I had these things. Even though they are not from my village, 

they are from Africa. They are reminders of  my childhood. It is interesting; 

just now I think of  that, that my wife likes statues too.’  

When I ask him what kind of  objects could represent him in a museum, 

he says, ‘We have many things that make me proud, for example, musical 

instruments.’ Moshe has no instruments himself, nor does he know how to 

play them.361 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Computer corner with DVDs and CDs and African statue placed on the speaker  

next to the TV set, Afula, 2009
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Osnat and Edna

Moshe’s grandfather does not want to be involved with this research. 

He feels he has already been ‘used’ a lot in Israel. Moreover, as he says, 

‘We are coping with how to get through the month. We can’t think about 

museums.’362 Moshe’s cousin is willing to have me as her guest. Together 

with Moshe I visit Osnat Wendin Magen.363 Osnat’s father is the brother of  

Moshe’s maternal grandfather. In Ethiopia she lived in, as she says, a Jewish 

village (Felasha village). When Moshe asks her to be more specific, she says 

Adsawana, after Meleb.364 They lived in huts with beds. One of  her family 

members was a famous rabbi. Her father was a weaver and her mother was 

a potter.365 They fasted three days during Purim,366 because it was not said 

when to stop. Twenty-five years ago, together with her parents and sister, 

she came via Sudan to Israel as part of  operation Moses. It took them three 

years. They brought only clothes and food with them. Six people in her 

family died during the journey.  

The first two years in Israel she lived in an absorption center in Akko.  

After that period she moved to Afula. Through a sjiduch (a match) she met 

her husband. They have one daughter Hodaya, who is now eleven and a 

half. Osnat lives with her husband and daughter in a rundown part of  Afula, 

a part that you would not know about were you to drive through the city. 

The contrast between the outside and inside of  the house is remarkable. 

The house is very cozy and tidy. It consists of  a salon, a kitchen and two 

bedrooms. One of  the bedrooms belongs to Hodaya. She proudly shows it 

to me. On her desk homework is spread out. She is working on her ‘roots’ 

project, an assignment that every child has to do around the sixth grade.  

On her bed is a pillow with a photo of  herself  as baby. 

In the salon Osnat serves drinks and tells about Ethiopia and Israel. She 

feels it is very important to have things from Ethiopia in the house. She 

continues saying ‘I have everything, even a fly whisk made of  horsehair.’367  

Nowadays these fly whisks are often produced in Ethiopia for the tourist 
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market.368 Edna makes bowls out of  woven straw. She also has a ‘mesob’,  

a handcrafted table on which food is traditionally served. This object too,  

is usually woven from straw. 

A plate, displayed in a cabinet in the living room, shows a picture of  a 

mesob. The plate is made from plastic and she bought it in a store in 

Afula where they sell Ethiopian objects. I find the combination of  a 

mass-produced plastic plate with an image of  a unique traditional object 

intriguing. Furthermore, the plastic plate was on display as if  it is something 

precious. On the Shabbat or whenever she has a wedding or other type of  

celebration, Osnat wears traditional clothes that she embroidered herself. 

One dress depicts, besides the traditional patterns, also the colors of  the 

Ethiopian flag. A painting hanging on the wall above the couch shows 

Jerusalem. ‘That is our city,’ says Osnat, ‘I love it. My grandmother, used to 

say, ‘Gena, gena, Jerusalem, my holy country.’ She died in Sudan.’369 osnat 

has a lot of  ceramic objects made by her mother.370 one of  the ceramic 

bowls has coals in it against the evil eye. Placed throughout the house, also 

against the evil eye, are many hamsas, palm shaped amulets. 

 

 

 

Moshe with a fly whisk and Osnat and her daughter Hodaya with a plate depicting a mesob in  

her home in Afula, 2009
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A painting hanging on a wall shows a waterfall. Her sister bought it for her 

in Haifa. If  you plug the painting into a socket, it looks as if  the water is 

really running. A waterfall is not a typical Ethiopian image. In an article on 

artifacts found in the Central bus station of  Tel Aviv, the writers describe the 

large number of  images of  waterfalls. It is a typical image of  Asian Buddhist 

culture that has recently become part of  a global New Age culture. It is likely 

that Israeli foreign workers from Thailand and the Philippines introduced 

this image to Israel.371  

Tucked away behind some pillows is an image of  the Baba Sali.372 Edna also 

has a framed picture of  Rabbi Bar Yochai.373 Both are rabbis belonging to 

the Moroccan-Israeli culture. She says to have a picture like that of  Rabbi 

Bar Yochai in the house is good for the soul. She got it during a lecture 

in Beth Shean on the relationship between health and religion. Above the 

image of  his face is written in Hebrew ‘the key to medicine’. Underneath his 

image are depicted the twelve stones that correspond with the twelve stones 

of  the breast plate worn by the high priests. The Hebrew character ‘he’ 

refers to the name of  God. According to the owner of  the Ethiopian music 

shop at the Tel Aviv central bus station, the Kesim, religious leaders of  the 

Ethiopian Jewish community, in Israel forbid displaying pictures of  kesim 

as religious icons, which is why people choose to display a picture of  rabbis 

usually associated with Moroccan-Israeli Jews instead.374 

The last picture we talk about is not on the wall, but rather on her body. 

When Osnat was six or seven she secretly tattooed herself  on her neck. This 

is against Jewish custom and she is the only one in the family who has it.  

She doesn’t like it and she actually already asked around how much it would 

cost to get it removed. Moshe says that he does like it on her.375 

After I visited the room of  Hodiya, Moshe asked Osnat what she thinks 

should be displayed in an Ethiopian museum. According to Osnat musical 

instruments, traditional food ware, and costumes should be exhibited.  

Together with Moshe I visit his mother in Migdal HaEmek. Moshe says that 

she lives in a neighborhood where it is better not to walk alone at night.  
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In front of  the apartment complex children are hanging out, playing soccer 

and smoking cigarettes. on a bench, parents and grandparents are smoking a 

nargila. It is dark on the staircase. His mother opens the door and welcomes 

me with a kiss. We enter the house where Moshe used to live. The evening 

news in Hebrew is showing on the TV is. Edna Yeshayahu just finished 

working. Edna is the name she got upon her arrival in Israel; it used to be 

Asresashign, which means ‘You caused me to forget.’ When she was born, 

she explains, there was an outbreak of  chicken pox and seven children had 

already died, among them her brother. Her mother while pregnant with her 

also suffered from it. When she was born they thought she was dead too 

as she did not cry because she was too ill to do so. They wrapped her in a 

blanket and put her aside in order to bury her the following day. Then at  

one point they saw the blanket move and understood that she was alive.  

She made them forget all the sorrow they had and gave them new hope. 

After her, three more children were born. 

Edna was raised in her grandparent’s home; they were rich and had a 

number of  servants. They even had a bed with springs. Every year during 

the Sigd festival they went to the mountain to pray. They lived an hour and 

a half  from Gundar, where her aunt lived. Edna sometimes went to Gundar 

on the bus. She relates; ‘In Gundar I saw white people from Israel. Already 

when I was very little I knew that I would go to Israel. We sang ‘next year 

in Jerusalem’ but also other songs about Jerusalem. When I was fifteen I 

wanted a tattoo but my grandmother told me no, this is forbidden because 

when we arrive in Jerusalem and they will see your tattoo, they will think that 

you are a goy. I pictured Jerusalem as a beautiful city with golden houses and 

very clean. And I thought of  Jerusalem as a city where there is always light. 

And Jerusalem is like that. Every year we go there. 

When I was 29 I arrived in Israel. First we lived two years in Ofakim.376 

A month after our arrival I saw Jerusalem. In 1983 we moved to Mikdal 

Ha’emek. The parents of  my husband lived in Afula and my own parents 

in Pardes Hana, so we wanted to live in the middle, to be close to both of  
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them. Now I live alone, do you know that my husband left?’377 Edna works 

from seven till seven in a textile factory as seamstress. At home she used 

to make embroideries but she no longer has time for that now. She used to 

make kippot (Yarmulke). ‘Beautiful ones’, adds Moshe, and covers for the 

Shabbat. She also knows how to make traditional bowls and mesobs  

by weaving straw.  

The whole wall used to be covered with framed embroidery work, but 

the children said this is not in fashion anymore. ‘I put it in the storeroom 

downstairs in our apartment building. But almost everything got ruined 

because a crazy neighbor put a water hose on it. What can I do? Where else 

am I going to? Here I can’t build a new house from wood.’ Edna shows one 

of  the embroideries that were saved. It depicts a woman praying before the 

Shabbat candles. The woman in the work is white.378 When I ask her about 

that, Edna says it might be because when she came to Israel everyone was 

white. ‘And maybe I started to think that I was white as well.’379

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edna with one of  her embroideries, Migdal HaEmek, 2009 
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The painting hanging above the couch she received as a present from one of  

her daughters. 

Moshe bought her the table, the couches and the clock. As with the 

embroidery, the children thought that the traditional costumes were not 

appropriate for Israel, although lately they are beginning to realize that they 

may have been wrong. ‘I made beautiful dresses for the girls. Traditional 

Ethiopian clothing is made from pure cotton. The oldest dresses I made 

with original woven cloth, after that I used ready-made cloth bought in 

Israel.’ 

 

 

Edna showing embroidered clothes that she made, Migdal HaEmek, 2009 

 

While we are talking Edna serves coffee. She explains that coffee is the most 

important thing to serve when a guest comes. It is nice when food is also 

offered but it is alright if  there is nothing to eat, but a conversation without 

coffee is unthinkable. She washed the beans and boiled them just before 

I arrived and she serves the coffee with popcorn, also roasted on the fire. 
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Apparently Moshe had asked his mother to make some traditional Ethiopian 

food as well. Edna made injera, a round flatbread that accompanies most 

Ethiopian meals. Although she prepared it according to the traditional way, 

she used regular flour instead of  teff,380 as this grain cannot grow in Israel 

and the prices are extremely high. Moshe admires how Edna prepared the 

meal, as he does not know how to make injera, no matter whether it is with 

ordinary flour or with teff. 

While Edna is in the kitchen, Moshe shows me some of  her DVDs.  

Edna has a lot DVDs with Ethiopian music. As Moshe explains to me, the 

musicians are all Christian Ethiopians as Ethiopian Jews do not make this 

kind of  music. The music clips include landscapes and beautiful buildings in 

Ethiopia. Moshe puts it on pause to show me one of  the castles of  Gondar. 

 

Bahalachin, our culture

Since its foundation in 1996 Shlomo Akale has been the director of  

Bahalachin, the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center in Tel Aviv. Bahalachin is 

Amharic for ‘Our Culture.’381 It is a multi-faceted center. It has a library, 

an education department, a genealogy department where Ethiopian Jewish 

family trees are computerized and a documentation department. In both the 

genealogy and documentation department the emphasis is on converting the 

oral tradition into written documents and recorded audio and video tapes. 

Shlomo Akale’s father is able to recite from memory 24 generations of  his 

family tree. Akale is trying to get personal histories from Ethiopian elders 

before they die, but it goes very slowly as he can afford to pay only one 

person to do this work. The center also has a department called ‘Beatchin’, 

our home, which is devoted to family counseling by shimagloch, the elders 

of  the community. The elders use traditional methods to solve problems 

arising in families or within the community. It works in coordination with 

the government welfare and the Rabbinate offices. According to Mr Akale 
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more than 4,000 couples, many seeking divorce, have been served by the 

center, and 80 percent were able to settle their differences.  

One of  the rooms in the cultural center is designed as an exhibition room. 

Here several costumes hang from pegs on a door. Musical instruments hang 

on a wall, beside a fly whisk made from horsehair. A large mesob stands in a 

corner. Photographs of  Ethiopia are part of  panels where texts can be read 

about the history of  Ethiopian Jewry and their customs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A room in the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center, Tel Aviv, 2009 

Mr Shlomo Akale surrounded himself  with some of  these objects when he 

was photographed in his office for the book ‘Ethiopian Jews in Israel’.382 

He says, ‘The objects are a part of  our community’s life which cannot be 

separated from our culture and heritage.’383 Born in an Ethiopian village 

called Woiynege, he was educated in Gondar. There he got the opportunity 

to have a modern education in government schools. As a high school 

graduate, he participated in the communist government mass education 

program, better known as, “Development through cooperation”, as an 
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instructor. He immigrated to Israel in September 1977. In Israel he went 

to university and studied political science and sociology. While he worked 

for the Ministry of  Absorption Mr Akale noticed how drastically family 

structures in Ethiopia and Israel differed. In Israel the children often live 

in boarding school dormitories and are busy with activities. Elders have 

no authority and there is tension between children and their elders over 

traditional values. As the director of  Bahalachin he tries to give authority 

back to the elders through the family counseling unit. At the center Mr Akale 

continues his activity in the preservation and fostering of  the culture and 

history of  his community. An important part of  Bahalachin in this respect 

is the folklore performance group. The project teaches young Ethiopians 

about their rapidly vanishing culture and by doing so tries to bolster their 

self  respect and self  confidence. The troupe also introduces non-Ethiopians 

to the beauty of  the Beta Israel culture.384 In the center’s conference room, a 

white board shows drawings and plans for a new museum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Akale, Bahalachin, 2007 (Photograph by Ilan Ossendryver) 385
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Indigenous curation in a migration museum

The Ethiopian community is in the final planning stage of  establishing an 

Ethiopian museum. What the name will be is not clear: even whether it will 

be called a museum or a heritage center is still uncertain. The museum of  

the Iraqi subculture is called the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center. It is the 

only migration museum in Israel and Mr Akale would like the Ethiopian 

museum to be a migration museum as well, in which a research institute 

would operate next to a museum. To accomplish this goal he has visited  

Mrs Idit Sharoni curator of  the Iraqi museum.  

Unlike the Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center, the future museum will not be in 

Tel Aviv but in Jerusalem. Mr Akale says ‘We didn’t come to Israel dreaming 

about Tel Aviv.’  

The Tower of  David museum of  the history of  Jerusalem, initiated the 

Jerusalem dream project. The website states: ‘For centuries, Ethiopian 

Jews dreamed of  touching the stones and praying at the Western Wall in 

Jerusalem. For new immigrants to Israel from Ethiopia, this dream came 

true. Ethiopian students study in a training course at the Museum that 

focuses on the history of  Jerusalem and the historic affinity of  Ethiopian 

Jews to Jerusalem. They then act as guides for the Ethiopian groups who 

come to the Museum to learn about their own heritage.’386  

Shlomo Akale wants an independent museum that focuses on Ethiopian 

Jewish heritage and culture. He does not want the Ethiopian collection to 

be part of  another museum, for example the Israel Museum, the national 

museum of  Israel. He says people ‘will get tired if  they see one culture after 

the other. We have a unique history and culture. We come from a different 

world. First of  all it is important to show the Ethiopian youth in Israel 

where they come from. At the moment you can see the Ethiopian youth 

looking to the African Americans for a role model. The result is that many 

of  them can be spotted with dreadlocks, something that is not part of  the 

Ethiopian culture at all. The other objective,’ continues Akale, ‘is to teach 
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Israeli society who we really are.387 We didn’t come here because we were 

starving. We came because we are Jews.’388 

Mr Akale has not started actively collecting objects for the museum, as he is 

concentrating first on the establishment of  the building. The museum will 

continue to collect original documents that are now scattered throughout 

the world, as foreigners came to the villages and brought a lot of  the culture 

with them. If  it is up to Mr Akale, farming tools, looms, pottery, musical 

instruments, even parts of  ancient castles and buildings will also be on 

display. Around the main building, huts will be placed. What will happen 

in the huts is not quite decided yet: there will be children’s activities and 

maybe also a display of  several professions. As with the Center today, in 

the future museum one unit will be devoted to family counseling by elders, 

another to recording oral history, and another important part to folklore 

performances.389 While these activities meant to preserve traditional 

customs might not suit Western models of  museums, they fit perfectly what 

the anthropologist Kreps calls ‘Indigenous Curation’. She describes it as 

shorthand for non-Western models of  museums’ curatorial methods, and 

concepts of  cultural heritage preservation.390 Therefore the counseling by 

elders as part of  a museum can be seen as a way of  preservation of   

cultural heritage.  

In 2008 a bill to establish an Ethiopian Jewish heritage center passed the 

first reading in the Israeli parliament. It will include a research institute 

and an archive documenting the history of  the community. A member of  

parliament, Shlomo Mula (Kadima), himself  an immigrant from Ethiopia 

who arrived on the early transports to Israel, said that it was important to 

pass the Ethiopian Heritage Law, which would established a heritage center 

to research the Ethiopian Jewish community. ‘Only such a center can ensure 

a proper appreciation of  the community’s behavior,’ Mula said, stressing 

that it was important to avoid ‘paternalizing’ the community.391 the Knesset 

passed the Center of  Ethiopian Jewish Heritage Law only in March 2012. 392 

According to the Law, the Center will be managed by a committee that will 
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include representatives of  the Ministry of  Culture and Sports, the Ministry 

of  Immigration Absorption, and the Ministry of  Education, plus an 

archivist, three members of  academia with expertise in the activities of  the 

Center, and five public representatives. The Law requires that at least one-

third of  the committee members be ethiopian immigrants or their offspring. 

The committee will determine the Center’s general policy, approve its budget 

and annual plans, and supervise its activities.  

The research institute established by the Center will operate a research 

library that will specialize in and publish studies on the history, religion, 

law, and culture of  Ethiopian Jewry. The Law further provides for the 

establishment of  an archive for the preservation of  materials directly related 

to the heritage of  Ethiopian Jewry.393

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plan for Ethiopian museum in Jerusalem, as shown in the conference room Bahalachin, Tel Aviv, 2009

In a debate meant to prepare the Bill for the Second and Third Readings 

which took place in the Committee for Immigration Absorption and 

Diaspora Affairs, the Chairman of  the Committee MK Danny Danon 

said, ‘Today we have moved another important step forward towards the 

integration of  the Ethiopian immigrant community, it is imperative that we 

bequeath to the Israeli society this heritage, our society will be richer after 

adopting customs from this extraordinary community.’  
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MK Orlev who initiated the Bill added ‘The Bill does justice to the 

Ethiopian community and allows them to show their magnificent journey 

to the land of  Israel while keeping their Jewish tradition in diaspora for 

hundreds of  years. The new law will help them keep their cultural identity 

and allow the familiarizing of  all citizens of  the country with  

their heritage.”394

 

Remarks

On the journey from Ethiopia to Israel objects underwent changes; the fly 

whisk changed from a utilitarian object into a souvenir. Uniquely, the owners 

stayed the same. For them the touristic object brings back memories, not of  

a holiday but of  their heritage. Some members of  the Ethiopian subculture 

also still use it in Israel the way they used it in Ethiopia. The unique colored 

woven bowls and tables are still made and used in homes. Their image can 

also be found printed on mass produced plastic plates. Those plastic plates 

are bought by the same owners of  the original objects. Moreover, the mass 

produced plate is placed in the home as if  it were a unique object. Dresses, 

although still hand embroidered, are now often made from ready-made 

material instead of  hand-woven cloth. Although this makes them somewhat 

less unique in regards to the material used, in actual use the opposite occurs: 

the dresses are often no longer part of  the daily wardrobe, rather they are 

kept for special occasions. At the same time however, for some they are still 

part of  the daily wardrobe. 

The future Ethiopian museum plans to exhibit objects like the fly whisk, 

the woven bowls and the dresses. It will depend on the accompanying story 

whether these objects will be shown as objects still or once used, or as 

decorative objects for remembering.  

The tangible material culture will be exhibited not only to remember 

but especially to introduce this heritage to the second, third and fourth 
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generations. Some of  the Ethiopian community tucked away their heritage 

upon arrival in the hope of  swift absorption. This attitude was encouraged 

by the Ministry of  Absorption.395 Now Bahalachin and soon the future 

museum of  Ethiopian Jewish Heritage offer a second glance at a culture that 

has often been overlooked since its arrival in Israel, both by its own group 

and by the general public. Intangible material culture has an important place 

within a migration museum. Part of  the Ethiopian material culture, for 

example the oral tradition, is now in the process of  being converted into a 

tangible form, by recording and digitalizing of  the stories.  

A considerable part of  the heritage consists of  intangible material culture. In 

presenting this part of  the heritage, indigenous curation plays a notable role. 

Music, dance and food will be presented - themes that visitors who do not 

belong to the subculture can enjoy and take part in. More significant, and 

typical of  indigenous curation, is the inclusion in the museum of  counseling 

service by elders of  the community. By being an important part of  the 

museum, the position of  the elders within the hierarchy of  the Ethiopian 

subculture, which fell apart upon arrival in Israel, to some degree, will be 

restored. The Ethiopian Jewish Heritage center as a migration museum 

will deal with the question of  to which generations of  their subculture 

the presentation will be relevant. In addition, due to the specific type of  

indigenous curation in which counseling is included as a service in the 

museum framework, the question arises to what extent the general public 

will be involved and interested in the service. It could turn out that the 

service will be treated like some sacred objects to which access is restricted 

to certain people. Nevertheless by including this service the museum will 

safeguard an important part of  the Ethiopian intangible material culture. 
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5.  Medals rather than high art

 Mr Pens and the Museum of  the Jewish Soldier in  
World War II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Archaidi with a photo of  his father wearing medals, Tiberias 2010
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Changing the national narrative

This chapter looks at the unit of  analysis consisting of  the homes of   

Mr Pens and his grandfather Mr Chaichenco, the Museum of  the Jewish 

soldier of  the Second World War and the Maria and Michael Zeitlin 

museum. Both the homes and the museums are linked to the Russian 

subculture. It is one of  the largest subcultures in Israel, consisting of  

approximately 900,000 people originating from the former Soviet Union. 

The pressure of  almost a million immigrants seeking to establish a new 

identity but seemingly not too eager to take a ready-made prescription from 

Israel as the receiving society has created a situation in which both sides are 

changing.396 The question to be addressed here is whether these changes are 

visible in the way the Russian subculture in Israel presents itself  at home. 

Considering the museums, it seems that each museum has its own role. 

The museum of  the Jewish Soldier of  the Second World War is making the 

Russians’ unique history not only part of  the collective history of  Israel 

but of  the Jewish people as a whole. While the Maria and Michael Zeitlin 

museum introduces Russian artists to the Israeli public. The chapter starts 

with a short history of  the different immigration waves of  Russian Jewry  

to Israel. 

 

From former Soviet Union to Israel

The FSU immigrants are a complex and heterogeneous group who have 

come to Israel from widely differing backgrounds.397 there have been 

essentially three distinct waves of  post-World War II immigration to Israel 

from the Soviet Union. The first wave began in 1955 and lasted until 1967. 

The second wave began in mid-1968 and lasted until the early autumn of  

1989. This emigration differed from its predecessor in that it was marked 

by an open public struggle, initiated from within the Soviet Union by Jews 
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there. The third wave of  immigrants began in October 1989 and continues 

to the present. Subsequently a dialogue started with the veteran Israeli 

intelligentsia on topics such as Israel’s identity.398  

The FSU immigrants are by far the largest single ethnic community in Israel, 

with the exception of  the native born. At this point, in place of  detailed 

government control and tutelage in the framework of  state-run absorption 

centers, a policy of  ‘direct absorption’ was adopted. The immigrant was 

given a sum of  money to cover initial expenses and was expected to find 

housing and employment much as any other citizen.399 A result of  this was 

that immigrants could choose for themselves where they wanted to live with 

no formal government intervention. Factors determining these choices were 

family members, relatives and friends already living in a locality, availability 

of  housing,400 housing prices in various towns, and, at a later stage, the 

availability of  suitable employment.401 

Ten years after the beginning of  the mass immigration wave from the 

FSU, the immigrant population was described as a fairly cohesive ethnic 

community on both the local and national levels, and which has become a 

new social segment in the multifaceted structure of  Israeli society. Some 

of  the apparent structural characteristics of  the community are a common 

language - Russian, systems of  interwoven social networks, and ethnic 

patterns of  leisure and entertainment.402 They maintain open cultural 

borders for the consumption of  ethnic cultural products and services from 

the country of  origin, including television channels that enjoy widespread 

viewing and Russian-language newspapers. A network of  complementary 

and alternative education on the preschool, elementary and high school 

levels came into existence. An example is the system of  Mofet schools, 

originating as after-hours schooling organized by parents who criticized 

the existing Israeli schools as being inadequate and the intellectual level too 

low.403 In addition, the teaching of  the Bible in secular secondary schools 

was regarded as an attempt to proselytize them, unaware that in these 

schools biblical studies are an introduction to the national history and 
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literature rather than theological.404 Now the Mofet system is recognized by 

Israel’s Ministry of  Education as primary education and also children who 

do not have a Russian connection are enrolled.405 

The Russian immigrants founded local and national ethnic parties. They 

gained political power and were able to add to the ethnic legislation, as seen 

in the ‘Veteran’s Law’. This law assures rights to the veterans and disabled 

of  World War II among the immigrants. In May 2000 a law passed that 

recognized May 9th, a national holiday of  the USSR, the Day of  Victory 

over the Nazis, as a national holiday of  the State of  Israel.406 Until this 

law Israel did not celebrate the end of  the Second World War. Since 1953, 

during Jom HaShoah, Holocaust Remembrance day, Israel remembered the 

victims of  the Shoah. The remembrance of  the Jewish resistance was but 

an insignificant aspect of  that day. Thus the new law involved a reordering 

of  Israel’s historical narrative, raising the consciousness of  World War II 

and not only of  the Holocaust. March 8th, marked in the soviet Union as the 

International Day of  Working Women, has been adopted widely in Israel 

today as a day of  recognition for women at their places of  work.407 

Most of  the FSU immigrants stress the unique cultural contribution of  the 

FSU immigrants to Israeli society and strongly support the preservation 

of  cultural heritage and the maintenance of  ethnic Russian institutions 

and organizations. After ten years in Israel, 79.5 percent of  the third-

wave immigrants declare themselves ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with their 

absorption in Israel. At the same time, they maintain a critical attitude 

toward much in the government, the educational system, and the society 

of  Israel. To quote Theodore Friedgut, this combination of  being happy in 

Israel while at the same time being dissatisfied with Israel proves that they 

are well on the way to being true Israelis.408 
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On food and the Shoah 

When he was 14 years old Yevgeniy Pens came to Israel without his parents. 

Thanks to, among other things, his good grades, he was accepted in the 

Naale program, a program that is fully subsidized by the Israeli government 

and the Jewish Agency. Through this program Jewish high school students 

worldwide are invited to study in Israel. The establishment, in 1992, was 

in response to demands by many families in the former Soviet Union who 

wished to send their children to high school in Israel. Since then between 

800 to 1000 students come to Israel every year under this three year long 

program. Students are entitled to one visit to their parents with fare paid 

by the Jewish Agency. About 95 percent of  Naale graduates decide to stay 

in Israel. In approximately half  of  the cases the parents immigrate to Israel 

while their children are still in the program. About 9,500 young people 

aged 15-16 have arrived in Israel since 1992.409 The program is run in all 

the republics of  the CIS (Commonwealth of  Independent States) except 

Uzbekistan. Most participants come from Russia and Ukraine.410 

Yevgeniy did an Ulpan in Russia for two months in another city away from 

his parents, to see if  he could cope without his family. He has always been 

independent, even at the age of  six he would go on his own to summer 

camps. 

In the Ukraine he studied classic guitar at a music school from when he was 

six to ten, but he says ‘I don’t remember a thing’. In Russia, he says, there 

was respect for teachers. The children stood up when a teacher entered the 

room.411 

He left for Israel not knowing when he would see his parents and his little 

sister again. He left Kiev wearing a coat and sweater and he remembers 

when he got out of  the airplane in Tel Aviv, it felt like a hair dryer. Yevgeniy 

tells about the different kind of  aliyahs. ‘People in the seventies came to 

Israel for Zionist reasons. At this time it was difficult to get to Israel and 
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people sacrificed a lot. The people who came to Israel, like me, in the 

nineties came mostly for economic reasons.’ He wrote to his family and after 

a year he went back to Russia to visit them. ‘I was in shock. I remember 

seeing my former teacher searching for food in garbage bags, and my math 

teacher wearing broken glasses because he didn’t have the money to repair 

them. I told my family that I was not coming back; that I would stay in 

Israel.’ Upon hearing this, his family decided then that they would follow 

him to Israel.  

A year later, when his parents arrived in Israel, he told them now you have 

to clean the house in the Israeli way. Just throw a bucket of  water on the 

floor. More than fifteen years after he went to Israel, 56 members of  his 

family, as well as his parents and his grandparents, are living in Tiberias. In 

Israel they even found relatives that had moved from Ukraine to Argentina 

years ago. After finishing high school he studied electronic engineering 

at the ORT Braude - Academic College in Carmiel. Now he works in a 

high tech company and lives with his wife Milena and two daughters in 

Haifa.412 Yevgeny’s wife Milena, born in 1980, lived in Kishinev, the capital 

of  Moldavia, until she was eleven years old. Together with her parents and 

her grandmother (the mother of  her mother) she shared a small apartment 

consisting of  two rooms. It was too crowded, she says. The apartment was 

filled with big furniture. It is the Soviet style. ‘I didn’t like it’.413 According to 

Milena, there was only this kind of  furniture. There were carpets not only 

on the floors; there were also carpets, with a flower-pattern, on the walls. 

In some of  the houses of  old people from the former Soviet Union now in 

Israel, you can still find carpets on the wall, she says. 

My parents used to go to synagogue in Kishinev.414 They wanted to go to 

Israel and they planned their aliyah for two years. All that time Milena says, 

she was waiting for it to happen. Together with some twenty children she 

learned a little Hebrew at an organization for Jewish children. Upon their 

leaving in 1991 (the year of  the abolition of  the Soviet federal government) 

they sold almost everything they owned. ‘I only took the toys that I really 
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liked, tiny things. I may have some at my parents.’ Friends who had already 

arrived in Israel told her parents to bring short socks - ‘we bought thousands 

and we still have no idea what to do with them.’ The arrival in Israel, so tells 

Milena, was very difficult. With the help of  friends we found an apartment 

in Bnei Brak. This city, east of  Tel Aviv, is a centre of  ultra-orthodox Jewish 

culture. ‘People were different,’ says Milena. ‘We were in shock. I was eleven 

and I had no idea that some people might think that a little girl shouldn’t 

wear a short skirt. It was a religious neighborhood. On my first day in Israel 

they threw a stone at me and called me ‘zona’. I didn’t know that word, at 

home I looked it up in a dictionary, and it turned out to be the word for 

prostitute.415 We stayed in Bnei Brak for two months, it was very hard. My 

mother had an old friend who lived in Tiberias, she convinced us to come 

and live there. ‘Tiberias ten years ago was also a horrible place, but at least 

nobody threw stones. The new apartment was pretty good; we had no 

carpets on the wall. Against the will of  my parents, I did go into the army. 

I was enlisted in the Golani brigade. As I am their only child, they are a bit 

overprotective. After the army I studied in a hospital in Afula and at the 

university in Haifa, in order to become a nurse. I met Yevgeniy in Tiberias. 

My friend and his friend became a couple, through them we met.  

We married and we settled in Haifa.’416

Yevgeniy in the kitchen, Haifa, 2010 Agam in the living room , Haifa, 2010
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Haifa is a city that absorbed a large proportion of  the immigrants from the 

FSU over the past decade. In fact, among Israel’s three largest cities –  

Tel Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem- Haifa has become the symbol of  the latest 

wave of  immigration and is presented as a Russian city in the Russian 

language press.417 

Yevgeniy and Milena live now in their second apartment in Haifa with 

their two daughters Agam and Yonit.418 Those are typical Israeli names, 

respectively meaning lake and dove.  

They bought the furniture together. Milena says, ‘I think there is nothing 

typical Russian here. We have, unlike in Moldova, no big cabinets and 

bookshelves. It is probably because half  of  my life I spent already in Israel.’  

The conversation with Yevgeniy and Milena takes place at first in their living 

room. Milena made most paintings and woodwork in the living room.  

Her collection of  tiny objects made of  glass is displayed in the living room. 

Soon we continue the conversation in the open kitchen. Milena’s grandfather 

was very religiously observant. Yevgeniy and Milena describe themselves as 

not religious but still connected to the Jewish religion. ‘We don’t mix milk 

and meat and we eat no pork’. They feel they should preserve the tradition, 

saying, ‘If  we wouldn’t have the Jewish tradition how could we distinguish 

ourselves from other countries?  

Because of  the Second World War, food was considered something very 

special. At home we still eat specific Russian food like ‘pel’meni’ [small 

ravioli-like dough pockets].’419 Immediately they get a cookbook to show 

some dishes. When there is a special occasion they buy in one of  the Russian 

supermarkets in which imported food from Russia is sold. ‘It is expensive,’ 

they say, ‘but for something really tasty we go there.’420 Milena’s grandmother 

prepares typical Ashkenazi food, like gefilte fish and tsimmes. According 

to Yevgeniy and Milena, many of  the dishes that are considered Ashkenazi 

food, originate in the Russian cuisine. Milena’s grandmother and Yevgeniy’s 

grandfather eat mostly Russian food. Since their arrival in Israel Yevgeniy’s 

parents eat more and more Israeli food. They themselves, prefer the  
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so-called Mizrachi food.421 

Thinking of  what could be a ‘Russian’ object in their home, they show a set 

of  wooden decorative breadboards that they once received as a present, but 

have never used. They keep them in a box in a cabinet. In the kitchen hangs 

a little red hart with ‘with love’ written in Russian. Yevgeniy bought if  for 

Milena in one of  the Russian bookstores that also sell souvenirs. 

‘We don’t have Russian TV channels’, says Yevgeniy, ‘and I am not interested 

in following the Russian news. We do watch movies, DVD’s in Russian, 

movies that are synchronized in Russian, without subtitles.’  

‘For my twentieth birthday,’ says Yevgeniy, ‘my parents gave me a golden 

necklace with a golden Star of  David that I wear. Russians, they say, love 

gold, but not the gold you can find in Israel, but the red gold.’422 They also 

like golden teeth they add jokingly. He also has a golden ring, a typical ring 

for Russians, says Yevgeniy, which he wears when they go out. ‘Most of  our 

friends are Russian. We do have a Russian nanny, a daytime babysitter.  

She speaks only Russian and she has a Russian mentality.’  

When asked how a museum should represent them, through what kind of  

objects, they reply that deciding what to show is a difficult question.  

They wonder out loud whether to show sandals with socks, gold or a Jewish 

Russian grandmother who wants to put food in your mouth all the time.  

Then Yevgeniy says: ‘There should be a museum about Jews that come from 

Russia. These Jews formed a closed society.’ But more than that, according 

to Yevgeniy, it is important to show the tragedy of  the Second World War. 

It destroyed families. Most of  the family of  Milena’s grandmother was 

murdered. The Second World War, says Yevgeniy, forms an important aspect 

of  the Russian Jewish culture.  

‘Not everyone likes a museum,’ Yevgeniy continues, ‘and most museums 

in Israel are very small, not like the Louvre, and not worth driving to. 

Therefore a far better way to show the Russian culture is through Russian 

restaurants in Israel.’ He says that there are a lot of  Russian restaurants in 

Israel. ‘We prefer to go there. You get nice food there and on top of  that a 
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show on stage, dancing and singing and even acrobatic acts. You see only 

Russians in these places and sometimes Arabs who come with their Russian 

girls.’ Milena adds that a lot of  non-Jewish Russians in Israel feel this is  

not their country, they feel less connected. Most of  those restaurants are  

not kosher.423

Carpets on the wall in Tiberias

Yevgeniy’s grandparents, Maya and Archaidi Chaichenco, live in Tiberias.424 

Archaidi speaks a little Hebrew, Maya none at all: both speak mainly Russian. 

Their granddaughter Anna, Yevgeniy sister, translates into English and 

sometimes into Hebrew. Sometimes she does not translate at all when her 

grandmother tells her not to bother to translate the first part of  what her 

grandfather had said, as, according to her, it is not important at all.  

They tell their stories together. Maya was born on May 6th 1935 and Archaidi 

on July 27th 1935. They have been together for 55 years. Archaidi says, ‘we 

had a long and hard life’. During the ‘katastrofa’ 425 Maya, her mother and 

brother were evacuated to Kazakhstan. ‘There we stayed with both Muslims 

and Christians. We didn’t go to school. My mother worked there. There were 

many cases of  malaria. My father fought in the army, all the way till Berlin.’  

Two sisters of  Archaidi’s mother, their husbands and their children (two 

daughters each) were taken by Germans in a car and send to the oven in a 

concentration camp in Odessa, Archaidi says. His father was in the army 

more than three and half  years. When the war started they were told that 

the Germans killed Jews. The government put Jews on the train and sent 

them away. His family was send to the country side. He went together with 

his mother and his sisters to Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. They just left their 

house without taking anything. ‘We never went back to our homes. Almost 

everything we have is from after the war.’ In Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan 

they just knocked on people’s doors to ask for shelter. ‘Those houses used to 
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have carpets hanging on the wall. It isn’t a Jewish thing to do at all. But since 

that time we do it too.’ Yevgeniy recounts that his family was saved during 

the war by a Ukraine family. This family gave them their own surname 

Chenko. They added chai, life, to it, hence their surname Chaichenko. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bedroom Tiberias 2010  
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In 1949 Archaidi returned to the Ukraine. Maya’s father came back from 

Berlin in 1947. ‘After the katastrofa, we would go to government buildings in 

the Ukraine. There we would see people work who we knew had killed Jews. 

We received no help. We were hungry and we didn’t have clothes.  

We were in a trauma. We worked very hard.’ Archaidi was a civil engineer: 

Maya was a manager of  a hotel near their home and before that she used to 

be a librarian.  

In 1994 they moved to Israel. By that time Yevgeniy, after being in Israel a 

year, had told the family that he was not coming back. Upon hearing this, his 

mother quit her job and sold the apartment. After a year the entire family, 

the grandparents, the parents, the brother of  his mother and two dogs 

moved to Israel. The dogs died, they were old. The first year they all lived 

together, but after a year everyone was fighting and they received separate 

apartments. They received this apartment from Amidar, a state-owned 

housing company in Israel.426 In the Ukraine Maya and Archaidi used to have 

a big house with a high ceiling. When they came to Israel they had three 

containers of  their belongings with them. They brought almost everything 

the carpets, the clock, the glasses, the paintings, the mirror, cooking pots, 

clothes, sheets, pillows, candles and books. Yevgeniy’s parents brought their 

whole bedroom. That is the only thing that Maya and Archaidi did not bring. 

‘Once in Israel we didn’t want to change our life from the way it used to be 

in Russia (Ukraine). We want to keep our behavior as well as our carpets and 

our pictures. Because of  our age it is more difficult to be in Israel. We can’t 

change ourselves, not with force and not without force. For us everything is 

important to us. We want to understand everything, while Israelis just talk.  

I used to cut articles from newspapers. I saved the clippings; I took them 

with me to Israel. But in Israel I never do this. There is nothing worth 

cutting out. Even the food we eat is still our food, like soups, borsht.  

We listen to Russian songs, to ‘reka’, the Russian radio station in Israel.  

We watch the Russian TV channels. We read Russian newspapers and 

magazines. We go to Russian clothing stores and to Russian supermarkets.’427
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Interior with objects they brought with them from Ukraine, Tiberias 2010 

Anna, the granddaughter, who lives alone, says she also prepares mainly 

Russian food. The flavor of  the food is different. ‘At school I had just 

Russian friends, also in the army. All my close friends are Russian and so is 

my boyfriend. We go to Russian restaurants. The behavior of  Israeli children 

is disrespectful,’ adds Anna. ‘My grandmother, Maya, teaches her (grand-) 

children the right behavior. I am here in Israel since I was nine years old.  

So I have been sixteen years in Israel. I always lived in Tiberias. It is a special 

town. Special people live here. There are many people from Morocco and 

Iraq. The only problem is that, because of  the religion, everything is closed 

on Saturdays. I studied engineering biotechnology in Carmiel. But these days 

it is hard to find a good job.’428 According to Archaidi, ‘in Israel there is a lot 

of  hate. Everyone is jealous of  everyone else. There is no ‘Israeli’. There are 

just all different people. But we are Jewish and we love Israel. We are happy 

that Israel exists and it is beautiful and we don’t want to leave. The nature is 

great. We like the Kinneret. 
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Maya showing a pot she brought with her to Israel, Tiberias, 2010 

 

We are concerned about the soldiers and we listen to the news ten times  

a day.’ Archaidi does not miss Ukraine. Maya however, misses the people. 

‘We have a lot here, in Israel. We go to the library. He has internet. We go 

to the theatre and to concerts. And we go to museums, to Yad Vashem. In a 

gallery in Safed there are Russian pictures. We also take tours, Russian tours, 

to Jerusalem, to the Israel Museum and to Mini Israel.’ 

‘I don’t think,’ says Anna, ‘that people in Ukraine live like this. The fridge is 

full. In Ukraine the standard of  living is lower. I think my grandparents have 

a good life in Israel.’ Maya and Archaidi agree, adding that they need to say 

thank you to the Israel country. 

Talking about museums, both Yevgeniy and Milena, and Archaidi and Anna 

mention the Second World War and food as subjects that present the Jewish 

Russian subculture.  

Archaidi and Anna say in the Israel Museum there is no attention given to 

Russian culture. ‘But that is not a problem’ says Maya, ‘because we are al-

ready surrounded by the culture. We don’t need to see it in a museum,  

we live it.’
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An art collection

The Maria and Michael Zetlin Museum of  Russian art in Ramat Gan shares 

the building with the Yehiel Nahari Museum of  Far Eastern Art. There is a 

single exhibition hall, which is in poor condition. This is the only museum 

in Israel dedicated to Russian art. Due to the limited space there is no 

possibility to show the permanent collection. This permanent collection, 

now stored in depots, consists of  art from the early twentieth century 

collected by Maria and Michael Zetlin. The collection, which includes about 

80 paintings, watercolors, drawings and theatre design, was donated in 

1959 to the State of  Israel by Maria Samollovna Zetlin.429 In the museum 

catalogue the arrival of  this collection in Israel is explained as having to do 

with the continuation of  a tradition: art collectors and patrons from all over 

the world are committed to enriching the land of  their ancestors with art 

treasures.430Although the collection is not on display most of  the time, works 

are occasionally lent out to other museums. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Maria and Michael Zetlin Museum of  Russian art, Ramat Gan, 2010
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At the opening of  the museum in 1996, years after the collection was 

donated, the hope was expressed that it would become a centre for Russian 

art and culture. True to this aspiration, the museum holds cultural gatherings 

including concerts of  classical music performed by Russian immigrant 

musicians, alongside its exhibitions of  fine art.431 Almost no publicity is 

given to temporary exhibitions that are shown here. The museum does not 

have a website and there are virtually no reviews in the mainstream Hebrew 

language newspapers.432 According to Lecia Voiskoun, the curator, the 

museum is better known outside of  Israel than inside, mainly through the 

well researched catalogues accompanying temporary exhibitions.  

People abroad are usually not aware of  the fact that it is just her and one 

hall, she says. 

 

A curator from Siberia and a photographer from the Ukraine

Lecia Voiskoun talks as hesitantly about her life in the former Soviet Union 

as about her life in Israel. ‘Both my parents were Jewish. Within my family 

there was no intermarriage between Jews and Russians. We lived under 

Stalin and there was fear to speak. My parents spoke Yiddish when they 

didn’t want us to know what they were talking about, but only when they 

knew the doors were closed and never outside the home. In the kitchen I 

would watch my grandmother using different utensils for milk and meat, 

but she didn’t explain why she would do that. This was just the way it 

was. During Pesach we ate matza; this was for me something exotic. But 

it wasn’t celebrated as holiday. We celebrated only the Soviet holidays, 

as all other holidays were forbidden. I grew up in Siberia. I am the first 

generation from my family that lived in Siberia. The mother of  my father 

was from Ukraine. My fathers’ father was a businessman. I also have family 

from Lithuania. They spoke Yiddish, the kind from Lithuania. My mother 

was an English teacher, my father an engineer. I studied in St. Petersburg 
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where I specialized in medieval art, especially in French artists. In 1995  

I arrived in Israel with my son and my mother.’  

When asked why she decided to live in Israel, she says, ‘This is a difficult 

question’. It is a question that, at first, she does not want to answer. Then 

she says, ‘It was a difficult situation; there was a lot of  fear after the fall of  

the USSR. Also part of  my family was already in Israel. In St. Petersburg  

I wanted to teach art history, but I also wanted to advance. Anyway,  

I am glad I came to Israel. I went almost from one day to the other to 

Israel. I didn’t plan this long in advance. I found all those questions in the 

beginning in Israel very difficult; when did you get here? What are you 

doing? Everyone puts every person originating from the former Soviet 

Union in one category. I didn’t know how to say ‘enough with all these 

questions.’ Although I am from the former Soviet Union, I don’t feel part 

of  this group in Israel. I already didn’t feel part of  it when I was still living 

there. I didn’t come here to be with people I also didn’t want to be with 

there.’  

Lecia repeatedly says that most Russians think that in Israel there is no 

culture. ‘They don’t see the need to learn Hebrew. They don’t need it.  

They have their clubs, their own library. Even in the Israeli parliament you 

will hear Russian. There we were Jews and here we are Russians. I was very 

motivated to learn. When I arrived here, I wanted to know what was here. 

I wanted to learn the language. I wanted to read the Hebrew literature. 

In Israel there is a specific Hebrew language course for engineers and for 

doctors but not for art historians. I began to visit the library at the Tel Aviv 

Museum and I started to do my doctorate at the university. In 1996, a year 

after my arrival in Israel I was asked to become the curator at the Michael 

and Maria Zetlin museum for Russian Art in Ramat Gan. It hasn’t been 

easy’.433 

For a new exhibition Lecia is dreaming of  showing objects that people 

took with them from the former Soviet Union to Israel. Her own mother 

for example, took really thick boots with her. Although they are meant 
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for the extreme cold weather, someone said they would be perfect for the 

slippery tiles of  the homes in Israel. Lecia would add two chairs belonging 

to her grandfather. ‘And tea glasses with a handle made of  silver. Those are 

things from my youth. They are not ethnographic objects’, says Lecia, ‘they 

are a part of  me. It is a kind of  nostalgic object.’ As a nostalgic object can 

refer both to a place and to a time, it might offer possibilities for a museum 

in exhibiting subcultures within a main culture.  

Talking about the temporary exhibitions that she arranges, Lecia believes 

that there is no such a thing as Russian contemporary art in Israel. Russian 

contemporary art can only be found in Russia because you have to be 

there to understand what is going on. The only exception, says Lecia, 

could be the work of  Sasha (Aleksandra) Stoyanov.434 stoyanov, born in 

1957, mentions as her country of  origin both Ukraine and Israel. Even 

before immigrating to Israel in 1990 she was considered an important 

artist in Russia. A solo exhibition of  her work opened in the Maria and 

Michael Zetlin museum in November 2009 and was entitled ‘About chairs, 

tables and other creatures.’ A year later work by Stoyanov was part of  

the exhibition ‘The parade of  Winners’, the International Photography 

Competition in Israel dedicated to the 65th Great Patriotic War Victory 

Anniversary Tel Aviv 2010.  

Because of  already planned exhibitions it was not possible to display this 

project in the museum in Ramat Gan.435 The competition was initiated by 

Leonid Padrul and curated by Ilana Kvitkowski. In 1994 Leonid Padrul 

arrived in Israel from the Ukraine where he was already a recognized 

photographer. In Israel he became head of  the photography department 

of  the Eretz Israel Museum in Ramat Aviv. In 2007 Kvitkowski and Padruk 

established Kwitkowski Art agency. This agency organized photographic 

projects and master classes. The classes gained popularity especially among 

Russian-speaking photographers. According to Lecia Voiskun, they fill an 

empty niche, uniting art photographers from various genres and are worthy 

of  the most constant attention and support. 
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Untitled, 2006. (Photograph by Aleksandra Stoyanov)   

 

Over the past four years the Kwitkowski Art agency has carried out several 

large non-profit making photographic projects. The photographic art festival 

of  the country’s immigrants entitled ‘Israel: Another View,’ has been held 

annually since 2007 with the sponsorship of  the Absorption Ministry and 

the Center of  Immigrant Art Workers’ Support. One of  the organizations 

that supported the competition Parade of  Winners is the Museum of  the 

Jewish Soldier in World War II. At the same time this museum was itself  

the subject of  many photographs shown at the exhibition. ‘We shall always 

remember the victory that has relieved the world of  the threat of  Fascist 

tyranny. The Jews fought shoulder to shoulder with other USSR peoples; 

many of  the Jewish veterans live in Russia, Israel and other states,’ said 

the joint statement of  Russian Federation President Dmitry Medvedev 

and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. The Israeli International 

Photography Competition is the first large cultural action in the field of  

photography dedicated to this great event.436
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Medals in Latrun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Latrun Memorial Site and Museum, 2010 (Photograph by Tomer Shoov) 

 

Many of  the veterans of  World War II immigrated to Israel and built their 

homes there. Some arrived immediately following the establishment of  

the State, and many more came with the great immigration wave from the 

former Soviet Union over the past 15 years. Not only did they take their 

specific view of  World War II with them to Israel, they also brought with 

them the many medals they had received. Israelis saw another side to the 

events of  World War II. They saw Russian immigrants wearing medals. Here 

were Jews who fought against the Nazis.437 The fact that so many Jewish 

soldiers enlisted to fight against Nazism, or fought as partisans had been 

overlooked in Israeli and Jewish history.438 Now a museum, The Museum of  

the Jewish Soldier in World War II, dedicated to this subject, is in the first 

stages of  construction. The website of  the museum is in Hebrew, English 

and Russian (not in Arabic).439 Here the plans and ideas are outlined.  

The Museum of  the Jewish Soldier in World War II will be part of  the 
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already existing memorial site in Latrun, on the main road between Tel Aviv 

and Jerusalem. A governmental decision in 1984 defined this site at Latrun 

as the national center for commemoration of  the armored corps soldiers 

killed in the battle and other security activities since the establishment 

of  Israel in 1948.440 As more became known about the extent of  the 

Jewish contribution in World War II, ideas started to germinate about 

commemorating the Jewish fighters. It started out in a single room at the 

Armored Corps Memorial in Latrun. Now, to properly commemorate the 

history of  Jewish heroism in World War II, a 2,000-square-meter site has 

been earmarked for a dedicated museum at the Armored Corps Memorial. 

The cornerstone laying ceremony took place on September 4th, 2002 in 

the presence of  the President of  Israel and members of  the Government. 

Although the plans are well on their way and fundraising has started, the 

museum has still to gain a building permit to construct the museum at 

Latrun. The delay is because the land earmarked for the museum is on the 

border of  Judea and Samaria, disputed West Bank territory.  

The museum is led by Brigadier.-General. (ret.) Zvi Kan-Tor, and  

Dr Tamar Ketko is the curator. According to the website the museum will 

describe ‘the role played by the Jewish fighters in battles fought by Allied 

armies in Europe, Africa, and the Far East. It will tell the story of  the 

partisans and ghetto fighters who resisted the Nazis. It will tell the stories of  

senior Jewish commanders, of  brave soldiers who were decorated for their 

courage, of  Jews who contributed to the development of  new armaments, 

of  residents of  Eretz Israel during the British mandate who volunteered 

to serve in the British army, and of  various units in the Allied armies that 

were made up mostly of  Jews. All this will be told by means of  maps, films, 

photographs and displays of  model figures from the Allied armies, their 

uniforms, flags, medals, decorations and combat weapons. From time to 

time the displays will be altered as new material comes in. The central wing 

of  the Museum will be devoted to the memory of  the quarter million Jewish 

fighters who fell in the war. For this wing material will be collected and,  
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as far as possible, the names of  the fallen will be recorded and the story of  

their lives and when, where and how they died will be told.’441 According to 

Alan Gold, who is leading fund-raising efforts on behalf  of  the association, 

‘the museum is not for Israel alone rather, it’s about the unity of  the Jewish 

people.’442 

 

Remarks

The one museum in Israel that deals with Russian art acts not really as an art 

museum but rather as both a depot for a specific art collection and an art 

gallery organizing temporary exhibitions. In addition, the actual place where 

the museum is established has no significant specific heritage meaning, not 

for the Russian subculture nor for the general public. It is simply a place 

in the centre of  Israel that was willing to host a collection that turns out 

to be of  no great importance for the subculture, nor a representative of  it. 

The Kwitkowski Art Agency does not have its own collection, or its own 

exhibition place. Although it promotes general Israeli art photography 

abroad and in Israel, projects are often dedicated to immigrants. It is a 

Russian initiative, meant for all immigrants. The photographs portray 

immigrants at times and in places that are important to them, and at the 

same time through the photographs the immigrant artists become visible. 

Both in the case of  the Maria and Michael Zetlin Museum and that of  the 

Kwitkowski art agency, Russian art introduces Russian artists to the Israeli 

art scene.  

I would like to conclude this chapter by saying that there is no perceived 

need for a museum in Israel to collect and show the material culture of  

the Russian subculture, as they still live their culture. There is however, a 

perceived urge for a place to commemorate their past. Not as a private affair; 

rather it should be part of  the general history not only of  Israel, but of  the 

Jewish people as a whole. Therefore a museum for the group alone will not 
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be sufficient. This concept resulted in the establishment of  a museum and 

memorial site that is part of  an already existing national centre in Latrun. 

Here stories and objects dealing with the Second World War will find their 

place, accessible to the group itself  and at the same time to a general public 

already familiar with the center. 

This is in contrast to Russian restaurants in Israel. The restaurants act as 

keepers of  another aspect of  the Russian material culture outside the home. 

These places are almost exclusively for people belonging to the subculture 

itself. The moment one were to open a restaurant to other people, its 

character would change. It would still be a place of  entertainment but it 

would quickly turn into either a tourist attraction or a museum. It would 

however become a museum that members of  the Russian subculture would 

not visit. They might as well stay at home to enjoy the food.
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6.   On colors and borders 
Mrs Romem and People of  Israel website 

 

Meira Romem’s notebook with patterns for skullcaps, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010
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Colors and borders

A defining feature of  the Religious Zionist subculture is its commitment to 

the sanctity of  both the Land and the State of  Israel. This chapter discusses 

whether a specific material culture of  the subculture is to be found in the 

religious or Zionist side or in the combination of  both. In addition it focuses 

on specific time periods in which the subculture becomes visible outside its 

own borders. The chapter starts with a short historical outline of  the National 

religious subculture, followed by a description of  the religious kibbutz 

movement of  which the kibbutz where the Romem family lives is part.  

Through the objects, the way they are used, and their stories, the material 

culture present in the homes of  Meira Romem and her son Azi are 

discussed. This is followed by a visit to two exhibitions, one situated in a 

physical building, and one in a virtual space. In both places, knitted skullcaps 

are present and presented. The following section looks into the meaning of  

this specific skullcap for the National Religious subculture. 

 

Knitted skullcaps 

In Israel the terms religious Zionist and National religious are used, thus 

assuming that nationalism and Zionism are interchangeable.443 I choose to 

use the term National religious as it expresses religion being the starting 

point and the Zionist aspect of  it as an adjective.  

It is hard to say who belongs to the religious Zionists. The Central Bureau 

of  Statistics speaks of  ‘religious’ but does not make a distinction between, 

for example Haredim and religious Zionists. Almog gives the number of  

people as 600,000.444 Unlike ultra-orthodox (Haredim) this group does not 

live together in one specific geographical place. They do not share one 

rabbi. They observe different degrees of  orthodoxy. So who are they? They 

are known as the “knitted skullcaps”. By the shape, color and fabric of  the 
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skullcap alone you can distinguish them from the ultra-orthodox, who wear 

another kind of  skullcap. Unlike the ultra-orthodox their lives are not only 

about religion. They are very much involved in the secular life of  Israel, 

while at the same being religiously observant.  

The ideological position of  the religious Zionist movement, crafted by Rabbi 

Avraham Kook (1865-1935) and subsequently by his son Rabbi Zvi Yehudah 

Hacohen Kook (1891-1982), contrasts with the haredic view of  Zionism 

as a secular revolt against God.445 The Kook nationalist ideology views the 

history of  Zionism as an inevitable and decidedly messianic process, leading 

to the realization of  prophetic predictions: ‘the establishment of  the state 

of  Israel and the reclaiming of  the Land of  Israel as the fulfillment of  the 

biblical vision of  redemption.’446 This immediate religious expectation 

does not center on a personal messiah.447 In this view, the State of  Israel 

is invested with the sacred mission of  bringing about the return of  the 

Jewish people to their ancient homeland, thereby hastening the coming 

of  the Messiah. The religious Zionist448 population construes secular Jews 

as sacred partners in the development of  the State. Salvation will come 

when the People of  Israel return collectively to both the Land of  Israel and 

the Torah of  Israel. The orientation of  religious Zionist Jews toward the 

State of  Israel has been all-encompassing. Religious Zionist Jews consider 

themselves to be both Israeli and Jewish. On the occasion of  the first 

anniversary of  independence in 1949 the state’s chief  rabbinate declared, 

that that day would be a Yom Tov (holiday) forever, without concern for 

the future character of  the state. In other words, the concept of  Israel as a 

Jewish state was so central to Jewish life, that even Jewish religious law could 

be modified, and identification with Israel could become an integral part of  

one’s Jewish identity.449 
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Orange

For many religious persons the concepts of  the People of  Israel (Am 

Yisrael) and the Land of  Israel (Eretz Yisrael) become intertwined in the 

State of  Israel (Medinat Yisrael). This blend provided a context for the 

responses of  religious Zionist leaders to the Gaza disengagement in 2005. 

The initiative by the State of  Israel to “disengage” from part of  the Land 

of  Israel set the two key dimensions of  religious Zionist identity at odds 

with one another. It undermined the national religious theological view 

and signaled the political failure of  that camp, as support for the National 

Religious Party declined sharply in the wake of  the disengagement, leading 

party officials to fear that they would not meet even the minimum threshold 

required for election to the Israeli Parliament.450 

Ultimately, the religious Zionist segment of  the IDF did not give precedence 

to preservation of  ‘the Greater Land of  Israel’ over obedience to the state.451 

August 15th 2005 was the start of  the implementation of  the disengagement 

plan to dismantle four Jewish settlements on the West Bank and of  all 

settlements in Gaza. Over nine thousand Israelis, mostly against their 

will, were resettled.452 While the public face of  the religious Zionist camp 

was unified in its strong opposition to the disengagement, it was divided 

over whether responses should include civil disobedience or emphasize 

education and persuasion.453 Opposition to the disengagement involved 

the active participation of  only a minority of  national religious Jews. Many 

religious Zionists passively supported opposition to the proposed action, 

and placed orange ribbons signifying their stance on bags, baby carriages, 

and cars.454 Only about 20,000 engaged in significant active opposition (i.e. 

demonstrations and marches) to the plan.455 Still it marked a moment that 

this subculture became more visible than it usually is, through the color 

orange.456 At the same time, but to a lesser extent, supporters of  the plan 

displayed blue ribbons. Orange ribbons continue to be used as a symbol of  

general opposition to further withdrawals from disputed areas.
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The religious kibbutz 

During the run up to the disengagement the Romem family hung an  

orange ribbon on their porch to show their views on the matter. Even five 

years after the implement of  the disengagement, the ribbon is still hanging 

there. They never attached it to the car, as they use the kibbutz cars and not 

everyone wanted to drive with an orange ribbon on the car. This shows  

that even though theirs is a kibbutz belonging to the religious Zionist 

movement, being part of  the same group does not necessarily mean having 

the same opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrance to a home, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010 
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The Romem family lives in Kibbutz Lavi in Galilee. It is one of  nineteen 

communities belonging to the Religious Kibbutz movement, an organizational 

framework for orthodox kibbutzim in Israel. The beginnings of  the religious 

kibbutz go back to 1929, when small groups of  religious pioneers emigrated 

from Europe after preparation at training institutions in Poland and 

Germany, setting up temporary work camps on the outskirts of  established 

settlements. In 1935, five of  these groups, under the aegis of  the Hapoel 

HaMizrachi movement, established the Religious Kibbutz movement. It was 

the fourth kibbutz movement established in Palestine, after Hever Hakvutzot, 

HaKibbutz HaMeuhad and Hashomer Hatzair. From the outset, the policy 

of  the movement was settlement in clusters, due to the need for religious 

schooling.457 The members of  the religious kibbutz are committed to the ideas 

of  ‘Torah VeAvodah’ (Bible and Work), thus learning Torah is an intrinsic 

part of  the commitment to realize the ideology in concrete terms. Kibbutz 

Lavi was founded in 1959 by members of  British B’nei Akivah, a popular 

religious Zionist youth movement.458 Many of  them were originally from 

Germany and had come with a Kindertransport rescue mission to England. 

All members are Ashkenazi and religious. Meira comes from a more ultra-

orthodox background. ‘It seems’, she says, ‘that a lot of  religious Zionists 

are against ultra-orthodox for political reasons.’459 this might stem from the 

fact that a knitted skullcap proclaims its wearer’s commitment to a way of  

life that, broadly speaking, seeks to harmonize religion with Zionism, and 

that is therefore distinct from both the ultra-orthodox on the one hand and 

secularists on the other. Moreover the skullcap stands for fidelity to teachings 

that endow military service in the IDF with transcendent meanings.460  

Lavi Kibbutz Hotel, founded in 1962, is run by members of  the kibbutz, but 

a lot of  people from Tiberias work there as well. It is known throughout the 

country for being Glatt kosher and having a Shabbat elevator.461 The kibbutz 

has a carpentry shop that exports furniture for synagogues worldwide.462 

The third source of  income is a dairy farm that includes rabbi-approved 

automated milking machines. According to Meira, in some things kibbutz 
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Lavi has been very advanced. It is one of  the first kibbutzim that stopped 

having special children houses where the children would sleep at night, as was 

standard in kibbutzim. It also decided that the reparation payments received 

from Germany would not belong to the community, but only to the members 

who were entitled to them.463 

Ariel Romem is a native son of  Kibbutz Lavi. Being born in a kibbutz does 

not mean you are automatically a member for life. After schooling, the army 

and studies you make the decision whether to stay and then it is put to a 

vote whether to accept you or not. During their studies he and Meira spent 

many vacations in the kibbutz and after graduation they decided to live at the 

kibbutz, where they got married. It was just comfortable, says Meira, to be 

in the kibbutz. Ariel works as a pediatrician in Tiberias and Meira is a science 

teacher in the school of  the kibbutz.  

A religious kibbutz, like any other kibbutz, does not accept just anyone. You 

could say it is restricted to certain people. This is not how Meira sees it. She 

looks at the kibbutz as a place that accepts everyone. The most talented 

people are willing to live with people who are less talented and share equally 

the income and the duties and rights. Of  course you have to be religious to 

be accepted, but why would you want to live in such a place if  you were not 

religious? You have to keep Shabbat, and you have to keep kosher. You have 

to do the mitzvoth but no one checks on you. 

Nevertheless the religious kibbutz system is eminently a place where borders 

play an important role. Not only in a geographical sense. There is a gate at the 

entrance to the kibbutz; during Shabbat and holidays, cars are not allowed to 

drive in. The borders also exist in an institutionalized sense. Only a specific 

school system is allowed. The religious Zionist movement can be described 

as an institutionalized religion. A lot of  people, including Meira, have become 

suspicious of  people who want to join a kibbutz. ‘Why would anyone want to 

live here? Is there something wrong with them? Living in the kibbutz actually 

made me appreciate everybody, not only those who are like me’. 
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Many kibbutzim in the Religious Kibbutz movement are in the midst of  

privatization, similar to the trend in non-religious kibbutzim. In kibbutz Lavi 

there was a discussion about whether the kibbutz should go private or not. 

This discussion is now postponed due to the renovation project the kibbutz 

has undertaken. All the houses will be expanded. First done were the houses 

of  the old members of  the kibbutz, they were moved to houses nearer to 

the dining hall and synagogue. The Romems’ move was planned for the 

summer of  2011.

 

Books losing their place in the home

Meira Nussbaum-Romem, born in 1959 is originally from Tel Aviv. 464 she is 

the third daughter. Her father, Yehuda Nussbaum, survived Bergen-Belsen 

and Theresienstadt. Two aunts survived the war as well. They managed to 

escape to Argentina. Her mother is a real sabra, she says. Her family came 

to Tiberias during the Aliyah HaHasidim.465 They were very proud that they 

were from Tiberias, something that nowadays you hardly hear someone 

say.466 They were six or seven generations in Tiberias. The grave of  her 

grandmother on her mother’s side, Sara Zilber (nee Yaffe), is in the cemetery 

of  Tiberias, as is the grave of  her great-grandmother Rachel. Meira has a 

video that she and an uncle made when they visited the graves and did a 

tour of  Tiberias. When her mother, Chana, was 22 and still not married, her 

father went to a rabbi and he said her groom would appear from the fire. 

Her brother-in-law introduced them. After their wedding they lived in  

Tel Aviv. Meira says she comes from an orthodox family: she remembered a 

lot of  singing in the house. Her father worked in a restaurant. He died when 

Meira was 29 years old. After finishing a religious high school in Tel Aviv, 

she did one year of  national service in a kindergarten in the North of  the 

country. She got a BA in Science at the Bar Ilan University in Tel Aviv.  

That is where she met her husband Ariel Romem. He studied biology first 
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but later switched to medicine.467  

The home they are living in now is their third apartment in Kibbutz Lavi. 

You pass the hotel and the school to get to them. They live left of  the rose 

garden, on the ground floor of  a two floor apartment building. A garland 

made of  little Israeli flags, is hanging next to the orange ribbon. A dog 

and toys are lying outside. There is a trolley with two plastic baskets to 

take laundry to the communal laundry room. A mezouza is attached to the 

doorpost. When you open the door you step into the open kitchen. On  

the door hangs a basketball net, paper cuts with blessings are hanging on  

the wall. 

Meira and Ariel have six children and two grand-children. ‘In my family’, 

says Meira, ‘there is a strong belief  of  giving the grandfather’s name to 

the first born.’ Consequently there was a fight in the family over names 

we gave to our children. Rivka, Riki (named after my father’s mother). 

Raphael, Rafi (named after my husband’s father). Azriel Chaim (named 

after my grandfather from Tiberias, who was a tsadik). When he was born 

my father became very upset that Azriel was not given his father’s name. 

It was a big argument in the family. Avital was born four months after 

the death of  my father; she has Avi468 in her name. Yehuda, we gave my 

father’s name. Our last son, Dvir Abraham, got my father’s father’s name 

and Dvir although a modern name, refers to the name of  the holiest place 

in the beth hamikdrash. Her two grandchildren, as she says, have nice, 

simple Israeli names: Yair and Hadas. Three children have moved out. 

‘At home we have one sink in the kitchen just for milk dishes. After the 

renovations we will have also a meat sink. We have a big dining room 

table; still it is not big enough for all the children. After the renovations we 

hopefully can all sit easily at the table. Most of  our meals we have in the 

dining hall of  the kibbutz. Everyone in the kibbutz has lunch together. My 

husband comes home in the afternoon from his work in Tiberias to eat 

in the kibbutz. After that he goes back to work in the afternoon. Only on 

Friday night we eat together at home.’469 
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As a guest, I spent one Shabbat with the Romem family and stayed in 

a simple guest apartment that members of  the kibbutz can request for 

their guests. Much of  the food on Friday night, although eaten at home, 

was prepared by the communal kitchen of  the kibbutz. In addition, the 

family made bread, rolls, cheese balls, milk caramel spread, and pastries. 

During my visit Meira had Saturday afternoon kitchen duty in the dining 

hall. Shabbat on the kibbutz means that all men go to the synagogue in 

the morning, afternoon and evening. There is a clear separation between 

men and women. The newly renovated swimming pool has a time schedule 

for separate swimming for men and women. The Romem family house, 

besides the kitchen and the living room, has three bedrooms and a 

bathroom. In the living room are two, worn out couches. She is waiting 

until after the renovation to buy anything new. ‘I want modern things in 

our renovated place. We are more the intellectual type. We want to be more 

modern.’ She is the one who will decide what will be in the house, as she 

did in the current house. She says it is not a question with her of  designing 

it, but more of  putting things somewhere. Above the couch are paintings 

made by a cousin of  her neighbor and bought during an exhibition. Her 

friend has more or less the same paintings hanging in her home. On other 

walls are framed pictures of  the children and grandchildren. Opposite 

the couch is a big TV set. A newspaper sits on the coffee table. A dark 

wooden cabinet consisting of  three parts with glass doors is placed 

opposite the couch. On both sides are small cabinets, one with books, the 

other one with CDs. ‘We love all kinds of  music. I used to listen all the 

time but somehow the last two years I listen less.’ During my visit one of  

her sons sits on the couch and listens to classical music. Once in a while he 

jumps up to come back with some object that he thinks I might like.  

He shows a key chain that he got from his grandmother, in the shape of  

Israel with the borders of  67.
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Meira Romem, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010

The main cabinet contains books and Judaica. There are sets of  books here 

that nobody in the house looks at. She used to buy a lot of  books; most of  

them are about belief, about the good and the bad. She is not interested in 

modern thoughts or ideas, or in books about religious family life. She likes 

to read about old, basic questions written in modern language.470 ‘I also read 

books written by the rabbi of  my son, Rav Dov Zinger, he is the head of  

the yeshiva in Mekor Chaim. He says that even if  we believe, not everything 

has to be OK. This gives me strength.’471 ‘The reason I stopped buying more 

books is because I am waiting till after the renovation. After the renovation 

the house will be much prettier.’ The most important difference will be the 

place of  the books. ‘I was brought up with the idea that books should be 

placed in the centre of  the living room. Ten years ago I could have never 

imagined that the concept would be one day different, today I really think 

they should leave the living room.’ Meira has visited some of  the apartments 

in the kibbutz where the renovations have been completed and also in those 
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apartments there are no books in the ‘salon’ anymore. Not to have the holy 

books in the centre of  the home is a very big change in culture, says Meira. 

The computer claims its place now in the home. Sometimes people design 

a special area for the computer. Books used to be the perfect gift for Bar 

Mitsvas, now this is changing as well.472 Although many people still give 

books like the Talmud, children now ask for the smaller, less expensive 

version and ask for a computer as well. People in the kibbutz are getting 

rid of  a lot of  books. In the renovated house she might keep one shelf  for 

books that she really likes, because a living room without any books is the 

other extreme.  

Two years later we met again, and although Meira had kitchen duty and I 

would talk to her in the kibbutz kitchen, she urged me to first go and look at 

the new house. Now renovated, it is light and modern just as she pictured it. 

Moreover the big book shelves are gone, only some built in shelves show a 

fraction of  the old book collection.473 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Home of  Romem family after the renovation, Kibbutz Lavi, 2012
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Havdalah candles, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010  

 

Judaica is also placed in the cabinet. There is a wooden etrog box and many 

silver objects. ‘All these objects,’ says Meira, ‘were presents. I haven’t bought 

any of  them myself.’ She has chanukiot, sabbbath candle sticks, Kiddush 

cups, a silver holder for the end of  the meal blessing books and a havdalah 

spice holder. Most objects have a very traditional design. New are the 

havdalah candles in various shapes. Instead of  the original blue and white 

intertwined candles they come in all different colors. You would not have 

seen these shapes a couple of  years ago. A unique aspect of  the candle is 

that you don’t have to hold it in your hand, as you had to do with the old 

model, it can stand by itself. These are also presents that she received on 

various occasions.
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The perfect object

Meira is hesitant to talk about clothes. During my first visit she is dressed 

just for home in a T-shirt with short sleeves that the kibbutz made for its 

40th birthday (twenty years ago). She wears a hat as a head cover. You can 

still see some of  her hair, which is allowed according to the dress codes 

of  the national religious community. She wears a skirt. She never told her 

children what to wear. Her oldest daughter does not wear trousers.  

Her second one told her, ‘It is good that you never told me what to wear.’ 

‘With girls,’ she says, ‘it is like I look but I don’t see it. My main opinion 

is you have to look inside a person and not whether the neckline is too 

low.’ She did not always have this attitude. Twenty years ago her mother 

was very ill and a nurse with a low neckline, showing cleavage, and short 

skirt took such good care of  her that from that time on she focuses on the 

person inside.  

Her husband and her sons all wear skullcaps. She used to knit them for 

them, sometimes while attending classes at university. After my first visit 

she wrote me an e-mail that she had thought about what we discussed and 

suddenly realized that she has exactly the object that I was looking for, an 

object that would represent the national-religious household.  

She showed it to me during my second visit, and she was right. It was the 

perfect object. It is a notebook that is on the verge of  falling apart, with 

patterns for knitted skullcaps that she collected and designed ever since 

she was a little girl. Here you see how her love of  flowers, changed to 

more geometric forms. Later you see designs for skullcaps that she made 

for her boys, with the logo of  the youth movement B’nei Akivah and later 

with the logo of  the army. She collects the skullcaps that are still remaining 

in the house and places them next to the design in her notebook.  

She has stopped knitting them and her son shows the one he is wearing,  

a purchased one with the design embroidered on top of  the skullcap 

instead of  knitted into it, a less difficult and cheaper way of  making it. 
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Knitted skullcaps, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010 

 

The color green

Yehuda Romem, one of  Meira sons, just finished a gender-segregated 

national-religious high school, which all the boys from the kibbutz attend. 

He tells me that the kibbutz insists that before the boys go into the army, 

they go to one of  the post-high school frameworks that, with the sanction 

of  the IDF, permit national-religious youth to combine their military service 

with advanced theological studies. One such framework, which Yehuda will 

attend next year is a pre-military Torah academy. Here the students undergo 

a year of  spiritual474 and physical ‘fortification’ prior to their enlistment.475 

‘The kibbutz will ‘punish’ those who don’t go, through financial 

consequences’.476 

Azriel Chaim, Azi, another son of  Meira just finished the yeshiva hesder 
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(arrangement religious academy). The academy offers a five-year program 

that allows students to intersperse their studies with an abbreviated term 

of  conscription, during much of  which they serve in their own segregated 

companies.477 When he completed his service (with honors), he received his 

own apartment in the kibbutz which he shares with another boy.  

He is preparing for entrance exams for medical school. Meanwhile he works 

at the kibbutz hotel.  

I met Azi during one of  my visits to Meira, when he came to see his mother. 

Once he heard what the purpose of  my visit was, he started to enumerate 

objects that he considers specific for the national-religious group. In the end 

he invited me to visit his home in the same kibbutz and to see for myself.  

His home is a very modest one; it has one room, a bathroom and a 

kitchenette. In the room there are two single beds, two clothes cabinets,  

one table and two pairs of  shelves.  

From his time in the army, which he says it was very important for him 

to go into, he has a special ‘tsitsit’, (fringes), a four-cornered fringed 

undergarment, also called tallit katan, that is worn by observant Jewish 

males, based on the commandment which comes into effect at age 13,  

the age of  Bar Mitzva. ‘They shall make for themselves fringes on the 

corners of  their garments for all generations ...’ (Num. 15:38). It is 

customary for Jewish boys to begin wearing tsitsit at age three to accustom 

them to this commandment.478 Azi has worn his tsitsit since he was thirteen. 

What is special about this one is the color. Normally tsitsit are white.  

The army one, except for the fringes that are still white, is entirely army 

green. The army tallit katan carries with it the love of  the state of  Israel,  

and the duty to protect it, and at the same time is a religious item that 

religious men are obliged to wear. 

He has a special tallit, prayer shawl, having among its white fringes, four 

blue ones. This is, according to him, something you see if  you see it at all 

nowadays, only in the national religious community. Most of  the rabbis do 

not allow it, as they are not sure which specific source is used to produce  
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the specific shade of  blue. Within the national religious community some do 

allow it. It is very expensive and Azi only uses it on special occasions.  

When I asked him how he kept his skullcap on his head during his army 

service, he said that his hair was never so short that he had use double 

scotch tape, but that, as always, he used hairpins.  

He has a solid plastic case built especially for the protection of  Tefillin.  

It is lightweight and waterproof, and protects against bangs and knocks.  

The case, compared with the embroidered cloth bag that was in use until 

some years ago, and is still in use with other religious groups, is the perfect 

object to express the combination of  Zionism and religion. It shows love of  

the land and of  religion, in that is protects the tefillin, making it possible to 

keep the commandment, even as one hikes the land. Azi says you will never 

see an ultra orthodox man carrying this. ‘Because,’ he explains, ‘they only 

walk with tefillin from home to the synagogue and back home again.’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Azi holding case for Tefellin Tallit for army service, Kibbutz Lavi, 2010
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Therefore they can be carried in a bag made of  embroidered textile. This 

bag used to be the standard till some years ago. Now most of  the religious 

Zionists have the hard plastic case, which by now is considered a perfect bar 

mitsva present. As Azi says, ‘We go on hikes, we explore our country, and 

therefore it needs more than a bag made of  cloth to protect it’. While talking 

about this he points at the series of  maps that his roommate has on his 

shelf. They are part of  the series published by the Israel Trail Council.  

He likes to listen to music. A CD from a band called Alma is on the desk. 

He says that Alma is Arameic for land. As he describes it, this music is 

about, religious-Israeliness, about love and tradition. There is nothing 

nationalistic about it. The singer is a woman: he says that he does listen 

to female voices, although many consider this forbidden, but, he adds, he 

only listens to it, as long as he does not know what the singer looks like. 

Therefore he cannot go to concerts. Next he shows me that the cover of  

the CD is not the real cover, but the original cover put with the back to the 

front, so that the image of  the female singer cannot be seen.  

The picture on the wall above his bed depicts a deer. He bought it when he 

lived in the yeshiva. Underneath the image is written, in Hebrew, Psalm 42.2, 

‘My soul thirsts for God, for the living God. When shall I come and behold 

the face of  God?’ The picture of  the deer is inspired by the first line of  this 

psalm: ‘As the deer pants for streams of  water, so my soul pants for you,  

O God.’479 When he opens his clothes cabinet to look for more objects to 

show me, it turns out that on the inside of  the door he put a picture of  

Rabbi Kook. He explains that he finds it too personal to be hung just like 

that in his room.

 
The museum of  the color orange 480

The Gush Katif  museum in Jerusalem unfolds the story of  the seventeen 

Jewish settlements in the Gaza Strip from the days of  the Hasmoneans until 
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the uprooting of  Jews in the disengagement plan of  2005, together with 

four other Jewish communities in Northern Shomron. At the entrance to the 

museum is a big sign with ‘Gaza’ in Hebrew, Arabic and English.  

On another sign in almost all orange letters is written ‘The Gush Katif  

Museum in Jerusalem.’ 

Once inside you cannot mistake that this is what I would call ‘the museum 

of  the color orange’. The color sets the tone, what and how the story will be 

told here. Buying an entrance ticket gives you the right to a memorial candle 

of  Gush Katif. Written on it is ‘Remember Gush Katif ’, with the names of  

the seventeen communities underneath. In orange is written the middle part 

of  prophet Amos 9:15 (‘and I will have them planted’) and never again will 

they be uprooted from their land (‘which I have given them, says the Lord 

your God’).481 At the entrance you can buy orange stickers, buttons, and 

mugs with the logo of  Gush Katif. 

Inside the museum a huge menorah is placed. It used to be the menorah of  

Netsanim, one of  the Gush Katif  communities. After the disengagement, 

settlers carried the menorah to the Western Wall and it became a symbol of  

the struggle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrance to and exhibit in the Gush Katif  Museum, Jerusalem, 2010
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The museum of  Gush Katif  was initiated by SOS-Israel, an organization 

founded by Chabad Rabbi Shalom Dov Wolpe to fight for Greater Israel. 

SOS-Israel, founded in 2003, is against giving up any part of  the land of  

Israel. The first director of  the museum, Yankele Klein emphasized in an 

interview that he is neither a member of  Chabad nor of  SOS-Israel, and said 

he had been careful to divorce the museum from any overt political message. 

Klein said the museum aims to reach the general public by presenting 

material that emotionally connects the viewer to the story of  these 

settlements. ‘Art is the right way to enter people’s hearts without threatening 

them with politics,’ he said.482 However, SOS-Israel remains the main 

sponsor of  the museum and is involved in most of  its activities. The present 

director of  the museum, Shlomo Wasserteil, used to be a farmer in Gush 

Katif  until he was expelled. ‘I ran an agricultural operation with 40,000 

dunam, and I exported flowers to the entire world. It went completely down 

the drain, but that didn’t interest anyone. Today I direct the Gush Katif  

Museum.  

It is important to study Gush Katif  and learn the lessons so that what 

happened to my family and me personally will not happen, G-d forbid, to 

any other Jews. Our children, the future generation, must understand and 

know what happened. The display in the museum helps to draw the proper 

conclusions. The museum tells the story that we are forbidden to forget. The 

staff  is comprised of  people personally connected with Gush Katif, making 

it all the more tangible. The director of  the Latrun Museum paid a visit to 

us, and he remarked that the Gush Katif  Museum affects the visitors more 

than any great museum does.’483  

The museum features videos, photographs, artwork and information on 

many aspects of  Gush Katif, including its rich Jewish history going back 

3,000 years, the return of  Jewish life in the 1970s and its growth into a 

block of  thriving communities, its worldwide agricultural economy, its 

rich educational and Torah networks. Still the emphasis lies strongly on 

the disengagement. Prominent is the video made by Domb, with the title 
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House no. 13. It tells the story of  a family, starting from six days before the 

disengagement day in August 2005. Within five minutes of  the showing 

I attended everyone present was wiping away tears. Although the family 

hopes/ believes that the moment will not come that they actually have to 

leave the house, the mother is nevertheless arranging her belongings, saying 

at one point ‘Why is it so hard to throw out this junk’. One of  the projects 

the museum undertook was to publish The Settlements Album, which was 

presented in the Knesset. ‘We realized that the public did not really know 

what a force a settlement is. The album is to ensure that there won’t be a 

need for another museum.’484

 
Website as museum

A virtual place where religious Zionists are presented is the website of  the 

People of  Israel. In May 2008, on the occasion of  Israel’s 60th birthday, a 

new popular research website was launched on the Internet, People of  Israel 

– A Guide to Israeli Society www.peopleil.org. The website was established 

by Professor Oz Almog and Dr Tamar Almog both from the University of  

Haifa, under the auspices of  the Samuel Neaman Institute for Advanced 

Studies in Science and Technology at the Technion-Israel Institute of  

Technology. The project is sponsored by UNESCO and runs on a server 

at the University of  Haifa. Full access to the content is given only to 

authorized students and editors. The site preserves and maintains heritage, 

says Professor Almog. It provides a comprehensive and updated portrait - in 

text (currently mainly in Hebrew) and in photographs of  the diverse sectors 

and lifestyles comprising Israeli society today. The website was originally 

designed to be a guide to different subgroups, showing the basic colors of  

Israeli society. ‘But this setup turned out to create too many obstacles,  

it was too rigid, there are so many people in between. Too much grey area. 

It limited us. We also realized that not many people want to be categorized. 
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Now of  course the website is still based on those groups, but we don’t 

show the people in the framework of  belonging to a specific group.’485  

Thus even though the people themselves often don’t want to be 

categorized, the website has to categorize in order to choose what and 

whom to research. It consequently ‘only’ presents the results of  the 

research without showing the research method as if  no categorization took 

place. The website concentrates on specific topics of  each group.  

The cultural data is classified into an index of  20 social spheres 

(sociological categories) of  daily life - Economy, Politics, Family, Religion, 

Education etc. The information in each category is presented as text with 

links to multimedia resources - photos, video clips, audio recordings etc. 

The links play an important role in illustrating and elaborating on specific 

issues in the text. They also supply additional geographical, historical 

and sociological data, such as articles and statistical tables. The webpage 

comprises of  two blocks, one text, in the form of  a newspaper column, 

the other is photographs. In the text are keywords that you can click on in 

order to see the photo. The site offers a glimpse of  culture in general but 

particularly material culture.486 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen shot of  the website showing article on dress code among National Religious girls 

Image missing
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The website states, ‘Tolerance and respect for others are based upon 

familiarity with the cultural world of  the Other. Hence, an information 

source that presents the cultural world of  diverse groups within Israeli 

society is likely to help bring people together. At the same time we like to 

preserve the diversity. Looking at diversity, you learn to respect.’487  

This statement is basically similar to the goal of  building a bridge between 

different subcultures, expressed by the curator of  the exhibition on Hasidim 

in the Israel Museum.488 The website, the statement continues, ‘can reassure 

a sense of  belonging to Israeli society. It serves as a cultural monitor for 

which we are using feedback in order not to become outdated.’ As the 

network of  information and information-providers grows, the site will 

become a center for fielding inquiries about old and new phenomena in 

Israeli society.  

‘My dream,’ says Oz Almog ‘is to make this an international website, for the 

site to serve as a new model for studying and researching cultural diversity 

that can be implemented worldwide, thus placing Israel at the forefront 

of  popular cultural research.’489 While discussing the website Oz Almog, 

uses vocabulary often used to talk about museums. For example, ‘almost 

every week we put another exhibition, featuring a different subject, on the 

net.’ The on-line exhibitions make the website alive. Moreover, he states 

‘Museums in Israel are about the past. We didn’t talk to museums in Israel 

for images or information, because there is nothing to talk with. They don’t 

understand multimedia.’ According to Almog ‘a website is the best museum. 

Visitors don’t have to pay. You can find data, you can correspond, give 

feedback. It is richer, easier, more accessible and interactive.’ When asked 

whether he asks the people he presents through his website how they want 

to be represented, he answered: ‘No, I am the expert. I am the sociologist. 

We don’t ask them. We do have a net of  resources. And I initiate articles.  

But we are the detectives. To do this work you need a sharp eye, an open 

heart, you need to get out and discover and you should never criticize.’490
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Remarks

The combination of  religion and Zionism that makes this subculture 

unique is visible in some of  its material culture. Objects like the hard plastic 

container for tefellin and the green tallit used during army service, show the 

commitment to the religion, the land and the state. These objects  

are used outside the home during hiking the land or serving the state.  

The specific dress code refers more to the standards of  general Jewish law. 

The distinction is seen in the details. The religious Zionist subculture in 

Israel does not have its own museum. They live their culture. Changes within 

the material culture are often made collectively within the borders of  the 

community. 

The museums discussed in this chapter show those parts of  this subculture 

that fit within the framework of  the institution. The website portrays the 

religious Zionist subculture by showing the most visible aspects, the dress 

codes of  women and the skullcaps of  the men, thus emphasizing the 

religious aspects of  the subculture. It shows one unique aspect of  the group. 

This follows from the concept of  the website of  showing the diversity 

of  Israeli culture in order to create respect. The website offers a flood of  

contemporary material culture. The visitor gets a glimpse of  each subject. 

Skullcaps of  the National Religious subculture are shown a page before 

the tattoos of  another group. You will not find an overall story on one 

subculture, but rather in-depth researched aspects of  specific subjects of  

that story. The subjects are often depersonalized by not being named and 

by not showing their own personal story, but rather the story of  the group. 

The website is first and foremost the result of  an academic institution, while 

the general public may comment and suggest. Because of  the intellectual 

level not everyone will feel welcome. The same could be said about the Israel 

Museum discussed in Chapter one. However the academic background of  

representations in the museum is more hidden from the general public and 

although visible through its choice in objects, it is not presented in itself,  
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as it is in the website where academic articles are but a mouse click away 

from the photographs of  the objects themselves.  

Visitors to the museum of  Gush Katif  encounter a different hurdle,  

by visiting the museum they make a political statement and they are 

portrayed in that manner on the website of  the museum and especially on 

the website of  SOS-Israel, the Chabad affiliated organization that sponsors 

the museum. The museum exhibits the history of  the disengagement from 

Gush Katif. Within this history the involvement of  the religious Zionist 

subculture is shown. The orange ribbon hanging on the porch of  Meira’s 

home in kibbutz Lavi, finds in this museum its framework. The museum 

takes a stand against government policy. It does not receive state funding 

and it is not officially recognized as a museum. The museum of  Gush 

Katif  can be seen as an internal migration museum. As it commemorates a 

specific place where people lived and from which they emigrated. Moreover 

the people who work in the museum used to live in Gush Katif. Finally 

the museum wants to tell the story to future generations. Only part of  

the religious Zionist subculture was involved in this story. In the end the 

museum shows, with respect to the religious Zionists subculture, that the 

difference between Chabad and the religious Zionists is to be found not so 

much concerning the land of  Israel, but rather the state of  Israel. 

The complete story of  the religious Zionist subculture, as yet, is being told 

through its specific material culture at home and within its own idea of  

borders and consequently remains, for now, fragmented. 
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7.  A holiday as object

 Mrs Salame and Beit HaGefen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map of  Coexistence Walk, Beit HaGefen, 2005
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One minority, two majorities

The Israeli Christian Arab subculture stands out by the almost complete 

absence of  research done on this group. Neither the people themselves,  

academics nor curators have given much attention to the subculture, let alone 

to its material culture. Israeli Christian Arabs are a ‘double minority’, Arabs 

in the midst of  the majority Jewish population and Christians within Israel’s 

dominantly Muslim Arab society.491 This chapter discusses whether specific 

objects are related to this subculture and whether one of  the two majorities 

has more influence than the other on its material culture. It focuses on the 

question whether the material culture of  the Israeli Christian Arab subculture 

is an expression of  assimilation, conviviality and / or exclusion. Furthermore 

it looks to what extent the material culture is influenced by the actual location 

of  the home and the museum. The home of  the Salame family is situated 

in Turan, an Arab village, where the Christian Arabs form a minority. The 

institution researched is Beth HaGefen, an Arab Jewish Center in the Wadi 

Nisnas neighborhood in Haifa. The chapter starts with a brief  overview of  the 

history of  the Christian Arab community in Israel. 

 
Christian Arabs in Israel

Israel has the most ancient Christian community in the world. By the time of  

the first Muslim conquest in 638 AD, the Christian community maintained 

a single Patriarch in Jerusalem. The region was conquered by the Ottoman 

Empire in 1516 and remained under Turkish rule until the end of  the First 

World War. The Ottomans developed and established what was known as 

the millet system of  recognition (and taxation) of  ethnic communities which 

provided a measure of  autonomy for non-Muslim minorities. Eventually 

the Ottomans granted millet status to four churches, which gave them some 

autonomy in terms of  personal status and religious issues.492 
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At the beginning of  the nineteenth century Christians numbered between 

13,000 and 16,000. Under British Mandate the Christian population, in 

comparison with other religious groups in Palestine, increased substantially. 

The 1922 census reported 71,000 Christians. The British kept many elements 

of  the Turkish millet system as the administrative status quo and expanded 

its application, so that by 1939, nine churches constituted the recognized 

religious communities, which maintained their religious court systems.  

The State of  Israel’s Declaration of  Independence in 1948 guaranteed 

freedom of  religion for all denominations. However, there is no Israeli 

Constitution and therefore no means of  regulating religious law. As a result, 

the Turkish millet system, perpetuated during the British Mandate, was 

largely adopted by the Israeli authorities.  

Nowadays the growth rate of  the Christian communities is significantly 

lower than that of  both the Jewish and Muslim communities.493 there are 

no more than a handful of  villages in Israel with a Christian majority. Cities 

like Bethlehem and Nazareth, once mostly Christian Arab, now are mostly 

inhabited by Israeli Muslim Arabs.494 

 
Living in Turan

The village of  Turan has a two-third Israeli Muslim Arab majority.  

The Christians of  the village are mainly from a Catholic background and a 

couple of  families have a Greek Orthodox background. Turan is situated in 

the Galilee, between Nazareth and Tiberias.  

According to Safaa Salame between 11,000 and 12,000 people live in Turan. 

In order to reach Safaa’s house you have to drive from the entrance of  Turan 

through a maze of  steep streets. One passes several mosques and a church 

and just before you reach the municipal offices her house is on the left side 

of  the street. At the kitchen table in the open kitchen she speaks about her 

family and about the objects in her home.495 Her mother-in-law and her 
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youngest child are also present.  

Safaa was born in Turan in 1976. She has one sister and two brothers.  

Both her parents were born in Turan. Safaa’s father, Rashid, was born in 

1944. Her mother, Rose, was born one year after the independence of  Israel. 

Many members of  her family reach a great age. Her grandfather, on her 

father’s side, lived to 104.496 Her father’s mother reached about 100 years 

old - without any pills, adds Safaa. The mother of  her mother is still alive 

at 93. The family is originally from Southern Syria. About two hundred 

years ago her great grandparents lived in a village called Alma near the 

border in Southern Syria. Safaa says that she has been told that there was 

only sand. Like Safaa’s family, part of  the population belonged to the Greek 

Orthodox Church. Today only three families in Turan are Greek Orthodox. 

Safaa was baptized approximately one year after her birth and when she 

was nine years old, she had her first communion. She went to primary and 

high school in Turan. While she was still in high school she visited Europe 

together with her aunt. Safaa’s husband, Yusif, as well as his parents, was also 

born in Turan. Her father and Yusif  are half  cousins. They have the same 

grandfather but not the same grandmother, as his first wife died. Unlike 

Safaa, Yusif  did not go to school in Turan but from the 7th grade on he went 

to a Catholic boarding school for boys in Nazareth. Both she and Yusif  went 

to the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where Yusif  studied medicine and 

Safaa English. They both lived in the university dorms. Every week Safaa 

would go back to Turan, Yusif  just once a month. One day his parents asked 

her to take something to him. That is how it started. A year and a half  later, 

in 1997, after he graduated, they got engaged.  

During that same time there was a conflict between Muslims and Christians 

in Turan. A newspaper article describes the conflict: ‘Violence between 

Muslims and Christians exploded here last April 25, the Orthodox Good 

Friday, when a group of  young Muslim men burst into the Roman Catholic 

Church and disrupted services. Clashes between Christians and Muslims 

ensued in the streets. Muslims fire bombed five Christian houses and seven 
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cars. A 23-year old Christian art student, Sallah Sa’alme was stabbed to 

death in a Muslim ambush. A local Muslim was charged with the killing. 

The violence has continued to simmer over the last year.’497 Safaa elaborates, 

explaining that the conflict, as described in the newspaper, started between 

two Christian and two Muslim boys and that it became something huge.  

‘For months we didn’t sleep. We had friends we don’t talk to anymore.  

The police didn’t do anything. Muslims didn’t go to Christian stores.’  

She tells how at their engagement party in her parent’s home, the problems 

started when Muslims said it was a meeting. They killed Yusif ’s cousin.  

Up to today some people say: “Remember 1997”, as a kind of  threat.’498  

In April 1998, a year after the engagement, they got married. They lived in 

Jerusalem, where Yusif  did his specialization in Beit Safafa hospital in an 

Arab neighborhood in the southern part of  Jerusalem. As Safaa considers 

Jerusalem a place for learning but not for a social life, they moved to Haifa. 

Here Yusif  specialized in orthopedic surgery in the Bnai Zion hospital. 

In Haifa their first child Basil (the brave one) was born and Safaa started 

to work as an English teacher. In the aftermath of  the conflict between 

Muslims and Christians, many Christians, among them relatives of  Safaa, 

had left Turan for Nazareth and Haifa. Safaa and Yusif  however, decided 

to move back to Turan. At first they rented a house from her uncle and 

after four and half  years they built the house they live in now. In due course 

they added a room for Yusif ’s father who now lives with a caregiver from 

Nepal and a room for Yusif ’s brother. They want to build a house just for 

themselves somewhere else in Turan on land of  her parents and of  his 

relatives. Safaa looks forward very much to building this. This house has 

become too small, as by now they have four children. Besides Basil they have 

three daughters; Razan (the girl with a vision), Geselle (deer) and Jasmine 

(flower). The current home consists of  a living room with an open kitchen, 

a mamad (the mandatory reinforced room for shelter in times of  war), two 

children’s rooms, and the parent’s bedroom. 
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Cabinets in the living room and kitchen in Turan, 2010 

 

They bought the furniture in different places and in different periods.  

In the kitchen stands a new refrigerator next to the old one. The old one 

was too noisy, so through the Internet they bought an LG that, according 

to Safaa, is good and big. They also bought the freezer and the dishwasher 

through the Internet, where the prices are lower. In the open kitchen stands 

a big kitchen table. A half  wall is located between the kitchen and the living 

room on which are placed three angels that Safaa bought last Christmas.  

In the living room one of  the wedding pictures hangs on the wall above 

framed pictures of  the children. The same wedding picture, but smaller, 

this time in a silver frame is on a shelf  in a corner cabinet. They bought 

the picture that hangs above the couch during their honeymoon in Parma. 

Throughout the home souvenirs can be found that they bought during 

their travels, like the cuckoos-clock from Switzerland. Safaa says, ‘Living 

in an Arab village where the majority consists of  Muslim Arabs influences 

the way we live. They are the people we live with. We are exposed to their 

culture, to the Islamic religion. We celebrate their holidays. 
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Living room Turan, 2010  

 
The way we dress is modest, according to their standards. Our first language 

is the Arab language. Arabs are a minority in Israel and we, the Christians, 

are a minority of  a minority. At the same time I do feel Israeli and I would 

like to be part of  Israel. We have nothing in common with Hezbollah 

in Lebanon. There is a huge difference between the Arabs in Jordan or 

in Israel, for example. Some Israeli Christian Arabs go into the army or 

do national service, often in order to receive extra credits to go to the 

University. In our family nobody except for a cousin’s son went to the army. 

Unfortunately this son died in Gaza, he was 23 years old. My husband and 

I both studied at an Israeli University. You manage yourself  in different 

situations. Now I teach in a school that is related to the Israeli government. 

My husband’s work is part of  the healthcare in Israel.’ Yusif  Salame states 

that first of  all he feels part of  Christianity. ‘The Arab world started with 

this religion.499 Islam,’ he continues, ‘came much later. What is happening 

with Israeli Muslim Arabs has not much in common with what is going on 

with Israeli Christian Arabs. There is no museum in Israel dealing with Arab 

Christian culture. There is no place where we can take the children to show 
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them their heritage. We tell them about their background.’ Also Safaa does 

not know of  a museum that could represent her. She is disappointed in the 

Time Elevator in Jerusalem,500 a museum that tells the history of  Jerusalem. 

It does not mention the Arab history of  the city and moreover although the 

story is available in six languages, Arabic is not one of  them and so is too 

difficult for the children to understand. The only place in Israel they feel at 

least a small part of  is Beit HaGefen. This is an Arab-Jewish center in Haifa. 

When asked how to show the Israeli Christian Arab culture, Safaa replies,  

by showing the specific holidays.  

At home through specific objects and food that are used during holidays 

the specific (material) culture of  the Israeli Christian Arab subculture also 

becomes visible. The whole family goes to church on Sundays. Yusif  prays 

two to three times a week in church. During Christmas a plastic Christmas 

tree with all the decorations is placed in the living room: they visit the 

city of  Bethlehem. By the end of  New Year they take the Christmas tree 

down. During Easter they do not eat meat or eggs. Safaa, together with 

other women in the village, prepares special cookies. It is a real social event. 

Meanwhile chocolate rabbits fill the shop windows in Turan.

Watermelons under the bed

Thanks to Dor Guez the Israeli Arab Christian subculture became 

noticeable two years ago. With the solo exhibition ‘Georgiopolis’ in 2009 

Mr Guez presented the group in the Petach Tikva Museum of  Art, a well 

known museum. ‘Georgiopolis’ (City of  St. George, the Christian name of  

the city of  Lod in the 12th century) depicts the story of  a single Christian-

Arab family extending over three generations. The title of  the exhibition 

is intended to remind viewers of  the intricate place of  the Christian-Arab-

Israeli-Palestinian community in between the two majority groups in Israel, 

the Jews, for whom the city is Lod, and the Muslim Palestinians for whom 
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it is Lydd. The exhibition introduces the voice of  the Christian Arabs as an 

ethnic minority in Israel and a religious-ethnic minority among the  

Muslim Arabs.501 

Dor Guez’s father is a Tunisian Jew. His mother is from a prominent 

Palestinian Christian family. Guez studied at the Department of  

Photography and Video at the Bezalel Academy of  Arts and Design and he 

has a master’s degree from the Interdisciplinary Program in the Arts at Tel 

Aviv University, where he also completed the Museology Studies Program. 

He is currently doing his doctorate on the Zionist Archives. In addition, he 

is building an archive of  photographs of  the Christian Arab community in 

the Middle East. In the final stage this archive will be online and thus open 

to the public. Mr Guez does not want this archive to be associated with 

Israel or, as it is, to any country; therefore he wants a European domain 

name.502 He often uses material from this archive in his artwork. On art 

he says: ‘Israeli Arabs have to wake up and demand an active part in the 

battle over the civic character of  the state, and that means widespread 

representation on every possible platform, certainly a cultural platform.  

The museum is supposed to represent the entire population, even if  part  

of  it is deliberately excluded. I have no interest in abstraction or in imitating 

the traditional Western artistic narrative, but I have a desire to use the tools 

of  that language. These are two different activities.’503  

In 2011 Dor Guez won the Gottesdiener Foundation Israeli Art Prize 

with his exhibit ‘The Nation’s Groves’. This exhibit is named after the 

government corporation Mataei Hauma, which was a government-owned 

agricultural company that served in the 1950s as a branch of  the Zionist 

enterprise, managing and maintaining the groves, vineyards and lands 

nationalized following the establishment of  the State of  Israel. It operated 

with Jewish and Palestinian laborers, concurrently with the Custodian of  

Absentee Property, until it was incorporated with the JNF in 1960.  

The laborers included Mr Guez’s Christian Arab grandfather, Jacob 

Monayer. One display in the exhibition started out as one of  Guez’s 
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childhood legends. When Dor, who lived in Jerusalem, spent weekends 

and vacations in the home of  his grandparents in Lod, he was told that the 

watermelons lying in the cool and spacious area under his grandfather’s bed 

actually grew there. 

Another photograph from this exhibition depicts pine trees. ‘Before they 

planted the forests, there were no Christmas trees. When they planted them 

after the establishment of  the state, the Christian Arabs used to steal pine 

trees before the holiday. My grandmother told me that from the moment they 

started to fear that the guards would catch them, they began to buy plastic 

Christmas trees. The decision to plant dense evergreen forests as an initiated 

Zionist activity, stemmed from the need to demonstrate a presence on the 

lands purchased by the JNF before the establishment of  the state, and those 

that were nationalized after 1948,’ says Guez. ‘The pine trees are described 

as pioneer trees - they grow fast and don’t require care, and therefore they 

were chosen rather than trees that are indigenous to the region, such as olive, 

almond or fig trees, which require time and nurturing, but last for hundreds of  

years. They came to ‘make the desert bloom,’ as though a rocky landscape has 

no significance as a landscape, it’s transparent and empty. I don’t understand 

Israeli artists whose work is based on pride in some European-Western 

tradition, as though they want to divorce themselves from this place. I don’t 

think that artists should create works that can be sold in IKEA.  

As I see it, exhibitions such as ‘The Nation’s Groves’ or ‘Georgiopolis’ are an 

achievement because they were displayed in public museums in Israel.’504 

 

Beit HaGefen

Beit HaGefen, an Arab-Jewish Center, was founded in Haifa 1963 to create 

a meeting place for social and cultural encounters between Jews and Arabs, 

and to encourage and promote understanding and coexistence by means 

of  cultural and artistic activities, meetings and community activity. Beit 
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HaGefen is a non-profit organization, supported by the Haifa Municipality, 

the Ministry of  Education, Culture and Sport and additional governmental 

offices, donations and sponsorships. The board of  directors comprises of  

fourteen members; seven Jews and seven Arabs. The website of  Beit HaGefen 

is written in Hebrew, Arabic and English. However the English page is not 

updated to the same degree as the other two languages. The gallery building 

and the library of  Beit HaGefen are in the Wadi Nisnas neighborhood in 

Haifa. the majority of  the residents of  this neighborhood are Christians  

and Muslims, whereas Jews are the minorities.505 

Zehava Koronio has already been working for nineteen years in Beit HaGefen, 

mainly in the education department. She has a master’s degree in Middle 

Eastern studies from the University of  Haifa. During the last four years Beit 

HaGefen had budgetary problems, and was without a permanent director. Just 

recently Assaf  Ron was appointed as executive director. Koronio emphasizes 

that Beit HaGefen is not a religious place, but rather a cultural one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Street view, entrance to Bet HaGefen, Haifa, 2010 
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Beit HaGefen sponsors a wide range of  activities for both Arabs and 

Jews, including cross-cultural encounters for all age groups, extracurricular 

activities, women’s clubs, Arabic theater, a visitors’ center, an Arab/Jewish 

folklore troupe, a library, an art gallery and a training center for Education 

for Democracy and Coexistence. Since 1979 the center organizes the Arab 

Cultural Month in May/June, which takes place in Haifa and in 40 Arab 

villages across Israel. Once a year a conference for religious leaders takes 

place in Haifa with the participation of  rabbis, bishops from all the Christian 

sects, Islamic cadis, Druze cadis, Baha’i and Ahmads. 

Beit HaGefen’s educational programs are explicitly designed to facilitate social 

and cultural encounters between Jews and Arabs of  all ages. 

 

A festival of  holidays

The Holiday of  Holidays Festival began in 1994, after the signing of  the Oslo 

agreement.506 It is a large public celebration that takes place for five weeks 

(each year on different dates around the end of  November and the beginning 

of  December) during which the three holidays, Christmas, Hanukkah and 

Ramadan, take place. The festival is unique in that in its official slogan and 

publications it declares that it is simultaneously a holiday and a festival.507 

This definition conveys the impression that the organizers wanted to give this 

celebration of  the three holidays not only a religious expression, but also the 

nature of  a festival. Christmas, Hanukkah and Ramadan are holidays that are 

celebrated mainly in the private sphere, but turning them into a festival they 

become the property of  the general public. The use of  the term festival is 

intended to ignore the differences between religious and ethnic groups and to 

create unity.508 

The ‘Coexistence Walk’ is part of  this festival. It is a route of  art works  

by Arab and Jewish artists exhibited in the Wadi Nisnas alleys and art galleries, 

concerts in churches, antiques fair, arts fair, performances and outdoor events.  
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Every year another curator is asked to choose works for the outdoor 

exhibition. The organizers do not permit the exhibition of  overtly political 

works. In October 2000 the mayor initiated an encounter between the 

inhabitants of  Haifa, under the slogan ‘Continuing Together’, in order to 

maintain the dialogue and the special relations between all religions and ethnic 

groups in the city. The festival organizers also made a great effort and spent 

large sums to prepare the festival. Indeed there was a great increase in the 

number of  Jewish visitors to the festival even in years of  Intifada and terrorist 

attacks.509 The Center tries to stay away from politics. The chosen themes 

are universal and emphasize what people have in common, for example, 

Matrimony (2002), Black Coffee, curated by Hana Kofler in 2006 and 

Window, curated by artist Abed Abdi in 2008.  

Mrs Koronio says that you can’t see whether a particular art work is Jewish, 

Christian or Arab. ‘Just look outside the window, can you tell who made the 

sculptures of  a cello and a harp?’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balcony Beit HaGefen, Haifa, 2010
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Gender and political views influence art. The center uses art as a means for 

encounter and dialogue between people. At the same time the politics of  

recognition which emphasizes the need of  minorities for cultural and social 

recognition in order to define their identity and win equal group respect is 

the basis for the production of  the Holiday of  Holidays Festival.510 

Rachel Sharaby says that when Art, usually exhibited in separate spaces, is 

taken out of  its place and interwoven with the everyday street scene, as the 

chosen works are dispersed in the neighborhood and are integrated in the 

street, not so much the Art changes, but rather it converts the neighborhood 

into an open museum.511 She continues, saying that most festivals are 

identified with a place which undergoes change in order to take it out of  

its everyday context and turn it into a special and festive space. The space 

of  the festival is a real place where people live, but also has an important 

symbolic experiential meaning, and may comprise an agent of  change.512

 

Remarks

Salim Munayer, using a comprehensive analysis of  the ethnic identity of  the 

Palestinian Arab Christian adolescents in Israel, states that the results suggest 

that Palestinian Arab Christians in Israel perceive themselves as a distinct 

ethnic group and also have a positive evaluation of  their cultural group.  

In their relationship to the two majority groups, they express higher 

preference to integrate with Israeli Jewish society, i.e., to adopt aspects 

of  its culture without relinquishing their traditional culture. Toward 

Muslim Arabs, their first preference is separation (involving relatively little 

inter-cultural contact with them). At the same time, results suggest that 

Palestinian Arab Christians tend to regard Israeli Jewish society as a vehicle 

for westernization. However, it seems clear that they are not willing to 

adopt every ‘western’ value and are selective in which values they choose to 

adopt.513 In contrast, this chapter shows that concerning the material culture 
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of  the Israeli Christian Arab subculture the influence of  the Israeli Muslim 

Arab, and not of  the Jewish majority, is visible in the choice of  clothing.  

The chapter discusses two places that focus on the Israeli Christian Arab 

culture. The first one, an archive dedicated to this subculture chooses to 

take it out of  the Israeli context, focusing on the history of  the group in the 

whole of  the Middle East. At the same time it also detaches itself  from the 

Middle East by choosing a European domain name.  

Dor Guez uses art to make the Israeli Christian subculture visible.  

He chooses known Israeli institutions like the Tel Aviv Museum and the 

Herzilya Museum of  Art as a platform. Places that the subculture itself, 

as yet, does not acknowledge as places where their story is being told. Beit 

HaGefen, the Arab-Jewish center makes a festival out of  a holiday almost in 

an attempt to disguise the religious character of  the event. The art exhibited 

during the festival is not allowed to be too political. The center’s goal of  

coexistence is not out of  reach as long as it exhibits ‘neutral’ art and as long 

as it is a place where topics such as religion and politics are not addressed. 

As long as this is the case, people from the Israeli Christian Arab subculture 

find here a place where they can enjoy cultural activities in an atmosphere of  

acceptance.  

A ‘real’ museum that focuses on the Israeli Christian Arab subculture that 

shows its history and its contemporary material culture does not exist. 

Time will tell if  exhibitions of  art made by Dor Guez within the walls of  

established Israeli art museums will make him a part of  the quasi-Western 

Israeli canon or will establish the presence of  another narrative. 514
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8.  The geographical position of art and home

 Mrs Abu Ilaw and the Umm el Fahem art gallery 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Umm el Fahem art gallery, 2010
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The art of  Wadi Ara

‘On the radio they were talking about Land Day events. One fascist Knesset member was 

using nationalist terminology and calling the Arab citizens of Israel the ‘Palestinian citizens 

of Israel’. How nice. Our leaders had fought for years to change the humiliating (in their 

view) term of ‘Israeli Arabs’ and then an MK who supports transfer adopts it! That’s right: 

You are Palestinians and your place is not here.’ 515

The above quote is from Sayed Kashua, an Israeli Muslim Arab. Kashua is 

one of  the most important contemporary writers in Israel. This quote as 

well as the quote on Switzerland that was cited in the Introduction is from 

his columns in Haaretz. They show explicitly how the denomination of  the 

Israeli Muslim Arab subculture is related to the geographical positioning 

of  the subculture. Hidden behind another village and invisible from the 

highway is the Arab village Mu’awiya. This is where the home of  Sahirah 

Abu Ilaw is. Through the objects in her home and their histories, starting 

with in which shop, which place or even which country they are bought, the 

material culture of  the Israeli Muslim subculture is discussed in this chapter. 

This is followed by a description of  a visit to the Umm el Fahem gallery and 

an interview with its director, Said Abu Shakra. As mentioned in Tacheles, 

the Umm el Fahem art gallery is in the process of  becoming a museum, the 

Umm el Fahem Museum of  Contemporary Art. The extent to which the 

kind of  objects are affected by whether or not a home and a museum directs 

its gaze outward towards other countries, is considered in this chapter.

 

The Israeli Muslim Arab subculture

Arabs living in Palestine became the Israeli Arab subculture after the 

independence of  the state of  Israel in 1948. Internally this group is divided 

along lines of  social class, kinship, religion, religious observance, and 
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political views. Not only is this subculture numerically significant but also 

politically mobilized in Israel. It seems that more than any other subculture 

in Israel the people as a group are sharply separated from the Jews in culture, 

institutions, power, socio-economic status, and ideology. The sociologist 

Smooha mentions six factors that shape Arab-Jewish relations in Israel 

- national security, Zionism, democracy, all-around Jewish dominance, 

Palestinian people and the Arab nation, and Islam. With the exception of  

democracy all of  them adversely affect Arab-Jewish relations. Overall, the 

conflict-laden history of  Arab-Jewish relations is mostly affected by the 

origin of  conflicting narratives, the Zionist narrative of  the Jews and the 

Palestinian narrative of  Israeli Arabs. To give even a précis of  this history is 

challenging as there is no ‘neutral’ version of  it. In short, I choose to follow 

largely Smooha’s article on Jewish-Arab relations.  

He states that mandatory Palestine was ‘a dual society’, in which Palestinian 

Arab and Jewish communities lived side by side, held separate institutions, 

maintained minimal economic contacts and shared only the administration 

of  the British mandate. The Palestinians revolt (1936-39) against the nation 

building of  the Jews was crushed by the British. When backed by Arab 

states, the Palestinians tried to prevent the implementation of  the UN 

resolution of  November 29th 1947 to divide Palestine into two national 

states; they were again defeated. This defeat known as Al-Nakbah (disaster) 

was catastrophic, yielding painful humiliation, loss of  Palestine, a refugee 

problem, a diaspora, the destruction of  hundreds of  villages and towns, 

and Jewish confiscation of  much Palestinian property. Another upshot was 

the formation of  a Palestinian Arab minority in the new Jewish state. Israel 

extended automatic citizenship to them and practiced a policy of  integration 

along with separation of  cultures, communities and identities.  

Two turning points in Arab-Jewish relations can be discerned since the 

1948 period. The first Land Day strike of  March 30, 1976 was one of  the 

turning points. (In the column mentioned above Kashua refers to the yearly 

remembrance of  Land Day). The 1967 war had ended the isolation of  Israeli 
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Arabs from the Arab world.516 Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza as a 

result of  this war, and the subsequent ease of  contact between Israeli Arabs 

within Israel and Palestinians in these occupied territories contributed to 

the increasing political consciousness, both in general and in the context 

of  Palestinian nationalism.517 They began to form independent voluntary 

associations and protest movements. Their emerging leadership declared a 

general strike in protest of  a government plan to take over lands of  which 

only 1,200 acres were owned by Arabs. The strike ended with violent 

confrontation with the police and the death of  six Arabs. It ushered in a 

new phase marked by intense Arab protest and a show of  solidarity with the 

first 1987-93 intifada.518 In addition to the intifada, and indeed preceding 

it, Israel’s Arab population was influenced by the Islamic resurgence taking 

place throughout the Arab and Muslim world. The Islamic movement has 

been particular effective at the local level.519  

The October 2000 Arab uprising was the second turning point. It was an 

offshoot of  the deterioration of  the Arab situation in the aftermath of  

Rabin’s assassination in 1995. The Israeli Arab demonstrators who took to 

the streets in solidarity with the Palestinian protest over the al-Aqsa mosque 

met with violent police counteractions, ending with 13 Arabs dead.520 For 

a week many Arab localities became restive; highways were blocked. In 

response, an official public inquiry commission, the first in its kind in the 

history of  Arab-Jewish relations, was appointed to investigate the causes of  

the unrest. 

The legacy of  a century of  animosity left each side with a number of  issues 

pending, of  which the land dispute is the gravest. Nevertheless, Smooha 

formulated the mutual rapprochement thesis, which assumes that the overall 

trend in Arab-Jewish relations since 1948 is of  mutual accommodation.  

The Israeli Arabs are undergoing a process of  Israelization that makes  

them bilingual and bicultural and installs an Israeli component into their 

ways of  living and thinking. Meanwhile this living and thinking happens 

almost exclusively in areas separated from the rest of  the Israeli population.  
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Arnon soffer, professor at the department of  geography at the Haifa 

University, states that territory is the essence of  the conflict at the national 

and regional levels. In addition the demographic aspect of  the conflict has 

a symbiotic connection with territory. Demography is politically significant 

only in a territorial context. As for Israel, due to the high natural increase of  

Israeli Muslim Arabs, demography has become a dominant factor in recent 

years in determining Jewish-Arab relations. Not only has it implications for 

Jewish-Arab co-existence, but the large number of  children and the fact that 

most women are unemployed decreases family income and increases poverty. 

Low income weakens the tax base and aggravates the financial situation 

of  Arab municipal authorities. Nevertheless, Arab settlements have been 

spreading across large areas creating extensive built-up areas with thousands 

of  local residents encroaching over many square kilometers, like the Wadi 

Ara metropolitan, the second-biggest Arab locality in Israel after Nazareth. 

Almost no Jews live in these areas.521 

This chapter focuses on Wadi Ara as the home and the museum discussed 

here are situated in respectively a village, Mu’awiya, and a town,  

Umm el Fahem, that both are part of  this area. 

 

Home in Mu’awiya

Sahirah Abu Ilaw meets me at the parking lot of  Superfarm, an Israeli 

drugstore, located next to the highway passing through Wadi Ara.522 It is 

almost impossible to explain the way to, let alone find, her house as there 

are no street names in Mu’awiya where Sahirah lives. I follow her car to her 

home. It feels like I am entering a different country.  

Sahirah Abu Ilaw, thirty years old, is originally from Umm el Fahem.  

Her parents and her grandparents are also from Umm el Fahem. She has 

a sister and two brothers. As the oldest daughter, as well as the oldest 

grandchild, she used to visit her grandparents every day. Her grandmother 
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from her mother’s side is religious but Sahirah describes the rest of  the 

family as communists and not religious. For her masters in Middle Eastern 

History at the University of  Haifa, she interviewed her grandparents on 

Umm el Fahem at the beginning of  the 20th century.523 Her grandparents 

appear to be among the people who could afford both copper pots and a 

primus, a sign that they were well off. Her parent’s home she describes as 

‘carpets and more carpets.’ 

She teaches Middle Eastern history and Arabic in a high school in Umm el 

Fahem. Since her marriage in 2005 she lives in the village of  her husband, 

opposite of  Umm el Fahem. Her husband works in Mu’awiya as a lawyer. 

They met at school. His first wife had died, approximately a year after the 

wedding due to an illness and Sahirah’s previous engagement was broken off.  

Their wedding picture in their bedroom shows Sahirah without head-

covering but when we meet she does wear one. Just three years ago she 

started to wear one. ‘My husband’s niece had died and I was in shock.  

I wanted to change my life and the first thing I did was to start wearing 

head-covering. I went to my little sister. She is eight years younger and she 

has been wearing head-covering for years. She explained to me how to wear 

it. Even though I wear two scarves and my mother one, the style is still like 

the one in Umm el Fahem. When I am in Nazareth I can see right away by 

the way they wear head-covering whether someone is from Umm el Fahem.’ 

Although I wear head-covering now, I still wear trousers, unlike my mother. 

I keep the rules of  Islam.’ This also has influence on the way the home is 

designed. Objects that a household should have are the Koran and a prayer 

mat. At the same time there are objects that are forbidden; sculptures of  

‘real’ people are not allowed. Some of  the paintings that she has are not 

endorsed but also not necessarily forbidden.524 

She describes her house as a standard home. There is a salon (living room), 

a television room, a dining area in the open kitchen and an Arab salon, two 

bedrooms, one for the parents and one for the children. The children’s room 

is also the mamad, a protected space. Every home built since 1991 in Israel 
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has to have such a room.  

According to Sahirah, there is a strict division in what the man should pay 

for in the house and what a woman should pay. The man should provide the 

home itself, the paint for the walls, the lighting and the curtains. The women, 

or her parents, should pay for all the furniture that you use. At the time of  

engagement, you receive jewelry.  

Her father, who is a carpenter made some of  the furniture, like the coffee 

table, the cabinet and the dining table. Many other pieces of  furniture she 

and her husband bought together in Umm el Fahem. In the hallway there 

are two chairs upholstered with textile from Ramalah. The picture hanging 

above the chairs was bought in Umm el Fahem and shows two old ceramic 

pots with texts from the Koran. From the hallway you can see the three 

different sitting areas in the home: the main salon, the TV room and the 

Arab room. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sahirah Abu Ilaw, Mu’awiya, 2011 
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High and low furniture

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rooms in a home in Mu’awiya, 2011
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Sahirah tells how within the last five years the Arab room is changing. This is 

not visible in her home as she designed her home seven years ago, and when 

she got married the fashion was ‘low’ furniture. The general trend is that 

furniture becomes higher in Arab homes. At the same time more and more 

families gather in the TV room and not in the Arab room even though most 

people still have such a room. The kitchen is often used only for formal 

meals. In their home, however, they use the open kitchen daily because it 

is convenient. This way, after the meal they can move to the adjacent TV 

room. ‘When we are alone we never use the Arab room. With family we sit 

either in the television room or in the Arab room.  

Friday night is for us a special night. We go to my parents or to my 

husband’s parents. My husband has four brothers. We eat rice, chicken and 

yogurt and dishes made with melocia. If  we have dinner at my parents-in-

law, we visit my parents in the afternoon. Our home is a bit too small to  

host the whole family. With a mortgage, we want to expand. We don’t know 

yet whether on top of  this home or next to it. We already own the plot next 

to this house. We will decide according to money and necessity.’  

The tiles in the kitchen were chosen by her husband at Mifratz. The kitchen 

utensils made of  copper that her grandparents used to have, in her home 

are replaced by glass and aluminum. Partly in the kitchen and partly in the 

hallway stands a cabinet with glass doors. This is also an object that recently 

appears in many homes in the Wadi Ara erea. The glasses that are placed in 

the cabinet are mostly decorative and are not used. A cabinet like this was 

placed also half  in the kitchen half  in the room, in the home of  Mrs Salama 

in the Arab city Turan.  

On the refrigerator in the kitchen hangs a photograph of  the family that was 

taken during a visit to Jordan, at the Jordan Folklore museum in Amman. 

Sahirah and her husband sit with their children on a low couch. In front of  

them is a table with copper coffee pots. It is particularly the textile depicted 

in the photograph that speaks to Sahirah. She bought the tablecloth in the 

kitchen because ‘it reminded me of  the history of  my people.’ She wants 
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to make a little corner in their home to show the folklore of  the Palestinian 

people. She feels part of  the Palestinian people, with an Arab nationality. 

She lives in the Israeli state with Islam as her religion. A Palestinian 

museum, according to Sahirah, should first of  all show the collective history. 

She states that ‘within the folklore exists the religion.’ Pasted over the 

photograph from Jordan, in which Sahirah is shown with her head covered, 

is a photograph from some years before where her hair is still uncovered. 

The wedding picture placed on the side of  the bed in the bedroom also 

shows her uncovered hair. However it also shows her bare arms, therefore 

she does not allow me to take a photograph of  it. 

Photograph on fridge, Mu’awiya, 2011

Kitchen, Mu’awiya, 2011
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Children’s material culture

During their visit to Jordan they bought in Amman plates with texts from 

the Koran that now hang in the TV room. They also bought children’s toys 

and books. They have two daughters, one three years old and one eight 

months old. The elder is called Ranim. The name has a slight Christian 

connotation: it comes from Taraneem, which means voices. The second 

daughter is called Salma, from Shalom /Salaam. The girls share a pink 

bedroom. In the room a little niche displays books, puzzles and musical 

instruments. Sahirah speaks of  the poor quality of  toys and books in the 

Arab language for children in Israel. For example almost no books have 

pop-ups or glitter, so she bought them in Jordan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Children’s room, Mu’awiya, 2011
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Said Abu Shakra in his office with one of  his paintings. Umm el Fahem, 2010  

 

 

The director and the Umm el Fahem art gallery

Umm el Fahem is located in Wadi Ara. Going from the north of  Israel to 

the center, one of  the possible routes is through Wadi Ara. However, many 

people first check the traffic situation and the news to know whether the 

Wadi is ‘quiet’. Five minutes before I have to turn left to enter Umm el 

Fahem, I hear on the news that it is ‘Kahane day’ and that 1,500 police men 

are present in Umm el Fahem. I call the director to tell him that I am afraid. 

He convinces me that he can guarantee my safety.525 I continue and I follow 

the new signs pointing to the gallery. They remind me of  signs showing 

hiking routes in the Swiss mountains. It turns out that the signs were 

designed by a volunteer from Switzerland.  

Said Abu Shakra meets me in his office.526 Maybe even more than in other 
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galleries/ museums, the Umm el Fahem art gallery and its director are 

inseparable. Said Abu Shakra’s presence is felt everywhere. He shows me 

one of  his own paintings, a self-portrait. It depicts two horses. When I ask 

him which one he is, he answers that he is both. A woman, who deals with 

fundraising and shares the office, laughs and says, ‘That is typical Said, he is 

always two.’527  

Said Abu Shakra is from a family of  many artists. He studied art at the 

Ramat Hasharon college. For twenty-five years he worked within the Israeli 

police force with youth at risk, while he painted in his free time. ‘I work to 

support the family, I paint for my spirit’. Proudly he tells me that one of  

his paintings is exhibited in the renewed Israel Museum.528 Nowadays he is 

retired from the police force and devotes his time to the Umm el Fahem  

art gallery.  

Born in Umm el Fahem in 1956, he says, ‘My family is here a few 

generations. My wife is also from here. The village talked about it but I 

supported my wife to go to Tel Aviv to study science education. She finished 

her MA in Haifa, studied to become a director at an NGO. With her 

satisfaction she supports me.’ When asked about his identity he says, First 

Arab, second Palestinian and third Israeli. My house is a mix of  everything. 

We might even have more Hebrew than Arab books. We love both 

languages. More than 15 years ago, a week after our wedding, I transformed 

my house into a gallery. I changed every room into an exhibition area.  

I started thinking about the gallery 25 years ago. The cultural life for Arab 

people in Israel is nothing. I had to take responsibility for another future.’ 

Thinking turned into action in 1994 while he was attending an opening of  a 

retrospective exhibition of  works by his late cousin Asam Abu Shakra.  

He asked himself  why the Tel Aviv Museum was the first museum to honor 

his cousin, who, like him, was a native from Umm el Fahem. In the absence 

of  exhibition space and cultural critics specializing in Arab art, local society 

could not represent itself  and its culture. He decided to open an art gallery 

in Umm el Fahem in the hope of  educating a new generation capable of  
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studying art and representing its own culture.529 

He said, ‘I used all my powers to influence the municipality.’ In recent years 

the town mayors and municipal council members were representatives 

of  ‘The Islamic Movement - The North Wing’ a radical fundamentalist 

movement that challenges the Israeli state’s right to exist.530 In the end 

Said Abu Shakra managed to receive funding partly from the Ministry of  

Education and Culture and partly from the municipality of  Umm el Fahem, 

whose mayor was the head of  the Islamic movement in Israel at the time, 

Sheikh Raed Saleh, and from donations from local residents and other 

external, sources.  

On April the 10th 1996 the Umm el Fahem Art Gallery was established 

on the initiative of  local residents and artists who wished to bring quality 

contemporary art to the city and its population, believing that ‘we also 

deserve this.’531 

In the first year it was difficult to keep it going and to create trust in the 

community. Said Abu Shakra says, ‘The first thing you need is a strong base. 

The small gallery, a 100 square meters was built, with money and with love. 

Seven years later we have now 1,200 square meters. This time it is no longer 

about what I love to do, but what they need, a cultural center.’ 

The gallery has organized major exhibitions with work of  both Arab and 

Jewish artists. The one concession the gallery made to Islamic rules was 

to keep out nudity. However, Said Abu Shakra says that he ‘proceeds to 

produce and present graven images and likenesses in paintings, sculptures, 

photographs and other forms of  art that are forbidden in Islam.’532 

At the time of  my visit the gallery held a retrospective of  Abed Abdi.533  

One painting was placed on a wall by itself. Abed Abdi’s son writes about 

this painting: ‘It is a photograph of  my grandmother at a young age, wearing 

a black scarf  from which delicate black hair tumbles, and around her neck 

the string of  pearls which accompanied her for many long years. That young 

lady seemed as if  she were posing for the Austrian artist Gustav Klimt, 

waiting from him to draw her at the end of  the 19th century.’  
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However, the background of  this painting takes us to the worlds of  the 

Palestinian refugee camps, where one sees parts of  the hessian and the cloth 

used as sugar or flour bags that were distributed to the refugee families by 

the aid agencies.534 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This comprehensive retrospective exhibition of  the works of  Abed Abdi is 

the third of  its kind to be held at the Umm el Fahem Art Gallery since its 

establishment following the exhibitions of  the works of  the late Asim Abu 

Shakra and those of  Sharif  Waked. The next big project is to turn the gallery 

into the first Arab contemporary art museum in Israel. After showing me 

the catalogue with the winning design for the museum building, Said Abu 

Shakra walks me back to the car. He talks about the situation in Israel. ‘It 

shocks me daily. I have to consider every day who I am. If  I say I am Israeli, 

I want Israel to embrace me. I want to be equal. I am not equal. I don’t see 

the embrace. We want to be part of  Israel. Nobody cares about dialogue. 

Arabs nor Jews, people just don’t care. I have five daughters and two sons. 

My mother Khayriya, 2009 (Painting Abed Abdi)
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I didn’t teach them anything about a specific culture; they were born in a 

house of  art. They took in their environment, Jewish and Arab. My son is 

not a demographic danger, as Lieberman says. I am happy I have him. He is 

a blessing for the Arab world. I hope that Kahane Day passes quietly.’ This 

turns out not to be the case. The mayor calls a strike for the whole town 

to protest against the injuries and arrests of  the day before. Because of  the 

strike the gallery has to be closed. According to a volunteer working in the 

museum, ‘Said Abu Shakra is devastated because we were supposed to be 

presenting to the French Embassy today, with regard to support for the 

museum project, and now they cannot come.’535

 
Towards a museum: the collection, the location 

In January 2010 the local municipality approved a transfer of  15 square 

kilometers allotted to the museum to the association that runs it. Said Abu 

Shakra states that in three or four years he hopes to lay the cornerstone, but 

unless at least 4 percent of  the funds they raise comes from Arab sources, 

he won’t feel he can be morally justified in going ahead with the plans. In 

addition, even if  he has the money to build the entire 12,000 square meter 

space, they will still start with the initial 5,000 meters. He wants to cultivate a 

future generation that will demand that the process continues.536 

According to Dor Guez it is ‘because of  (not despite) the fact that it is 

being built in an Arab city, that the museum will be obligated to cater to the 

needs of  the Palestinian community and will allow for a rethinking of  the 

role played by Israel’s museums, which are closely affiliated with a Zionist 

meta-narrative and with the Israeli ethos, which is based, in large part, on a 

Eurocentric worldview.537 Israel’s first Arab art museum will have to address 

the conflicts that arise at the intersection of  history, culture and nationhood 

and that are inevitable in the context of  public museums. Minorities try to 

situate themselves within the framework of  a collective, national memory. 
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The Israeli Arab narrative is still to be documented, archived and made 

accessible. The building of  the archive is the first step toward establishing 

and legitimizing the museum’s status.’538 

The establishment of  the archive will be discussed in the next section.  

The permanent collection of  the future museum will consist of  60 percent 

Palestinian art. The remaining forty percent will be Israeli and International 

art. Said says Palestinian art includes work by Israeli Arabs, by Palestinians 

living in the West bank and by Palestinians living in the diaspora, in the 

US and in Europe. ‘We still have to decide what our collection will be like. 

At the moment we have works by three Jewish artists, Benni Efrat, Michal 

Heiman and Ruth Shloss. They let us choose between ten to twenty works. 

They are all Jewish Israelis and they are all politically involved. We stopped 

accepting more works because we decided we needed first to decide what 

our museum collection will hold. Tal Ben Zvi, an expert on Palestinian art 

will design a collection plan.’539 It is already clear that the emphasis will not 

be on ethnography. Indeed, there will be just embroidery, as embroideries 

form the roots of  art. This is also visible in the works of  Abed Abdi. 

Moreover the foundation of  the whole museum will be, figuratively and 

literally, the archive. 

The aim of  the first stage of  the museum, besides doing research for the 

future collection and to build the archive, is to create professional staff. 

For this the gallery receives substantial support from both the Tel Aviv 

Museum and the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. The Israel Museum has 

helped develop educational programs and collaborated with the gallery 

to create a community sculpture garden for Umm el Fahem, which was 

inaugurated November 2009 on the city’s highest summit. The Tel Aviv 

Museum trained curators and has hosted two fund-raising events for the 

Umm el Fahem museum, free of  charge.540 The plans for the museum are 

ready. Initially two Arab architects were asked. The London-based Iraqi 

Zaha Hadid withdrew out of  fear of  being perceived in the Arab world as 

working for Israel. The design of  the Israeli Arab Senan Abdelqader was too 
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expensive.541 Consequently the gallery held a competition for architects and 

ended up choosing Jewish Israeli architect Amnon Bar-Or from Tel Aviv.542 

In the catalogue presenting the plans for the museum, the architect’s team 

mentions that this is for them, as Jewish-Israeli architects, an opportunity to 

plan together with Arab Israelis. ‘This compels us to learn about the Arab-

Palestinian culture, the language, the past, the present and the future. They 

say a museum is the showcase of  the culture it represents. The people of  

Umm el Fahem have no need to hold on to the soil. They do not need to 

prove that they own the land, which has been theirs for many generations. 

We regarded the design of  the museum as an opportunity to rise up from 

the ground, and to look at the surroundings from a different, a higher, more 

universal viewpoint. The museum is a dwelling place of  the Muses, and 

they, after all, reach across borders and nations. The museum will house the 

first Arab-Israeli archive dedicated to Umm el Fahem and Wadi Ara. The 

museum will be able to combine the treasures of  the past with the artwork 

of  the present.’543 

 
The archive as foundation

‘Memory refers to the place, and the place possesses eternal significance of  

home, life, family, existence, identity, childhood, heritage and culture’, Said 

writes in his introduction in the catalogue ‘Memories of  a place.’544 ‘The 

daily story of  grandma Balqis, who only started to tell her stories when 

she was seventy545, taught me the values of  humanism and life, daring and 

responsibility, love of  nature and the land and above all – it sent me running 

free and fearless amidst the fields, narrow paths, and sabra hedges, climbing 

mountains and trees, hiking with my friends in the forested valleys, where 

the horizon seemed ever so close.’ We have not ascribed the proper weight 

to the historical significance of  the story and of  memory. A perception 

of  the future,’ Said Abu Shakra continues, ‘detached from the values of  
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the past is flawed and devoid of  personal and national identity. We must 

furnish society with strength; a sense of  belonging, pride and continuity.’546 

A three-volume book is in the making. The first volume will address the 

photographic history of  the area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hajj ‘Ali Hammad Mahamid, Umm el Fahem, 2007 (Photograph by Shai Aloni) 

 

The use of  photography is important, especially when historians are unable 

to obtain written documents or there is a lack of  oral documentation. Since 

this is the situation as far as Palestinian history is concerned, and especially 

in Wadi ‘Ara, photographs are crucial for the construction of  the historical 

narrative of  the area. However photographs of  Palestine preserved from 
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the late Ottoman period and the British Mandate period reveal only a 

partial reality, as they present Palestine and the East through the landscape 

that nourished the romantic and religious inclinations of  the Westerner. 

Therefore the documentation of  oral stories, which will be addressed in part 

two, is essential. The third will combine oral stories and archival materials. 

It will also include a general historical review of  the area and other aspects, 

such as tradition, architecture, flora, and the ties between all these and the 

land, people, and identity.547  

In the new museum design the archives will form literary the foundation on 

which the museum can be built. Khaled Mohammed Hamdan, the current 

mayor of  Umm el Fahem, describes the importance of  the archive and the 

museum as follows: ‘This cultural site will act as a bridge of  understanding, 

helping to spread dialogue between diverse peoples and cultures in the 

language of  art, culture, and history- the language which touches adults and 

youth, the educated and the uneducated, the artist and the simple person 

alike. The Umm el Fahem Municipality will do everything in our power, 

with God’s help, to provide backing and all the support and assistance we 

can muster. We pray to the almighty that He will cause their path to prosper 

and to achieve all that they wish for, until our eyes come to behold this great 

monument as one of  the outstanding sites in our beloved country.’548

 

Remarks

A lot has been written about this gallery and future museum. At the same 

time remarkably little is written about the material culture of  a population 

that turned into a subculture over sixty years ago.  

For both the home and the future museum the place where it is situated 

plays an important defining role. The design of  the museum is in itself  a 

statement about the place. The citizens of  Umm el Fahem feel they do not 

have to claim the ground, it is already theirs. Therefore the museum gives the 
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impression that it is floating in the air. The archive section of  the museum 

acts literally and figuratively as the connection between the contemporary 

art, via the history, to the place itself. Unlike the land, the histories, both oral 

and visual, have to be claimed. They form a narrative that has not found 

its place next to the existing narratives within Israel. The future museum 

will provide this place. In comparison with subcultures like the Iraqi or the 

Ethiopian, the museum of  the Israeli Arab subculture will not be a heritage 

center, a migration museum, or an ethnographic museum. It will be a 

contemporary art museum with an archive department. As this seems to be 

a rather Western model for an Israeli Arab museum, the question arises to 

what extent this museum will be a museum made by and focused on the own 

group, especially when the architect is Jewish, the researcher is Jewish and 

the Israeli government will be partly funding it? The museum, in addition to 

offering art and history, will educate future curators, researchers and most of  

all visitors. It has already started its role as educator with the design of  the 

museum. Which museum design has, like this one, taken into account that 

many people are hesitant to enter the museum? The central principle shaping 

the building is namely its accessibility to the local population. This principle 

is given expression by means of  a public path that transverses the museum, 

so that even those arriving from the fields and heading for the city can enjoy 

the museum displays, without purchasing an entrance ticket. The openness 

to the surroundings is essential for residents of  Umm el Fahem, who were 

wary of  entering the city’s art gallery.549 Material culture found in the home 

turns out to be either local or from other countries, like Jordan. Sahirah 

wants a museum to be a place where the ethnographic, folklore aspects of  

her culture will be on display. The way it looks now she will not find this part 

of  her heritage in the future museum of  Umm el Fahem. If  contemporary 

art might keep many visitors of  the own subculture away, fear of  the city 

itself  might keep visitors from outside away. In this case the shape of  the 

building will not be enough to persuade them, but the contemporary art on 

display might.
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Poster Independence Day (Anat Bachar, 2006)
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Part 2  Belonging:  
 Mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion 
 
 

The previous eight chapters present the research on eight units of  analysis 

each consisting of  a home and a museum linked to a specific subculture. 

As seen, the chapters focus first of  all on material culture in homes and 

museums. At the same time other aspects such as direct connotations 

with specific museums as well as more general themes that can be related 

to the specific material culture are addressed. This second part compares 

the findings on two levels. In chapter nine, three categories of  objects are 

compared between units of  analysis as well as between homes and museums 

in order to know more about the shaping of  the nation state and its identity. 

Chapter ten focuses on the links between a specific subculture (religious, 

ethnic or political) and the kind of  museum that (re)presents it. In both 

chapters location plays an essential role, meaning the location of  objects,  

the location of  people and the location of  the country. In linking the objects 

found in homes and museums the connection between the three locations 

becomes visible. The connection between an object and a person starts the 

moment the object is wished for, whether or not subsequently obtained, 

by someone. In chapter ten the focus is on the way museums fulfill their 

wishes and establish their collections and how they avoid objects they do not 

want. The collection of  objects established in part 1 forms the basis for the 

comparison made in both chapters nine and ten. 
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nr Object Category Linked to

14
Replica of  a coat of  a 
rebbe collective/personal history Chabad

15
the chair of  Rebbe 
Aharon collective/personal history Chabad

16 Necklace collective/personal history Chabad

17 Clothing collective/personal history Moroccan

18 Photographs collective/personal history Moroccan

19
Reconstruction of  
living room collective/personal history Moroccan

20 Kitchen collective/personal history Moroccan

21
Grandmother’s shawl 
as decorative item collective/personal history Moroccan

22 Chair in original fabric collective/personal history Moroccan

23 Teapot and glasses collective/personal history Moroccan

24 Tennis cup collective/personal history Moroccan

25
Moroccan type Cha-
nukia   ritual/religious experience Moroccan

Overview of collected objects

Jewish books displayed openly

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

Mezuzah

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

Tefillin

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

Tsedakah box 

Ritual/religious experienc

Chabad

Shabbat candles

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

learning Torah

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

kashrut 

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

object Category Linked to
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nr Object Category Linked to

14
Replica of  a coat of  a 
rebbe collective/personal history Chabad

15
the chair of  Rebbe 
Aharon collective/personal history Chabad

16 Necklace collective/personal history Chabad

17 Clothing collective/personal history Moroccan

18 Photographs collective/personal history Moroccan

19
Reconstruction of  
living room collective/personal history Moroccan

20 Kitchen collective/personal history Moroccan

21
Grandmother’s shawl 
as decorative item collective/personal history Moroccan

22 Chair in original fabric collective/personal history Moroccan

23 Teapot and glasses collective/personal history Moroccan

24 Tennis cup collective/personal history Moroccan

25
Moroccan type Cha-
nukia   ritual/religious experience Moroccan

nr Object Category Linked to

26 A table set with bowls ritual/religious experience Moroccan

27
Pictures of  my mother 
on the wall collective/personal history Moroccan

28
Paintings of  late hus-
band Art Iraqi

29
Photographs from 
time in Iraq Art Iraqi

30 songs collective/personal history Iraqi

31 Textiles collective/personal history Iraqi

32 Food ritual/religious experience Iraqi

33
The model of  the 
Baghdad synagogue collective/personal history Iraqi

34 the Zionist story collective/personal history Iraqi

35
Songs placed on the 
website collective/personal history Iraqi

36
objects that make me 
proud collective/personal history ethiopian

37 Musical instruments collective/personal history ethiopian

38 Clothing collective/personal history ethiopian

39 Pottery Art ethiopian

Video’s of  the Rebbe

Collective/personal history

Chabad

the tanya

Ritual/religious experience

Chabad

A clock with 770

Collective/personal history

Chabad

A pin

Collective/personal history

Chabad

Music of  Mr. Music

Art

Chabad

The chair of  Reb Nachman of  Braslav

Collective/personal history

Chabad

Replica of  a coat of  a rebbe 

Collective/personal history

Chabad

object Category Linked to
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nr Object Category Linked to

40 fly whisk collective/personal history ethiopian

41 mesob, portable table collective/personal history ethiopian

42 second world war collective/personal history Russian

43 Food collective/personal history Russian

44 Grandfathers’ medals collective/personal history Russian

45 Paintings Art Russian

46 Grandmothers’ boots collective/personal history Russian

47 Pattern book kippa ritual/religious experience National religious

48 Plastic cover tefillin ritual/religious experience National religious

49 Green tallit katan ritual/religious experience National religious

50
Scientific article on 
kippa ritual/religious experience National religious

51 Painting ritual/religious experience National religious

52 collective history collective/personal history Muslim Arab

53 Folklore collective/personal history Muslim Arab

Necklace

Collective/personal history

Chabad

Clothing

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

the chair of  Rebbe Aharon

Collective/personal history

Chabad

Photographs

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Reconstruction of  living room

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Kitchen

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Grandmother’s shawl as decorative item

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

object Category Linked to
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nr Object Category Linked to

40 fly whisk collective/personal history ethiopian

41 mesob, portable table collective/personal history ethiopian

42 second world war collective/personal history Russian

43 Food collective/personal history Russian

44 Grandfathers’ medals collective/personal history Russian

45 Paintings Art Russian

46 Grandmothers’ boots collective/personal history Russian

47 Pattern book kippa ritual/religious experience National religious

48 Plastic cover tefillin ritual/religious experience National religious

49 Green tallit katan ritual/religious experience National religious

50
Scientific article on 
kippa ritual/religious experience National religious

51 Painting ritual/religious experience National religious

52 collective history collective/personal history Muslim Arab

53 Folklore collective/personal history Muslim Arab

nr Object Category Linked to

54 Textiles collective/personal history Muslim Arab

55
Koran texts on pain-
ting, ceramics ritual/religious experience Muslim Arab

56 Children toys collective/personal history Muslim Arab

57 Arabic salon collective/personal history Muslim Arab

58
French impressionist 
art Art Muslim Arab

59 Photo archive collective/personal history Muslim Arab

60 Art Art Muslim Arab

61 Food collective/personal history Muslim Arab

62 Food collective/personal history Christian Arab

63 Holiday related objects ritual/religious experience Christian Arab

64 Holiday ritual/religious experience Christian Arab

65 Art Art Christian Arab

66 Clothing collective/personal history Christian Arab

Chair in original fabric

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Teapot and glasses

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Tennis cup

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Moroccan type Chanukia   

Ritual/religious experience

Moroccan

A table set with bowls

Ritual/religious experience

Moroccan

Pictures of  my mother on the wall

Collective/personal history

Moroccan

Paintings of  late husband

Art 

Iraqi

object Category Linked to
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Photographs from time in Iraq

Art

Iraqi

songs

Collective/personal history

Iraqi

Textiles

Collective/personal history

Iraqi

Food

Ritual/religious experience

Iraqi

The model of  the Baghdad synagogue

Collective/personal history

Iraqi

the Zionist story

Collective/personal history

Iraqi

Songs placed on the website

Collective/personal history

Iraqi

object Category Linked to
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Objects that make me proud

Collective/personal history

ethiopian

Musical instruments

Collective/personal history

ethiopian

Clothing

Collective/personal history

ethiopian

Pottery

Art

ethiopian

Fly whisk

Collective/personal history

ethiopian

mesob, portable table

Collective/personal history

ethiopian

Second world war

Collective/personal history

Russian

object Category Linked to
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Grandfathers’ medals

Collective/personal history

Russian

Paintings

Art

Russian

Food

Collective/personal history

Russian

Grandmothers’ boots

Collective/personal history

Russian

Pattern book kippa

Ritual/religious experience

National religious

Plastic cover tefillin

Ritual/religious experience

National religious

Green tallit katan

Ritual/religious experience

National religious

object Category Linked to
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Scientific article on kippa

Ritual/religious experience

National religious

Painting

Ritual/religious experience

National religious

collective history

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Folklore

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Textiles

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Koran texts on painting, ceramics

Ritual/religious experience

Muslim Arab

Children toys

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

object Category Linked to
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French impressionist art

Art

Muslim Arab

Photo archive

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Arabic salon

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Art

Art

Muslim Arab

Food

Collective/personal history

Muslim Arab

Food

Collective/personal history

Christian Arab

Holiday related objects

Ritual/religious experience

Christian Arab

object Category Linked to
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The 66 objects collected in part 1 make a unique collection combining the 

private and the public sphere. As a collection it can be viewed only in this 

book. It is not presented in a home, nor is it exhibited in a museum.  

It is a collection that could not have been bought in one place or at one time. 

The distance between the subcultures in Israel is such that there is almost 

nowhere that people from all subcultures can be found shopping together. 

An exception is the Swedish furniture store IKEA, despite its owner’s anti-

semitic history550 and despite its delivery policy that does not include areas 

beyond the official borders of  the state of  Israel. Not linked to any of  the 

subcultures, it presents both the illusion that people in Israel shop together 

as well as the illusion of  buying objects that stand for a European identity. 

Holiday

Ritual/religious experience

Christian Arab

Art

Art

Christian Arab

Clothing

Collective/personal history

Christian Arab

object Category Linked to
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Just as Israeli museums tend to follow the Western European museum 

model, a trend that is discussed in chapter ten; many Israelis seem to want to 

put European furniture in their homes. ‘Home is the most important place 

in the world’ is one of  the headings in IKEA’s annual report of  2011. From 

the opening of  its first store in Netanya in 2001, IKEA has become part 

of  the Israeli cultural landscape. It receives coverage in Israeli newspapers, 

art is based on its products, and the store adapts its design and products 

to Israeli consumers.551 Even the winning design for the Independence 

Day poster in 2004/2005 by Anat Bachar, is inspired by IKEA. It depicts 

an empty supermarket cart on a yellow background. Underneath ‘Israel’ is 

written using the lettering of  the IKEA logo.552 Nowhere in the world is 

IKEA a bigger success and five years after the opening 10 million customers 

have already visited its stores.553 Just before a second store opened in Israel, 

this time in Rishon Letzion, an article appeared in Haaretz that focused on 

the influence of  IKEA on Israel and vice versa. It starts with: ‘It is possible 

that in another 50 years, IKEA’s rectangular Klippan sofa will be found in 

every Israeli living room.’554 Sosh Armon, design manager for IKEA Israel, 

states that even though IKEA dictates its styles worldwide with an IKEA in 

41 countries555, each country has some measure of  design freedom. In the 

Israeli stores one finds relatively large kitchens some with double sinks (for 

the religious consumer market) lighter wall colors and a varied selection of  

dining tables for different family occasions. This is the most noticeable sign 

of  the ‘glocal’ policy (a combination of  global and local) that prevails in the 

chain: European-style rooms that give customers the feeling that they were 

put together in your own neighborhood.’556 Israelis want European design 

at affordable prices; what they do not know is that they will be buying items 

designed only for IKEA.557  

As well as IKEA products Israelis like to buy plastic chairs. In 2010 300,000 

‘Club chairs’, a simple plastic chair made by Israeli Keter Plastics Company 

were sold in Israel alone. Mono-bloc chairs are bought across culturally, 
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socially and politically divided society. Designed for outdoor use, many 

chairs are brought inside the home and are used as dining chairs. Ezri Tarazi, 

head of  the Bezalel School of  Arts and Design’s M.A. program in industrial 

design, believes that the widespread use of  this chair and its introduction 

into Israeli homes are revealing of  the local cultural attitude toward 

aesthetics: ‘Local culture does not put an emphasis on aesthetic concerns, 

and in general Israeli taste is quite informal.’558 

The collection of  66 objects collected during the years of  research will tell 

a story that goes beyond this general impression and the idea of  one local 

culture. How this story differs when told at home or in a museum will be the 

subject of  the following chapter. 
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9. On snapshots and masterpieces

The unique collection consists of  66 objects that I have put together on 

paper between 2005 and 2011 during my visits to homes and museums.  

While in the previous chapters the objects have been discussed as single 

objects, here the collection is analyzed as a coherent whole.  

It includes objects that have a prominent presence in homes and museums 

either due to the way they are placed/ exhibited or because of  the way people 

talk about them, like the skullcap pattern book hidden in a cabinet. It also 

includes objects that, according to either the museum or the home, should be 

exhibited in a museum. At home and in museums people, consciously or 

unconsciously, have designed their own program in order to become or to 

present part of  society using the tangible and intangible aspects of  objects to 

continuously establish their identity in a specific location and at a specific time. 

For this purpose they obtain, show or hide objects. In short, while the home 

presents itself, the museum produces the other. With the presentation of  

objects the notions of  belonging and difference are expressed. Creating this 

collection took the objects out of  their context. However the objects still have 

their histories, their biographies. In order to be able to compare the objects 

together with their biographies, I developed three specific categories that 

imply the use, function and social life of  an object. 

The first category is ‘Collective and Personal History.’ It includes identity 

markers, heritage and objects that are significant for the community.  

A significant part of  the second category ‘Religious and Ritual Experience’ 

consists of  ethnography. The third category ‘Art’ includes both high art and 

low art. Even though ‘Heritage’, ‘Ethnography’ and ‘Art’ are established 

categories, I do not discuss the artistic or ethnographic worth, but the 

‘intangible’ value of  the objects - history, experience and aesthetics. With the 

first two categories the implied interaction between object and subject is 

evident. Less obviously, this also applies to the third category, Art, as art is 

essentially part of  the two other categories.559 At the same time art is an 
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established category in itself, with its own academic discipline. Decisions to file 

an object under this category are politically loaded and reflect a possible 

tension between Western and non-Western ideas on art. Here art is 

categorized according to the value given to it in the place of  origin. For 

example, a painting seen in a home belonging to the National Religious 

subculture is categorized under ‘Religious and Ritual experience’ and not under 

Art because for the owner the painting is an expression of  his religion. At the 

same time paintings seen at an Iraqi home are filed under ‘Art’, as the owner of  

the paintings considered them as such. Once placed in the museum, the 

curator made clear that they are considered part of  the ethnographic 

collection.  

What follows is an overview of  the 66 objects collected mostly during the 

interviews as described in part one, and now categorized and analyzed using 

bar graphs. For the actual bar graphs see Objects and bar graphs. 

Bar graph 1 shows the collected objects per unit of  analysis present in the 

home in absolute numbers, while bar graph 2 shows objects per home per 

subculture in percentage in order to compare the subcultures. The actual 

amount of  objects in the homes discussed is modest. As this is a qualitative 

research, the numbers indicate a possible trend. The category ‘Art’ is entirely 

absent in the objects collected here from homes of  three ethnic subcultures, 

the Moroccan, Ethiopian, Russian, and one religious subculture, the Israeli 

Christian Arab subculture. This does not mean that art is not found in these 

homes, it means that art has not been used for expressing the identity of  the 

owner of  the home. For example Mrs Romem, from the National Religious 

subculture, has paintings hanging on the wall that have no particular meaning 

for her, decorative at most. Even when pressed to talk about them, nothing 

more than a comment like ‘the neighbor has the same’, is given. This is 

significant in itself  but particularly in what it says about the act of  collective 

living within closed borders, like those of  a religious kibbutz. Her son does 

have a painting that is important to him. It depicts a scene from a psalm 

overlaid with a part of  the text of  the psalm. However, rather than regarding  
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it as an object of  art, he uses it to express his religious identity. 

The actual number of  collected objects ascribed to the category Religious and 

Ritual Experience within Chabad and the National Religious, two religious 

subcultures, varies widely, even though both can be considered orthodox 

Jewish religious groups. Only those objects in the Religious and Ritual 

Experience category that are used in a way that is significant for the subculture 

were selected. For example, Shabbat candles, used by Chabad in the standard 

Jewish orthodox way, are also used for missionary purposes.  

The hard plastic case of  the tefillin present in the home of  Azi Romem, 

expresses the combination of  Zionism and religion. It shows the love of  the 

land, expressed by hiking, while being able to take the tefillin, so one is still 

able to fulfill the commandment, which could be the symbol of  the  

national-religious subculture. Almost the same can be said about the army 

green tallit katan. As has been said, this object carries with it the love of   

the state of  Israel and the duty to protect it, and at the same time it is a 

religious item that pious men are obliged to wear.  

The National Religious subculture is the only group that did not indicate any 

objects belonging to the category Collective and Personal History.  

An explanation can be found in the way the categories Collective and Personal 

History and Ritual and Religious Experience are integrally intertwined in this 

subculture. Although the emphasis is on the religious connotation, the 

National Religious subculture adapted the religious objects in such a way that 

they become significant objects for Collective and Personal History as well. 

In the Israeli Christian Arab home both objects belonging to the Religious and 

Ritual Experience and the Personal and Collective History categories have 

been identified. The objects belonging to the category Religious and Ritual 

Experience, objects related to holidays like Christmas, express and shape the 

identity of  the owners of  the home. Other objects, like clothing, are part of  

the Collective and Personal History Category, directed not to the own 

collective history but rather that of  the Israeli Muslim Arab subculture,  

the majority culture of  the village in which they live and to which they adapt.  
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What the graph does not show is what kind of  objects can be shown in one 

home, but can be forbidden in another home. Prohibition of  images is an 

important aspect of  material culture, as its presence is often felt by its absence. 

This has been discussed in the eight previous chapters.  

To mention two examples, Chabad does not depict images of  non-kosher 

animals and no fairy tales are present, whereas the children’s room in the 

Israeli Muslim Arab home has books on Cinderella in Arabic and stuffed 

animals. In the Israeli Muslim Arab room the wedding picture is now ‘hidden’ 

in the bedroom as since the wedding Sarirah has become more religious and 

now no longer feels comfortable displaying her bare arms.  

Also not shown by the graph are objects that until recently were significant, 

but while not forbidden, for other reasons are no longer present. For example, 

for decades books were prominently present in the living room of  National 

Religious homes, as is still the case with Chabad; through books people 

presented themselves in a certain way. One could even anticipate finding 

certain specific books in the homes, more specifically in the center of  the 

living room of  National Religious families. Books also made the perfect 

present for life’s milestones, like bar mitsva. The fact that recently books are 

being moved out of  the living room, and maybe out of  the home, marks a 

major change, only visible because of  the anticipation of  things that are now 

absent. The same can be said of  the so called Arabic salon in the Israeli 

Muslim Arab home. Sarirah mentions that up until five years ago the furniture 

in the room was low, but nowadays regular height chairs or couches are placed 

in the room. Because of  the absence of  low furniture the character of  the 

rooms is transformed dramatically. The absence of  low furniture becomes 

present only by stories still told. 

Bar graph 3 shows collected objects per unit of  analysis present in museums in 

absolute numbers while bar graph 4 shows the same objects per museum per 

subculture in percentages, thus showing respectively the quantities of  objects 

and their comparative number. Bar graph 3 and 4 do not show any objects 

from the unit of  analysis linked to the subculture Chabad. This is due to the 
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fact that the objects collected in the chapter on Chabad, were objects sought 

for, as mentioned by the curator of  the Israel Museum who, at the time of  the 

research, was preparing an exhibition on Hasidim. No objects belonging to the 

material culture of  Chabad are in the permanent collection of  the Israel 

Museum. The graphs do show that only two objects from the category Ritual 

and Religious Experience are in a museum, and in both cases one can argue 

whether they are indeed objects. The first object is from the National Religious 

subculture. No museum in Israel is solely dedicated to this subculture. Indeed 

a closer look reveals that no museum at all in Israel seems to focus on religion 

or a specific religious group. Chapter ten focuses in depth on the link between 

specific cultures and the kind of  museums that (re) present them. 

The one place that explicitly pays attention to the National Religious 

subculture is the website of  the People of  Israel.560 It presents this subculture 

with academic articles, for example on knitted skullcaps.561 Clothing is the 

most visible aspect of  the National Religious group; it is ‘a permanent exhibit’ 

on this website. Accompanying the article are photographs of  skullcaps. 

Although a written text can be considered an object, in this specific case, due 

to the content and the use of  the article, it is not a religious object. 

Interestingly Mrs Romem also did not choose the actual object, the skullcap, to 

represent her and her National Religious subculture; she chose rather her book 

of  knitting patterns for skullcaps. The book however, in contrast to the article 

written on skullcaps, is a tangible object with a biography in its own right. 

The second ‘Ritual and Religious Experience’ object, selected from the Israeli 

Christian Arab subculture, is a holiday. A holiday is not a standard object for a 

museum. One might wonder if  any but people who define a museum in the 

broadest sense will include this kind of  object in their ‘wish list’. However 

nowhere during the research did I encounter hesitation from the side of  the 

home, based on practical, ethical, or financial considerations, in the decision 

whether or not to include certain objects in a museum. Chapter seven,  

‘A holiday as object’ about the Israeli Christian Arab subculture, discusses 

whether a holiday can be seen as an object. It is however, exactly the object 
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that Mrs Salama mentions that a museum should show in order to make a 

representation of  her subculture. 

Bar graph 5 and 6 show collected objects per unit of  analysis that are present 

at home as well as in a museum. In Bar graph 5 the differences are shown that 

exist between the categories. Bar graph 6 shows the percentage of  objects 

present both in homes and in museums without making distinctions between 

categories. For example 80 percent of  the objects found within the Ethiopian 

subculture are present both at home and in the museum. The percentages are 

of  the total of  researched objects within the units of  analysis belonging to a 

subculture. 

When looking at bar graphs 5 and 6 the first thing one notices is that three out 

of  the eight unit of  analysis linked to the subcultures, Chabad, National 

Religious and Israeli Muslim Arab, have no art objects that are both present at 

home and in a museum. As discussed before, religious subcultures seem to 

have no museum permanently (re)presenting them. With regard to the Israeli 

Muslim Arab museum there is an evident discrepancy between what the 

museum shows and what is present in the home. The museum is first of  all a 

contemporary art museum with a photographic archive. Although there is art 

in the home, it is French impressionist art while the museum shows Arab / 

Palestinian art. The photographic archive in the museum functions as the 

foundation on which the art museum rests.562 there are no ethnographic 

objects showing the Collective and Personal History, as they do in the home, 

or as they would like to have in the home. A photograph on the refrigerator in 

Sarirah’ home displaying a little corner with ethnographic objects taken during 

a visit to Jordan, shows what Sarirah would like to have.  

Of  all the unit of  analysis linked to subcultures the Ethiopian has the most 

objects present both at home and in the museum, the Ethiopian Jewry 

Heritage Center. Moshe Yeshayahu, at home as well as Shlomo Akala in the 

Center, describe them as ‘objects that make me proud’. Most of  the objects 

are placed in the category Collective and Personal History. Most objects like 

the flywhisk are no longer used in the traditional way even at home. At home 
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they are present as ‘museum objects’. They changed from authentic object into 

tourist object, which people who, in the past, used them in their authentic way, 

now keep as a ‘memorial’ object. During a heritage happening in Afula in 2011 

an exhibited flywhisk was looked at by someone who was holding his own 

flywhisk. The way flywhisks are exhibited in a museum will depend on the 

status the object has at home. It might be presented as an object that people 

once used, or as contemporary object that people use as decoration in order to 

remember.  

The art present in the museum consists for a large part of  pottery. Many 

objects made of  clay are sold all over Israel, for example in the museum shop 

in Beit Hatfutsot, even though the museum does not include them in its 

collection and they are not on display. Despite the interest in Ethiopian Israeli 

art, Ethiopian Israeli artists are struggling for power and economic leverage in 

representing their own work. According to Shlomo Akele individual artists are 

disenfranchised because there is currently no museum, gallery, or center run by 

a community member.563 The places that are organized are run by people who 

offer advice about how to change the design a bit in order for it to sell more. 

These art objects are sold as authentic but they turned into something else 

along the way.564 Was the object perhaps not considered art to begin with, but 

intended for individual use or for merchandise? In the former case the little 

ceramic statue might just have adapted itself  to a new market and by doing so 

it becomes an Israeli-Ethiopian object. Shlomo Akale says, ‘There is a lot of  

hierarchy in the Israeli art world’. Common measures of  artistic worth - such 

as graduation from a prestigious art academy – are irrelevant in an Ethiopian 

context. ‘In Ethiopia, everyone did something connected to art – weaving, 

pottery, carpentry, embroidery. We didn’t have schools for art. Art was life.  

The objects are a part of  our community’s life which cannot be separated 

from our culture and heritage.’565 

Both in the home of  Mrs Sapir-Bergstein and the museum Beit Hatfutsot, as 

described in chapter 5 on the unit of  analysis linked to the Moroccan 

subculture, the same photographs are presented. In both contexts they are 
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categorized under Collective and Personal History. Photographs play an 

important part in visualizing collective and personal history.566 the story that 

accompanies the photograph ‘helps’ to read the photograph. This story differs 

strikingly between the home and the museum. For example, the description 

given by the museum of  the photograph of  Mrs Sapir-Bergstein’s grandmother 

emphasizes the material/folklore side of  what is shown by focusing mainly on 

the type of  clothing. The description offered by Mrs Sapir-Bergstein, the 

owner of  the photograph, is much more evocative of  the lives and personal 

stories of  the people depicted in the photograph.567 The museum considers the 

photograph an object, part of  collective history, while Mrs Sapir-Bergstein 

regards it as part of  her personal history.  

Not shown in the Bar graph is that not only the description of  the object 

differs, but also the way the object is presented is completely different. At 

home the photographs are kept in a folder that one can hold and pass around. 

Placed in an album, a photograph performs together with other images and 

creates another story, with or without handwritten captions.568 The museum 

shows the photographs as images in a computer database where handwritten 

captions are replaced by meta-data. At home the photographs are part of  a 

family history, in the museum they belong to the history of  the Jewish people, 

in particular the Moroccan subculture. According to Hagai Segev, chief  curator 

of  the museum, in the new design of  the museum the way photographs will be 

presented will be different. The display will be closer to the way the (former) 

owner of  the photo presents the story. Linking the data base of  the visual 

documentation center and those of  other departments of  Beit Hatfutsot, like 

the genealogy department, through an improved search machine or added 

meta-data will be a first step in the process of  bringing the personal history to 

the general museum.  

Within the unit of  analysis linked to the Russian subculture the category 

Collective and Personal History is present both in the home and in the 

museum. The objects, for example, are medals and the accompanying stories 

of  Russian veterans from the Second World War. Neither the objects, nor the 
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stories, nor the museum itself  existed in Israel until Russian immigration. 

While other subcultures add to the collective narrative of  Israel, it seems that 

the Russian subculture, by showing their collective history, in particular the 

story of  Jewish soldiers during the Second World War, actually changes the 

collective narrative of  Israel.  

At the same time the Russian culture adds to the Israeli material culture.  

Lecia Voiskoun, curator of  the Russian Art museum Israel introduces the 

‘nostalgic object’, not as a replacement for the ‘ethnographic object’, but in 

addition to it. A nostalgic object can refer both to place and to time and might 

offer possibilities for a museum in exhibiting subcultures within a main culture. 

One object she would like to show is the thick boots of  her grandmother. 

They show how the same object can get a different meaning in a new country. 

In Russia she used them as protection from the cold. In Israel she wears  

them so as not to slip on the ceramic tile floors that are present in most  

Israeli homes. 

Finally, an object of  the Israeli Christian Arab culture that is presented both in 

the museum and at home is food. Food is not often exhibited in a museum but 

in the case of  Beit HaGefen, which for a large part shows its exhibits outdoors, 

it is possible to present food as well. 

Bar graphs 7 and 8 show collected objects per unit of  analysis that are present 

in museums and not in homes. The units of  analysis linked to the Russian, the 

Israeli Muslim Arab and the Christian Muslim Arab subcultures all have objects 

belonging to the category Art in the museum, that are not described by the 

people in their homes as objects that they would like museums to display.  

This certainly does not mean that they oppose it: it could be that other 

categories are considered more important by the people of  the subculture.  

It could also be that art objects were not mentioned as it is taken for granted 

that art is shown in a museum. Furthermore, as seen in the previous chapters, 

at home and in the museum there are different opinions on what is considered 

art. As indicated before, art present at home is sometimes not considered art 

by the museum, as with the paintings of  Mr Kaduri that are shown in the 
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museum as ethnographic objects.  

Another kind of  object, here part of  the Collective and Personal History 

category, is a model. It is a typical museum object that you will not find at 

home. The model, exhibited in the Babylonian Jewry Center is of  the 

synagogue of  Baghdad. It is an impressive object, one that makes Mrs Kaduri 

feel as if  she was once again in Baghdad. Also the Zionist story told by the 

museum reminds her of  the time she lived in Bagdad. This is the same story 

that was told at Mrs Kaduri’s home before the independence of  Israel.  

The Zionist story that is told throughout the museum is an object in itself. 

Because of  this narrative Mrs Kaduri might feel more ‘at home’ in the museum 

than second and third generation immigrants who are brought up with a 

different story. As Kark mentions, ‘the various communities, and their own 

museums, usually idealize their ‘glorious past’ in the Diaspora, thus disputing 

the European-Zionist narrative of  a life of  suffering and misery which 

preceded the establishment of  Israel.’ An object that is used to visualize this 

glorification, according to Kark, is a reconstruction or reduced-sized  

model of  an old synagogue, together with a text recounting the story of   

its reconstruction.569 

Bar graph 9 shows collected objects per unit of  analysis that are present at 

home but not in museums divided into the three categories. Bar graph 10 

shows collected objects per unit of  analysis present at home but not in 

museums as percentage of  total number of  researched objects per subculture. 

Bar graph 11 shows how many of  those objects the people in the homes 

would like to see being exhibited in a museum, divided into the three 

categories. Bar graph 12 shows collected objects per unit of  analysis wanted by 

the people in the homes to be presented in museums as percentage of  total 

number of  researched collected objects unit of  analysis.  

Bar graphs 9 to 12 show that most of  the objects the people in the homes 

would like to see in a museum are objects that are already present at home.  

The people in the Iraqi home mention both music and food, describing the 

home as a place where the intangible heritage is not only present but is also 
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cherished and practiced and transmitted to the next generation. Consequently 

these ‘objects’ are also chosen to be in a museum. Food is not ‘shown’ in the 

museum of  the Babylonian Jewry. However the website of  the museum 

offers a possibility to listen to Iraqi songs.570 In the Russian home food is 

mentioned as an important object to present the Russian culture, whether this 

should be done in a museum setting or using restaurants instead of  museums 

as Yevgeniy suggested. It is indeed a fact that these Russian restaurants in 

Israel aim almost exclusively at people belonging to the subculture itself.  

The moment one would open a (museum?) restaurant this might change.  

It would still be a place of  entertainment, but it would quickly turn into either 

a tourist attraction or perhaps even a museum.  

Bar graphs 9 to 12 also show that there is a discrepancy between which 

category the museum wants to show and what the people from the home 

wants the museum to show. Of  all the objects that are present at home,  

the museum is interested in few if  any, and only in objects belonging in the 

Collective and Personal History category, while the people want to show 

more religious objects of  their subcultures in the museums. This applies to 

the Chabad, the Moroccan, Iraqi and the National Religious subcultures.  

In sum it applies to different kinds of  subcultures - religious, ethnic and 

political.  

Even though Mrs Muchawsky, the curator of  the exhibition on Hasidim in 

the Israel Museum, wanted to show objects from the category Religious and 

Ritual Experience, the objects that she thought of  are not present at home 

but belong to communal places or to leaders of  the community. One example 

is a coat of  a Rebbe of  one of  the Hasidic groups. This coat has holy 

meaning for the Rebbe’s followers: for the museum the same object has 

museological value. The group did not agree to lend the coat and the museum 

consequently choose to use a replica. This replica is of  no value for the 

Rebbe’s followers. The museum decided it will still be of  value for the visitors 

in the museum, with the story of  the real coat told as part of  the exhibit, 

almost like a Russian restaurant for non-Russians.  
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Stories and credits 

 

In conclusion, I have divided the eight units of  analysis that are linked to three 

kinds of  subcultures - religious, ethnic and political. The collected objects 

found in both the home and museum of  the unit of  analysis linked to 

subcultures are divided into three different kinds of  categories, ‘Collective and 

Personal History’, ‘Religious and Ritual Experience’ and ‘Art’, thus allowing for 

multiple cross references. The kind of  subculture is closely linked to the kind 

of  connection it has with the state Israel. As stated, by linking the objects 

found in homes and museums, the connection between the three locations,  

the location of  objects, the location of  people and the location of  the country, 

becomes visible. The religious subcultures, Chabad, National Religious and 

Israeli Christian Arab, do not have objects present in museums’ collections. 

The objects these groups would like to see exhibited are mainly from the 

category ‘Religious and Ritual Experience’. However in case a museum does, 

temporarily, exhibit objects concerning these subcultures, the objects are 

categorized by the museum as belonging to ‘Personal and Collective History’ 

even though their religious or ritual meaning is more important in the home. 

By a change in the way the objects are categorized, the value, use and the way 

the objects matter alters. 

With ethnic subcultures the former location and the way the subculture wants 

to be accepted and/or is accepted within the nation state influences the kind 

of  objects they have at home and likewise influences the kind of  objects they 

want to be seen in museums. Most of  these objects belong to the category 

‘Personal and Collective History’. However the people would like the museums 

to include the intangible culture, such as food and music, as well as intangible 

aspects of  material culture. As I assumed, a discrepancy occurs in particular 

between the intangible and the material aspects of  the objects when you look 

at the object’s ‘life’ at home and its representation in a museum.  

As I anticipated, often not the actual materiality of  objects, rather the way their 

biographies are presented, including their story, their use, and their value,  
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in short the intangible culture plays a critical role.571 

I suggest adapting Elisabeth Edwards’ use of  the word ‘matter’, not only while 

looking at photographs but at all material culture. She says ‘matter’ suggests 

the emotional and the sensory; and quotes Miller while arguing that 

‘importance’ and ‘significance’ are distancing, analytical words, whereas 

‘matter’ is more likely to lead us to the concerns of  those being studied than of  

those doing the studying.572 In addition, I would like to add that ‘matter’ also 

acknowledges the original story told at the home. Presentation is part of  the 

storytelling. For example, with photographs the mode of  presentation is 

hugely influential. To quote Elisabeth Edwards once again, ‘While loose prints 

and albums will generate multiple histories, shifting on their access with each 

viewing, the narrative structure of  albums must be considered as an active 

element in the replaying of  those histories.’573 ‘Likewise, displays of  

photographs in homes create landscapes of  relationships and statements of  

identity through the display and arrangement of  material objects.’574 I would 

like to argue that this is equally true for any other object displayed in homes, 

even those of  which the story is less visible.  

This brings us to the third category ‘Art’. Especially the presentation/display 

of  objects belonging to the category ‘Art’ could only be done in the way that 

the story behind it, and therefore the category to which it connects, are taken 

into account. Because only when the intangible aspects of  an object are known 

can it be chosen and consequently presented in a way that connects the two 

locations, the home and the museum, with the third location, the nation-state. 

Furthermore, only then can an object be both an expression and a mechanism 

of  belonging or exclusion. Here I would like to refer again to ‘the tiger in the 

museum, being a tiger in a museum’, but which I believe still has 

responsibilities or at least connections with the tigers at home.
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10. Establishing collections, building a nation

Like an object, and perhaps even more visible, a museum is an expression 

of, and a mechanism of  belonging or exclusion. This chapter positions the 

museums discussed in the previous chapter, in a historical sketch of  the 

museum landscape in Israel, and it demonstrates the role Israeli politics play 

in the process of  establishing museums as part of  building the nation state.  

In ‘Having, collecting and showing’, I anticipated that this research would 

show that the presence of  a great number of  museums in Israel reinforces, 

or at least makes visible, the distance between subcultures. Moreover  

I expected there to be a significant difference between specific subcultures 

regarding the types of  museums that are linked to them. After the historical 

sketch the outcome of  the research is discussed in relation to these initial 

expectations. 

 

Committees, laws and museums 

The definition of  a museum has evolved in line with developments in 

society. Since its creation in 1946, ICOM (the International Council of  

Museums) has updated this definition in accordance with the realities of  

the global museum community. According to the ICOM statutes, adopted 

during the 21st General Conference in Vienna, Austria, in 2007, ‘A museum 

is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of  society and its 

development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 

communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of  humanity 

and its environment for the purposes of  education, study and enjoyment.’575  

Whilst there is no official cultural policy, detailed guidelines cover the 

operation of  all key government departments and national agencies 

concerned with the funding and administration of  culture and the arts in 

Israel. In short, the cultural portfolio in Israel is administered by the Ministry 
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of  Education, Culture and Sport, which is based in Jerusalem.  

The key cultural arm of  the Ministry is the Culture and Arts Administration 

(CAA), which works in close cooperation with three national institutions 

– the National Council for Culture and Arts, the Council of  Museums and 

the Council of  Public Libraries. ‘Established in 1959 and appointed annually 

by the Minister of  Education, Culture and Sport, the National Council 

for Culture and the Arts, a public body, is responsible for national cultural 

development, for encouraging, initiating and developing new projects in the 

arts and for channeling government subsidies to arts organizations.’576 

It would take until 1975 for the Minster of  Education and Culture, Aharon 

Yadlin, to appoint a commission, known as the Abramov Commission, 

to research the status of  museums in Israel. Eight years later, in 1983, the 

Knesset approved the Museum Law. The law defines a museum as:  

‘A nonprofit institution which keeps objects of  cultural value, and 

permanently presents its collection or part of  it to the public, for education, 

study or pleasure.’577 The Museum Law, which became effective in 1984, 

determines the criteria for maintaining museums and recognizing them.578 

The law distinguishes between accredited and non-accredited museums. 

Accordingly, the Minister of  Culture and Sport is responsible for regulating 

accredited museums, which are monitored by the Israel Museum Council, 

established in 1984, whose members are nominated by the Ministry of  

Culture and Sport.579 The Israel Museum Council is a member of  ICOM.580  

In 2010 fifty three museums were recognized under the museum law.581 

Only four museums receive direct (partial) financing from the State, the 

Israel Museum, Yad Vashem, Beit Hatfutsot and the National Museum 

of  Science, Planning and Technology. Other public museums receive state 

subsidies for specific projects or enjoy only partial state support for their 

operating budgets. The ever present connection between place, politics 

and museums was evident in July 2011 when the Knesset Education and 

Culture Committee approved a bill extending state funding of  museums 

to the West Bank. The amendment extending the geographic scope of  the 
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Museum Law was sponsored by Member of  Parliament Uri Ariel from the 

Nationalist Party. He stated, ‘From now on I, together with other members 

of  parliament, will take advantage of  the Zionist majority in the current 

Knesset to make history and pass a similar law each week’.582 He added, 

‘Judea and Samaria are the cradle of  the Jewish nation, and the treasures 

exhibited in these museums are the historical proof  of  our ownership  

of  the country.’583 The location at which museums are built and the part of  

the land they consequently claim from the beginning of  the establishment of  

the museum is connected with what is shown inside. It is not exceptional in 

itself  that the government exerts influence, from allocating the land,  

to recognizing the museum, to funding. The following historical sketch of  

the museum landscape shows once again that the ever present connection 

between the location of  the museum and the content within the building is 

also always influenced by time. 

 

Historical sketch of  the museum landscape in Israel; the 
beginning

The first museums in what was then Palestine were established in the second 

half  of  the 19th century, mostly by Christian institutions, both scholarly and 

religious ones. On display were the findings of  their scientific exploration of  

the land as an aid for understanding biblical texts. Although most of  these 

museums did not last, the trend of  using museums to shed light on biblical 

events continued after the establishment of  Israel.584 Just recently, in 2011, 

a plan to build a Bible Museum was presented. ‘It’s absurd that in the land 

of  the Bible there is no center dedicated to it’, said Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu.585  

The first Jewish museum was founded by the artist Boris Schatz in 1906 

as part of  the Bezalel School of  Art and Crafts in Jerusalem.586 Besides 

archeological finds, the collection included Jewish art, academic art and 
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samples of  flora and fauna in the land of  Israel. The latter particularly 

showed the connection with the land. In 1932 the Tel Aviv Museum of  Art 

was founded by the first mayor of  Tel Aviv Meir Dizengoff  in his private 

home. It was the first museum that focused mainly on art. Also in the early 

thirties, the Palestine Archaeological Museum in Jerusalem was established. 

In 1938 the name was changed to the Rockefeller Archaeological Museum. 

It houses antiquities unearthed in excavations conducted mainly during 

the time of  the British Mandate (1919-1948). Nowadays it operates under 

the Israel Museum.587 The history of  the Rockefeller Museum parallels the 

establishment of  the Department of  Antiquities by the British Mandate 

government in 1920 and the development of  archaeology in Palestine.  

The museum was built on the site of  Karm el-Sheikh, named after the 

owner of  property, Sheikh Muhammad al-Halili, Mufti of  Jerusalem in the 

late 17th century. In 1906 the Jewish National Fund considered purchasing 

the site for the Bezalel School of  Art and Crafts. It had been the dream of  

Boris Schatz to establish a museum and university overlooking the Temple 

mount. However, the plan never came to fruition. Thirteen years later, in 

1919, the British Mandatory Government in Palestine selected the site for 

the construction of  an archaeological museum, but it was only in 1930 

that the British managed to purchase the plot.588 The museum was the first 

building constructed expressly as a national museum although the nation as 

such still was ambiguous. The museum’s first curator, John H. Iliffe, a British 

archeologist, wanted an ethnographic exhibit that would display local Arab 

folklore. However in the end, with the consent of  Rockefeller, it was decided 

that the museum would specialize solely in archaeology with no historical, 

biological or ethnographic exhibits. In 1938 it was opened to the public.589 

One could argue that archaeology in this period is exhibited the same way 

as art is shown nowadays: both are used to hide under a seemingly neutral 

disguise (being just an archeological artifact or a piece of  art),  

the ethnographic, historical or religious value of  the object and to make sure 

the exhibit is not a political one. 
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In 1932 a plan to build a museum for Jewish Antiquities had been formed. 

The museum was designed as part of  a master plan of  the Hebrew 

University at Mount Scopus in Jerusalem. The Museum reflected the 

aspirations of  the 1930s Jewish community in the pre-state settlement to 

establish cultural institutions and reinforce the link between the country 

and its past. Many of  the collection’s early items are associated with Jewish 

archaeology and the different cultures that existed in the region. It was 

founded in 1941 by Eleazar Lippa Sukenik and during the following years 

objects were collected. On the eve of  the War of  Independence in 1948, 

preparations were made for the museum’s opening. However, due to the war 

the plans were cancelled. The collection’s artifacts were evacuated, to return 

after 1967 when the University regained access to its campus on Mount 

Scopus. The museum however, never opened. Only in 2011, 70 years after its 

official opening, would the archeological artifacts collected in the 1940s be 

exhibited for the first time.590 This fits very well in the Israeli’s government 

campaign to promote the Zionist story while focusing on the land. For more 

on this program, see the section ‘Counter offensive’. 

 

A first memorial

Due to the War of  Independence plans for another future museum also 

came to a halt. In 1942 Mordechai Shenhavi proposed to the Jewish National 

Fund the founding of  a memorial for the victims of  the Shoah in then 

Palestine. Yad Vashem opened its first building four years later in Jerusalem. 

However due to the 1948 War of  Independence a planned museum complex 

was not built. In 1953 the Knesset issued the Yad Vashem law. Subsequently 

the museum was founded on the Hill of  Remembrance in Jerusalem.  

The law describes the role of  Yad Vashem as to grant, as it were, citizenship 

to those who were murdered during the Shoah. In that way the Jews who 

perished form an important part of  the citizenry. A museum thus became 
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capable of  bestowing citizenship.591  

Before the declaration of  the State in 1948, museums had already shown the 

link between people and the land. After Independence, museums became 

involved in more specific discussions of  Zionist narratives, and for the last 

fifteen years museums have taken part even in the post-Zionist discourse. 

Yad Vashem is a good example of  this trend. The role of  the Shoah in Israel 

is part of  the post-Zionist discussion. ‘Although the establishment of  Israel 

doesn’t have a direct causal link with the Shoah’, says Robert Rozett, head of  

the library of  Yad Vashem, ‘it doesn’t mean there is no connection between 

the Shoah and the establishment of  the state: The Shoah ended in 1945 and 

the State was established in 1948. Many Jews who would have wanted to 

live in Israel were murdered and many who did go had been in the Shoah 

themselves or had lost family during that time. In Israel the Shoah is not 

just personal, rather a national notion.’592 Even though it is likely that Israel 

would also have been established even had the Shoah not occurred, Rozett 

does add the Shoah to Israel’s identity construction.593 

Zionism expresses the historic connection between the Jewish people and 

the land of  Israel. In short, the first form of  Zionism can be traced back to 

the Babylonia Exile. Modern Zionism started in the nineteenth century as a 

reaction to the persecution of  Jews in Eastern Europe and Anti-Semitism 

in Western Europe.594 Despite Mordechai Shenhavi’s intention, after the 

opening of  the museum complex in 1958, Yad Vashem operated initially 

not as a memorial but rather as a research institute. Research until then had 

been confined to universities. After the Six Day War of  1967, this changed 

and Yad Vashem began its own research. What had originally been planned 

as a memorial became an internationally renowned museum and research 

institute, a place that is not only capable of  bestowing citizenship, but 

participates, or rather is used, in the debate over Israel’s right to exist.  

When during an official visit, a foreign head of  state does not go to Yad 

Vashem it is seen as a political statement denying the direct link, even 

though this link is historically unsound, between the Shoah and the right 
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of  existence of  the State of  Israel. Not only state visitors have to visit 

the museum, also Israeli soldiers during their conscription are obliged to 

pay a visit. However when a group of  young Palestinians from the West 

Bank visited Yad Vashem in 2010, not everyone was happy. Some on the 

Palestinian side questioned whether a visit to Yad Vashem was not equivalent 

to normalization of  relations with the Israelis. Yad Vashem, according to 

supporters of  Post-Zionism, is a tool in the Zionist narrative.595

 

A national museum showing the other(s)

Every museum established in Israel has to deal with the question of  whether 

to tell the Zionist narrative with all its nuances and in all its variations, or to 

exhibit another narrative. The answer depends on the political position or 

aspirations of  the initiators of  the museum. Furthermore it shows to what 

extent museums in a Middle Eastern country relate to the Western world.  

Until the end of  the Sixties, Israeli museums were based on the classical 

European museum model that ‘claim the heritage of  classical tradition 

for contemporary society and equate that tradition with the very notion 

of  civilization itself.’596 This approach put the emphasis on collecting, 

preserving and displaying objects regarded as high culture and the 

ethnography of  others. In line with the model, museums grew out of  all 

encompassing collections, whose ethnographic components were gradually 

extracted and placed in special collections (wings) dedicated to the ‘study  

of  man’. These collections were predicated upon a seemingly objective  

and scientific colonialist approach, which centered on the study of   

non-Western cultures.597 

The Israel Museum, the official national museum, was established in 1956 

in Jerusalem, and is located not far from the Israeli parliament and the 

high court of  justice.598 The museum arose from the 1906 collection of  

Boris Schatz. ‘The founding of  the Israel Museum was one of  the most 
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important events following the founding of  the State of  Israel’, remarked 

then President-Elect Shimon Peres at the Museum’s International Council 

in 2010. ‘Its renewal is central to the destiny of  Israel. If  politics is part of  

everyday life, the Israel Museum is part of  life’s inspiration.’599 In articles 

published by the museum, its collection is presented as ‘an expression of   

the unity of  the Jewish people. The objects stand for the people: the 

museum, like the state, is the gathering place for all ‘Jewish’ objects.’600  

In this respect Kaylin Goldstein states: ‘The Israel Museum serves as a place 

in which the disparate groups of  Jerusalem, glossed as Arabs/Muslims, 

the ultraorthodox, and the secular, can ‘come together’, or, at least as a 

place to which they can come.’ She adds, ‘the division of  the museum into 

a confederation of  separate museums: an archaeology wing, Judaica wing, 

modern art wing – the divided space, in other words – is the condition of  

this pluralist possibility.’601  

In Israel the question always in the background is, ‘who are the others?’ 

Others do not have to be from outside the country, they can also be, for 

instance, people with another notion of  belief, who actually do not regard 

a museum as a place where they can go, as it is a secular place that exhibits 

objects that are forbidden to be seen according to their beliefs. Moreover it 

is open during Shabbat which makes it a place unsuitable to visit.602 

During preparations for the exhibition on Hasidim the curator guided 

a Hasidic couple around the museum, a couple who had never before 

been in a museum. The visit could take place as the couple considered 

the ethnographic department the only department permissible to visit. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, at a later stage of  the preparations one of  the 

leading rabbis in Israel, Rabbi Baruch Shochat, received a behind-closed-

doors tour of  the Israel Museum. Temporary exhibitions, like the one on 

Hasidim, try to include groups that otherwise would be excluded, and in 

order to do so even introduce extra separate opening hours for women.  

Still the pluralistic approach, which achieved questionable results, is 

falling out of  favor at the museum. Even when the museum had a large 
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ethnographic and Judaica department, many of  the curators still saw it 

primarily as an art museum and were unwilling to focus on, let alone collect, 

other forms of  material culture.603 Today this attitude has become more 

prevalent and is expressed by a change in names, the Ethnographic and 

Judaica department is now called the Jewish Art and Life wing.604 It seems 

that the Israel Museum still follows a European museum model, though not 

necessarily that of  19th century. It follows the Western trend in which art 

plays more and more of  a significant role in display strategies, even when  

the museum is not an art museum per se. 

 

From Diaspora to the Jewish people

This trend towards art is also followed by Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the 

Jewish People, in Tel Aviv. An example is the exhibition in 2010  

‘Jewish icons Andy Warholl and Israeli artists’. Ten portraits of  Jews of  the 

Twentieth Century, a 1980 print screen series by Andy Warhol, recently 

donated to Beit Hatfutsot, was exhibited next to work of  Israeli artists.  

Not only did the exhibition follow the trend towards showing art, 

which is all the more remarkable in a museum that started telling stories 

without objects, but also it encapsulates significant change the museum is 

undergoing. Instead of  focusing on the Diaspora, it shows Israel no longer 

as the destined country for all Jews but as a possible place among many for 

Jews to live. Moreover the museum differentiates between a Jewish cultural 

icon and an Israeli one.605 In this respect the museum is addressing the  

visual aspects of  the Zionist narrative.  

Nahum Goldmann, founder and first president of  the World Jewish 

Congress, was the main person behind the idea of  establishing Beit 

Hatfutsot following the Shoah, ‘as a living testament to the Jewish dispersion 

following the Shoah.’ He sought to increase knowledge and understanding 

of  the young generation who were born in a free and autonomous country, 
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about the lives and creations of  Diaspora Jews.606 The museum was founded 

in 1978 on the campus of  the Tel Aviv University.607  

Martin Pyant, a designer involved with the layout of  the museum, states that 

‘the initial approach of  its permanent exhibition is reconstruction.  

The museum adopted a historiographic approach then unique among Jewish 

historical museums. In Jewish museums the history of  the Diaspora and 

Jewry is often described solely in terms of  persecution and pogroms.  

The planners of  the museum have sought to offer a balanced reconstruction 

of  the Jewish past, so that the Diaspora can also be viewed as a remarkable 

achievement.’608 Though the museum was seen as one of  the best 

‘conceptual and interpretative museums in the world’, people stopped 

visiting. Chapter 2 ‘More than one story to tell, photographs at home and in 

the museum’, on the Moroccan subculture, describes the latest developments 

of  the museum. It is in the process of  changing from Beth Hatefutsot, the 

Diaspora Museum into Beit Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish People, 

which is due to be completed in 2014. The process followed the near 

collapse of  the museum in the nineties. The government requested help to 

save the museum and was answered in 2003 by the NADAV Fund, founded 

by Leonid Nevzlin, a Russian born philanthropist and businessman. In 2005 

Beit Hatfutsot’s status was protected by the enactment of  a law passed by 

the Knesset that defined Beit Hatfutsot as ‘ The National Center for Jewish 

Communities in Israel and the World.’609 The museum’s CEO Avinoman 

Armoni stated: ‘The museum will make a point of  being more pluralistic 

and less Ashkenazi, Orthodox and male oriented, but the biggest change will 

be in its attitude to Diaspora Jews, who will be put on equal footing with 

their brothers and sisters in Israel following criticism that the museum’s old 

approach was patronizing.’610 

Kaylin Goldstein asserted that ‘these museums, like the Israel Museum 

and Beit Hatfutsot, succeed in promoting the Zionist historical narrative, 

but fail to achieve liberal goals such as critiquing this narrative, promoting 

tolerance, and producing multicultural encounters.’611 However within the 
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new story Beit Hatfutsot is planning to tell, there may be more room for 

other narratives. At the same time the Israel Museum, with the exception 

of  temporary exhibitions like the one on Hasidim, seems to focus more and 

more on art, almost as to evade a specific narrative; but, as seen in the earlier 

chapters, art presents a narrative in itself  and whatever story it tells, it is 

never a neutral one. 

 

Settlement and coexistence 

In the sixties and seventies a specific type of  museum dedicated to the 

pioneering settlement of  the land from 1882 to 1948, consequently called 

settlement museums, became popular.612 Tamar Katriel states that ‘these 

museums serve to support and reflect the Israeli nation-building project.’613 

Moreover, she continues, ‘the political administration strived to erase cultural 

traces of  life in the Diaspora and to create a uniform Zionist secular Euro-

centric society, a ‘melting pot’ policy. This was doomed from the beginning 

as not all groups found themselves part of  this nation-building project.’614 

These museums, most of  them situated on the periphery, still exist and show 

how history once was seen and related. The very term settlement museum 

is now becoming problematic and in my view a more appropriate name 

could be pioneering museum. The word settlement, once neutral, is now 

politically loaded, as settlers are now referred to as people living on the other 

side of  the green line. The aforementioned proposed law of  2011, which 

would extend state funding of  museums to the West Bank is referred to by 

the media as the ‘Settlement Museums bill’. The new settlement museums 

of  today are situated beyond the green line. The purpose of  both the old 

and the new settlement museums however, is the same; by their physical 

structure they claim land and with their objects they claim part of  the 

national history. The answer to the question ‘which of  the two museums  

will receive state funding?’ is in and of  itself  a political statement.  
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Black stain, 2005 (Photograph by Parrhesia) 

 

The settlement museums present a Zionist narrative where there is literally 

and figuratively no room for the other. 

An attempt to encourage and promote understanding and coexistence was 

made by a different kind of  institution. Beit HaGefen, the Arab-Jewish 

Center was established in Wadi Nisnas, a mixed Arab-Jewish neighborhood 

in Haifa in 1963. The purpose was ‘bringing together Arabs and Jews and 

educating towards coexistence, neighborliness and tolerance by means of  

cultural and artistic activities, festivals, meetings and community activity.’615 

As described in Chapter 7 ‘A holiday as object’, on the Israeli Christian 

Arab subculture, every year the center organizes an exhibition as part of  

the Holiday of  Holidays Festival that began in 1994 after the signing of  the 

Oslo accords between Israel and the Palestinians. The mayor of  Haifa gives 

his blessing but politicians at the national level are not invited, so as to avoid 

politicization of  the event.616 By concentrating on art, the center tries to stay 
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away from politics, choosing universal themes that emphasize what people 

have in common. For example the theme chosen for the festival 2005/2006 

was Black Coffee. However, a work exhibited made by Parrhesia, ‘a group 

of  activists, artists, designers, and photographers that work collaboratively to 

construct a respectful, humane, civil language that can sustain a dialogue that 

includes previously marginalized and excluded voices’, has been described 

by Bareket Kezwer as, ‘A poster depicting a Black Stain was made in 

memory of  the thirteen Arab Israeli citizens killed by Israeli police during an 

October 2000 riot. The dark stain of  the poster critiqued the clean narrative 

presented by Israeli history and mainstream media.’617 Black stain was less 

innocent, more political than the curators of  Black Coffee had in mind. 

However, without the story, it could pass for a black coffee stain. 

 

New narratives visible in new museums

As described in the paragraph ‘Politics in culture’, Baruch Kimmerling, an 

Israeli sociologist, describes how the 1970s saw the decline of  the cultural-

political dominance of  the mostly urban veteran middle-class Ashkenazi 

groups and the emergence of  ‘four other cultural groups,618 non-Ashkenazi 

Jews (both Sephardi619 and Mizrahi620), Ultra-orthodox Jews, the Russians 

(Jewish and non-Jewish immigrants from the former Soviet Union), and 

Israeli Arabs’.621 He asserted that although Israeli society comprises various 

distinct cultures, it is not multicultural as there is a constant clash between  

the groups, rather than mutual respect and co-existence.622 Despite the 

unifying work of  Beit HaGefen, the sociological theories of  Baruch 

Kimmerling and others are reflected in the establishment of  diverse museums 

and heritage centers dedicated to those parts of  an Israeli society that, until 

then, had been underrepresented. Among immigrant Jewish communities, 

establishment of  museums has become a prevalent component in the effort 

to preserve their shared past. Some key attributes, as described by  
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Ruth Kark, are common to almost all of  these relatively new museums.623 

They are ethno-centric, i.e. each museum focuses on one specific cultural 

group, and often they were initiated and established by members of  the 

communities which they represent.624 Dor Guez adds that most of  these 

museums share a common denominator that transcends their differences- 

that is, their Jewish identity.625 Ruth Kark states that these local ethnographic 

museums function both to distinguish and to integrate the cultural groups 

they represent from/into Israeli society. These museums serve their 

communities and all of  Israeli society by giving each community a space 

of  its own, to reclaim and recount its individual story. ‘They function as 

bridges between different parts of  Israeli society, and thus may contribute to 

its future as a multicultural state.’626 However this research indicates that the 

museums at the most function as a bridge between several generations.  

One such community museum stands out in size and prestige, the Babylonian 

Jewry Heritage Center, founded in 1973.627 As cited in Chapter 3, ‘A migration 

museum and its visitors’ on the Iraqi subculture, Ester Meir-Glitzenstein 

describes how the initiators of  the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center shaped 

the history of  the Iraqi Jews and their journey to and arrival in Israel for their 

own purposes. ‘Because of  the leading role the museum founders played 

both in Iraq and in Israel they were capable of  inventing the tradition of  a 

general Zionism present in their old country Iraq in order to claim their place 

in their new country, to make their past part of  the collective Israeli memory 

and to acquire social prestige and political power.’628 The establishment of  the 

museum as part of  the Center was a form of  criticism of  the way the Jews of  

Islamic countries were portrayed or ignored in the general museums.629 

Idit Sharoni-Pinhas, curator of  the museum, points out that the Israel 

Museum shows only the most beautiful objects which can be considered 

high art.630 Still, according to Ester Meir Glitzenstein, ‘the central objective 

of  the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center is not to undermine, break down, 

or present an alternative to the hegemonic Israeli culture, but to seek a place 

for itself  in it.’631 ‘The founders of  the Center represented only one element 
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of  Iraqi Jewry; a significant portion of  the intellectuals in the community 

were advocates of  Arab culture, and of  these, many were Communist and 

some were also anti-Zionist. Their conception of  Jewish history in Iraq was 

completely different from that of  the Iraqi Zionists.’632 The founders decided 

to adopt the Zionist, Ashkenazi, establishment’s concept of  Jewish history. 

The members noted that they were dealing not with ‘culture’, which has 

current value, but with ‘heritage; which is the culture of  the past- nice for 

museums and history books but a threat to the present dominant culture. 

They tried to camouflage the fact that memorial institutions, although dealing 

with the past, were struggling to shape the present.633 As Karp describes 

it ‘museums became one of  the institutions and practices associated with 

modernity, part of  the checklist for being a nation, a means for disparate 

groups to present and claim their histories and values in the public sphere, 

and simultaneously an arena and means for constituting community 

identities.’634 

Today the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center is the only museum in Israel that 

is part of  the International Network of  Migration Institutions. In recent years 

migration museums have been developing all over the world. Anno 2012  

the network includes 24 museums and other institutions promoting the public 

understanding of  migration.635 These institutions have been creating venues 

to facilitate transmission between generations as well as encounters between 

the migrants and the other groups in the country, by telling their personal 

story. However this research shows that people who experienced another 

story, one that differed from the museum presentation, feel less at home 

in the museum. Thus even though the presented story fits better with the 

national narrative, it alienates part of  the own subculture from the museum. 

Migration museums in particular have to deal not only with the connection 

between the subculture and the new culture, but at the same time to connect 

with the new generations within the subculture who never lived the story the 

museum presents. Also discussed in Chapter 3, ‘A migration museum and its 

visitors’, on the Iraqi subculture, is the monument next to the museum where 
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every year on the fifteenth of  January a memorial ceremony is held for two 

Iraqi Jewish Zionists who were hanged that day in 1952. Not far away from 

the museum is a public park established in memory of  nine Jews executed in 

1969 for allegedly spying on behalf  of  Israel. Both memorials were erected 

even before the museum was built in 1973. In 2010 a new memorial, this 

time in the town of  Ramat Gan, was unveiled. The dedication was attended 

by Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, Minister of  Industry, Trade and Labor, who had 

made the journey from Iraq to Israel as a young boy. It is not a coincidence 

that the ceremony took place on the eve of  Yom HaShoah, the national 

Remembrance Day. Binyamin BenEliezer stated: ‘I say loud and clear to 

those threatening to destroy us…Our state is not a miracle but proof  that the 

Jewish nation will live on and successfully confront the challenges it faces.’636 

 

Indigenous curation, inclusion and exclusion

Trying to emulate the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center is the center 

representing the Ethiopian subculture. However the differences between 

the two subcultures are echoed in the different challenges encountered 

establishing the two centers. Following incessant demand by Ethiopian 

community leaders, in 1988 the High Court called for the establishment of  

an institution, a center in which the Ethiopian community’s historical and 

cultural heritage will be conserved and nurtured. As a consequence of  the 

court’s decision, in 1992, members of  the Knesset, led by former Minister of  

Immigration Yair Tzaban, took the decision to establish a Beta Israel cultural 

center. ‘Bahalachin’, the Ethiopian Jewish Heritage and Cultural Center 

was finally founded in 1996 in Tel Aviv.637 Under director Shlomo Akale, 

Bahalachin is one of  the few, if  not the only, heritage center in Israel named 

in the original language of  the subculture. Bahalachin is Amharic for  

‘Our Culture’.638 

The center’s main purpose is to preserve the community’s history, tradition 
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and culture, as well as to contribute to a better fusion and integration of  

the Ethiopian subculture into main stream society.639 From the beginning 

the integration has not been smooth. Kaplan and Salomon describe how 

in the 1950s ‘Israeli absorption agencies tended to treat immigrations from 

north Africa640 as a tabula rasa and aggressively sought to transform them 

as quickly as possible into modern, westernized Israelis as part of  a ‘melting 

pot’ philosophy of  absorption’641, in contrast the Iraqis who, although 

coming from an Arab country, were considered westernized. ‘Nowadays, 

in an attempt to avoid repeating what are perceived as the mistakes of  

that period, Israeli officials charged with assisting Ethiopian immigrants 

speak frequently about the need to preserve Ethiopian traditional culture. 

In practice most authorities adopted a utilitarian attitude that seeks to 

understand Ethiopian culture only in so far as this was necessary in order to 

formulate more successful absorption policies and programs.’642 At best the 

attitude towards the traditional culture, according to Kaplan and Salomon, 

can be described as folklorization, a term referring to attempts to present 

elements of  Ethiopian culture including dance, folk songs, traditional foods, 

and crafts such as pottery and weaving.643 The Center is now in the final 

stage of  planning the opening of  an Ethiopian museum in Jerusalem, as 

Jerusalem embodies the longing of  the Ethiopian Jews for Zion.  

Baruch Kimmerling states: ‘The Ethiopians feel that the heroic story of  

their arrival in Israel has not been sufficiently included in the pantheon 

of  Zionist heroism, and that this omission from Israeli collective memory 

reflects their marginality in Israel society in general.’644 ‘The museum’s goal 

is to preserve Ethiopian Jewish culture and heritage and to pass it on to our 

children in order to give them self-identity, to teach them to be proud of  

themselves.’645 As it is, the Ethiopian subculture was denied its own culture 

during the process of  absorption; but recently a new generation has started 

to revalidate their heritage. A result of  this is seen in the center and the 

future museum’s inclusion of  departments devoted to family counseling by 

elders, to recording oral history and to folklore performances.646  
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See Chapter 4 ‘Indigenous curation provides a second view.’  While these 

activities meant to preserve traditional customs might not suit Western 

models of  museums, they do fit in what the anthropologist Kreps calls 

‘Indigenous Curation.’ This is shorthand for non-Western models of  

museums, curatorial methods, and concepts of  cultural heritage preservation 

that support the transmission of  culture through time. In addition to cultural 

expressions like festivals and the performing arts, intangible cultural heritage 

also encompasses oral traditions, traditional craftsmanship, knowledge and 

skills, cultural spaces, and social practices related to intangible culture.647

 

Memorials, homes for intangible culture? 

In 1989, a year after the High Court decision to establish a center dedicated 

to Ethiopian culture and heritage, the Ministry of  Immigrant Absorption 

erected at Kibbutz Ramat Rachel, a temporary memorial to  

the Ethiopian Jews who perished on the way to Israel.648 In 2003 the 

Ministry of  Immigration, Absorption and the Diaspora decided that a 

permanent memorial would be established on Mount Herzl. It took four 

years for the memorial to be built. Besides a physical memorial,  

the government designated the 28th of  Iyar, as a national Memorial Day for 

Ethiopian Jews.649 This date is significant as it is ‘Jerusalem Day’, the day  

that celebrates the reunification of  Jerusalem as a result of  Israel’s Six Day 

War victory, as well as commemorating the soldiers who fell.650 With the 

physical presence of  a memorial the history of  the subculture becomes 

part of  the national landscape. Emanuela Trevisan Semi, Italian professor 

of  Modern Hebrew and Jewish Studies, points out how the memorial day 

expresses the Ethiopian Jews’ process of  Israelization, in contrast to their 

religious holiday of  Segd, celebrated in Ethiopia to mark the giving of  the 

Law on Mount Sinai and reintroduced in Israel to express the community’s 

re-ethiopianization651  
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In 1996, the same year as Balachin was founded, the Maria and Michael 

Zeitlin Museum of  Russian Art was established. A museum as Lecia 

Voiskoun, the curator explains, that ‘doesn’t deal with who we are and 

where we come from. The goal of  the museum is showing of  high quality 

Russian art’.652 Why there is no a museum in Israel that deals with Russian 

ethnography, according to Lecia Voiskoun, is ‘a matter of  mentality’.  

See Chapter 5, ‘Medals rather than high art.’ An ethnographic center would 

function to preserve culture. Russians do not need a museum or center for 

that purpose because they do that themselves in their daily life. They live it. 

‘It is the mentality of  imperialism; everyone has to learn from us.’653 

This attitude becomes even more visible in the attempt to change the 

national narrative and in addition the international collective Jewish 

memory by the planning for a Memorial and a Museum of  the Jewish 

Soldier in WWII, south of  the Latrun Armored Corps Memorial. Israel 

Beiteinu, a political party that is closely affiliated with the Russian immigrant 

community, is strongly committed to the museum. Funding for the museum 

was even one of  the conditions of  the coalition agreement that party 

chairman Avigdor Lieberman signed with Prime Minister Ehud Olmert in 

2006.654 The memorial is to be completed by the end of  2014. Netanyahu 

mentioned the plans to build the memorial to commemorate the Red Army’s 

victory over the Nazis, during a meeting in Moscow in February 2010 with 

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.655 

 

Art between West and Middle-East

In this section I would like to address the different intentions Israeli 

museums have when they are showing art. While art is used by the Russian 

subculture as a means to introduce Russian artists, it serves different goals 

for another subculture. The Israeli Muslim Arab subculture uses art to 

slowly change the national narrative. In 1996 the Umm el Fahem art gallery 
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opened. The ministry of  education and culture funded half  of  the budget 

for the gallery opening and the other half  was provided by the mayor, the 

head of  the Islamic movement, Sheikh Raed Saleh. Now the gallery is 

well on its way to becoming a museum. The establishment of  the Umm el 

Fahem and Wadi ‘Ara Archive marks a turning point on the Gallery’s route 

to becoming a museum.656 The archive, which already by its name positions 

itself  geographically, will consist of  visual as well as oral historical materials, 

providing a different narrative. According to Said Abu Shakra, memory 

refers to the place, and the place possesses eternal significance of  home, 

life, family, existence, identity, childhood, heritage and culture. Moreover, as 

Said Abu Shakra says, ‘a perception of  the future detached from the values 

of  the past is flawed and devoid of  personal and national identity. We must 

furnish society with strength; a sense of  belonging, pride and continuity.’657 

The museum’s main collection will consist of  contemporary art, while the 

archives will serve as a foundation of  the museum. See Chapter 8  

‘The geographical position of  art and home.’ Not only is the Israeli 

government helping to finance the building of  the new museum, even the 

national lottery has a program to print catalogs and support exhibitions by 

artists from the Israeli Arab community. And ‘when it gets to the lottery, 

the process is complete — it has gone from the margins to the mainstream,’ 

said Rona Sela, a researcher and curator of  historical Israeli and Palestinian 

photography.658 By choosing to exhibit just art (high art) and to pay no 

attention to ethnography, the museum connects to established (Western 

based) museums like the Israel Museum and the Museum of  Modern art in 

Tel Aviv and to the international art scene. 

‘The existence of  Israeli Arab art has also not been officially recognized. 

During the (subsidized) participation of  the country’s six largest museums 

in the celebrations marking Israel’s 60th anniversary in 2008, each museum 

devoted an exhibition to a specific decade of  Israeli art. The exhibitions, 

which featured works by hundreds of  artists, included only two works 

by Israeli Arab artists, both of  whom claim they were unaware of  their 
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inclusion in the exhibitions until after they had opened to the public.’659  

Dor Guez states ‘that there is no doubt that it is (still) possible to point to an 

inherent affinity between Israeli museums and the Israeli state: The series of  

social, cultural, economic and political connections that have been, and still 

are, being forged between museums and the nation state seem to be growing 

even stronger in this “Middle Eastern” country that likes to consider 

itself  part of  the Western world, even though most of  its inhabitants are 

not of  Western origin.’660 Through the Umm el Fahem art gallery, Israeli 

Arab art could become an integral part of  the Israeli cultural landscape. 

While the Israeli Arab curators are being educated mostly outside their 

own museum, the Israeli Arab visitors are offered art education within the 

Umm el Fahem art gallery. The website states: ‘A well trained team of  Art 

teachers, social workers and artists welcomes you in the Gallery. Our credo 

is that art is an instrument that enables us to interact and communicate with 

our environment. The study of  art, and artistic examination of  everyday 

issues, permits a new perspective on our environments and everyday lives; 

it helps us to examine and define our own identities. With Art Education 

we can enrich our lives and broaden our horizons.’661 It is worth mentioning 

that behind the names of  the teachers listed, their place of  residence 

is mentioned. However despite the art education, by showing mostly 

contemporary art the museum does not (yet) connect with part of  the  

own subculture. 

 

Israeli texture

The Israeli government, in line with my research finding that it operates 

as an independent subculture promoting its own narrative, on May 31st 

2011 opened the exhibition ‘Israeli texture’ in the Knesset. This permanent 

exhibition shows the parliament’s own collection of  contemporary Israeli 

art. When the Knesset was built in the 1960s, artists were asked to create 
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mostly functional works for it. For the new wing that opened in 2007 no 

funding has been allocated for contemporary art. Sharon Sofer, responsible 

for artwork in the Knesset, says; ‘where first archaeological items were put 

on display, now we are moving ahead to art.’662 the criteria are set by the 

Ministry of  Culture: artists should reside in Israel, have been exhibited in a 

museum in Israel or abroad and been artistically active for at least five years. 

As to subject matter, the concept is that the Knesset is a work place and not 

everything suitable for a gallery or a museum is appropriate for it. Also it is 

a place of  politics, which also must be taken into account in the selection. 

These criteria evoke those set by Beit HaGefen. However the Knesset 

differs in that it is a restricted space, accessible by invitation only and where 

international leaders get their first impression of  Israel. By contrast Beit 

HaGefen exhibits are displayed outside in the neighborhood where people 

walking around the streets encounter the work. In the end 47 works were 

selected for the Knesset. In the text accompanying the exhibition it states 

that the works all share universal values, while at the same time having a 

strong local connection. The title ‘Israeli texture’ refers to this connection. 

The works consist of  something Israeli. They depict the landscape, or the 

home or the memory.663  

When the chosen works were put on display Ariyeh Eldad from the National 

party demanded the removal of  the painting ‘The Orange-grower’s family’ 

by Eliyahu Bokobza. He said that it shows an Arab family from the thirties, 

it is a ‘Nakba’ painting, presenting the Palestinian narrative. According to 

Rona Sela, specialized in the history of  photography in Palestina,  

‘a photograph or painting of  a Palestinian family from before 1948, against 

the backdrop of  an orchard, would up till now not have precipitated a 

discussion of  the Nakba (catastrophe).’664 Reuven Rivlin did not heed 

Eldad’s call, saying that the picture ‘is open to interpretation. It does not 

express a clear political stance. Just like I let you express yourself  in the 

Knesset, I have to let every other opinion be heard.’ ‘The Knesset,’ Rivlin 

added, ‘which represents all layers of  the Israeli population, is proud to 
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present contemporary art on its walls that displays the variety in Israeli 

society.’665 However exhibiting the painting is not the same as including 

different layers of  the Israeli population. The artwork chosen present the 

government’s own story is disguised as autonomous art in the same degree 

as the artworks that are excluded. The exception is made by including a 

painting presumably showing the Nakba. However this painting was made 

not by an Israeli Muslim Arab but by a Jewish migrant from Tunisia, who 

does not have to fight for his position within Israeli society anymore.666 

This shows again that the story of  the art work itself  is as important as the 

biography of  the artist. Art made by Israeli Muslim Arab artists as of  now is 

not included in the government’s collection.

 

Counter offensive

In a counter offensive against post-Zionist ideas, and perhaps also in 

response to the growing presence of  other narratives, the government is 

promoting a revival of  Zionism. The Minister of  Culture and Sport, Limor 

Livnat plans to force all state-funded performers to operate all over the 

country, including the West Bank, as a condition for continuing their funding, 

saying ‘culture is a social bridge, and the political debate must remain outside 

cultural and artistic life.’667 In 2010, Limor Livnat announced a plan to grant 

a special annual award in all fields of  culture aimed at encouraging “Zionist 

art”.668 It is intended ‘to reflect the values of  Zionism, the history of  the 

Zionist movement and the Jewish people’s return to its historic homeland’.669 

In addition the government proposed the National Heritage Plan, which I 

will interpret below, as well as a call for the revival of  Zionism.670 tamar is 

the name for date palm in Hebrew. It is also the acronym for the heritage 

plan. In the beginning of  2010 a weekly cabinet meeting was held not in 

Jerusalem as usual, but in Tel Hai. Here Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

introduced the National Heritage Plan671 saying: ‘Our existence here in our 
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country depends not only on the strength of  the IDF and our economic and 

technological might. It is anchored, first and foremost, in our national and 

emotional legacy, which we instill in our youth and in the coming generations. 

It depends on cultural heroes and national symbols. It depends on our ability 

to recognize and explain the justice of  our cause, and to underscore our links 

to the Land, first and foremost, to ourselves as well as to others. Therefore,  

I am honored to open today’s Cabinet meeting at Tel Hai, during the week in 

which we commemorate the 90th anniversary of  the heroic battle in which 

Joseph Trumpeldor and his seven comrades fell, here at this site. Today, we 

are due to approve a comprehensive plan, the largest ever, to strengthen the 

national heritage infrastructures of  the State of  Israel. We will rehabilitate 150 

archaeological and Zionist heritage sites. We will build and enrich archives 

and museums. We will create two trails. I think that this project is of  the 

highest national value and, for at least some of  the sites that have to do 

with global cultural assets, of  the highest international value. People must 

be familiar with their homeland and its cultural and historical vistas. This is 

what we will instill in this and coming generations, to the glory - if  I may say 

- of  the Jewish people.’672 At the same meeting the government unanimously 

approved the plan. In the outline of  the plan Zvi Hauser, Cabinet Secretary 

and coordinator of  the Heritage Plan, states: ‘A crisis in values is threatening 

our collective identity. A new generation of  Israelis, for whom the Zionist 

experience is foreign, take their lives here for granted and is being raised 

in an environment of  cultural shallowness with dwindling knowledge and 

spirituality. Zionism for them lacks charm and vitality. Success in the values 

arena begins with the ability to tell the story of  the link between the nation 

and the land. This is a campaign about future Zionism and to define a new 

collective identity.’673  

‘We are on the map’ is the title of  one chapter in the National Heritage Plan 

that discusses the two new trails. The catchy phrase is actually a political 

slogan in itself. It became famous when Israel’s basketball team defeated 

CSKA Moscow in 1977.674 Although it was more than thirty years ago, 
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most people who lived in Israel at that time, remember this game. It is seen 

as a key event in the forging of  Israel’s national identity. ‘We are on the 

map’ proclaimed the team captain Tal Brody as a TV announcer pushed a 

microphone in front of  him for a post-game quote.675 ‘And we are staying on 

the map – not only in sports, but in everything’. The phrase ‘We are on the 

map!’ (‘anachnu al hamapa’) a literal translation of  an English phrase into 

Hebrew, became popular in Israel, one that is now used in the outline of  the 

National Heritage Plan. By designing two trails, the historical trail676 and the 

Israeli experience trail, which together connect most of  the national heritage 

sites, it seems that the Israeli government is creating a cultural landscape 

of  the whole of  Israel, or, as Netanyahu describes it, a ‘Living Land of  

Israel Museum.’677 The cultural landscape shows, or rather proclaims, the 

connection between the people and the land.678 The introduction mentioned 

culture versus identity, having versus doing, heritage is something you have 

to do. These trails are meant to be walked, hiked. With both the Religious 

Zionist as with the Israeli Muslim Arab subculture, the actually ‘ walking the 

land ritual’ has (almost) a religious /political meaning. Now the government 

added another political meaning, where the goal is to walk towards a revival 

of  Zionism. People in Israel are accustomed to walking the land and there 

are already many trails, of  which the Israel Trail might be the best known. 

Orit Ben David discussing hikes organized by SPNI (Society for Protection 

of  Nature in Israel), suggests that for many Israelis, hikes are a means for 

defining territory and ownership of  the land.679 In other words, hikes are 

means for effecting a legitimate connection between people and land.680  

It seems that even the global movement of  ‘going back to nature’ is 

politicized. In Israel it is sometimes used as an argument in land claims.681 
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Israel and Poland in Venice

In 2011 Yael Bartana, challenged the (government’s) Zionist narrative in 

a whole new way. During the 54st Venice Biennale she exhibited a project 

which shows that there is no boundary between art and politics.682  

 

 

It was the first time in history that Poland was represented by an artist from 

another country. Israeli Yael Bartana presented her plan for the return of   

the Jews to Poland with the trilogy ‘ ... and Europe will be stunned’.  

Three movies tell the story of  the fictional Jewish Renaissance Movement 

in Poland (JRMiP), a political party which calls for the return of  3.3 million 

Jews to the land of  their forefathers.683 The following is a fragment from 

the manifest of  the JRMiP that visitors could take with them. ‘We want to 

return! Not to Uganda, not to Argentina, not to Syria or Madagascar.  

Not even to Palestine. /It is Europe, the land of  our fathers and  

forefathers, we long for. In real life and in dreams we continue to have 
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Poland on our minds.’684  

Yael Bartana states: ‘I don’t believe that Jews could actually go and live in 

Poland, because of  the existing anti-Semitism.  This project might rather 

address how you could ignore one location and start something  

somewhere else.’685   

 Jews Return Jews Return Jews Return..., 2008 (Digital print by Yael Bartana) 

 

 

Yael Bartana elaborates: ‘For me, this project is not about memory and 

creating a museum out of  something, but about establishing a relationship 

to contemporary Israeli politics. Jews coming to Poland today would not 

constitute a Diaspora anymore, but would be closely linked to a specific 

nation-state, to the militaristic rhetoric and politics of  Israel. That’s why the 

“The Jewish Renaissance Movement” that I founded in Poland even has a 

flag combining the Polish eagle and the Star of  David.’686  

At the same biennale, Israel was represented by Sigalit Landau who focuses 

on natural materials, including a set of  huge water pipes that cross the space, 

while projected onto the floor three young men play a ‘knife game’ in a 
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work called Azkelon, 2011. Azkelon is a hybrid of  the words Aza [Gaza] 

and Ashkelon: two towns which in Landau’s words ‘share a beach but are 

separated by a border.’ The boys draw lines, while kicking over the lines of  

their peers, a clear reference to the struggle for territory and identity in the 

region.687 When she was chosen to represent Israel it was understood that 

her work would be ‘based on co-existence on the human plane, and the 

chronology of  settlement in pre-state Israel.’ 

The jury report states, ‘given Israel’s standing in the world today, this project 

is more likely to contribute to the country’s foreign relations than verbal 

explanations by ambassadors  

and official representatives.’688  Yael Bartana’s work is not less a reference 

to the struggle for territory and identity, still during her visit to the Polish 

pavilion Culture Minister Limor Livnat did not comment on Bartana’s work. 

However after visiting the Israeli pavilion she congratulated Sigalit Landau, 

saying that she ‘faithfully represents the lively Israeli art scene and Israeli 

culture at its best.’689 The reason could be Bartana’s post-Zionist, rather than 

Zionist, proposal to end the struggle. 

 

 

Building a nation; establishing collections

As shown above and in earlier chapters, building a nation and establishing 

collections go hand in hand. Furthermore many subcultures use museums 

to claim their place and to be recognized as part of  the nation-state or to 

distance themselves from it. 

The research shows that in Israel whether a museum is established to  

(re)present a subculture depends on the kind of  subculture, and the type of  

museum depends on the political positioning of  that subculture, which in 

itself  is inherent in the kind of  subculture.  

Of  the eight subcultures to which the units of  analysis are linked, three can 

be defined as religious. None of  the three, Chabad, the Religious Zionists 
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and the Israeli Christian Arabs (where the religious aspect within the ethnic 

subculture is the prominent feature) has its own museum to represent 

its own culture nor are they permanently presented, if  at all, in national 

museums like the Israel Museum and Beit Hatfusot.  

The Israeli Muslim Arab subculture focuses on its ethnic and political 

aspects more than on its religious components. The museum that presents 

this subculture however, shows contemporary art. Through art the museum 

wants to gain recognition by (international) art institutions. For now, 

established museums, like the Israel Museum in Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv 

Museum of  Modern Art, train the future curators of  this museum.  

The training provides them with a specific frame of  reference that hopefully 

will provide enough room for possibilities to curate art made within a 

different context. The museum presenting the Russian ethnic subculture 

focuses on high art as well, and the museum is used to introduce the artists 

rather than the art to the general public. More significant for the Russian 

subculture as a whole is the building of  a national memorial for the memory 

of  the Jewish soldier during World War II. With the memorial the Russian 

subculture leaves its mark on the Israeli collective narrative as well as in 

international Jewish history.  

Meanwhile the ethnic Moroccan subculture is presented by Beit Hatfutsot, 

still as part of  the Diaspora, by showing its past in Morocco. The ethnic 

Iraqi subculture has its own museum where both ethnography and art are 

on display. The Ethiopian ethnic subculture has a heritage center that shows 

ethnography and does not include art; or rather it does not consider its art as 

belonging to that category.  

For now these museums function first of  all to serve their own group.  

To present or represent their own group demands that there be an audience. 

Within the own subculture the audience is the first generation and the 

challenge is how to connect to the second, third and fourth generations.  

In addition, there is the question of  whether the subcultures are  

interested in getting to know one another. As Said Abu Shakra of  the  
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Umm el Fahem Art Gallery states, ‘the most difficult thing will be to get 

Jewish visitors to our gallery.’  

The government, which in this research is considered to act as a political 

subculture, does not help to build bridges. Moreover in the Knesset it shows 

its own collection of  contemporary art. Beyond the confines of  the Knesset 

building it presents its narrative by implementing the national heritage list.  

It seems that the moment that art made by a subculture is recognized, the 

subculture itself  is recognized as part of  the nation state, both by others 

as well as by itself. However by focusing on just art and ignoring the 

ethnographic aspects of  the subculture, as does the Israeli Muslim Arab 

subculture, the connection with the own group is weak. Subsequently the 

question arises, what then is being recognized? The more a subculture is 

integrated the more their objects connected to rituals and religious objects 

are acknowledged as art. Consequently a museum of  art can be established.  

This is seen in most institutions that focus on many different subcultures. 

The Israel Museum, Beit Hatfutsot, Beit HaGefen, and the Knesset, focus 

(more and more) on art (both masterpieces and contemporary art). Art can 

be a disguise for a neutral statement. However art is never neutral.  

When the meaning of  an object that belongs to personal/collective history 

or ritual or religious customs, is overlooked, the object will be presented 

in the wrong context and therefore will not be understood. Without the 

context it becomes wallpaper, at best nice to look at. When the art of  a 

subculture is ignored by others as well as by the group itself, it is a sign of  

lack of  recognition of  the subculture within the nation-state.  

This however, is equally the case with the other categories of  objects. 

The question arises whether a museum is the right tool to enable a 

subculture to establish itself  within the nation-state, to act as a mediator 

between generations and to function as a bridge to the other subcultures. 

The research indicates that this might be too naïve and positive for the 

Israeli nation-state under present conditions, which are not conducive to 

conviviality. As has been shown the current conditions can be explained to a 
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large extent by the connection between the location and the state.  

To know whether Israel really is an exception, research should be done 

in similar nation states, for example Indonesia, where borders are also 

contested and where the population also consists of  many different 

subcultures and questions of  inclusion and exclusion are daily issues. 
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To Conclude, Switzerland once more 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anti-Tank Trench, 2005 (Photograph by Noa Ben-Shalom)690 

 

‘What exactly was I thinking when I started to write this thing? Where 

exactly did I think I was living? Switzerland?’691  

That initial quote from Sayed Kashua, devastated about the politicization 

of  everything artistic in his life, makes even more sense now in the final 

remarks where the question marks can be changed into exclamation marks. 

Other than the museum direction signs made by a Swiss volunteer in the 

Israeli Arab city of  Umm el Fahem not much else in Israel is Swiss.  

The photograph above visualizes Israel in a way that sums up many of  the 

different facets discussed in this research. Made by Noa Ben-Shalom, the 

photograph is from the series Battlefield taken during the winter of  2006 

in the Golan Heights in Northern Israel at around the time that I began 
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this research. 692 The main research question is to what extent does location 

affect the connection between objects and people? Now it can be said that 

the way people act towards and within the nation state and how the cultural 

landscape is shaped is unique to Israel, because of  its specific location. 

Migration is the history of  people and at the same time an integral part of  

the history of  Israel, which closely links the historical component of  the 

research to the location, the Israeli landscape as an absorber of  people and 

objects. Noa Ben Shalom states that the photograph addresses the dual 

appearance of  the pastoral and romantic landscapes of  the heights, which in 

reality conceal minefields, deserted bunkers, uninhabited Syrian structures, 

army posts, trenches and target-practice zones. It takes special effort and a 

great deal of  sensitivity to discern underneath the innocent lush greenery 

the remains of  past wars and the signs of  those to come. Other parts of  the 

Golan are included in the Israeli National Heritage list. The photograph has 

been acquired for the Knesset art collection. Both the National Heritage list 

and the art collection are used to promote the Zionist story, the narrative of  

the Israeli government.  

As this research shows, Israel is more than a random context. Consequently 

I like to describe this research as a biography of  a country.693 the research 

shows that the way objects and museums are used in essence is not atypical 

compared to developments in other countries. However adding location 

to the way objects and museums are used in the forming of  a nation state 

changes things considerably, making location the predominant factor. 

Objects are used as key elements in this study. By categorizing a unique 

collection of  66 objects as Collective and Personal History, Religious 

and Ritual Experience and Art, it became possible to examine the role of  

museums in building a nation state.  

Israeli museums have gone through significant developments over the 

past few years. As seen in Chapter Ten, the most important change is the 

emphasis on art. Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett argues that a systematic 

conversion from ethnographic object to art is needed in order to fulfill the 
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museum’s role in a program of  cultural parity and equity.694 However when 

art is used to deny or to ignore its connection with people and location, 

it becomes lifeless. Museums pretend that the art (re)presents all the 

subcultures. In this vein, most of  the national museums or museums meant 

for a national public, concentrate on art - Beit Hatfutstot, the Museum of  

the Jewish People, Beth HaGefen, the Israel Museum and, by establishing its 

own art collection, the Knesset. The government seeks to portray itself  to 

visiting diplomats through a supposedly neutral art collection in the Knesset 

building. However, even before the opening, one of  the paintings was seen 

as scandalous and a reason for political uproar because it shows an orchard 

on disputed land. That this painting could be seen as representative of  the 

Israeli Arab subculture, one of  the largest, is unthinkable. The Museum of  

Contemporary Art in Umm el Fahem is dedicated mainly to art. It will be  

a museum meant for a broad international audience from Western countries. 

While homes of  people from this subculture direct their gaze outward, 

toward the broader surrounding Arab world, the museum invited Yoko Ono 

for the opening ceremony. The gap between the home and the museum 

is enormous. The museum is not meant to serve the subculture or to gain 

recognition within Israel, rather to be granted citizenship within the Israeli 

nation state by the Western world. By contrast, the new Ethiopian museum 

ignores art and focuses on ethnography. It wants to (re)present the own 

subculture and to be recognized by Israel. However the general perception 

in Israel of  Ethiopian art as folklore, not high art seems to influence the 

standing of  the Ethiopian subculture as a whole.  

As I assumed at the start of  the research, art does not have an effect of  

unity in Israel. I did not know then that the reason behind this would be 

the denial of  the link to other categories, such as ethnography and religion. 

When objects are collected without the accompanying stories, and this is 

equally true for art as well as other material culture, the idea of  a museum as 

a vehicle for dialogue with other groups is too optimistic for Israel.  

This is particularly so because the link between the home and the museum 
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will be missing.  

As museums cannot fulfill the role of  presenting people in a nation-state, 

and by so doing granting them citizenship, subcultures turn to memorials 

to take on the task. In a country where historical memory is closely tied to 

national identity, the memorial’s construction is an important symbol of  

belonging and being part of  Israel. Yad Vashem is used to visualize the right 

of  existence of  the nation state of  Israel. This is also true for Memorial 

Day and Holocaust Remembrance Day.695 The Russian subculture added 

the National Memorial Day of  the Jewish soldier in the Second World War. 

For the right of  existence within Israel, the Iraqi subculture has a memorial 

dedicated to the Iraqis that died for the cause of  Zionism. The Ethiopian 

subculture has a memorial dedicated to the Ethiopians who died on the way 

to Zion. As the Moroccan subculture has no history of  many losses on a 

painful route to Israel, it receives a national holiday to celebrate a cultural 

ritual. The religious subcultures require neither memorial days nor museums. 

They live their belief  and they do not seek recognition from the state.  

Their relationship with the land exists without a need for, or acceptance 

of  a government. Thus what is the role of  museums and why are 

subcultures like the Ethiopian, still convinced that a museum of  their own 

will help them to become an accepted and respected subculture, part of  the 

nation-state? The role of  objects and museums is to tell stories about the 

connection between the objects and people and places, while acknowledging 

that they change over time. This way people will feel connected to their own 

story, which is one step away from being willing to listen to another person’s 

story. Whether this will happen in Israel depends on the awareness of  the 

importance of  the connection to the location. As long as the location itself  

is disputed and looked at differently by almost every subculture, it will be 

difficult to find a space in which to convey the stories of  the objects that 

matter. 
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324 Psalm 137:5

325 Seen during a visit to the museum 17 March 2009. The text is written by Prof. Yitzhak  
 Avishur. See also: Avishur, 1988 

326 Avishur, 1990:5

327 Pinhas, 1998a:26 

328 Still on the website of  the BJHC there is a photograph of  one of  the paintings listed   
 under art. Pictures from the archive, n.d.

329 Pinhas, 1998a:23 

330 Sharoni, 2009

331 Pinhas, 1996:20  Together with this article a photograph is published of  with Rabbi   
 Shim’on David Mordechai in a succah

332 Sharoni, 2009

333 Shemesh, 1996:21

334 The initiative, n.d.

335 Nehardea, 1998:24

336 Yeshayahu, M, 2009b 
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337 Yeshayahu, E. 2009

338 Dobin, 2005

339 Also spelled Semien

340 Weil, 2004:77

341 Yeshayahu, M. 2009a

342 ‘Going up.’ The traditional Jewish term for ‘return from exile’ or emigration to Israel   
 from the diaspora

343 Weil, 2004:79

344 BenEzer, an Israeli psychologist and anthropologist, argues that a journey, like   
 Moshe’s, affects the individual and community in life-changing ways, including their   
 initial encounter with and adaptation to their new society. The migration of  Ethiopian  
 Jews in Israel since 1977 is a migration from the South to the North (the Third world  
 to the West) of  black people in a predominantly white society. A movement inspired   
 by a utopian dream of  life fulfillment: a dream sorely tested, by the experience of   
 arrival in the ‘Promised land’. BenEzer, 2002:1    

345 He was invited as Washington is a sister town of  Afula

346 Yeshayahu, M. (n.d) 

347 Yeshayahu, M. (n.d) 

348 Yeshayahu, M. (n.d)

349 (IDF) Israel Defense Force – the Israeli armed services

350 Olim is Hebrew for immigrants. It means literally ascenders. The word derived from   
 the tradition that moving to the Holy Land is a sanctified act

351 The Parents and Children Together (PACT) program provides comprehensive  
 enrichment and community services for immigrant youngsters, their families,  
 and the community. This program runs in partnership between PACT in Afula,  
 the Washington Federation and Endowment Fund and the JDC

352 Yeshayahu, M. 2009b

353 Advancing toward integration, 2009

354 By sheer coincidence I was there too as the place is next to a big playground where my  
 children and I were hanging out

355 The last time I talked to Moshe was a couple days after the birth of  his daughter who  
 did not as yet have a name

356 After rabbi Simon Bar Yochai

357 In accordance with the tenets of  ‘Kashrut’, Jewish dietary laws
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358 Biblical portions written on parchments and housed in leather boxes that are strapped  
 on to forehead and upper left arm during morning prayer – “…and you shall bind   
 them for a sign upon your hand, and they shall be an ornament for your head between  
 your eyes.” (Deuteronomy, 6:8)

359 Biblical portions written on parchments and permanently affixed in protective casing   
 to the upper door frame – ““And you shall inscribe these words upon the doorposts of   
 your house and upon your gates.” (Deuteronomy, 6:9)

360 Thanks to Mrs Daan van Dartel, senior documentalist of  the Tropical Museum (KIT)  
 in Amsterdam. Van Dartel, 2010

361 Yeshayahu, M. 2009a

362 Jaffe-Schagen, 2009a 

363 Wendin means something like ‘sibling’ in Amharic.

364 I have not been able to find the specific location nor the right way to spell it

365 See more Weil, 2004

366 The holiday of  Purim commemorates the time the Jewish people during the Persian   
 exile were saved from their enemies as told in the book of  Esther. It is the  
 normative practice is to fast 12 hours.

367 Wendin Magen, 2009

368 Van Dartel, 2010

369 The only reference I could find was the song Gena. This is a famous Ethiopian  
 Christmas song about Jerusalem. In this Jewish setting it seems surprising that she   
 would refer to that

370 To ask ‘Is your mother a potter?’ used to be a way to find out whether someone was   
 Jewish in Ethiopia. Rosenblum, 2002

371  Sitton and Ben-Peshat, 2007:7

372 Rabbi Yisrael Abuhatzeira, known as Baba Sali (18990-1984) was a leading Moroccan  
 rabbi and kabbalist who was renowned for his alleged ability to work miracles through  
 his prayers. His burial place in Netivot in Israel is a place of  pilgrimage

373 Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai (‘Rashbi’), was one of  the most important tana’im whose   
 teachings of  Torah law are collected in the Mishnah. He is the author of  the Zohar,   
 the basic work of  Kabbalah

374 Sitton and Ben-Peshat, 2007

375 See for more on tattoos on Ethiopian Jews: Lapidoth and Aharonwitz, 2004

376 This is one of  the places where there was an absorption centre for people from  
 ethipia

377 Yeshayahu, E, 2009

378 It could be that she found herself  ‘whiter’ than other Ethiopians. See for more on this  
 complicated topic of  color within the Ethiopian society: Salamon, 2003
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380 The crisis that has sent food costs spiraling upward around the globe is causing Ethio  
 pian Jews now  living in Israel to give up something priceless: a piece of  their culture.’  
 Milstein, 2008  

381 During my conversation with Mr Shlomo Akale, he keeps his phone nearby because   
 his son is doing army duty and is right now in Gaza. Mr Akale tells me: ‘After  
 being in Israel for over thirty years I want to be an Israeli. What am I suppose to do?   
 Eat gefilte fish?’ Akale, 2009

382 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007

383 Akale, 2009a

384 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007

385 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007

386 Thanks to the support of  the Jerusalem Foundation, groups of  Ethiopian visitors   
 from all over the country are admitted free of  charge. Jerusalem Dream, 2010 

387 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007:191-200

388 Akale, 2009

389 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007

390 For more on indigenous curation see chapter 10 

391 Jerusalem day is Remembrance Day, 2011

392 On the first of  November 2011, the 2008 center for Ethiopian Jewish heritage bill was  
 on the agenda of  the committee for immigration absorption and diaspora affairs for a  
 second reading. Protocol no.207, 2011

393 Levush, 2012 

394 Approved: Establishment of  an Ethiopian Heritage Center, 2012

395 Kaplan and Salamon, 2004:137

396 Friedgut, 2004: 206

397 See for varieties of  Russians, Friedgut 2004, p. 187-188

398 Friedgut, 2004:190

399 Friedgut, 2004:189-190

400 In the beginning of  the 1990s in ‘unoccupied apartments’ and later, in areas where   
 ‘government initiated housing’ was built, mostly in the peripheral regions

401 Leshem and Sicron, 2004:87

402 Friedgut, 2004:186

403 Friedgut, 2004:200

404 Friedgut, 2004:187
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405 Friedgut, 2004:200

406 Leshem and Sicron, 2004:102-103

407 Friedgut, 2004:186

408 Friedgut, 2004:206

409 As the website does not state a date it is not clear until when this is, but as it states that  
 it is up to a 1,000 youngsters a year, it looks like it is very up to date, probably 2010 

410 Naale can also be written Na’Aleh. The Naale program has been gradually extended to  
 other countries in the last years. See: Naale, n.d.

411 Pens, 2009

412 Pens, 2009

413 Pens, 2009

414 For more on the Jews of  Kishinev, Moldova see, Gidwitz, 1998 

415 Lemish points out that the word for an immigrant used to be gender neutral.  
 Hebrew is a grammatical gender language. Since the Russian immigration waves this   
 has changed. Now there are male and female immigrants with different connotations   
 to it. Lemish, 2000

416 Pens, 2009

417 Bernstein, 2010:30-31

418 At time of  my visit Milena was still pregnant with Yonit

419 Dishes like pel’meni were previously made at home and are now, in the new country,   
 available for purchase. Bernstein, 2010:152

420 For more on Russian stores and food see: Bernstein, 2010:30-31

421 See: Bernstein, 2010

422 This gold is also called Russian gold

423 For more on the role of  non-kosher restaurants and stores in Israel, Bernstein, 2010:   
 Ch.5 

424 They are the parents of  his mother. Their father’s family name is Pens. 
 Chaichenco, 2009

425 Only after the Perstroika the term Katastrofa (extermination of  the European Jews)   
 started to be applied. Bernstein, 2010:342

426 The company was founded in 1949. It is a provider of  subsidized and rent-controlled  
 housing, primarily for the lower socio-economic sector of  the population

427 In addition to the exportation/importation of  Russianness into stores in Israel, numer 
 ous food products with the aspiration of  being Russian or stereotypical representation  
 of  Russianness are produced in Israel for Russian-speaking immigrants.  
 Bernstein, 2010:204
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428 Pens, A. 2009

429 See for the history of  this collection: Zhukova, 2003

430 Shalit, 2003:95-96

431 Lavie, 2003:9

432 Because of  the language I did not check the Russian newspapers in Israel.

433 Voiskoun, 2010  

434 Work by Sasha Stoyanov was on display while I was visiting the museum.  
 Voiskoun, 2009 

435 Padrul, 2011

436 The parade of  winners. 2010:9

437 Paraszczuk, 2010 

438 Paraszczyk, 2010 

439 The information on the English pages of  the website is not as vast as on the Hebrew  
 ones. See: Museum of  the Jewish soldier, n.d.

440 The site already includes the following main components: a memorial complex,  
 the AFVs (Armored Fighting Vehicles) Museum, a Campus for Ethical Values and   
 Nature, the Armored Brigades Park, the Allied Forces Monument, the Hall of  Valor,   
 the Hall of  Commanders, an exhibition on the Yom Kippur war of  1973, a data  
 Center, and an amphitheatre.Yad Lashiryon, n.d.

441 Museum of  the Jewish soldier, n.d. One of  the questions the museum faces is who will  
 give permission for the recording and showing of  the stories of  the death?

442 Paraszczyk, 2010 

443 Professor Almog states that you can say both national religious and religious Zionists. 
 Almog, 2010

444 Almog, 2010

445 Tabory, 2007

446 Zvi Yehudah Kook, le-netivot Yisrael (Jerusalem, 1967:188. Cited in: Ravitzky, 1996:80

447 Ravitzky, 1996:81, 82

448 The author of  the quoted article uses the term national religious but for consistency   
 purposes I changed it in religious Zionist

449 Tabory, 2007:423

450 Tabory, 2007:425

451 Cohen, 2007:119

452 See for more: Israel’s Disengagement Plan.n.d.

453 Tabory, 2007:424
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454 See also: Klein, 2005. Betar is the website of  the Zionist youth/ student/young profes 
 sionals movement

455 Inbari, 2006: 16-17.  Cited in: Tabory, 2007:441

456 As far as I know, it has never been researched how many percent of  people with  
 orange ribbons belong to the religious Zionist group.

457 Katz, 1995 

458 Bnei Akiva is a youth movement associated with the National Religious group

459 Romem, M. 2010

460 Cohen, 2007:104

461 see also: Grossman, 2004  

462 See also www.Lavi.co.il shared website of  Hotel Kibbutz Lavi and Lavi furniture  
 `industries

463 Romem, M. 2010

464 Romem, M. 2010  

465 Probably during 1764 with the aliyah of  Hasidim to Tiberias led by Rabbi Menachem  
 Mendel of  Peremyshylymy (b. 1728). This was the first organized Hasidic Aliyah  
 and begins a periodmarked by a number of  Hasidic Alyiot, Encyclopedia Judaica vol.  
 11:1309

466 Tiberias is one of  the four holy cities in Israel. The other three are Jerusalem, Safed   
 and Hebron.

467 Romem, M. 2010

468 Avi, in Hebrew is my father

469 Romem,M. 2010a

470 Twenty years ago Meira read a lot, among others, books written by American orthodox  
 rabbi and philosopher Rav Soloveitchick (1903-1993). ‘His books are meant for  
 contemporary Jews in the US. I liked that’, she says. ‘Books from Rav Shlomo Aviner,  
 I borrowed from the kibbutz library. First I asked them to buy them. His books are  
 about old questions but in the new language of  today.’ He is head of  the yeshiva  
 hesder in Jerusalem and a household name in the national religious circles.  
 He was one of  the most adamant opponents of  conscientious objection from refusing  
 military orders during the disengagement plan. Cohen,  2007:114

471 Romem, M. 2010b 

472 Romem, M. 2010a 

473 Romem, 2012

474 As this will be the first time that they will be in a gender mixed surrounding, outside   
 the family home

475 Cohen, 2007:105
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480 I visited the Gush Katif  museum in Jerusalem on 14 may 2010
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497 Sennott, 1999  

498 Salame, 2009

499 Salame, Y. 2010

500 Beit Agron, The Time Elevator Jerusalem, is a simulator ride through Jerusalem’s  
 rich 3000-year history. Ori Yardeni- ITA’s director for creativity states on the website;  
 ‘The idea of  the Time Elevator is to provide visitors with a basic and chronologically  
 well-ordered history of  Jerusalem’ The show is translated simultaneously into 6  
 Languages: Hebrew, English, Russian, French, German and Spanish. See website Time  
 elevator. It is worth to note that Arabic is not available. 

501 Georgiopolis, 2009/2010

502 Guez, 2011

503 Karpel, 2006
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504 Karpel, 2006. As this is an interview with Guez in Haaretz, one of  the national  
 daily Israeli newspapers, we can assume that he addresses the mostly left-liberal readers  
 of  Haaretz.

505 See for more on the role of  the neighborhood: Kallusa and Kolodneya, 2010 
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515 Kashua, 2008
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518 Smooha, 2004:38

519 Tessler and Grant, 1998:102

520 The al-Aqsa mosque is the third holiest site of  Islam and is situated in the old city of   
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521 Soffer, 2004 

522 Visit 17th May 2011

523 Abu Ilaw, (n.d.) Her professor at University, Uri Kupferschmid, made the connection  
 between Sarihah and me

524 Like the Jewish law, the Islamic law, Sharia, forbids certain images. As with other such  
 laws, the degree of  observance varies

525 During Kahane Day, Jewish right wing followers of  Kahane deliberately provocative   
 marched through Umm el Fahem to mark the 20th anniversary of  the murder  
 of  Kahane. Kahane created the Kach movement. In 1984 this party won one Knesset  
 seat. In 1988 it was banned for racism. Kahane called for the expulsion of  all Arabs   
 from Israel. In 1990 he was assassinated

526 Abu Shakra, 2010

527 Lilli Stern is responsible with resource development in the Umm el Fahem art gallery

528 Information center for Israeli art 

529 Gross, 2010 
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531 Umm el Fahem art gallery website

532 London Sappir, 2010
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534 Abdi, 2010:189. See also: www.abedabdi.com

535 Duncan, 2011. Anne Duncan worked as a volunteer at the gallery
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537 Guez, 2010
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542 See also, Zandberg, 2011

543  Umm el Fahem art gallery (n.d.) Architect’s statement.

544 Kabha and Raz, 2008. This catalogue is in Arab, Hebrew and English

545 Abu Shakra, 2010

546 Kabha, 2008

547 Kabha, 2008 

548 Umm el Fahem art gallery, n.d.

549 Gross, 2010

550 See for more on the Nazi history of  the founder of  Ikea: Ingvar Kamprad, 2011

551 Fact and figures, 2011

552 Having the image of  the empty shopping cart in mind, the number could refer to  
 Israel at the verge of  a catastrophe, as the Hebrew year 5699 is the equivalent of  1939.  
 More likely it refers to the number 57, the year of  existence of  Israel at the time of    
 the design of  the poster, being a typical price tag it is written as 56.99  
 Jaffe-Schagen, 2006, vol.52, no.4

553 Petersburg, 2006

554 Dvir, 2010

555 Ikea statistics, 2012 

556 Dvir, 2010

557 Yuval, 2011:9 
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559 An exemption might be pure abstract art, but that is another topic and pure  
 abstract art was during this research not found in either home or museum.  
 See Fuchs, 1999

560 See Chapter 10 for a discussion on whether the website www.peopleil.org could be   
 seen as a museum

561 Almog and Salcberg, 2008

562 Compare with visual documentation database of  Beit Hatfutsot, Museum of  the  
 Jewish People.  

563 According to a description of  modern and contemporary art, works are concerned  
 art when they have an autonomous character. They have no utilitarian or ritual  
 purpose, but function mainly within a system of  galleries, art dealers, museums,  
 art critics etc. See for more on this subject: Brakel and Legêne, 2008  
 Reasoning from this description Ethiopian art cannot exist as long this group is being  
 ignored by official Israeli institutions

564 Following Walter Benjamin, could we talk in this respect about a mechanical reproduc 
 tion of  the work of  art, and therefore the end of  the authority of  the object?  
 Benjamin, 1936

565 Akale, 2009

566 Brakel and Legêne, 2008: 23

567 See for the full descriptions of  the photographs chapter 5.

568 Edwards, 2001:20 and Edwards and Hart, 2004 cited in Legêne 2007:10

569 Kark and Perry, 2008:9

570 Parashot, Haftarot and songs of  praise, n.d. 

571 See: Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 2004 

572 Miller, 1998:11

573 Edwards, 2005:35

574 Wright, 2004::80-1, In: Edwards, 2005:35

575 Museum definition, 2007

576  See for an overview: Doling and Hazan, (n.d.)

577 See also: Israeli society for the conservation and preservation, n.d.

578 The museum law defines a museum as a nonprofit organization, that keeps a collection  
 of  objects of  cultural value on display, or partly on display, for the public for 
  educational and entertainment purposes. Israeli society for the conservation and  
 preservation, n.d. and: Bar-Akiva, 2011:14
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579 The Culture and Sport Minister of  Israel is a new and relatively minor position in  
 the Israeli cabinet. Previously culture and sport had been part of  other ministerial   
 portfolios; between 1949 and 1999, and again from 2003 until 2006, culture was part  
 of  the Education Minister portfolio. Similarly, sport was part of  the Education  
 Minister post between 1994 and 1999 and 2003 and 2006. Both culture and sport were  
 combined with Science and Technology post between 2006 and 2009, before being   
 split into a separate post upon the formation of  the Netanyahu government in March  
 2009. The current minister is Limor Livnat of  Likud.See also: Tarbut Museonim, 2009 

580 Tarbut Museonim, 2009 

581 CBS 9.11 museums and visits to museums by district. CBS, 2010, no.61. 

582 At the same time a bill waiving museum entrance fees for soldiers doing compulsory   
 service and for children under 18 was passed in preliminary reading. Lis, 2011

583 Lis. and Rauchwerger, 2011

584 See also: Heller, 2010

585 Hasson, 2011

586 This is now called the Bezalel Academy of  Art and Design

587 Israel Museum, n.d.

588  Rockefeller, n.d.

589 Baruch and KudishVashdi, n.d.

590 Shapria, 2011 and: New exhibit, n.d.  

591 Jaffe-Schagen, 2011. vol. 57, no.2

592 Rozett,n.d. 

593 Rothstein, 2012 

594 Israeli historian Israel Bartal argues that Zionism recreated the Jewish people as the   
 concept of  a nation.  Karpel, 2012:13

595 Jaffe-Schagen, 2011. vol. 57, no.2

596 Karp and Lavine, 1991:3

597 Guez, 2010:154-155

598 The Israeli parliament was built in 1966 and the High court of  justice in 1992, both   
 after the museum had been built

599 Israel mueum, n.d

600 Hendy, 1968:9 Cited in Goldstein, 2003:38

601 Goldstein, 2003:40,41

602 More on the tension between a secular institute showing religious objects is written in  
 Chapter 1

603 Ben Ami, 2004
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604 The full name is The Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Jewish Art and Life wing

605 Jewish icons, 2010

606 Founders, n.d. 

607 Pyant, 2000:145

608 Pyant, 2000:145

609 Beit Hatfutsot, n.d. 

610 Hoffman, 2009

611 Goldstein, 2003

612 Katriel,1997

613 Katriel, 1997

614 Hakohen, 2003

615 Koronio, 2009  and Beit HaGefen, n.d. 

616 Sharaby, 2008:590

617 Kezwer, 2011:91-93

618 Shapira added the group of  the Settlers, Jews settled in the West Bank.. 
 See: Bar-On, 2004:7 and Shapira, 2004:XIII-IX

619 Sephardi Jews are descendents from Jews who lived in the Iberian peninsula (modern  
 Spain and Portugal) before the expulsion in the late 15th century

620 Mizrahi Jews are Jews descended from the Jewish communities of  the Middle East,   
 North Africa and the Caucasus

621 Kimmerling,1998 cited in: Kark and Perry, 2008

622 In this respect Ruth Kark cites the political philosopher Michael Walzer (1998),  
 who finds Israeli society to be highly fragmented and polarized, and that the   
 differences between cultural groups are deeper than those in any other society he is   
 familiar with in western civilization. See: Kark and Perry, 2008

623 Two other key attributes that Kark describes are: The museums are usually small  
 and not officially accredited as museums by the Ministry of  Education. They are  
 located geographically within the communities from which they emerged, and are thus  
 spread all over Israel

624 Kark and Perry, 2008 

625 Guez, 2010:154-155

626 Kark and Perry, 2008
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627 The Babylonean Jewish Heritage Center is built where once a tent camp for Iraqi  
 immigrants stood. In contrast, in 2009 plans were made to build the Moroccan  
 Jewish Museum for Living Culture in moshav Sedot Micah. A village where, as initiator  
 Mr Eliany says, community members chose to live in rather than are forced upon them  
 by the government upon arrival in Israel. Among the main goals of  the  
 Moroccan Jewish Museum for Living Culture is the encouragement of  multi-cultural   
 development in Israel and inter-cultural tolerance. See: Eliany, 2009 

628 Meir-Glitzenstein, 2002:169

629 Meir-Glitzenstein, 2002:169

630 Sharoni, 2009

631 Meir-Glitzenstein, 2002:178 

632 Meir-Glitzenstein, 2002:170, note 15

633 Meir-Glitzenstein, 2002:172

634 Karp, 2006:3

635 See: Migrations museum map, 2012

636 Sobelman, 2010

637 Bahalchin, n.d. 

638 The Ethiopian Jews Cultural Center is the only heritage center or museum in  
 Israel that uses another, its ‘own’ language, to name the center. Bahalachin is Amharic.  
 Other museums use Hebrew while sometimes referring to the Jewish Bible like Yad   
 Vashem. Or have territorial names, whether referring to place inside Israel, like The   
 Umm el Fahem art Gallery or outside Israel, like the Babylonian Jewry heritage Center

639 Bahalchin, n.d.

640 This refers often to the Maghreb, but in this case it does refer as well to migrants from  
 ethiopia

641 Kaplan and Salamon, 2004:137

642 Kaplan and Salamon, 2004:137

643 Kaplan and Salamon, 2004

644 Kimmerling, 2001:156

645 Akale, 2009

646 Lyons and Ossendryver, 2007:193 The Umm el Fahem offers, under the heading  
 ‘besides art’, women empowerment classes. However social workers in the Israeli Arab  
 sector can not be compared with a specific group like the Elders from the Ethiopian   
 subculture. Therefore and because it is not a permanent component in the museum  
 I do not consider this indigenous curation. Still, women empowering classes or  
 counseling are not subjects that come to mind when you think for example about the  
 Tel Aviv Museum of  Art. See: Besides art, n.d. 

647 Kreps, 2005:3
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648 With the help of  the Jewish Agency and the Israel National Fund

649 Memorial Day for Ethiopian Jews. n.d. 

650 Jerusalem Day falls on the 28th of  the Jewish month of  Iyar (April-May)

651 Also the first attempts in 1980 to introduce the Segd in Israel were marked by  
 controversy over the choice of  place as well. Since 1982, however, the celebration was  
 held on Mount Zion in Jerusalem. See: Trevisan Semi, 2005:1-2 

652 Voiskoun, 2010

653 Voiskoun, 2010

654 Stoil, 2008 

655 PM Netanyahu, 2010 and PM Netanyahu, 2012

656 Guez, 2010 

657 Kabha and Raz, 2008

658 David, 2011 

659 Guez doesn’t mention anyone by name but hints that the artists would have chosen to  
 withdrawn. Guez uses Palestinians and not Israeli Arabs. Guez, 2010

660 Even though his emphasis on the region as part of  the Middle East, the website  
 hosting the archive Dor Guez is establishing on Arab Christians has a European do  
 main name. Guez, 2010. For more see chapter 7

661 Art Education in the Gallery (n.d.)

662 Burg, 2010b 

663 Israeli texture, n.d. 

664 Sela, 2011

665 Harkov, 2011

666 Due to a fortunate misunderstanding I was able to attend the opening 31st May 2012  
 in Jerusalem. The painting is made after a photograph of  Armenian Elia Kahvedjian  
 in 1939. The adding of  the year 1939 next to 2007 shows that Bokobza is very much   
 aware of  the story the painting depicts

667 Rosenblum, A. 2011

668 New prize, 2010

669 Samorzik, 2011

670 This paragraph refers to Breevaart, 2011.  
 http://www.geschiedenisoverzicht.nl/zoeken.php?submitted=true&criteria=breevaart 

671 Netanyahu first presented the plan during his speech at the Herzliya conference on   
 February 3, 2010. Speech Herzliya, 2010

672 Cabinet communiqué, 2010 During the same meeting the government unanimously   
 approved the plan. See: Friedman and Lazaroff, 2010
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673 Tamar, 2010:4-5 

674 As the Soviet Union had broken off  diplomatic relations with Israel, CSKA Moscow   
 refused to play in Tel Aviv. Israelis weren’t granted visas therefore Maccabi Tel Aviv’s   
 home game was played in Belgium during the European Cup Basketball  
 Championship of  1977/8

675 Tal Brody (1943, United States) played on national basketball teams of  both the United  
 States and Israel, and served in the armies of  both countries. In 1979 Brody was   
 awarded the Israel Prize. In July 2010 Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman appointed  
 Brody as the first international Goodwill Ambassador for Israel

676 Kosharek, 2010 

677 Speech Herzliya, 2010 

678 Overall sixty-six cultural landscapes, inscribed on the World Heritage list, reveal and  
 sustain the great diversity of  the interactions between humans and their environment.  
 They protect living traditional cultures and preserve the traces of  those which have   
 disappeared. UNESO states ‘cultural landscapes are part of  the collective identity.’  
 The Incense route in the Negev is the only place in Israel that is recognized by   
 UNESCO as a cultural landscape. Unesco, n.d.

679 In 1953 a group of  scientists and concerned citizens joined together to protest the   
 draining of  the Hula Valley swamp in Northern Israel, claiming it would destroy the   
 rich natural resources dependent upon the valley. This group became the Society for   
 the Protection of  Nature in Israel. SPNI is the largest independent membership  
 organization in Israel, with over 100,000 members. Society for the protection of  nature  
 in Israel, n.d.

680 Ben-David, 1997  

681 One of  the trails initiated outside Israel in Israel is the Path of  Abraham, a route which  
 follows the footsteps of  Abraham through the Middle East. It was initiated by  
 Harvard University’s Global Negotiation Project in 2007 and endorsed and assisted by  
 the United Nations Alliance of  Civilizations, UN World Tourism Organization,  
 and the World Heritage Alliance. One of  the aims is to provide a place of  meeting   
 and connection for people of  all faiths and cultures to remember their common  
 origins, in order to respect the cultural differences. Mostly tourists can walk the routes,  
 while people from the countries themselves can just walk the route within their own   
 borders. Breevaart, 2011:394, The Abraham path, 2011, Gilad, 2011

682 See for a description of  the project: Jaffe-Schagen, 2011. vol.57, nr.6

683 This number refers to the amount of  Polish Jews murdered during the Shoah

684 Simon, 2011:31

685 Galit Eilat and Charles Esche talk to Yael Bartana, 2011

686 See: Underhill, 2011:581, Harris and Morris, 2011 

687 Harris and Morris, 2011

688 Burg, 2010a 
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689 Burg, 2010a 

690 Ben-Shalom, 2011. See also: Jaffe-Schagen, 2011. vol.57, nr.6.

691 Kashua, 2010

692 The Golan Heights are a plateau on the border of  Israel, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria   
 that Israel captured from Syria in the 1967 war. In 1981 Israel applied its laws,  
 jurisdiction and administration to the Golan Heights. Half  the population currently   
 residing in the Golan Heights is Jews and the other half  is Druze. Ben Shalom, (n.d.) 

693 See also: Kolen, 2005

694 Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 2000

695 One may wonder when, where and by whom a museum remembering the Nakba will  
 be established to visualize the right of  existence of  Palestine. 
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Summary ‘Objects in situ, peoples in places. Home,  
museum and belonging in the cultural landscape of  Israel’

This research, the core of  which took place from 2005 to 2011, looks 

for relationships between objects in the homes and museums of  Israel, 

approached here as a nation state as well as a cultural landscape. The main 

research questions are: to what extent does Israel, as a location of  meaning, 

affect the interplay between objects and people? Is the museum a home for 

cultures or is material culture in real homes something completely different 

from museum objects on display? It also investigates the relevance of  current 

museum theory, developed in the context of  state formation in nations 

living in relative peace, for the Israeli context, where, as this research shows, 

museums seem to be part of  a struggle over land. The manuscript consists of  

four parts: An introduction, Part 1, Part 2, and a conclusion.

The introduction, called ‘Switzerland’, has seven sections. It introduces 

authors relevant to the research. The first section, ‘Location, location, 

location’, considers the significance of  a specific location in the context of, 

as well as in relation to, a wider network. The second, ‘Borders of  identity’, 

looks at the question of  how geographical and administrative boundaries act 

as definers of  identity. In particular research done by Chris Tilley and Anita 

Shapira is discussed while looking at the connection between identity and 

territory. Then ‘Politics of  culture’ introduces the museological debate on the 

role of  material culture in the interaction and interdependence between what 

this research approaches as ‘subcultures’ and an Israeli ‘main culture’.  

A hypothesis that Israel’s main culture as embodied in government institutions 

might more properly be considered another subculture, is introduced. 

Research on the formation of  society done by Baruch Kimmerling, Roger 

Brubaker, Benedict Anderson and Birgit Meyer is discussed. The section on 

‘Material culture, objects and people’ delineates the different classifications of  

objects one might need to compare cultural identifications in the public sphere 
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with the private sphere. Work by authors Robert Young and Daniel Sherman 

is discussed while looking at the role of  culture within society. ‘Having, 

collecting and showing’ discusses the possible impact of  classifications made 

by museums on the formation of  a nation state. It is argued that location and 

the way people interact with location in time has a continuous influence on 

the relation between people and objects. Etienne Balibar, James Clifford and 

Pieter ter Keurs are some of  the authors whose work is part of  the argument 

on the influence of  looking outward or inward on the way people act within 

society. Furthermore, a correlation is suggested between the role museums 

play in the relation between people and objects and the position people take 

within the society in which they live. Part of  this section on material culture 

and museums is research done by Daniel Miller and Barbara Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett. To have a closer look at the role of  museums within society, work 

by authors Sharon MacDonald, Susan Legêne and Paul Gilroy is discussed. 

Finally, ‘Tacheles’ outlines the historical approach, as well as the sociological 

methods and the anthropological tools used in this research.  In particular,  

the method of  qualitative research work by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss 

is discussed. Selma Leydesdorff ’s studies on oral history are considered,  

while looking to Hanna Herzog for insight on the connection between 

location and interview. Studies by Elizabeth Edwards on the use of  

photographs as historical sources are discussed. The ideas of  Kwane Anthony 

Appiah on thick translation are introduced. The introduction concludes with 

‘Time in place’, showing a map that visualizes the links between times and 

places relevant for the research. 

 

Part 1 ‘Objects in situ: Homes and their museums’ consists of  eight chapters 

each of  which discusses a ‘unit of  analysis’ comprising of  a home and a 

museum linked to one of  the following subcultures, Chabad, Moroccan, 

Iraqi, Ethiopian, Russian, Religious Zionist, Israeli Christian Arab and Israeli 

Muslim Arab. As each subculture has its own field of  interest, scholars from 

different fields and disciplines will be discussed in each chapter. 
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Chapter one, ‘Exhibiting belief: religious objects in a secular institute’, 

through the home of  Mrs Marantz in Kfar Chabad and the Israel Museum 

in Jerusalem focuses on the Chabad subculture. Using phenomenological 

and narrative approaches, the chapter concentrates on the material culture of  

Chabad, both the tangible and the intangible religious objects and material 

used for missionary purposes. The chapter looks at how the Israel Museum,  

a secular institution, has to adjust its ways of  operating to the specific 

character of  the material when it exhibits religious objects. 

Chapter two, ‘More than one story to tell, photographs at home and in the 

museum’, through the home of  Mrs Sapir Bergstein in Tel Aviv and Beit 

Hatfutsot, the Museum of  the Jewish People in Tel Aviv researches the 

Moroccan subculture. Unlike ritual objects, the phenomenological value of  

photographs is often self-evident, therefore the chapter focuses on how,  

when a museum incorporates the narrative approach in the process of  

collecting and presenting photographs, they can be chosen and presented as 

social objects with their specific features, and whether by so doing the story 

told in private and in public could be linked.

Chapter three, ‘A migration museum and its visitors’, through the home of  

Mrs Kaduri in Ramat Gan and the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center in Or 

Yehuda looks at the Iraqi subculture. In this chapter the Western world is 

absent. The history is located in Baghdad, Palestine and later in Israel.  

The chapter addresses the question of  what role the intangible aspects of  the 

Iraqi material culture play, not only in terms of  presentation but also in terms 

of  participation. The chapter focuses also on the question of  how museum 

practices influence the way second, third and fourth generations present 

themselves and are being perceived by others within Israeli society.

Chapter four, ‘Indigenous curation provides a second view’, through the 

home of  Mr Yeshayahu in Afula and Bahalachin, the Ethiopian Jews Cultural 

Center in Tel Aviv focuses on the Ethiopian subculture. The journey from 
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Ethiopia through Sudan to Israel plays a significant role in this story in 

which again, the Western world is absent. The chapter reflects on the kind of  

material culture found in homes of  different generations of  immigrants and 

the role presenting material culture in a museum can play in the process of  

assimilation and acceptance of  the Ethiopian immigrants in Israel. 

Chapter five, ‘Medals rather than high art’ through the home of  Mr Pens 

in Haifa and the Museum of  the Jewish Soldier in World War II in Latrun 

focuses on the Russian subculture. This chapter looks at how the Russian 

subculture is in the process of  making its unique history not only part of  the 

collective history of  Israel but of  the Jewish people in general.

Chapter six, ‘On colors and borders, Religious Zionists’, through the home 

of  Mrs Romem in Kibutz Levi and the People of  Israel website focuses on 

the Religious Zionist subculture. This chapter examines how material culture 

expresses the specific set of  characteristics of  the Religious Zionist subculture, 

and to what extent this material culture crosses the borders of  the subculture 

and is presented to the rest of  the society. 

Chapter seven, ‘A holiday as object’, through the home of  Mrs Salame 

in Turan and Beit HaGefen in Haifa examines the Israeli Christian Arab 

subculture. This chapter looks at to what extent material culture is an 

expression of  assimilation, conviviality and /or exclusion.

Chapter eight, ‘The geographical position of  art and home’, through the 

home of  Mrs Abu Ilaw and the Umm el Fahem Art Gallery focuses on the 

Israeli Muslim Arab subculture. This chapter looks into the design of  the 

museum, as being in itself  a statement about the place. Unlike the land, 

histories, both oral and visual, have to be claimed. They form a narrative that, 

for this subculture, has not found its place next to the existing narratives in 

Israel. At the same time the chapter calls attention to the effect the direction 
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of  focus of  the subculture itself, outward looking or inward looking, has on 

the material culture at home and in the museum.

Together, out of  the objects discussed in the eight chapters of  Part 1 a virtual 

collection of  66 objects emerges that is unique in that it combines objects 

from the two spheres, the private and the public, and with different inward or 

outward looking foci. The collection is instrumental for the comparison of  

objects in homes and in museums as well as for the comparison of  different 

kinds of  museums in Israel (re)presenting different subcultures.

Part 2 ‘Belonging: Mechanisms of  inclusion and exclusion’, which consists 

of  two chapters, compares the findings of  Part 1 on two levels. Chapter nine, 

‘On snapshots and masterpieces’ compares between units of  analysis as well 

as between homes and museums, to better understand the shaping of  the 

Israeli nation state and its identity. In order to be able to compare the objects 

together with their biographies, three specific categories have been developed, 

that cover the use, function and social life of  the object. These are ‘Collective 

and Personal History’, ‘Religious and Ritual Experience’ and ‘Art’. Using bar 

graphs the 66 objects collected during the research as described in Part 1,  

are classified and analyzed. The chapter opens with an overview of  each 

object, including an image, the category and the subculture that the object is 

linked to.

Chapter ten, ‘Establishing collections, building a nation’ focuses on the links 

between a specific subculture (religious, ethnic or political) and the kind of  

museum that (re)presents it in Israeli society today. As in chapter 9, location 

plays an essential role, meaning the location of  objects, the location of  people 

and the location of  the country. In linking the objects found in homes and 

museums the connection between the three locations becomes visible. Like 

an object, and perhaps even more visible, a museum is an expression and a 

mechanism of  belonging or exclusion. The chapter positions the museums 
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discussed in the previous chapters in a historical sketch of  the museum 

landscape in Israel, including institutions like the Knesset and other public 

places connected to the main culture. The chapter demonstrates the role 

Israeli politics play in the process of  establishing museums as part of  building 

the nation state, and shows that the main culture seems to act like a subculture.

Finally, in ‘To conclude, Switzerland once more’, the research shows that 

the way objects and museums are used in Israel is in essence not atypical 

compared to developments in other countries. However including location 

when analyzing the way objects and museums are used in the forming of  a 

nation state considerably changes the meaning of  the objects and of  the 

museums, thus making location the predominant factor in the analysis. Israeli 

museums have gone through significant developments in recent decades. 

The most telling change is the emphasis museums put on modern and 

contemporary art as a way to be neutral, apolitical, in order to reach the whole 

of  society and by so doing to be a tool for dialogue within society.  

Art however is never neutral nor does it have an affect of  unity in Israel. While 

collecting and presenting art, the link to other categories, such as ethnography 

and religion, is often overlooked. When objects are collected without the 

accompanying stories, the idea of  a museum as a vehicle for dialogue with 

other groups is too optimistic for Israel. This is particularly the case because 

the link between the home and the museum will be missing.  

As a consequence it seems that subcultures are turning to memorials to take 

on the task as a vehicle for dialogue. The role that remains for objects and 

museums is to tell stories about the connection between the objects and 

people and places, while acknowledging that they change over time. That 

way people will feel connected to their own story, which is one step away 

from being willing to listen to another person’s story. However, as long as the 

location itself  is disputed and looked at differently by almost every subculture, 

it will be difficult to find a space in which to convey the stories of  the objects 

that matter.
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Samenvatting ‘Objecten in situ, mensen op locaties. 
Woonhuizen, musea en het gevoel erbij te horen in het 
culturele landschap van Israël’

Dit onderzoek, dat grotendeels plaatsvond tussen 2005 en 2011, richt 

zich op de relaties tussen objecten in woonhuizen en in musea in het 

culturele landschap van Israël. De onderzoeksvragen die daarbij aan de 

orde komen zijn: in welke mate beïnvloedt Israël – als plaats van betekenis  

– de wisselwerking tussen objecten en personen? Is het museum een huis 

voor culturen, of  wijkt de materiële cultuur aanwezig in woonhuizen daar 

wezenlijk van af? Is het mogelijk dat de bestaande museologie, gebaseerd 

op naties die in relatieve vrede leven, niet blindelings kan worden toegepast 

in Israël, waar musea een integraal onderdeel lijken te zijn van de strijd om 

land? 

Het manuscript bestaat uit vier delen, een inleidend deel, vervolgens een deel 

(1) waarin de objecten uitgebreid worden beschreven, dan deel 2,  

waarin de bevindingen uit deel 1 met elkaar worden vergeleken en tenslotte 

een conclusie. 

Het inleidende deel is opgebouwd uit zeven subsecties. Door de 

inleiding heen worden de auteurs die belangrijk zijn voor dit onderzoek 

geïntroduceerd. In de eerste subsectie wordt gekeken naar de betekenis 

van een specifieke locatie binnen de context van en in relatie tot een 

groter netwerk. De tweede gaat in op de vraag in hoeverre identiteit wordt 

gedefinieerd door geografische en bestuurlijke grenzen. Onderzoekers 

Chris Tilley en Anita Shapira spelen een rol in de discussie over het 

verband tussen identiteit en grondgebied. De derde subsectie introduceert 

het museologische debat betreffende de rol van materiële cultuur in de 

interactie en de wederzijdse afhankelijkheid van wat in dit onderzoek wordt 

beschouwd als subculturen en een Israëlische hoofdcultuur. Tevens wordt 

hier de hypothese gepresenteerd dat het juister zou zijn de hoofdcultuur 

te beschouwen als ook een subcultuur. Onderdeel van de discussie in dit 
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onderzoek over de opbouw van een staat, zijn publicaties van Baruch 

Kimmerling, Roger Brubaker, Benedict Anderson en Birgit Meyer.  

De vierde subsectie biedt een afbakening van verschillende classificaties van 

objecten die nodig zijn om culturele identificaties in de publieke sfeer te 

vergelijken met die in de privé-sfeer. De sectie verhoudt zich tot werk van 

Robert Young en Daniel Sherman betreffende de plaats van cultuur binnen 

de maatschappij. De subsectie ‘Bezitten, verzamelen en tonen’ gaat in op de 

gevolgen die museale classificaties kunnen hebben bij de opbouw van een 

staat. Verder wordt getoond dat locatie en de wisselwerking van mensen met 

locaties door de tijd heen, voortdurend van invloed is op de relatie tussen 

mensen en objecten. Etienne Balibar, James Clifford en Pieter ter Keurs 

worden betrokken in de discussie over de invloed van de verschillende 

wijzen van kijken, naar binnen of  naar buiten, op de manier mensen zich 

binnen een maatschappij opstellen. Ook wordt de samenhang benoemd 

tussen de rol die musea spelen in de relatie tussen mensen en objecten, en 

de positie die mensen bekleden in de samenleving waarin zij leven. Bij het 

bespreken van de rol van materiële cultuur en musea in de samenleving 

wordt aandacht besteed aan werk van Daniel Miller, Barbara Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett , Sharon MacDonald, Susan Legêne en Paul Gilroy. 

De subsectie ‘Tacheles’ schetst vervolgens de interdisciplinaire benadering 

van dit onderzoek: historisch met gebruik van sociologische methodes en 

een antropologische werkwijze. In het bijzonder wordt het werk van Barney 

Glaser en Anselm Strauss over kwalitatief  onderzoek gebruikt. Publicaties 

van Selma Leydesdorff  betreffende oral history worden besproken, waarbij 

ook gekeken wordt naar het verband tussen plek en interview aan de hand 

van werk van Hanna Herzog. Met behulp van Elizabeth Edwards wordt 

ingegaan op het gebruik van foto’s als historische bronnen. Tenslotte 

wordt de door Kwane Anthony Appiah voorgestelde manier besproken om 

objecten zodanig te ‘vertalen’ dat alle connotaties intact blijven.  

Het inleidende deel eindigt met een landkaart die de perioden en locaties die 

relevant zijn voor het onderzoek aan elkaar koppelt in een beeld.
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Deel 1, getiteld “Objecten in situ: woonhuizen en hun musea”, bestaat 

uit acht hoofdstukken. Elk daarvan behandelt een te analyseren eenheid, 

bestaande uit een woonhuis en een museum die zijn gekoppeld aan 

achtereenvolgens één van de volgende subculturen: Chabad, Marokkaans, 

Irakees, Ethiopisch, Russisch, religieus-zionistisch, Israëlisch christelijk-

Arabisch, en Israëlisch islamitisch-Arabisch. De hoofdstukken van  

Deel 1 hebben elk een eigen specialisme, met haar eigen debatten  en in elk 

hoofdstuk verhoudt het onderzoek zich tot andere auteurs en verschillende 

disciplines. 

Hoofdstuk 1 gaat vooral over religieuze objecten en het tentoonstellen 

daarvan in een seculier instituut. De woning van mevrouw Marantz in  

Kfar Chabad en het Israël Museum in Jeruzalem geven een kijk op 

Chabad als subcultuur. Gebruikmakend van een fenomenologische en een 

verhalende aanpak wordt in dit hoofdstuk de materiële cultuur van Chabad 

besproken, zowel de tastbare als de minder tastbare religieuze objecten, 

waaronder ook voorwerpen die worden gebruikt bij het uitdragen van het 

geloof. Onderzocht wordt in welke mate het Israël Museum, een seculier 

instituut, de werkwijze  moet aanpassen wanneer het religieuze objecten 

tentoonstelt. 

Het volgende hoofdstuk, over foto’s thuis en in een museum, gaat aan 

de hand van de woning van mevrouw Sapir Bergstein in Tel Aviv en 

Beit Hatfutsot, het Museum van het Joodse Volk in Tel Aviv, over de 

Marokkaanse subcultuur. Het hoofdstuk richt zich op de vraag in hoeverre, 

wanneer een museum de verhalende aanpak onderdeel laat zijn van het 

verzamelen en presenteren van foto’s, deze foto’s nog uitgekozen en 

gepresenteerd kunnen worden als sociale voorwerpen met hun eigen 

kenmerken. Dat betreft ook de vraag of  het mogelijk is op die manier het 

persoonlijke en het publieke verhaal met elkaar te verbinden.
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Hoofdstuk 3, over een migratiemuseum en de bezoekers daarvan, belicht 

door onderzoek in de woning van mevrouw Kaduri in Ramat Gan en in het 

Centrum van Erfgoed voor Babylonische Joden in Or Yehuda, de Irakese 

subcultuur. In dit hoofdstuk speelt het Westen geen rol. De subcultuur 

localiseert zijn verhaal in Bagdad, in Palestina en daarna in Israël. De kern 

van dit hoofdstuk is de vraag welke rol de immateriële aspecten van de 

Irakese materiële cultuur spelen, met betrekking tot zowel presentatie als 

participatie, hoe de museale praktijk invloed heeft op de wijze waarop 

tweede, derde en vierde generaties zichzelf  presenteren binnen de Israëlische 

samenleving en hoe zij daarin worden bezien.

Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich aan de hand van de woning van de heer Yeshayahu 

in Afula en van Bahalachin, het culturele centrum van de Ethiopische Joden 

in Tel Aviv, op de Ethiopische subcultuur. In dit verhaal speelt de reis van 

Ethiopië via Soedan naar Israël een wezenlijke rol. In dit hoofdstuk wordt 

de aandacht gevestigd op de materiële cultuur die wordt aangetroffen 

in de woningen van verschillende generaties immigranten en de rol die 

de presentatie van materiële cultuur in een museum kan spelen in het 

assimilatieproces en in de acceptatie van Ethiopische immigranten in Israël.

Het volgende hoofdstuk, ‘Liever medailles dan kunst’, gaat over de Russische 

subcultuur. Het beschrijft de woning van de heer Pens in Haifa en het 

Museum van de Joodse Soldaat in de Tweede Wereldoorlog in Latrun.  

Dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt hoe de Russische subcultuur zijn unieke 

geschiedenis onderdeel maakt van zowel de collectieve geschiedenis van 

Israël als van de geschiedenis van het gehele joodse volk.

Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich aan de hand van de woning van mevrouw Romem 

in kibboets Lavi en de website People of  Israel op de religieus-zionistische 

subcultuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht op welke wijze materiële 

cultuur uitdrukking geeft aan de religieus-zionistische subcultuur,  
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en in hoeverre deze materiële cultuur zich manifesteert in de rest van de 

samenleving.

Het volgende hoofdstuk gebruikt het onderzoek in de woning van mevrouw 

Salame in Turan en in Beit HaGefen in Haifa om de blik te richten op de 

Israëlisch christelijk-Arabische subcultuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt bekeken 

in welke mate de materiële cultuur van deze groep uitdrukking geeft aan 

assimilatie, aan het naast en met elkaar leven en/of  aan uitsluiting. 

Hoofdstuk 8 tenslotte, richt zich aan de hand van de woning van mevrouw 

Abu Ilaw in Mu’awiya en de Umm el Fahem Art Gallery in Umm el  Fahem 

op de Israëlische islamitisch-Arabische subcultuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt 

onderzocht hoe het eigenlijke ontwerp van het museum een statement 

over de plek op zich is. Anders dan het land moeten mondelinge en visuele 

geschiedenissen nog worden opgeëist. De geschiedenissen vormen samen 

een narratief  dat (nog) geen plek heeft gevonden naast de gevestigde 

narratieven in Israël. Ook wordt in dit hoofdstuk bekeken welk effect de 

focus van deze subcultuur – naar buiten of  naar binnen gekeerd – heeft op 

materiële cultuur in het woonhuis en in het museum.

De objecten besproken in de acht hoofdstukken van Deel 1 vormen een 

virtuele verzameling van 66 objecten, die haar unieke karakter ontleent aan 

de combinatie van objecten uit de privé- en de openbare sfeer. Met behulp 

van deze verzameling worden zowel de objecten in woonhuizen en in 

musea met elkaar vergeleken als ook de soorten musea die de verschillende 

subculturen zouden representeren. 

Deel 2, over de mechanismes die spelen bij het wel of  niet behoren bij 

de Isaëlische samenleving vergelijkt de bevindingen van Deel 1 op twee 

verschillende niveaus met elkaar. Allereerst worden in hoofdstuk 9 drie 

categorieën objecten vergeleken zowel tussen de acht te analyseren eenheden 
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als tussen woonhuizen en musea, teneinde meer te weten te komen over 

de wijze waarop de staat en zijn identiteit vorm kregen. Opdat de objecten 

compleet met hun biografieën kunnen worden vergeleken, zijn er drie 

specifieke categorieën omschreven, die betrekking hebben op het gebruik, 

de functie en het sociale bestaan van een object. Die categorieën zijn: 

‘Collectieve en persoonlijke geschiedenis’, ‘Religieuze en rituele ervaring’ 

en ‘Kunst’. De 66 objecten, die hoofdzakelijk zijn verzameld tijdens het 

onderzoek zoals beschreven in Deel 1, zijn ondergebracht in de categorieën, 

geanalyseerd en weergegeven in grafieken. Het hoofdstuk begint met een 

overzicht van alle objecten, met een foto, de categorie en de subcultuur waar 

het object mee is verbonden.

Hoofdstuk 10, dat ook gaat over het verband tussen het opbouwen van 

een collectie en het opbouwen van een staat, besteedt aandacht aan de 

verbanden tussen een specifieke subcultuur (religieus, etnisch of  politiek) 

en het soort museum dat die subcultuur vertegenwoordigt. In deze beide 

laatste hoofdstukken speelt locatie een wezenlijke rol, zowel de locatie van 

objecten, de locatie van mensen als de locatie van het land. Door de objecten 

die zijn verzameld in woonhuizen en in musea te koppelen, wordt het 

verband tussen de drie locaties zichtbaar. Net als een object, en misschien 

zelfs beter zichtbaar, laat een museum het erbij horen of  het uitgesloten zijn 

zien. In dit hoofdstuk worden de musea die eerder aan de orde kwamen in 

kaart gebracht in een historische schets van het museale landschap in Israël. 

Hierbij inbegrepen zijn instellingen zoals het Israëlische parlement en andere 

publieke plaatsen gerelateerd aan de hoofdcultuur. Het toont de rol die 

de Israëlische politiek speelt in het proces waarbij musea en het oprichten 

daarvan een rol krijgen binnen het opbouwen van de staat, waarbij het erop 

lijkt dat de hoofdcultuur zich als een subcultuur manifisteert. 

De conclusies geven kort de uitkomsten van het onderzoek weer. Zo 

heeft het onderzoek aangetoond dat de wijze waarop objecten en musea 
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in Israël worden gebruikt op het eerste gezicht niet wezenlijk afwijkt van 

ontwikkelingen in andere landen. Echter wanneer het belang van locatie 

wordt meegenomen in het analyseren van de objecten en de musea en in het 

analyseren van de wijze waarop objecten en musea worden gebruikt bij de 

opbouw van een staat krijgen objecten en musea een iets andere betekenis. 

Locatie blijkt dan een bepalende factor.

Een andere bevinding van het onderzoek is dat musea in Israël de laatste 

jaren opmerkelijke veranderingen hebben doorgemaakt. De belangrijkste 

is de toenemende nadruk op kunst als een manier voor een museum om 

een neutrale, a-politieke boodschap uit te dragen om zo in staat te zijn 

de hele maatschapij te bereiken, en om zo als een middel voor dialoog te 

dienen. Kunst is echter nooit neutraal en het heeft in Israël geen unificerend 

effect. Dat komt waarschijnlijk omdat het verband met andere categorieën, 

zoals etnografie en religie, tijdens het verzamelen en presenteren vaak over 

het hoofd wordt gezien. Wanneer objecten worden verzameld zónder de 

verhalen die daar bij horen, dan is het idee van een museum als middel 

voor dialoog met andere groepen in de context van Israël te optimistisch. 

Helemaal omdat het verband tussen het woonhuis en het museum dan 

ontbreekt. Het lijkt erop dat musea de rol van vertegenwoordiger van 

groeperingen binnen de Israëlische staat niet goed kunnen waarmaken.  

Een gevolg is dat subculturen die taak bij monumenten leggen. De rol die 

voor objecten en musea overblijft is om verhalen te vertellen over de banden 

tussen objecten, mensen en locaties, waarbij wel moet worden onderkend dat 

die banden in de loop der tijd veranderen. Op die manier kunnen mensen 

zich verbonden blijven voelen met hun eigen verhaal. Zo staan ze maar één 

stap af  van de bereidheid te luisteren naar het verhaal van een ander. Zolang 

de locatie zelf  echter ter discussie staat en door vrijwel iedere subcultuur 

anders wordt bekeken, zal het lastig zijn een plek te vinden waar de verhalen 

van de objecten die ertoe doen, kunnen worden overgedragen.
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A painting on the cover of  a book

Should an image on the cover of  a book present a question or an answer?

This painting, Untitled 1991-2000, is by Yadid Rubin. In an interview he 

said ‘I can be in Manhattan or in Europe, and still paint the landscape of  the 

kibbutz. My landscapes are expressions of  my soul.’1 Yadid Rubin (1938-

2012) lived and worked in Kibutz Givat Haim Yichud.  

 

For me this painting visualizes the importance of  location and the 

relationship between location, people and objects. It also is an object that 

could be categorized in all three categories used in this research. It is part 

of  a collective, that of  the kibbutz, and a personal history, the life of  the 

painter. It shows religious and ritual experience, where Zionism could be 

seen as a religion and the image of  the kibbutz as its symbol. The ritual 

might refer to the daily routine of  getting up in the morning to paint the 

land you live on, as well as the rituals that comes with plowing the land. 

Furthermore it is art, made by an artist, exhibited in a museum, presented by 

a gallery.  

 

Art however, as said before, is never neutral and this painting shows a 

specific part of  the Israeli (cultural) landscape, one that is not accessible 

for everyone. The row of  cypress trees forms a border. The cypress, a tree 

which does not grow naturally in Israel, was brought to the country by the 

Jewish National Fund at the end of  the nineteenth century. It was planted 

as a wind break around many orchards. Now the cypress became part of  the 

work of  Yadid Rubin, together with the vivid colors showing plowed land. 

The Tel Aviv Museum of  Modern Art organized in 2010 a retrospective 

exhibition of  the work of  Yadid Rubin called ‘plowed color.’  The exhibition 

showed that the kibbutz really was the main subject of  his paintings. Asked 

why he painted this image over and over again, he answered: because this is 

my place.  
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Sometimes a place is so meaningful you have to paint it and sometimes 

an object, a painting, is so beautiful, with all its meaning, that you want to 

hang it in your living room, that you want to visit a museum just to look at 

it, again and again or that you want to place it on the cover of  your book, 

presenting both the question and the answer of  your research.

1 Am-Ad, K. (2008) Color suddenly took over me. In: Hakibbutz, 27 November [Hebrew]
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